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A B S T R A C T
The extent of State-owned waterbottoms in south Louisiana 
was examined through an analysis of Louisiana State court 
decisions. This analysis included court cases dating from 
1812, the year of statehood, until 1992. Sample court cases 
were divided into groups representing some of the major 
issues involved in waterbottoms disputes for both coastal 
and inland areas.
The nature of waterborne commerce was examined with an 
emphasis on identifying the types and sizes of watercraft 
used in commerce. The identification of waterborne commerce 
is important because the State owns the bottoms of all 
naturally formed navigable waterbodies, and navigability is 
determined by the potential of a waterbody to float 
commercial watercraft. Particular emphasis was placed on 
identifying commercial watercraft used in the logging and 
fishing industries.
From the court cases examined it appears that the State is 
gaining ownership of waterbottoms along the coast through 
both accretion and subsidence/erosion. These gains are 
small, however, because actual ownership transfers are 
limited to those waterbottoms dispute areas that have 
actually been settled in court. Implied State ownership has 
been expanding inland through coastal erosion and 
subsidence. This implied ownership is evident through the
xvii
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jurisdictional actions of the Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries and other State agencies having legal authority- 
over State waterbottoms. On inland lakes, the State has 
maintained ownership of both accreted and eroded areas, 
while on inland streams the State is losing title to the 
riparian landowners in cases of extensive accretion.
Frequently the ownership issue on inland streams has been 
tied to proving navigability. Louisiana courts have been 
inconsistent in the standards applied for making 
navigability determinations. One of the most important 
unsettled issues is the determination of State ownership of 
coastal waterbodies that are affected by the ebb and flow of 
tides. The cases examined do not provide a clear 
distinction between seashore, arms of the sea, and coastal 
waterbodies influenced by the tides. The research findings 
indicate that local or domestic commerce is being conducted 
by watercraft that are much smaller than the recognized 
commercial watercraft cited in many important court 
decisions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Property ownership is one of the accepted rights of any 
United States citizen. When parcels of land are subdivided, 
the smaller units are most often separated by a series of 
straight lines and angles that can be measured with a 
transit and chain. In Louisiana as in all other states, the 
bottoms of ponds, streams, lakes, bays, and other 
waterbodies may also divided and sold as property. While 
dry land offers a certain degree of stability for laying out 
survey lines, boundaries are much less certain when 
waterbodies are involved. Boundary delimitation has been 
particularly difficult when the division lines have followed 
the center of irreguarly shaped and constantly moving 
waterbodies (Newton and Easterly 1977, Easterly 1988). The 
determination of boundaries along the land/water interface 
can be just as difficult when those boundaries correspond to 
such illusive lines as mean high water, mean low water or 
high tide. In Louisiana ownership is subject to change if 
property includes all or part of a waterbody, or if a 
waterbody serves as a boundary. As waterbodies change, the 
bottoms of those waterbodies may become wider, deeper, 
narrower or may even fill up with sediment. Due to this 
dynamic character of active waterbodies and the wording of 
Louisiana laws, in theory waterbottom ownership should also 
undergo corresponding change. However, in practice such
1
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changes do not become official until the waterbottom in 
question is adjudicated in court.
In this study, the extent of State-owned waterbottoms 
in south Louisiana are examined. This examination is 
conducted through an analysis of court cases that involved 
waterbottoms ownership issues. The general goals of this 
study are 1) to examine how ownership decisions are made, 2) 
to determine how these decisions are influenced by waterbody 
changes, and 3) to examine the affect of ownership decisions 
on similar types of waterbodies. To reach these three goals 
a series of hypotheses were formulated and a research plan 
was developed to collect the types of information necessary 
to address both the general goals and the more specific 
hypotheses. The hypotheses are outlined later in this 
chapter. For this research three distinct but sometimes 
overlapping approaches were attempted:
First, the study focusses on the legal determination of 
property boundaries located along the land/water interface 
of natural waterways. Available court case summaries are 
reviewed to extract appropriate information on waterbottoms 
ownership determinations.
Second, the study emphasizes the key role that 
navigability plays in the determination of waterbottom 
ownership. For most waterbottom ownership determinations, 
navigability is the single most important issue because in 
Louisiana the State owns the bed and bottom (waterbottoms) 
of all naturally formed navigable waterbodies. The
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definitions of "navigable waterbodies" and "commerce" are 
examined as to their applicability to waterbottoms ownership 
issues.
The third major focus of this research is on the degree 
to which waterbody changes affect property ownership. In 
recent years the problem of waterbottom ownership 
determination has been magnified by an accelerating rate of 
land loss along Louisiana's coastal zone and by an 
accelerated rate of channel filling within the Atchafalaya 
Basin. Both of these changes are due, in part, to cultural 
alterations of sediment-bearing channel flow of the 
Mississippi River and other major streams.
As in other coastal states, Louisiana owns coastal waters up 
to the seashore, which includes the open coast and arms of 
the sea. Inland from the sea the State owns the 
waterbottoms of all naturally formed navigable waterbodies, 
thus the crux of the waterbottom ownership issue is the 
identification of navigable waterbodies. Historically such 
determinations have been made in Louisiana through court 
decisions and the navigability issue has always been tied to 
the ability of a waterbody to carry commerce. In this study 
Louisiana property (waterbottoms) ownership issue is the 
primary concern, and only a mimimal effort is made to 
address the navigability issue or navigation access as 
viewed under Federal Admiralty law.
Since Louisiana became a state in 1812, extensive 
physical changes have occurred along the coast. Whenever
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these changes involve naturally formed, navigable 
waterbodies, a potential change in ownership of the affected 
waterbottoms also occurs. The topics addressed include 
consistency of court rulings, the identification of 
"winners" and "losers", the identification of any long-range 
implications for court decisions, and the identification of 
historical changes in court attitudes toward navigability or 
the public trust.
Geographical Background
Property disputes often arise over the identification 
of navigable waterbodies and the demarcation of banklines or 
shorelines that separate State from riparian ownership. Due 
to a variety of physical and cultural processes, the shores 
and banks of waterbodies are constantly changing. Thus the 
study of navigable waterbottoms is in effect the study of a 
constantly moving boundary line along the interface of land 
and water. Historically, the study of boundaries has fallen 
under the general field of political geography.
To date, most published geographical analyses of 
boundaries have involved disputes on a national or 
international scale (Muir 1975, Brown and Shue 1981, 
Prescott 1988) . The study of boundaries at the local level 
has been addressed most frequently by attorneys, 
geographers, engineers and historians whose interests ranged 
from the technical aspects of surveying to the social
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implications of land tenure by particular ethnic groups 
(Clark 1922, Marschner 1960, Brown and Eldridge 1962, Hall 
1970, French 1978, White 1980, Pett-Conklin 1986) . Most of 
the geographical studies of waterways and boundaries have 
emphasized the boundary function of waterways, particularly 
where waterways serve as boundaries between political 
entities (Boggs 1937, Newton and Easterly 1977, Prescott 
1978, De Vorsey 1982, Easterly 1988), and very few 
geographical studies have addressed the problems associated 
with the state ownership of waterbottoms (Morgan 1955, De 
Vorsey 1973, Morgan 1977, Wicker 1983) . Most of the 
emphasis on local boundary research has been on land tenure 
or cadastral systems. This investigation involves several 
fields of study that are essential to the solution of 
riparian and maritime boundary issues: law, alluvial
geomorphology, maritime boundary studies, and historical 
geography. Although these particular fields of study are 
commonly involved in boundary disputes on the international 
scale, few applications have been made to this type of 
investigation on the state or local level in the United 
States (De Vorsey 1979, 1983; Morgan 1977; Newton and
Easterly 1977, Easterly 1988). This particular study is 
important because it addresses the ownership of a specific 
type of property that has been examined by few researchers 
outside the legal profession: the bottoms of inland and
coastal waterbodies. The term "geoforensic" describes this 
particular type of study because it is a geographical
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analysis of information obtained from decisions by courts of 
justice. Because of their knowledge of cartography,
history, physical processes, and the cultural landscape, 
geographers frequently are called upon to serve as expert 
witnesses in property disputes. This is the type of 
geoforensic analysis being conducted here.
Although the problems addressed here are not unique to 
Louisiana, the range of the physical processes involved 
(from rapid accretion to rapid erosion) is perhaps more 
extreme in South Louisiana than in any other location within 
the United States. It is these extremes that have brought 
about many of the changes in the physical condition of 
waterbodies, and by implication, changes in ownership of 
waterbottoms. It is this dynamic characteristic of
waterways and the use of the land-water interface as
boundaries for property ownership which provides the 
research interest for this particular investigation.
Accretion, erosion, navigability, and other waterway change 
issues are certainly relevant to a host of ownership related 
problems, such as those between private citizens (D'Albora 
v. Garcia 1962), between counties (Newton and Easterly 
1977), along seashores (Morgan 1977, Phipps and Smith 1978, 
Shepard and Wanless 1971, Kerns et al. 1980, Nordstrom and 
Terich 1985), between states (De Vorsey 1973,1982; State of 
Texas v. State of Louisiana 1973), and between state and 
Federal waters (De Vorsey 1973, United States v. California 
1947) . An examination of many relevant issues involved with
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the determination of state, national and international 
boundaries involving coastlines has been the subject of at 
least one major study (Shalowitz 1964).
This study differs from previous legal investigations 
because 1) it concentrates on waterways as the means of 
defining internal boundaries, 2) it emphasizes commerce as 
the primary means of determining navigability, and 3) the 
essential approach is geographical rather than legal. With 
but few exceptions, members of the legal profession have 
dominated most of the research conducted into the 
relationship between physical land changes and property 
ownership.
Waterbottom ownership disputes include a wide range of 
waterbody types that may be separated into three categories: 
1) inland (fresh water) waterbodies, 2) coastal waterbodies 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide (tidal), and 3) the 
Gulf of Mexico with its numerous bays that are called arms 
of the sea. As will be pointed out later, Louisiana courts 
have encountered difficulty in differentiating the boundary 
between tidal waterbodies and arms of the sea. Of the 
various types of conflicts involving waterbody navigability 
issues, the two of primary concern for this study are the 
conflict between State and private interests along inland 
waterways and between State and private interests along the 
coast (seashore) . Another issue that will be addressed only 
briefly here is the dispute between State and Federal 
jurisdiction within the offshore waters. Although confined
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to Louisiana, this study has relevance for many other areas 
of the United States, and in particular, all other coastal 
states, because virtually all of the waterway types selected 
for investigation and all of the geomorphological processes 
involved with these waterways also occur in other states.
Regardless of the coastal morphology and marine 
processes involved, all coastlines are modified by 
accretion, erosion, or a combination of the two. 
Additionally, every state contains waterways that are 
considered navigable, and according to the equal footing 
doctrine, "all states own the land under their navigable 
waters" (Hribernick 1981:4). The laws dealing with 
accretion and erosion vary from state to state, but many 
states approach these issues in a manner similar to that of 
Louisiana. Among the minority of states that lack a 
legislative definition for "navigability", the courts have 
either developed their own definitions from neighboring 
states or have borrowed the very precise definition used by 
the Federal government (Leighty 1971:473-482). Even in 
areas that differ markedly in their legal systems the 
proposed study can provide a model against which their 
problems can be compared and measured.
Lecral Background of Navigability
Louisiana contains a vast network of natural waterways, 
commonly labeled lakes, ponds, creeks, bayous, rivers, 
lagoons, or bays. Generally speaking, the bottoms or
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submerged portions of all man-made waterways and the bottoms 
of most small natural waterways are considered to be the 
property of the riparian landowner, that is, property of the 
person who owns the land along the bank of the waterway. 
However, if a natural waterway is potentially navigable, 
ownership of waterbottoms is much more difficult to 
determine. In Louisiana, the bottoms of navigable waterways 
(i.e., the portions located below either the mean high or 
mean low water line, depending on the type of waterbody) are 
considered the property of the State, and the determination 
of navigability is the most important factor considered in 
the identification of State-owned waterbottoms. The term 
"navigable" is very elastic and has a host of meanings 
(Ludes and Gilbert 1966, Vol. 65:61-63; Madden 1971:298- 
299). Generally Louisiana courts have followed the 
decisions of the United States Supreme Court in its 
definition of navigability as it applies to admiralty law. 
According to the Federal definition, "a body of water is 
navigable if it is susceptible of being used, in its 
ordinary condition, as a highway for commerce over which 
trade and travel are or may be conducted in the customary 
modes of trade and travel on water" (Yianopoulos 1987:18). 
Federal admiralty jurisdiction is confined to interstate 
trade or commerce, while the individual states need only 
consider local or intrastate commerce to consider 
navigability. In Louisiana two types of navigable 
waterbodies are recognized: those that are "navigable in
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law" and those that are "navigable in fact". The State of 
Louisiana is the owner of the bed and bottom of all 
waterways which were navigable in 1812 by virtue of the 
Equal Footing Doctrine which guarantees the inherent 
sovereignty of all navigable waterways in existence on the 
date of statehood (Ramsey River Road v. Reeves) . All 
waterbodies that were considered navigable in 1812 are 
navigable in law and are still considered navigable today 
provided they still contain water. Waterbodies are deemed 
navigable in fact when it can be demonstrated that they are 
used or susceptible of being used for commerce. With minor 
mofifications, the navigability in fact definition has 
evolved from the U.S. Supreme Court decision known as U.S. 
v. Montello. or The Montello (87 U.S. 430, 20 Wall. 430).
Thus the two keys to determining State ownership of 
inland waterbottoms are 1) the determination that a 
waterbody existed in the year 1812 and 2) the determination 
that the waterbody either carried or is capable of carrying 
commerce. Since navigability is so important to the 
identification of State waterbottoms, particular emphasis is 
placed on the relationship between commerce and navigation.
Although the larger, well-traveled rivers and bayous 
have always been considered navigable, the vast majority of 
naturally formed waterbodies in Louisiana are relatively 
small, and with few exceptions, most are of undetermined 
navigability. Determinations of navigability, and therefore 
ownership of waterway bottoms, have been made on a case-by-
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case basis either through agreements between the State Land 
Office and private interests, or through litigation (Charlie 
St. Romain, Louisiana State Land Office, personal 
communication: May 1990). Ownership boundaries have rarely 
been established on the majority of small waterways which 
serve as minor arteries of commerce.
Addressing the Maior Issues 
The Louisiana/United States Boundary Agreement
The ownership of waterbottoms involves many conflicting 
claims among federal, state, county and private interests. 
In recent years the Coastal Zone has been given the most 
attention because the coastal portions of Louisiana have 
been eroding at extremely rapid rates (Gagliano et al. 
1981) . Intimately related to the erosion phenomenon is the 
so-called "tidelands dispute" between the State and the U.S. 
Government. A 1969 Supreme Court ruling established the 
Louisiana coastal waters and set the boundary between State 
and Federal waters at 3 geographical miles from the 
Louisiana coast (Hribernick 1981:3; United States v. 
Louisiana 1969) . This ruling followed an earlier and 
similar decision by the Supreme Court concerning the state 
waters along the coast of California (United States v. 
California 1947) . The tidelands issue is relevant to the 
proposed study and it certainly has bearing on tidelands 
issues in other states because the negotiated boundary is 
contingent upon a stable coastline. Because of the severity
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of the erosion rate along the Louisiana coast, coastal 
erosion may have serious consequences concerning previous 
Supreme Court decisions. In the United States v. Louisiana 
decision, the Supreme Court implied that "if the coastline 
recedes due to erosive forces, the United States would have 
the right to seek a more favorable boundary with the state 
in court" (Hribernick 1981:3). According to at least one 
authority (Morgan 1977), the method used to delineate the 
boundary between Louisiana and Federal waters is faulty and 
will require frequent adjustments as erosion continues. If 
the adjustments are made by the existing method, the loss of 
mineral revenues to Louisiana could be devastating, perhaps 
amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars each year 
(Morgan 1977:159-161; Kelley et al. 1984:31).
Although the Federal Government may not plan to 
pursue the renegotiation of the State/Federal boundary in 
the near future, the stage for such an action could be set 
if Louisiana begins to claim some of the formerly private 
coastal lands which have been lost to erosion. Three 
factors may push the State toward making claims on some of 
these newly formed open waters: 1) Louisiana has a legal 
right to the bottoms of any lands lost to seashore erosion 
(Hribernick 1981:3), 2) the coastal erosion rate for
Louisiana is one of the highest rates in the country (Morgan 
and Morgan 1983; Walker et al. 1987, Gagliano et al. 1981), 
and 3) a recent Supreme Court decision has opened the way 
for Louisiana claims to small, non-navigable waterways
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subject to the ebb and flow of the tide in addition to the 
navigable waterways which it already owns (Yiannopoulos 
1988). If the State of Louisiana begins to claim newly 
formed open water along its coast, then the Federal 
Government may follow suit by requesting a renegotiation of 
the State/Federal boundary (Glen Kent, Louisiana State Land 
Office, personal communication, September 24, 1992). If
adjustments are made to the Louisiana/Federal water 
boundary, then similar adjustments are likely to follow for 
the coastal water boundaries of other states as well. Given 
the current national concern for energy independence and 
budget deficits, Louisiana has all the makings for a test 
case in the near future.
Tidelands or Seashore?
A second major waterbottoms ownership problem is the 
uncertainty over the boundary between State public trust 
waterbottoms and the "private" waterbottoms located farther 
inland. As noted in the succeeding chapter, Louisiana 
jurisprudence has been unclear when it comes to 
differentiating seashore from tidal waterbottoms and when 
determining who owns nonnavigable waterbodies subject to the 
ebb and flow of the tide. Related to this problem is the 
determination of ownership of newly formed waterbottoms as 
the coastal marshlands erode and subside. Do these newly 
formed waterbottoms remain in the hands of the former owners
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or do they transfer to the State? Does it matter whether or 
not they are navigable? Does it matter whether they are 
considered salt, brackish or fresh water? How do different 
State agencies with jurisdictional control over coastal 
waterbottoms view the ownership issue? These are some of 
the ownership problems that repeatedly emerge in the study 
of coastal waterbottoms ownership.
Inland Areas
Although the ownership of waterbottoms of inland 
waterways has not received as much attention as the eroding 
coast, it is of no less importance. Navigability issues 
occur only infrequently along waterways which have remained 
relatively stable over the last 200 years. However, 
navigability/ownership issues frequently occur for waterways 
that are very active. Perhaps the most complicated issue 
involving inland waterways is the sometimes massive rate of 
accretion that occurs when sediment bearing channels are 
confined by artificial levees. The Atchafalaya Basin is the 
largest contiguous area in Louisiana to be dominated by 
accretion of riverine sediment. Because of its dynamic 
nature, the Atchafalaya Basin provides an excellent setting 
to examine both accretion and erosion associated with active 
meandering streams. The Atchafalaya Basin is not unique in 
terms of the types of geomorphological processes that occur; 
what makes this setting unique is the volume of sediment
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involved. This large volume creates an accretion dominated 
system which, at both temporal and spatial scales, is 
unequaled elsewhere in the United States. Boundary problems 
associated with erosion and accretion are not only common in 
the Atchafalaya Basin and other riparian settings of 
Louisiana, but are also found along other waterways within 
the Mississippi River Valley (Stonecipher 1983, Pearson 
1986, Bielefeld 1969, Cabaniss 1982). Related to the 
accretion issue is the artificial control of flow through 
waterways (eg., Atchafalaya Basin) and the effect that this 
control has both on sediment depletion in some areas and 
sediment deposition in others (Gagliano and van Beek 1975, 
Turner and Cahoon 1988, van Heerden 1983). The problems 
examined in this investigation are certainly relevant to 
similar issues in other states where flood-control measures 
include artificial levee construction along major waterways 
(Thompson 1982).
The Impact of Man.
The final issue that has never been adequately 
addressed is the influence that human activities have had on 
waterbottoms ownership through cultural interference with 
the natural accretion and erosion processes in inland and 
coastal areas. Existing Louisiana legislation makes no 
provision for determining the human role in alteration of 
the natural environment. The issue of waterbottom ownership
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has been viewed by the courts as a strictly legal issue, and 
less consideration has been given to the cultural processes 
than to the physical processes involved. Despite several 
professional recommendations on the need for scientific 
input (Wicker 1983, Morgan 1977) and the overwhelming 
evidence that human modification has significantly altered 
the natural processes (Morgan and Morgan 1977, Walker et al. 
1987, Nordstrom and Terich 1985, Gagliano and van Beek 1975, 
Gagliano et al. 1981), the legislative and judicial systems 
have apparently failed to address the human modification 
factors and have failed to consider scientific input 
seriously prior to their actions. Many judicial decisions 
appear to display a lack of understanding for the long-range 
implications of the physical processes involved, the role 
that human activity has played in the alteration of these 
processes, and in the repercussions that short-sighted 
solutions will have on future property disputes. Literally 
dozens of lawsuits have been settled within the Atchafalaya 
Basin, and this researcher has found very little evidence 
that the role of human agency was adequately considered, if 
it was considered at all, by the courts prior to rendering 
their decisions (eg., Gulf Refining Company of Louisiana v. 
Grace 1928, Amerada Petroleum Corporation v. State Mineral 
Board 1943, Amerada Petroleum Corporation et al. v. Case, et 
al. 1946, Humble Oil and Refining Company v. State Mineral 
Board 1953) .
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Through, a cursory review of the major waterbottoms 
ownership issues, several hypotheses were developed. These 
hypotheses represent the author's initial impressions 
concerning trends in waterbottoms ownership changes in 
Louisiana and perceptions of some of the forces involved in 
those changes.
Hypothesis 1: In areas of the State where streams and rivers 
are being filled by accretion and sediment deposition, it is 
expected that the ownership of former waterbottoms will 
shift from the State to adjacent riparian landowners, i.e., 
from the State to primarily private landowners.
Hypothesis 2: In coastal areas where subsidence and erosion 
have resulted in saltwater encroachment into former 
wetlands, it is expected that the State is gaining 
waterbottoms at the expense of the coastal wetlands 
landowners, represented primarily by private citizens and 
corporations. State gains are not expected in areas where 
landowners have stabilized land loss through reclamation 
efforts.
Hypothesis 3: In both areas of accretion and erosion, the 
dominant physical processes are being exacerbated by human 
modifications to the environment. With increased cultural
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influence on the physical environment it is anticipated that 
court decisions increasingly acknowledged the influence of 
man. For example, in areas where canal construction alters 
the flow of sediment bearing streams, it is anticipated that 
courts will take the alteration of sediment flow into 
account.
Hypothesis 4: Louisiana court decisions involving
navigability will follow the trend set by U.S. Supreme Court 
admiralty decisions regarding the definitions of tidelands 
and commerce. The anticipated broader definition of 
navigability includes a) an expansion of navigable waters 
from the tidelands into inland areas after 1851, and b) a 
historical trend of acknowledging progressively smaller 
watercraft that are engaged in commerce.
Hypothesis 5: Louisiana court decisions involving specific 
waterbodies will influence the ownership status of 
waterbodies that are located in a similar geographical or 
physical setting.
As noted in Hypothesis 1 and 2, the underlying 
assumption in this study is that the State is losing 
ownership of property through accretion within areas of 
extensive deposition while it is gaining property through 
erosion within the coastal zone. The distinctive coastal 
and inland regions were selected for comparison and contrast
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because, generally speaking, the coastal zone is dominated 
by land loss through subsidence and erosion, while the 
inland area has remained stable or has experienced rapid 
sediment deposition. If these hypotheses are valid, the 
anticipated ownership changes should be reflected in the 
decisions of Louisiana courts involving waterbottoms 
disputes for those two regions.
The third hypothesis tested in this study was that the 
degree of human alteration of the natural environment has 
increased steadily from the early nineteenth century to the 
present. According to this hypothesis, the more recent 
court decisions are more likely to address the influence of 
human alteration to natural conditions such as erosion and 
accretion than court decisions of the nineteenth century.
The fourth hypothesis addresses the tendency of State 
courts to reflect or to follow decisions made by the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Despite the differences between Federal 
admiralty law and Louisiana property law, it is anticipated 
that this trend will reflect a broadening of the definition 
of navigable waters from the mid-nineteenth century to the 
present. If this hypothesis is correct then State decisions 
should show a general liberalization or broadening of the 
definition of navigability to include types and sizes of 
commercial watercraft that were not considered during the 
nineteenth century.
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The final hypothesis addresses the implications that 
court decisions involving waterbottoms ownership have on 
similar types of physical settings. The assumption made 
here is that if a particular type of waterbody is deemed 
navigable by the Louisiana Supreme Court, then similar types 
of waterbodies will be automatically classified in a similar 
manner by other courts or State agencies.
Study Area Selection
The area selected for study in this investigation 
includes all of Louisiana south of the 31st parallel (Figure 
1-1) . This area contains 35 parishes and the terrain ranges 
from extensive coastal wetlands to the rolling hills and 
terrace lands in both the Florida Parishes and the southwest 
part of the state. Within Louisiana, wetlands contain the 
most dynamic areas in terms of alterations to natural 
waterways, and as a result, a disproportionate number of 
lawsuits involving navigability issues have involved 
waterways located in wetlands (Gary Keyser, Assistant 
Louisiana Attorney General, personal communication, May, 
1990).
The Louisiana wetlands represent one of the most 
rapidly changing physical regions in the continental United 
States. At the time of European contact, the mainland 
United States contained about 200 million acres of coastal 
and inland wetlands, of which approximately 7% were located
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within Louisiana (Conservation Foundation 1989; Fruge 1982) . 
Along the Louisiana coast, the shifting deltas of 
theMississippi River have created the largest coastal 
wetlands in North America (Coleman and Roberts 1989:5). 
According to one estimate, the coastal wetlands of Louisiana 
contain 41% of the total coastal wetlands in the United 
States (Turner and Cahoon 1988). Recent studies have 
demonstrated that the Louisiana coastal wetlands are being 
lost to erosion and subsidence at the rate of 0.8% per 
year, or about 1500 square feet per minute. This rate of 
wetland loss has been accelerating during the twentieth 
century (Gagliano et al. 1981; Turner et al. 1982; Turner 
and Cahoon 1988).
In contrast to the extremely high rate of land loss 
along much of the Louisiana coast, most of the more elevated 
inland areas of Louisiana have remained relatively stable 
over the last 200 or so years. However, in one wetland 
area, the Atchafalaya Basin and delta, sediment deposition 
has been the dominant geological process. Within the 
Atchafalaya Basin, massive amounts of alluvial sediments 
have been deposited, resulting in the creation of new land 
masses in areas once covered with water (Gagliano and van 
Beek 1975; van Heerden 1983).
This study examines the variety of ways that courts 
have addressed waterbottoms ownership issues in response to 
the regional variations in physical conditions and waterbody 
altering processes such as erosion, accretion, or
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subsidence. It also addresses the impacts that land 
modifying processes are having on property ownership. In 
addition to the well documented influences of natural 
processes, this study also addresses the lesser understood 
impacts of human landscape alterations on waterway changes. 
For example, with the construction of modern channel control 
structures, the natural erosional and/or depositional 
processes have been extensively altered within the 
Atchafalaya Basin. To date this factor has not been 
addressed in court decisions involving waterway changes 
within the Atchafalaya Basin.
Case Sample Population
During the initial research stage of this study, copies 
were obtained of all available Louisiana Supreme Court and 
Appeals Court decisions that involved waterbottoms ownership 
issues. Over 200 Louisiana cases were examined. From that 
group, the sample population was narrowed to approximately 
50 cases that various authorities regarded as important or 
precedent setting. From this smaller group, 2 7 cases were 
chosen from the following three categories: 1) those that 
dealt with seashore/tidelands issues, 2) those that dealt 
with inland waterbody issues, and 3) those that involved 
cultural influences on waterbottoms changes. These three 
groups were chosen because the author believed that they 
include all of the major topics of concern for waterbottoms
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ownership research. Additional information on case selection 
is provided in Chapter 3.
Study Organization
This study is organized into 5 chapters: 1)
introduction; 2) legal framework; 3) selected examples of 
Louisiana lawsuits involving waterbottom ownership issues; 
4) navigability as a factor in determining waterbottom 
ownership; and 5) summary and conclusion. These five 
chapters are followed by a glossary of legal terms, 
references, and appendices. The author requests the 
reader's patience in paging through this unexpectedly 
voluminous study. The topic is extremely complicated, and 
the author believes that the degree of detail is justified 
by the significance of the study for Louisiana jurisprudence 
and by the implications for ownership of literally thousands 
of acres of coastal waterbottoms. In order for the reader 
to understand the complexity of the waterbottoms ownership 
issue, the court cases included in this study must be 
described at length.
Information Sources
The information for this study was collected from many 
different sources. General court case information was 
obtained from legal case summaries such as Southern Reporter
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and Federal Reporter, found in the LSU Law Library. Appeals 
briefs, witness testimony and trial evidence were found in 
the LSU Law Library, the Louisiana Supreme Court in New 
Orleans, the Louisiana Supreme Court Archives at Earl K. 
Long Library, University of New Orleans, and in the Supreme 
Court Collection at Louisiana State Archives. Additional 
case information was obtained from several district court 
houses, the Attorney General Collection at Louisiana State 
Archives, and from attorneys knowledgeable about specific 
cases. The sources of information on watercraft are 
described in detail in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2: LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
This study of waterbottoms ownership is not intended as 
a legal treatise. The cited jurisprudence was collected 
from a geographer's perspective; laws and cases were 
selected in an effort to both qualify and quantify the legal 
changes in ownership that often accompany physical changes 
in the landscape. Before examining the major Louisiana 
court decisions involving waterbottoms ownership, it is 
important to first review the legal background of the State 
claims to that ownership. By right of inherent sovereignty, 
Louisiana acquired title to all natural navigable 
waterbottoms and the seashore at the time of statehood in 
1812. The guidelines for determining this ownership have 
been spelled out in Louisiana's Civil Code.
As noted in Chapter 1, a key element of this 
investigation is waterborne commerce and its association 
with navigability. Since the middle of the nineteenth 
century, commerce has been an essential factor in 
determining the jurisdiction of both Federal and state 
interests on waterbodies throughout the United States. When 
dealing with matters of a similar nature, state courts have 
always relied to a certain degree on rulings made in Federal 
courts, and in particular, on rulings made by the U.S. 
Supreme Court. The concept of navigability is one of those
26
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topics that has received similar treatment in both Federal 
and state courts, and Louisiana, like most other states, 
considers commerce to be the controlling factor when making 
navigability determinations. On occasion both Federal and 
state courts have faced the problem of overlapping 
jurisdiction in matters of navigable waters. For example, 
for any given navigable waterbody, state courts might be 
more concerned with ownership of the waterbottoms, while 
Federal courts might be more concerned with navigation 
rights.
In response to a judgement by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1858, dissenting Justice Daniel argued against what he
perceived as an expansion of federal admiralty jurisdiction
into state territory:
It is now affirmed, that the jurisdiction and 
powers of the admiralty extend to all the waters 
that are navigable within or without the 
territory of a State. In quest of certainty, 
under this new doctrine, the inquiry is naturally 
suggested, what are navigable waters? Will it be 
proper to adopt, in the interpretation of this 
phrase, an etymological derivation from navis, 
and to designate, as navigable waters, those only 
on whose bosoms ships and navies can be floated?
Shall it embrace waters on which sloops and 
shallops, or what are generally termed river 
craft, can swim; or shall it be extended to any 
water on which a batteau or a pirogue can be 
floated? These are all, at any rate, practicable 
waters, navigable in a certain sense. (Jackson v.
The Steamboat Magnolia. 20 S.C.[How.] 320)
This statement was certainly prophetic, considering the
modern expanded Federal waterway jurisdiction as applied by
agencies such as the EPA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
By his statement, Justice Daniel was pointing out the
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"inherent difficulty in defining the meaning, scope, and 
effect of the navigability criterion" (MacGrady 1975:513). 
These comments illustrate the difficulties that courts have 
faced when addressing waterbottom issues over the last two 
centuries.
Between 1850 and 1940 the U.S. Supreme Court issued a
series of decisions that provided a progressively broader
definition of the term "navigable" . As a result of Supreme
Court influence, state courts throughout the U.S. have also
experienced a steady shift away from the narrow "paddle
wheel steamboat" definition of navigable waters that was
common during the middle of the nineteenth century. For
example, in the 1893 Lamprey v. Metcalf decision, the
Minnesota Supreme Court argued for a more liberal definition
of the term "navigable":
The division of waters into navigable and non- 
navigable is merely a method of dividing them 
into public and private, which is the more 
natural classification; and the definition or 
test of navigability to be applied to our inland 
lakes must be sufficiently broad and liberal to 
include all the public uses, including boating 
for pleasure, for which such waters are adapted.
(53 Northwestern 1139)
These are only two of many examples that illustrate the 
expansion of the "public trust doctrine" in U.S. courts from 
the nineteenth to the twentieth century. For reviews of the 
history of the public trust doctrine in the United States, 
the reader is referred to the works of Leighty (1971), 
MacGrady (1975), Sax (1970, 1980), Selvin (1980), and
Stevens (1980) . Of these, MacGrady's analysis is by far the
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most comprehensive. This expansion in the protection of 
public rights has been part of a trend that is visible in 
both Federal and Louisiana court decisions. The examination 
of this public trust expansion from available navigability 
jurisprudence in Louisiana is one aspect of this study.
Louisiana Law
Louisiana has what may be referred to as a mixed civil 
law tradition. Sources of law include both legislation and 
custom. By far the most persuasive sources of law are 
jurisprudence and doctrine. Although some states rely 
entirely on court decisions to determine the guidelines for 
property ownership, in Louisiana the highest source of law 
is the Louisiana Code, a group of laws that borrowed heavily 
from the French Napoleonic Code. Louisiana Supreme Court 
decisions serve to explain the code, and such decisions help 
to gauge changes or trends of interpretation. The first 
Louisiana Code was passed by the Louisiana Legislature in 
1825, with major revisions made in 1870 and 1979. The 
Louisiana laws governing ownership of waterbottoms can be 
found in Articles 451 and 499 through 506 of the 1979 
Revision of the 1870 Civil Code (West's Louisiana Statutes 
Annotated: Civil Code Vol. 3, 1980) . Prior to enactment of 
the current laws, the terms of waterbottom ownership were 
spelled out in Articles 451 and 509 through 518 of the Civil 
Code of 1870. The modern articles most pertinent to this
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study are Articles 451, 499, 500, 504, and 506; all are
listed in Appendix A.
In this study of Louisiana waterbottoms ownership, four 





Of these four, navigability probably is the most 
important, and the other three relate in varying degrees to 
the navigability issue. Each of these four issues is 
covered by one or more legislative acts (Appendix A) . 
According to Louisiana property law, navigable natural 
waterbodies are considered public and the bed and bottom 
(waterbottoms) of natural navigable waterbodies are 
considered State property to be held in public trust. For 
the most part, Louisiana courts have followed the 
navigability tests developed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
Federal admiralty decisions. Generally, in Louisiana a body 
of water is considered navigable "if it is susceptible of 
being used, in its ordinary condition, as a highway of 
commerce over which trade and travel are or may be conducted 
in the customary modes of trade and travel on water" 
(Yiannopoulas 1987:18, Hribernick 1981:1). Louisiana law 
differs from admiralty law in that to be considered
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navigable, it is not necessary that a waterbody be large 
enough to support watercraft engaged in interstate commerce. 
Local or domestic commerce is sufficient to demonstrate 
navigability in Louisiana State courts. Although the term 
"carrying trade" was occasionally used, no reference to 
interstate commerce was made in any of the navigability 
definitions found in over 50 Louisiana court decisions 
examined for this study (see West's Louisiana Digest 2d. Vol 
35, pp. 9-11 for examples) . As with other states, Louisiana 
obtained ownership of the waterbottoms of all navigable 
waterbodies when it became a state in 1812. Although most 
states rely to some extent on Federal court definitions of 
navigable waterbodies, ultimately the job of defining 
navigable waters was left to the Louisiana Legislature and 
State courts. One of the problems with the Louisiana 
definition of navigability is that it is flexible. The 
legislature has never defined with great precision what 
navigability is, and the courts have been left to determine 
navigability on a case by case basis (Lee Hargrave, LSU Law 
School, personal communication, October 22, 1992). As
pointed out later in this study, the definition of 
navigability used by Louisiana courts varies through time.
Accretion that forms successively and imperceptibly is 
called alluvion. Alluvion that forms along streams, 
regardless of navigability, becomes property of the adjacent 
land owner once it extends above water. Alluvion that forms
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along lakes and the seashore belongs to the State (West's 
Louisiana Statutes Annotated: Civil Code. Vol. 3: 321-501).
Erosion and subsidence work hand in hand along the 
Louisiana coast, and to separate the two is very difficult. 
State ownership is not affected when land loss occurs or 
when channels migrate if non-navigable streams flow through 
private land. If land is lost by natural means along
navigable streams, along lake shores, or along the seashore, 
the newly formed waterbottoms become State property
(Hribernick 1981: 1-3).
The relationship between seashore and tidelands is 
difficult to define. Seashore is generally considered to 
include "all the ground between the ordinary high-water mark 
and low-water mark" (Black 1979:1210). Tidelands include 
the "land between the lines of the ordinary high and low 
tides, covered and uncovered successively by the ebb and 
flow thereof" (Black 1979:1329). The term tidelands 
sometimes is used in a broader context to also include "the 
beds of navigable salt waters lying below the line of
ordinary low tide as well as land which is properly
described as submerged" (Ludes and Gilbert 1966, Vol 
86:822). The tide is defined as "the rising and falling of 
the water of the sea which is produced by the attraction of 
the sun and moon, uninfluenced by special winds, seasons, or 
other circumstances" (Ludes and Gilbert 1966, Vol. 86:816). 
In Louisiana the seashore is defined as "the space of land 
over which the waters of the sea spread in the highest tide
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during the winter season" (West's Louisiana Statutes 1980) . 
One difficulty in applying the winter tide limit of the 
Louisiana definition is that no scientific study has been 
made to compare the winter and summer tides along the 
Louisiana coast. Although at least one authority has noted 
that the highest tides occur in the summer (Yiannopoulos 
1988:1364), the Gulf of Mexico yearly tidal range is so 
small that the summer and winter highs may be virtually the 
same. At Pensacola, Florida, for example, the annual tidal 
range is less than 0.3 feet or about 3 inches. The 
difference between the winter high and summer high at 
Pensacola is even less than that because the midwinter high 
is less than 0.1 foot below the summer high (Marmer 
1954:111-112). Similar findings were also noted for the 
Barataria Bay area of the Louisiana coast where the annual 
range was calculated at approximately 6 centimeters, or 
about 0.2 feet (Gosselink 1984:12). While the daily or 
diurnal tidal range varies from about 1.0 to 1.5 feet along 
the Louisiana coast (U.S. Department of Commerce 1989:230) 
the difference between summer and winter high tide is so 
small that it is virtually meaningless.
Several terms have been used to describe the coastal 
waterbottoms that fall under State ownership, including 
tidewaters, waters subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, 
tidal overflow lands, and areas overflowed by high tide 
(Madden 1973:281-284, Wilkins and Wascom 1992:875-881) .
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In addition to the above cited Civil Code Articles, the 
Louisiana Legislature has passed numerous acts that address 
various waterbottoms ownership issues. Some acts have 
declared certain waterbodies to be navigable while others 
have been declared non-navigable. Bayou St. John, for 
instance was declared non-navigable so that it could be 
closed by dikes and gates for protection against storm 
flooding. Among the more important acts passed have been 
the Oyster Statutes, Act 62 of 1912, and Act 998 of 1992.
Fourteen separate Oyster Statutes were passed between 
the years 1886 and 1954. These various statutes have
repeatedly declared coastal oyster-producing waterbottoms 
are the property of the state (Madden 1973:332) . Act 106 of 
1886 was the first Oyster Statute and all subsequent 
statutes were essentially modified versions of it (Appendix 
A ) . These statutes are important because they acknowledge 
State ownership of coastal waterbottoms that are important 
for oyster and other fisheries and because it noted that
natural oyster beds sometimes are exposed at low tide.
Through the oyster statutes, the Louisiana Legislature
admitted that oyster fishing occurs in water shallow enough 
to be exposed at low tide and thus opened the door to 
arguments for commercial fishing in areas that are submerged 
at high-tide but exposed at low tide. This statute also 
gave riparian owners the exclusive right to grow oysters on 
waterbottoms adjacent to their property down to the low 
water mark. Ownership of these tidal areas, unless
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previously granted, remained in the State. Since Louisiana 
has a tidal range that is only about 1 to 1.5 feet, the 
exclusive rights to oyster cultivation did not extend very 
far below the limit to State ownership which was the line of 
the highest winter tide.
Act 62 of 1912 has been one of the most controversial 
legislative acts dealing with waterbottoms ownership. This 
act was passed in an effort to end many of the disputes over 
private patents that had included waterbodies claimed by the 
State to be navigable. According to Act 62, the State had 
until 1918 to challenge any patent that it felt wrongly 
included navigable State waterbottoms. In other words, the 
State had no authority to challenge validity of a land 
patent after 1918, regardless of how incorrect or fraudulent 
it might appear. As a result of Act 62 the State repeatedly 
lost court battles over obviously navigable waterbodies that 
were determined by the courts to be property of private 
claimants with valid patents. For over 50 years Act 62 was 
upheld by the Louisiana Supreme Court. The best known 
defense of the act was California Co. v. Price (74 So. 2d. 
1) in 1953 and the position which defends private ownership 
of navigable waterbottoms came to be known as the "Price 
doctrine" (Madden 1973:336). The Price doctrine was finally 
overturned by the Louisiana Supreme Court in Gulf v. State 
(317 So. 2d 576) in 1975. The Court took a position similar 
to that outlined in the 1892 U.S. Supreme Court decision 
Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois (146 U.S. 3 87) and
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determined that previous court decisions had misinterpreted 
the intent of Act 62. The Court concluded that "the State 
can never divest itself of its navigable bottoms except 
through authority of the people themselves" (317 So. 2d 
589) . The Price and Gulf arguments will probably continue 
into the future.
Act 998 is a direct result of an ongoing debate over 
Louisiana tidal areas. This particular debate is being 
fought in both State and Federal courts with the argument 
concentrated on one primary issue: does the public trust 
(and therefore State ownership) include only navigable 
waterbodies subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, or does 
it extend into non-navigable ones as well. This discussion 
was brought to the fore by the Phillips Petroleum decision 
in 1988 in which the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that non- 
navigable tidal waterbottoms along the Mississippi coast 
were state property (Phillips Petroleum Co. and Cinaue 
Bambini Partnership v. Mississippi and Saga Petroleum U.S., 
Inc. 484 U.S. 469). Several articles have addressed the 
implications of this decision on Louisiana tidelands 
ownership (Yiannopoulos 1988, Trowbridge 1992, Wilkins and 
Wascom 1992) . In reaction to the Phillips decision, in 1992 
the Louisiana Legislature passed Act 998 which addresses the 
ownership of beds of non-navigable waters (Appendix A) . 
Although the original intent of the Act may have been to 
clear up the ownership of non-navigable waterbottoms that 
are influenced by the ebb and flow of the tide, the act
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mainly addresses inland non-navigable waters and it does not
change the ownership status of any waterbottoms. It in
effect forbids the State from acquiring "any new ownership"
of non-navigable tidal waterbottoms (Appendix A, Art.
115.1). In other words, the Act insists that for Louisiana
courts, the previous jurisprudence regarding tidal
waterbottom ownership is not overturned by the Phillips
decision. In somewhat confusing language, Act 998 admits
that it changes nothing:
Furthermore, it is the intent of the legislature 
by the enactment of this Part that no provision 
herein shall be interpreted to create, enlarge, 
restrict, terminate, or affect in any way any 
right or claim to public access and use of such 
lands, including but not limited to navigation, 
crawfishing, shellfishing, and other fishing, 
regardless of whether such claim is based on 
existing law, custom and usage, or jurisprudence.
(Act 998, Paragraph 1115.1, part C)
The Phillips decision also sparked concern over 
tidelands ownership in other coastal states as well (O'Dell 
and Howorth 1990, Loftin 1989). In Louisiana the problem is 
exacerbated by the difficulty of separating seashore from 
tidelands and of identifying the extent of State ownership 
within tidal waterbottoms. According to one noted 
authority, "no conclusive determination has been made by a 
Louisiana court as to how far inland a tract of land may be 
located and still be considered to be seashore or land 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide" (Yiannopoulos 
1988:13 65) . The situation is doubly complicated by the lack 
of a clear distinction between waters that are considered
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navigable and those that are not. For example, some 
researchers appear to consider that the Oyster Statutes 
applied to both navigable and non-navigable waters (Wilkins 
and Wascom 1992) . In Chapter 4 the author presents evidence 
that navigability is implied regardless of water depth if 
the waters are being exploited for commercial purposes.
Federal Jurisprudence
As noted previously, Louisiana courts have generally 
followed the Federal court lead in defining navigable 
waters. Federal court decisions, including those of the 
U.S. Supreme Court, do not necessarily apply to the 
jurisprudence of Louisiana. In matters concerning Louisiana 
law, Federal decisions do not establish precedents, except 
in areas where Federal and State laws are closely related. 
These decisions illustrate the evolution of Federal law in 
regard to navigability issues but the selected cases may not 
necessarily represent the definitive statements on 
navigability. Although such decisions are non-binding for 
State courts, Federal decisions are certainly considered by 
State courts.
Although not considered here, future researchers should 
also examine the nature of court decisions when weighing 
their importance. It may be important to distinguish 
whether the quoted portions represent actual holdings (i.e., 
decisions directly concerned with the matter being tried) or
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dicta (i.e., incidental opinions or comments made by the 
court concerning secondary or side issues).
Due in part to the uniqueness of Louisiana's definition 
of seashore, Louisiana courts have relied less on Federal 
decisions for matters concerning tidelands and seashore 
determinations. The navigability and seashore definitions 
are highlighted in a few landmark federal cases. Although 
navigability at the Federal level is an admiralty or 
maritime law concern, the issues are essentially the same as 
in Louisiana laws related to navigability. Maritime law 
pertains to navigable waters both on the sea and inland 
waters and is concerned with navigation or commerce on those 
waters. This discussion will not include a review of the 
various Federal laws involved in admiralty or commerce 
cases. The cases listed below are some of the most 
frequently cited both by Louisiana courts and courts in 
other states as well.
One of the earliest significant Federal cases is 
Pollard v. Hagan (44 U.S. (Howard 3) 212), decided in 1845, 
involved ownership of a previously submerged area of land 
along the bank of the Mobile River in Alabama. The U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that since the land in question was 
below the high-tide mark in the year that Alabama became a 
state (1819), then the property in question belonged to the 
State of Alabama because the Mobile River was navigable. 
The most significant finding of the Court was its statement 
that the Equal Footing Doctrine, a principle that guarantees
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all states have equal rank and privileges, first established
in 1842 by Martin v. Waddell (41 U.S. [16 Pet.] 367), was
extended to new states of the Union. Under the Equal
Footing Doctrine, all states that were subsequently admitted
to the Union acquired title to all lands submerged by
navigable waters (44 U.S. 212; Loftin 1989:548).
The next important Federal navigability case, Genesee
v. Fitzhugh (12 How 443) , was decided in 1851. Prior to the
Genesee ruling, both state and Federal courts had applied
the English common law definition to waters of the United
States. According to that doctrine, navigable waters were
confined to the tidal zone along the coast. The Genesee
case involved an argument of admiralty jurisdiction in Lake
Ontario, an inland lake that was not subject to the ebb and
flow of tides. The court ruled that the tidal limitations
of navigability might be appropriate for England, but such
a narrow definition did not fit the peculiar characteristics
of the obviously navigable inland waterways of the interior
United States. The Court stated:
The admiralty and maritime jurisdiction granted 
to the Federal Government by the Constitution of 
the United States is not limited to tide-waters, 
but extends to all public navigable lakes and 
rivers, where commerce is carried on between 
different States, or with a foreign nation. 
(Genesee v. Fitzhugh. 12 How. 443)
With this ruling the Federal courts were given 
admiralty jurisdiction on all inland navigable waters. 
Following the Federal lead, state courts also began applying
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their jurisdictional and ownership claims to waterbottoms of 
inland navigable waters.
For the next 20 years Federal courts relied upon a 
variety of definitions for "navigable" and "commerce". The 
first clear definition of commerce was provided in 1871 by 
a U.S. Supreme Court decision in Steamer Daniel Ball v. U.S. 
(10 Wall. 557) . The Daniel Ball was a 142 foot long 
steamboat with a five-foot depth of hold and a two-foot 
draft (National Archives and Records Service, Enrollment 
record No. 6199; 10 Wall. 559). The steamboat operated on 
the Grand River in Michigan. In its decision the Court 
provided guidelines for a test of navigability on inland 
rivers:
Those rivers must be regarded as public navigable 
rivers in law which are navigable in fact when 
they are used, or are susceptible of being used, 
in their ordinary condition, as highways for 
commerce, over which trade and travel are or may 
be conducted in the customary modes of trade and 
travel on water. (10 Wall. 563)
This definition soon became the standard test of 
navigability in both Federal and state courts throughout the 
United States, and it is still cited frequently in modern 
cases. Virtually all subsequent Federal navigability 
definitions have been refinements of the Daniel Ball 
decision.
The next major navigability ruling came in 1874, only 
three years after the Daniel Ball case was decided. In U.S. 
v. The Steamer Montello (20 Wall. 430) the issue was the 
navigability of the Fox River in Wisconsin. Although
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described as a steamer, the Montello was a 30-ton steam-
powered barge (National Archives and Records Service,
enrollment document No. 50307). A typical nineteenth-
century 30-ton barge would have had a depth of hold between
3 and 4 feet (Castille and Saltus 1992), and like a keelboat
or Durham boat the draft would have been about 2 to 2 1/2
feet. Despite several rapids and waterfalls, the Fox River
had been part of a major trade route during the eighteenth
century. It had been traveled by Durham boats that were
"from seventy to one hundred feet in length, with twelve
feet beam, and drew when loaded, two to two and one half
feet of water" (87 U.S. (20 Wall) 441). Durham boats
navigated the Fox River despite the necessity of occasional
portages. The Court stated:
...the true test of the navigability of a stream 
does not depend on the mode by which commerce is, 
or may be, conducted, nor the difficulties 
attending navigation. ...
It would be a narrow rule to hold that in this 
country, unless a river was capable of being 
navigated by steam or sail vessels, it could not 
be treated as a public highway. The capability 
of use by the public for purposes of 
transportation and commerce affords the true 
criterion of the navigability of a river, rather 
than the extent and manner of that use. If it be 
capable in its natural state of being used for 
purposes of commerce, no matter in what mode the 
commerce may be conducted, it is navigable in 
fact, and becomes in law a public river or 
highway. Vessels of any kind that can float upon 
the water, whether propelled by animal power, by 
the wind, or by the agency of steam, are, or may 
become, the mode by which a vast commerce can be 
conducted, and it would be a mischievous rule 
that would exclude either in determining the 
navigability of a river. (87 U.S. (20 Wall.) 441- 
442)
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With this decision the Supreme Court virtually 
eliminated the sometimes subtle, restrictive view that only 
large sailing ships or steamboats could be classified as 
commercial vessels in the interstate trade. After 1874 both 
Federal and State courts began to recognize that the size of 
a boat was not as important as its potential to be used for 
carrying commerce. The Montello decision also demonstrated 
that even partially obstructed streams could be deemed 
navigable if they could be traveled by the available 
commercial watercraft.
In 1892 the U.S. Supreme Court made another landmark 
decision in the case of Illinois Central Railroad v. 
Illinois (146 U.S. 387). The suit involved a transfer of 
part of the bottom of Lake Michigan to the Illinois Central 
Railroad by the Illinois legislature in 1869. The water 
bottoms in question were adjacent to the shore and after the 
title transfer the railroad company filled in that portion 
of the lake to construct a railroad facility that extended 
out into the lake. The suit came about after the railroad 
company began to expand its existing facilities further out 
into the lake. In its decision the Supreme Court declared 
that the Illinois Legislature had no right to convey state 
property "in disregard of a public trust" (146 U.S. 389). 
By this ruling the Court restricted the potential for 
representatives of the states from turning over public 
waterbottoms to private individuals or corporations. 
Neither simple reclamation nor legislative decisions were
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sufficient grounds to transfer public waterbottoms away from
state ownership.
In 1894 the Supreme Court handed down another important
decision involving the determination of state ownership of
waterbottoms along the seashore. In Shively v. Bowlby the
Supreme Court outlined the extent of State ownership along
the seashore and strengthened the public trust doctrine.
The decision involved a private claim to tide lands along
the Oregon coast. According to the Shively ruling:
By the common law, the title in the soil of the 
sea, or of arms of the sea, below high water 
mark, except so far as private rights in it have 
been acquired by express grant, or by 
prescription or usage, is in the King, subject to 
the public rights of navigation and fishing; and 
no one can erect a building or wharf upon it, 
without license.
Upon the American Revolution, the title and the 
dominion of the tide waters and of the lands 
under them vested in the several States of the 
Union within their respective borders, subject to 
the rights surrendered by the Constitution to the 
United States. (152 U.S. 1)
Within territories of the United States, the Federal 
government owned "the title and the dominion of lands below 
high water mark of tide waters for the benefit of the whole 
people, and in trust for the future States to be created out 
of the Territory" (Shively v. Bowlbv. 152 U.S. 2).
The States, upon entering the Union, were given 
ownership of all lands beneath waters subject to the ebb and 
flow of the tide. The Shively ruling strengthened State 
ownership of public trust tidelands as initially ruled in 
Pollard v. Hagan (44 U.S. 212).
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The next important Supreme Court decision was somewhat
similar to that of the Montello in that it involved the
navigability of a stream that was somewhat obstructed. The
case was Economy Light and Power Co. v. U.S. (256 Fed Rep.
792; 256 U.S. 113) and it concerned the navigability of the
Des Plaines River in Illinois. In this 1921 decision, the
evidence for waterborne commerce included several different
types of watercraft:
Canoes of several tons burden were used; some 
were 35 feet long by 6 feet wide, some 33 feet 
long by 4 1/2 feet wide, worked by paddles and 
occasionally a sail, and had a crew of eight men, 
carrying as much as 6,000 pounds of freight as 
well as 1,000 pounds of provisions. The pirogues 
were manned by six or seven oars; the bateaux 
were larger than the pirogues; the Durham boats 
were heavy freight craft, 60 feet long, 8 feet 
wide, 2 feet deep, with a capacity of 15 tons, 
drawing 2 0 inches of water. (256 Fed. 798)
An illustration of the types of bateaus involved can be
seen in Chapter 4 (Figures 4-17 and 4-18). I n  t h i s
particular ruling, the Court expanded on the definition of
navigability by addressing the difficulties faced by
watercraft carrying commerce:
The fact that artificial obstructions in a stream 
exist, capable of being abated by due exercise of 
the public authority, does not prevent the stream 
from being regarded as navigable in law, if, 
supposing them to be abated, it be navigable in 
fact in its natural state. ...
The test of navigability of a river is whether 
it, in its natural state, is used or is capable 
of being used as a highway for commerce over 
which trade and travel is or may be conducted in 
the customary modes of trade and travel on water. 
Navigability in the sense of the law is not 
destroyed because the watercourse is interrupted 
by occasional natural obstructions or portages,
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nor need the navigation be open at all seasons of 
the year, or at all stages of the water. ...
[A river may be navigable] even though it be not 
at present used for such commerce, and be 
incapable of such use according to present 
methods, either by reason of changed conditions 
or because of artificial obstructions.(256 U.S.
113)
This ruling is significant because it states that if a
stream loses its navigable potential due to changed
conditions, particularly if those conditions are man-made,
then that stream is still considered navigable. This ruling
reiterates the Montello decision and stresses the importance
of determining the navigability potential of a stream in its
"natural state". A stream does not lose its navigable
status if navigability is impeded by bridges, dikes, dams,
pilings or other artificial obstructions.
The next important Supreme Court case was decided in
1940. In U.S. v. Appalachian Electric Power Co. the Court
tackled the issue of navigability on New River which flowed
from Virginia into West Virginia (311 U.S. 377). Citing an
1873 report by the Corps of Engineers, the Court noted:
[The] report of the Chief of Engineers for 1873 
refers to certain keelboats operating on the 
river, and his report for 1883 shows that 17 
keelboats operated above Hinton. Keelboats were 
flat-bottomed bateaux, 50 to 70 feet long, with a 
draft of two feet and a carrying capacity varying 
up to 10 or 12 tons. They were used commercially 
to transport lumber, tobacco and other products 
of the region. The evidence is clear that these 
bateaux plied from Hinton up to near Gle Lyn with 
fair regularity through the first decade of this 
century and well into the second; timber and 
lumber in large quantities apparently were boated 
and rafted down to Hinton from various up-river 
points below Glen Lyn until about the beginning 
of the World War. (311 U.S. 411)
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The court also noted that boats of many sizes were engaged 
in lead mining activities during the late nineteenth 
century.
And when the Government stopped improvement in 
1883, it ordered the boats it was using in the 
lead mines' division above Allisonia, and at 
various places downstream, to be brought down the 
full stretch of the river to Hinton for sale.
Under the supervision of the assistant engineer, 
a derrick boat, four bateaux, and numerous flat 
boats, skiffs and canoes - more than twenty 
vessels in all - were taken down to Hinton. . .
(311 U.S. 415)
An example of a bateau used on New River can be seen in
Figure 4-17. Other types of watercraft noted on the river
included a government survey boat 16 feet long, 5 feet wide,
and drawing 2 1/2 to 3 feet, as well as boats used by fur
traders, including "pirogues and Durham or flat-bottomed
craft similar to the keelboats" (311 U.S. 416) . The
keelboats in use on the river were reported to be eight feet
wide and drew two feet of water (311 U.S. 417).
The Court ruling restated most of the navigability
guidelines from the Economy Light & Power decision. The
only significant addition was a statement concerning implied
navigability based on the potential for channel improvement:
A waterway which by reasonable improvement can be 
made available for navigation in interstate 
commerce is a navigable water of the United 
States, provided there be a balance between cost 
and need at a time when the improvement would be 
useful. In such case, it is not necessary that 
the improvement shall have been already 
undertaken or completed nor even that it shall 
have been authorized. (311 U.S. 377)
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This ruling is significant because it suggests that 
even if a stream is not navigable in fact today, if the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers or any other agency can demonstrate 
that it can be made navigable by reasonable improvements, 
then that stream could be regarded as navigable.
The second departure from the Economy Light & Power 
decision was the statement that "a waterway may be a 
navigable water of the United States for a part only of its 
course" (311 U.S. 377). This statement opened the door for 
determining navigability along deeper segments of streams 
that are separated by impassable or partially obstructed 
stretches.
The final contribution was the comment that 
susceptibility of commerce may be implied by noncommercial 
watercraft:
Lack of commercial traffic does not preclude the 
classification of a waterway as a navigable water 
of the United States where personal or private 
use by boats demonstrates its availability for 
the simpler types of commercial navigation. (311 
U.S. 377)
This particular statement is important because it opens 
the door for arguing navigability through the use of 
recreational watercraft. Through this type of reasoning, 
commercial potential and therefore navigability can be 
supported by demonstrating the use of private boats if those 
boats are comparable in size to boats used elsewhere to 
carry commerce. This view has been rarely adopted by 
Louisiana courts (D'Albora v. Garcia. 144 So. 2d 911).
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In 1976 the Supreme Court handed down a ruling in 
United States v. Kaiser Aetna (408 Fed. Sup. 42) . This 
decision involved Kuapa Pond, a privately owned waterbody 
along the coast of the Hawaiian island of Oahu. The dispute 
involved the public right to navigation on the pond which 
was made navigable through private development. The Court 
ruled that by constructing a marina and transforming the 
pond into a navigable water that is now used in commerce, 
the defendants have altered the condition of the waterbody 
such that "the marina has therefore become subject to 
regulation by Congress and within admiralty jurisdiction" 
(408 Fed. Sup. 54). Through this statement the Court gave 
the Corps of Engineers regulatory jurisdiction over the 
marina. However the Court also noted that regulatory 
jurisdiction was not synonymous with the right to public 
use. The defendants had a right to compensation for the 
cost of their improvements. The court noted that "if the 
government wants the marina opened to free public use, the 
defendants must be paid" (408 Fed. Sup. 54) . This ruling is 
viewed by some as evidence that the U.S. Supreme Court "may 
be drawing back from the implications of the Appalachian 
Power case, at least when it comes to ownership and use" 
(Lee Hargrave, LSU Law School, personal communication, 
October 22, 1992) . The impact of this ruling will likely be 
felt in public access disputes along privately dug canals or 
on non-navigable waterbodies that were made navigable 
through private development. It is noteworthy that similar
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public access disputes have occurred along Bayou Black and
Bayou St. John in Louisiana (see Chapter 4).
The final Supreme Court decision related to our
purposes, Phillips Petroleum Company v. Mississippi (484
U.S. 469, 98 L.Ed.2d 877, 108 S . Ct. 791), was decided in
1988. Although not specifically dealing with navigable
waterbottoms, it involved the ownership of tidal non-
navigable waterbottoms and has stirred up tremendous
controversy in Louisiana (Trowbridge 1992, Yiannopoulos
1988, Wilkins and Wascom 1992). This case involved
ownership of tidelands along Bayou La Croix, a tributary
stream of the Jourdan River in southern Mississippi (Figure
2-1) . The lands in question had been part of patented
private lands that were being claimed by the State of
Mississippi. According to the Phillips court:
All lands under waters subject to the ebb and 
flow of the tide, regardless of whether such 
waters are navigable, are within the public trust 
given to the states upon their entry into the 
Union; United States Supreme Court decisions that 
extended admiralty jurisdiction and public trust 
doctrine to navigable fresh waters and the lands 
beneath them did not simultaneously withdraw from 
public trust coverage those lands beneath non- 
navigable tidal waters... (98 L. Ed. 2d 879-880)
The Court also provided a clearer definition of tidelands:
"Tidelands" are lands over which the tide ebbs 
and flows, or land as is affected by the tide; 
the term is not restricted to shorelands or those 
lands beneath tidal waters which are immediately 
adjacent to the sea. (98 L. Ed. 2d 880)
The most significant part of the Phillips Petroleum
decision was the application of the equal footing doctrine
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Figure 2-1. Bayou La Croix, Hancock County, Mississippi, 
from Hwy 43 bridge, facing northwest. Part of disputed 
area is along the north bank at right. (August 15, 
1993)
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to inland non-navigable waterbodies subject to the ebb and 
flow of the tide. According to the decision, "Mississippi 
acquired upon its entry into the Union in 1817 the 'fee 
simple title to all lands naturally subject to the tidal 
influence, inland to today's high water mark'" (Yiannopoulos 
1988:1358). This part of the decision is viewed by some as 
an extension of the public trust doctrine "beyond lands 
lying beneath navigable bodies of water to include those 
lands lying beneath tidally influenced waters, whether 
navigable or not" (Trowbridge 1992:1). To private ownership 
advocates such as Trowbridge, the extension of the public 
trust into non-navigable waters is a threat to the property 
rights of both individuals and large land-owning companies 
within the Louisiana coastal parishes.
The implications of the Phillips decision on Louisiana 
waterbottoms hinge on two related questions: 1) Have
Louisiana laws and court decisions included non-navigable 
tidal waterbottoms in the public trust? and 2) How does 
Louisiana law distinguish tidelands from seashore? While 
the U.S. Supreme Court stated that "the individual states 
have the authority to define the limits of the lands held in 
public trust and to recognize private rights in such lands 
as they see fit" (98 La. Ed.2d 879), the difficulty in 
Louisiana is determining exactly what is the accepted status 
of non-navigable tidal waterbottoms. Part of the problem is 
that both the Legislature and the courts use many 
overlapping and poorly defined terms such as "tidal
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waterbottoms", "lands subject to the ebb and flow of the 
tide", "swamp and overflowed lands", "swamplands subject to 
tidal overflow", "sea marsh", "prairie" and "tidelands" 
(Madden 1973:278-279, Wilkins and Wascom 1992:873). For 
example, the term "tidal overflowed lands" has been applied 
by Louisiana courts "to both sovereignty lands and lands 
acquired by the state under the swamp land grants" (Madden 
1973: 284).
Although Louisiana courts have "sanctioned sales by the 
state of swamp lands subject to tidal overflow", they have 
also "annulled contracts for the sale of lands subject to 
the ebb and flow of the tides" (Yiannopoulos 1988:1365). 
These facts seem to support the view that the Louisiana 
courts have not been consistent in their interpretation of 
either seashore or tidelands (Wilkins and Wascom 1992:882). 
Despite the inconsistencies, some researchers have concluded 
that in Louisiana jurisprudence the courts have generally 
rejected the notion that non-navigable tidal waterbottoms 
are part of the public trust and cannot fall under private 
ownership (Louisiana State Law Institute 1992, Yiannopoulos 
1988, Trowbridge 1992).
One of the sources of confusion is the definition of 
seashore adopted by Louisiana law. Seashore includes "that 
space of land over which the waters of the sea spread in the 
highest water during the winter season" (Louisiana Civil 
Code, Article 451). Louisiana courts have limited seashore 
to the coast and indentations referred to as "arms of the
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sea" (Hribernick 1981:3). The problem has to do with 
determining the limits of seashore. According to one noted 
authority:
...no conclusive determination has been made by a 
Louisiana court as to how far inland a tract of 
land may be located and still be considered to be 
seashore or land subject to the ebb and flow of 
the tide. (Yiannopoulos 1988:1365)
This same problem had been pointed out 15 years earlier 
by Madden:
It is certain that lands within the tidewaters of 
the sea and within the state's boundaries belong 
to the state by virtue of its inherent
sovereignty, and the courts of this state have 
held that tidal overflow lands likewise belong to 
the state on the same juridical premise. The 
problem arises, however, as to how far inland
from the shore line, tidal overflow lands may
extend and still constitute sovereignty lands.
If the tidal overflow area is the same as that 
over which the tide ebbs and flows, there is no 
problem, but no case has been found in which it 
has been squarely held that tidal overflow means 
the same thing as ebb and flow of the tide.
(Madden 1973:284)
In Louisiana an arm of the sea is "a body of water in 
the vicinity of the open Gulf that is directly overflowed by 
the tides", and state ownership extends up to "the space of 
land over which the waters of the sea spread in the highest 
tides during the winter season" (Yiannopoulos 1988:1363- 
1364). There is a considerable body of evidence indicating 
that "Louisiana's public trust doctrine extends 
geographically today to the waters and bottoms of 
nonnavigable tidelands" (Wilkins and Wascom 1992:900) . The 
argument is far from over.
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Laws in Other States
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Each of the 50 states has its own unique set of laws
and jurisprudence to define navigable waters, seashore,
tidal waterbottoms, and other terms that are important for
distinguishing state owned waterbottoms. About 20 states
have no legislative definitions of navigable waters. Others
such as Louisiana, California and Illinois, have mirrored
the Federal courts by defining navigable waters according to
the potential to carry commerce (Leighty 1971:473-475) . In
several northern states, navigability is directly tied to
the ability of a stream to float timber. In Idaho, for
instance, navigable waters include "every other stream or
part of a stream on which logs or timber can be floated to
market or place of use during the high water season of the
year" (Leighty 1971:476). The somewhat antiquated wording
of navigability laws in some states is perhaps best
illustrated by the navigability law in Mississippi:
All rivers, creeks, and bayous in this state, 
twenty-five miles in length, that have sufficient 
depth and width of water for thirty consecutive 
days in the year, for floating a steamboat with 
carrying capacity of two hundred bales of cotton, 
are hereby declared to be navigable waters of 
this state. (Leighty 1971: 476)
Texas law relies strictly on stream size with no 
consideration being made for the capacity for carrying 
commerce:
All streams so far as they retain an average 
width of thirty feet from the mouth up shall be
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considered navigable streams... (Leighty
1971:479)
These few examples serve to demonstrate the variability 
of navigability laws that can be found among the states. 
Only at the Federal level can navigability laws be applied 
to more than one state at a time. In recent years the 
courts in several states have begun to consider recreational 
use as an alternative to the commercial definition of 
navigable streams. A review of the recreational use test is 
provided in Chapter 4. For additional information see also 
Bott v. Natural Resources Commission (415 Mich. 45).
Defining Commerce
Of the issues examined in this study, navigability is 
the one given the most attention. For this reason it is 
important to elaborate on the relationship between 
navigability and commerce. Since the Daniel Ball decision 
by the United States Supreme Court in 1871, the Federal 
courts have defined navigable streams in terms of commerce. 
Put simply, a waterbody is deemed navigable if it is used or 
susceptible of being used for commerce (10 Wall. 557) . The 
Daniel Ball decision has never been reversed or weakened; 
additional rulings have simply added new qualifications to 
further define the terms used in the decision. But what is 
commerce? The term has a different meaning today than it 
had in 1871, and the term is applied differently at the
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State level than it is at the Federal level. As noted 
earlier, Louisiana courts do not have to consider interstate 
commerce to determine navigability. Black's Law Dictionary 
provides several useful definitions for the term "commerce":
1) "The exchange of goods, productions, or property of any 
kind; the buying, selling, and exchanging of articles."
2) "Intercourse by way of trade and traffic between 
different peoples or states and the citizens or inhabitants 
thereof, including not only the purchase, sale and exchange 
of commodities, but also the instrumentalities and agencies 
by which it is promoted and the means and appliances by 
which it is carried on, both by land and sea."
3) "Domestic commerce. Commerce carried on wholly within 
the limits of the United States, as distinguished from 
foreign commerce. Also, commerce carried on within the 
limits of a single state, as distinguished from interstate 
commerce."
4) "Intrastate commerce. Such as is begun, carried on, and 
completed wholly within the limits of a single state. 
Contrasted with 'interstate commerce'." (Black 1979:244)
According to Corpus Juris Secundum, "commerce includes 
trade, traffic, the purchase, sale, or exchange of 
commodities, and the transportation of persons or property, 
whether on land or water or through the air" (Ludes and 
Gilbert 1966:383-384). Federal agencies are concerned 
primarily with interstate commerce while intrastate commerce 
(also called local or domestic commerce), is the main
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concern of individual states. Intrastate commerce includes 
those goods that are never transported outside of the state 
where they originated.
Commerce may also be defined as "a comprehensive term 
for all forms of trade - wholesale, retail, import, export, 
entrepot - and all services which assist the carrying on of 
trade, such as banking, insurance, and transport" (Hanson 
1974:84). For navigability concerns, a key component of 
commerce is "the transportation of persons or property, 
whether on land or water or through the air" (Ludes and 
Gilbert 1966, Vol.15:383-384).
When Federal courts consider navigability issues, the 
commerce involved is generally confined to interstate or 
international trade. For Louisiana State courts, it is only 
necessary that local or domestic commerce be considered for 
making navigability decisions. Federal regulations, 
jurisprudence, and legislation have helped to mold the legal 
attitudes toward commerce in State courts, and early 
Louisiana courts sometimes ignored local commerce in 
navigability decisions. This bias was particularly evident 
when commercial fishing was involved, and perhaps it 
reflects the exclusion of commercial fishing from commercial 
regulations at the Federal level during the nineteenth 
century (Desty 1880). As recently as 1926 commercial 
fishing vessels were still classified as "noncommercial 
vessels" by the U.S. Department of Commerce (Bureau of the 
Census 1929). Fishing was regarded as a non-commercial
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activity until the transportation of fish to market
occurred. For example, in an 1876 landmark case involving
the legality of a Virginia law which forbade citizens from
other states from planting oysters in the tidal waters of
Virginia, the U.S. Supreme Court commented that although the
Federal government had a right to regulate foreign and
interstate commerce, it had no similar regulatory power over
fisheries which remained "under the exclusive control of the
State" (McReadv v. Virginia. 94 U.S. 395). Fishing was
viewed more as a folk occupation similar to agriculture and
was generally ignored by legislation governing commerce. In
it's decision, the Supreme Court stated:
The planting of oysters in the soil covered by 
water owned in common by the people of the State 
is not different in principle from that of 
planting corn upon dry land held in the same way.
Both are for the purposes of cultivation and 
profit; and if the State, in the regulation of 
its public domain, can grant to its own citizens 
the exclusive use of dry lands, we see no reason 
why it may not do the same thing in respect to 
such as are covered by water. (McReady v. 
Virginia. 4 U.S. 396)
For the McReady case the issue was the legality of a 
law which forbade a Maryland fisherman from planting oysters 
in Virginia waters. Neither local nor interstate 
transportation of harvested oysters was addressed. 
Concerning the issue of when fishing becomes commerce, in 
the McReady decision the Court simply stated:
There is no question of transportation or 
exchange of commodities, but only of cultivation 
and production. Commerce has nothing to do with 
land while producing, but only with the product
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after it has become the subject of trade.
(McReady v. Virginia. 4 U.S. 396)
Perhaps the omission of fishing as commerce by Federal 
courts also reflects the perishability of the product. 
Except for stored ice which was collected in northern 
states, fishermen of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
had no means of keeping dead fish fresh for more than a few 
hours. With the exception of smoked or salted fish, 
interstate trade of fish was a minor form of commerce. Fish 
were caught almost exclusively for local consumption and 
were not a maj or concern to the Federal government.
Jurisdiction of State Agencies
In Louisiana several State agencies have varying 
degrees of jurisdictional control over waterbottoms that may 
be owned by the State. Two of these are of particular 
importance because their policies and regulations carry a 
certain degree of implied ownership on the part of the 
State. The State Land Office, for example, acts as an 
advisory body for other state agencies on matters of State 
ownership of land and waterbottoms. The State Land Office 
often provides the initial research for the Attorney General 
when the navigability of a waterbody has been questioned by 
a private citizen or another State agency. In the recent 
past the State Land Office has used the "three-foot rule" 
when making in-house determinations of navigability (Glen
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Kent, State Land Office, personal communication, September 
24, 1992; Appendix B) . In other words, if a waterbody is at 
least three feet deep, it is automatically viewed as being 
navigable. The three-foot rule was developed through 
informal interviews with coastal shrimp fishermen who 
claimed that the minimum depth of water they could operate 
in was three feet. This guideline is applied to inland 
waterbodies; water depth is not a factor when determining 
potential State ownership for the seashore or arms of the 
sea (Charlie St. Romain, State Land Office, personal 
communication, September 4, 1992). No other State agency 
has initiated a similar cutoff point for navigable waters. 
A list of some of the informal guidelines for determining 
navigable waterbodies is provided in Appendix B.
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF)
The Oyster Lease branch of the Department of Wildlife 
and Fisheries issues leases to oystermen in coastal waters. 
Oyster leases are issued in virtually any depth of water and 
the leases often extend up to the shoreline. Lease depths 
generally range from a few inches to 30 or 4 0 feet (Ernie 
Dugas, LDWF, personal communication, November 24, 1992).
The survey guidelines make no mention of water depth. The 
guidelines simply state that "no land area to be included in 
survey" and "any application for an oyster lease may be 
contoured to follow the shoreline" (Louisiana Department of
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Wildlife and Fisheries, Rule for Title 76, Part 7, August 
1991, pp. 2,7).
Legal Framework Summary
In Louisiana the Civil Code is the most important 
source of law for waterbottoms ownership issues. Louisiana 
court decisions are not as important as the code, and court 
cases serve more to explain the code and to indicate trends 
in interpretations. In the current study, court cases and 
laws are examined as to their significance to four major 
issues: navigability, accretion, erosion/subsidence, and
seashore/tidelands identification. Although Federal cases 
and cases in other states are not necessary for decisions 
made by Louisiana courts, such supplemental jurisprudence 
has always been utilized when comparable problems have been 
addressed by courts outside Louisiana. For Federal court 
decisions, the definition of navigable waters has become 
progressively broader since the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century.
For the study of navigable waterbodies, the term 
commerce generally refers to the transfer of goods or people 
for a pecuniary gain. The term has a very broad definition 
and its modern use in Federal and State jurisprudence is not 
restricted to particular sizes of boats or types of cargo.
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CHAPTER 3: SELECTED EXAMPLES OF LOUISIANA LAWSUITS 
INVOLVING WATERBOTTOMS OWNERSHIP ISSUES
Introduction
Waterbottoms ownership disputes have occurred in 
Louisiana at least since the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Most of the earliest suits involved navigation 
improvements along streams or ownership of waterbottoms that 
were changing through either accretion or erosion. These 
suits were concentrated in the New Orleans area where water 
travel was extensive and where the population density was 
highest. Early suits did not involve obscure travel routes 
or fishing grounds located in isolated locations. The 
number of waterbottoms disputes increased during the late 
nineteenth century when oyster fishermen and landowners 
began to dispute fishing rights in tidal waters. Even with 
the passage of the Oyster Statutes these disputes continued 
into the twentieth century. Certainly the most dramatic 
increase in the numbers of disputes came during the early 
twentieth century with the discovery of oil and gas along 
the Louisiana coast. The increased revenues from mineral 
rights turned formerly worthless waterbottoms into lucrative 
properties. With the decline in oil and gas revenues since 
the 1970s, the emphasis on waterbottoms ownership is 
increasingly tied to public access for fishing and to
63
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environmental issues (David Kimmel, Assistant Louisiana 
Attorney General, personal communication, October 15, 1992) .
Case Selection
Since a complete review of all lawsuits involving 
waterbottoms ownership issues would have been a huge 
undertaking, only a small sample of cases was selected for 
analysis. Rather than view these cases from a strictly 
legal point of view, the author chose physical setting as a 
means of classifying or sorting the selected cases. In this 
approach the sample units are composed of the waterbodies 
involved in the suits. These waterbodies are the focus of 
the study, and the lawsuits are used to provide information 
on the physical changes that occurred, the historical 
evidence for commercial use, the human influence on the 
physical processes, and the implied ownership associated 
with waterbottom changes.
Of the 200+ Louisiana cases initially examined for this 
study, approximately 150 were located within the 35 parish 
study area. The final cut included 39 cases associated with 
22 waterbodies. Of these cases, approximately 27 were 
considered to be of primary importance and the remaining 11 
were of lesser importance but were included because they 
dealt with waterbodies that were associated with one of the 
primary cases. During the final selection, the total Study
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3) Waterbodies drastically influenced by actions of man.
The more traditional legal approach considers the suits 
themselves as the subject of study, and the waterbody tends 
to be viewed as an secondary part of the case. In addition 
to the geographical perspective, sample selection was made 
with historical continuity and precedence in mind. Several 
earlier (i.e., nineteenth century) cases were included, even 
though the modern examples far outnumber the earlier ones. 
This historical perspective allows the identification of 
historical trends in court decisions.
Sample cases were selected according to the following 
criteria:
1) The case was appealed to the Louisiana Supreme Court,
2) The case has been cited in legal review articles or in 
other published case summaries,
3) The case represents an issue that may have been 
relatively unimportant in the past but will likely be 
important in future litigation.
These criteria were chosen for several reasons. 
Supreme Court decisions are always viewed with more 
authority than lower court decisions because the Supreme 
Court is the court of last resort. Case citations or
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reviews were consulted because such reviews often point out 
the cases considered by various authorities to be "landmark" 
cases, or precedent setting decisions. The final selection 
criterion was added because the issues involving 
waterbottoms ownership are always changing. With the 
decline in oil and gas revenues and the increase in 
environmental awareness, future disputes are more likely to 
include environmental matters than those of the past. A 
similar increase in public access disputes is likely to 
occur as a result of the increase in recreational boating 
activity in recent years.
Although the method of case and waterbody selection was 
neither systematic nor random, the author believes that the 
selected cases demonstrate a diversity of legal opinions 
that reflects the full range of waterbottoms ownership 
issues encountered in South Louisiana. Case selection was 
made after review of summary literature dealing with 
waterbottoms ownership issues and through consultation with 
dissertation committee members and respected experts in the 
field of waterbottoms ownership law. The waterbodies or 
locales selected for study are indicated in Figure 3-1 and 
Table 3-1. The numbers listed after each case name 
represent the date of the final court decision followed by 
an arbitrary number assigned by the author to facilitate 
cross-referencing and sorting information in data bases. 
Case discussions are grouped by the sorting criteria noted 
in Chapter 1.
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Table 3-1. Cases and Waterbodies Selected for Study-
CASE CASE MAJOR
NAME DATE WATERBODY
Ingram v. St. Tammany 1868 Bogue Falia River
Ramsey River Road Property Owners v. Reeves 1981 Bogue Falia River
Begnaud v. Grubb and Hawkins 1946 Bayou Sale
Amite Gravel & Sand Co., Ltd. v. Roseland Grav 1921 Tangipahoa River
State v. Two O’Clock Bayou Land Co. 1978 Two O’Clock Bayou
State v. Sweet Lake Land & Oil Co., et al. 1927 Sweet Lake
State v. Jefferson Island Salt Mining Co. 1935 Lake Peigneur
State v. Aucoin 1944 Lake Long, Company Canal
State v. Erwin 1931 Calcasieu Lake
Doiron v. O’Bryan 1951 Calcasieu Lake
Miami Corp. v. State 1936 Mermentau River, Grand Lake
State v. Cockrell 1964 Six Mile Lake/Grand Lake
State v. Placid 1973 Six Mile Lake/Grand Lake
Chauvin et al. v. Louisiana Oyster Comm, et al. 1907 Bay Cocodrie
California Company v. Price, et al. 1954 Grand Bay
Gulf Oil Corp. v. State Mineral Board 1975 Grand Bay
White v. Leovy et al. 1897 West Bay at Head of Passes
State v. Buck 1893 West Bay at The Jump
Davis Oil Co. v. Citrus Land Co. 1991 Shell Island Pass/Atchafalaya Bay
Milne v. Girodeau 1838 Lake Pontchartrain
Zeller v. So. Yacht Club 1882 Lake Pontchartrain
State ex rel. Turner v. Blanchard 1906 Lake Pontchartrain
Bruning v. City of New Orleans 1928 Lake Pontchartrain
State v. Orleans Levee Board 1984 Lake Pontchartrain
Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club 1906 Irish Bayou, Little Irish Bayou, Second Br
Morgan v. Negodich et al. 1886 Bayou Cook
Louisiana Land & Fisheries v. Gasquet 1893 Bay Conquette
Orleans Navigation Co. v. Mayor of N.O. 1811 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Orleans Navigation Co. v. Mayor of N.O. 1813 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner Amelia 1820 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
State v. The Orleans Navigation Co. 1822 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Ligon v. Orleans Navigation Co. 1829 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Ligon v. Orleans Navigation Co. 1830 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
State v. Orleans Navigation Co. 1852 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Carondelet Canal and Navigation Co. v. Parker 1877 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
State v. Carondelet Canal and Navigation Co. 1911 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Bendich v. Scobel 1901 Bayou LaChute
(table continued)
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CASE CASE MAJOR
NAME DATE WATERBODY
Boykin & Lang v. Shaffer 1858 Bayou Black
D’Albora v. Garcia 1962 Hospital Road Canal
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Inland Waterbottoms
The three subcategories of inland waterbottoms issues 
include:
A) Navigability on inland secondary streams,
B) Navigability on inland isolated lakes, and
C) Inland waterbodies that may be classified as either lakes 
or streams.
The various waterbodies included in this study were sorted 
according to these general physical classifications. 
Obviously some overlap does occur among the various 
subcategories. The first two categories involve
navigability issues while the third is related to accretion 
or erosion of banklines or shorelines.
Navigability on Inland Secondary Streams
The first category of cases to be discussed includes 
relatively small streams that are located inland, beyond the 
generally accepted limits of the tidal zone. This category 
was chosen because navigability and waterbottoms ownership 
are most often questioned on small streams that were seldom 
traveled by paddlewheel steamboats and other types of large 
watercraft during the nineteenth century. Although Bayou 
Sale technically is located within the area affected by the 
ebb and flow of the tide, it is included here because the
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issue along that channel was navigability and not the 
identification of a coastal shore or tidelands.
Bocrne Falava River
The Bogue Falaya River in St. Tammany Parish was 
selected for study because two Supreme Court cases have 
addressed the navigability issue along this stream. The 
Ingram v. St. Tammany case (20 La. Ann. 226) and the later 
Ramsev River Road v. Reeves case (396 So. 2d 873) both 
involved proposed bridge construction projects that were 
considered obstructions to navigation. The Ingram case was 
tried in 1868 while the Ramsey River Road case was tried in 
1981.
Ingram v. St. Tammany Parish Police Jury (1868: 
#158)
In the Ingram case, the Police Jury planned to replace 
a washed out bridge with a low bridge that the plaintiff 
claimed would obstruct navigation. The washed out bridge 
was reported to be about one mile above Covington on the 
Bogue Falaya River. Although the precise location is 
uncertain, this description appears to coincide with the 
present location of the Hwy 437 bridge (Figure 3-2). The 
remains of the ruined bridge was only 10 ft above the water 
and plans were made by the Police Jury to replace the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3-2. Proposed 1868 and 1979 Bogue Falaya River 
bridges on 1968 Covington and 1983 Waldheim 7.5' 
quadrangle maps, St. Tammany Parish.
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damaged bridge with another low bridge. The proposed bridge 
would have prevented navigation of the channel by- 
steamboats. George Ingram, the plaintiff, argued that since 
it was used for commerce during the mid-nineteenth century 
then it must have been navigable in 1812, and if navigable 
he had a continued right to use the channel. Mr. Ingram 
owned a brickyard about a mile upstream from the bridge, in 
Sec. 44, Township 6 South, Range 11 East. During the trial 
witnesses testified that several types of waterborne 
commerce were observed on the Bogue Falaya River. These 
included the carrying of bricks downstream by steamboat, 
floating log rafts to a mill along the Bogue Falaya and 
floating lumber from the mill down to Covington. Bricks 
were carried down the Bogue Falaya by flatboat and by the 
steamboat Aurora which was 90 ft long, 14 ft wide and had a 
loaded draft of 4 ft. The Aurora could carry 20,000 bricks. 
At the time the Aurora was operating, the channel was about 
20 ft wide in low water and 30 ft wide in high water. The 
shallow portions of the channel were about 2 ft deep (Ingram 
v. St. Tammany. Appellant's Brief, pp. 3-4; John Thompson 
testimony, pp. 18-20) . Logs were floated down the Bogue 
Falaya to Mortee's mill, which was about one mile upstream 
from Ingram's brickyard. About once a week Mortee floated 
the cut lumber down to Covington in rafts that were 10 to 12 
ft wide and drew about 15 or 16 inches of water. Mortee 
periodically sent work crews down the Bogue Falaya to clear 
out fallen trees that frequently obstructed the descent of
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the rafts. Rafting was only possible during freshets or 
through the "raising of the gates" in which an artificial 
rise was created by releasing water from the mill pond 
(Ingram v . St. Tammany. Thomas Mortee testimony, pp. 27-29) . 
At least two schooners, one of which was described as "over 
45 tons", were reported to have been constructed upstream 
from the brickyard and floated down to Covington (Ingram v. 
St. Tammanv. Thomas Mortee testimony, p. 29; William Hosmer 
testimony, p. 15).
The Appellant's Brief, submitted by the attorney for 
the plaintiff, includes a definition of navigability that is 
strikingly similar to that accepted by the U.S. Supreme 
Court only three years after the Ingram case was tried. The 
brief quotes the trial judge in his instructions to the 
jury:
A stream may be said to be navigable when there is 
sufficient depth, width and body of water to admit 
vessels, such as are usually used in the 
navigation of our rivers, lakes and bayous, in 
carrying the commerce of the State, to ascend and 
descend (Ingram v. St. Tammany, Appellant's Brief, 
p. 3) .
It is particularly noteworthy that this definition 
refers to "commerce of the State" rather than interstate 
commerce which is the concern of Federal courts in admiralty 
decisions. This particular navigability statement was not 
included in the judgement of the Supreme Court, but its use 
indicates that by the 1850s State courts were clearly 
recognizing local commerce as a legitimate argument for
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navigability. Although the Louisiana Supreme Court ruled
that the Bogue Falaya River was navigable, it is important
to place the ruling in the proper historical context of
jurisprudence. Despite witness testimony describing the use
of the river for floating rafts of logs and lumber, the
Supreme Court only acknowledged the navigation by the
steamboat Aurora in its summary of evidence. The author
found no prior Louisiana case in which log floating was
acknowledged as a form of waterborne commerce. The only
reference to other watercraft was in the opening paragraph
of the report, which stated the Bogue Falaya:
. ..is navigable up to said point, and even beyond 
for ordinary vessels, flats and small size 
steamboats usually navigating Lake Pontchartrain, 
and is by the laws of the land a common highway 
(20 La. Ann. 226).
As with other decisions of the nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century, only relatively large vessels such 
as schooners and steamboats were considered when examining 
the capacity of a stream for carrying commerce.
Ramsey River Road Property Owners v. Reeves (1981: 
#133)
The Ramsey River Road case, like the Ingram case, 
involved a proposed bridge construction along the Bogue 
Falaya River. The proposed Ramsey River Road bridge, today 
known as the Hosmer Mill Road bridge, is located within 
Section 44, Township 6 South, Range 11 East, about 1.8
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linear mi (2.48 river mi) northwest of the Hwy 437 bridge 
(Ingram bridge) (Figures 3-2 and 3-3) . The defendants 
proposed to construct the disputed bridge, and the 
plaintiffs filed suit to force the defendants to comply with 
the laws and regulations concerning the construction of 
bridges over navigable waterways. In ruling that the Bogue 
Falaya was a navigable stream, the Supreme Court relied 
extensively on the previous ruling and court testimony of 
the Ingram case (20 La. Ann. 226) . As with the Ingram case, 
the Court was impressed with the evidence on shipping bricks 
downstream via the steamboat Aurora. Though the precise 
locations were unclear, the Hosmer-Mortee sawmill and 
Ingram's brickyard were located in the vicinity of the 
proposed bridge within Section 44 (Figure 3-4) . Historical 
research by geographer Milton Newtor, Jr. , an expert witness 
for the plaintiff, indicated that the brickyard may have 
been located immediately downstream from the proposed bridge 
site (Ramsey River Road Property Owners v. Reeves. Original 
Brief on Behalf of Plaintiff-Appellee, pp. 30-36). In its 
decision, the Court noted that "there was no substantial 
difference in the nature of the river" at the two bridge 
locations. It also acknowledged the Ingram court testimony 
that described lumber being rafted down the Bogue Falaya in 
the vicinity of the proposed bridge (396 So. 2d 877). This 
reference to floated timber as a form of commerce represents 
one of the few Louisiana Supreme Court decisions to 
acknowledge this particular type of commerce. It is also
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3-3. View of Hosmer Mill Road Bridge (Ramsey River 
Road Bridge), Bogue Falaya River (March 8, 1993).




Figure 3-4. Portion of 1848 Township plat (T. 6 S.-R. 11 E.) 
showing location of Hosmer Mill site.
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indicative of the willingness of modern courts to 
acknowledge the use of shallow draft watercraft in commerce.
For the Ramsey River Road case, the most compelling 
testimony was given by Milton Newton, Jr., and some of his 
observations on navigability are worth noting here. Inv*
regards to the earlier Ingram case, Dr. Newton noted the use 
of GLO surveys for clues to navigability of streams. He 
regarded a meandered stream (i.e., one in which both banks 
were denoted by a surveyed line) as a "supposition that it 
was navigable", but for streams that were not meandered, the 
failure of the surveyor to meander the channel did not prove 
that the channel was not navigable, but there was "a 
supposition that it was not navigable". He also implies 
that historically "navigable frequently referred to head of 
schooner or steam navigation" (Ramsey River Road Property 
Owners v. Reeves. Newton testimony, pp. 469-470) .
Compared to other Louisiana stream navigability cases, 
the Ingram and Ramsey River Road decisions were noteworthy 
in three respects:
1) the evidence was clear that the stream in question was 
used for commercial purposes,
2) the stream was relatively small, and
3) the stream was used for commerce almost exclusively 
during periods of high water.
When he visited the proposed bridge site in 1978, 
Milton Newton found the deepest part of the channel to be 
only about 10 inches deep, and in walking around he failed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
to find any spots more than knee deep (Ramsey River Road v. 
Reeves. Milton Newton, Jr. testimony, pp. 440-442). This 
shallow depth is consistent with the projected "average" 
water depth of 1.84 ft as illustrated on the bridge 
construction plans of 1979 (Figure 3-5) . When the author 
examined the Bogue Falaya at the Hosmer Mill Road bridge 
crossing (Ramsey River Road bridge) on Sept. 10, 1992, the 
water bearing channel was 58 ft wide and the maximum sounded 
depth was 2.0 ft. On the same date, the maximum depth at 
the Hwy 437 bridge located downstream was 4.0 ft and at the 
St. Joseph's Seminary bridge, located about 0.7 mi upstream 
from the Hosmer Mill Road bridge, the maximum depth was 1.9 
ft (Figure 3-6). It is unlikely that a channel of this low 
water depth could float log rafts, but single logs might be 
floated if obstructions were minimized. Soundings were made 
at the Hosmer Mill Road bridge again on March 4, 1993, after 
a rainy cold front came through. The maximum depth on March 
4 was 5 ft. The projected average high water level at that 
location was 9.44 ft (Figure 3-5).
Bavou Sale
Bayou Sale is located within the coastal marsh of St. 
Mary Parish. It is a relict distributary channel of the 
Teche Deltaic Complex and was formed when the Mississippi 
River flowed through Bayou Teche.
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Figure 3-6. View of bridge over Bogue Falaya River, entrance 
to St. Josephs Seminary, St. Tammany Parish (Sept. 10, 
1992) .
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Beqnaud v. G m b h  and Hawkins (1946: # 69)
As with the Bogue Falaya River suits, Beqnaud v . Grubb 
and Hawkins involved a determination of the navigability of 
a stream in 1812. Bayou Sale is a relict distributary 
channel of the old Bayou Teche-Mississippi River delta 
complex. The area of dispute was a portion of the old 
channel located in Sections 15 and 16, Township 16 South, 
Range 9 East (Figure 3-7) . The ownership dispute arose 
after oil was discovered along Bayou Sale and both the 
plaintiff and defendant claimed ownership of the bed of the 
bayou.
At the time of the trial in 1946 the mouth of the 
channel was virtually choked with cypress and other 
vegetation and the portion of the channel in dispute was 
relatively open in some places and choked to the size of a 
small ditch in others. At least 35 artificial obstructions, 
including dams and road crossings, prevented flow through 
the channel. Evidence in support of navigability included 
the appearance of Bayou Sale on several maps dating to the 
early nineteenth century and the fact that both banks of the 
bayou were meandered by the GLO surveyor. Geographers 
Richard Russell and Fred Kniffen and geologist H.V. Howe 
testified that the channel was open in 1812, the critical 
date at issue, and that the modern condition was the result 
of deposition which occurred during historic times (Beqnaud
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Figure 3-7. Disputed area along Bayou Sale, St. Mary Parish, 
on 1933 Bayou Sale 15' quadrangle map.
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v. Grubb and Hawkins. Plaintiff Brief to Supreme Court). 
The placement of artificial obstructions across the channel 
and historic erosion deposition from farms along the bayou 
were offered as an explanation for the post-1812 filling of 
the channel. The non-navigability argument was supported by 
the presence of the obstructions which might not have been 
put in had the stream been navigable. Non-navigability was 
also supported by the fact that cypress trees were growing 
within the channel. William Penfound, an expert ecologist 
for the plaintiff testified that cypress can not germinate 
under water, therefore the areas where cypress grew had to 
have been exposed at the time of germination. No testimony 
was given as to the distances between cypress trees so that 
it was not clear whether an open channel existed between the 
cypress lined banks of Bayou Sale.
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff. A 
key missing element to the navigability argument was 
historical use of the channel by commercial fishing boats. 
Only one witness testified that he had seen oyster boats 
within the channel in 1890, but these boats may have 
traveled through an artificially formed canal to reach Bayou 
Sale at a point called the "gate" (Beqnaud v. Grubb and 
Hawkins. 25 So. 2d 614) . The plaintiffs effectively argued 
that such fishing boats could not have traveled the lower 
portion of the channel because it was choked with vegetation 
in its natural state in 1812. Plaintiffs also noted that 
the portion of the channel where the boats were noted was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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about 4 miles downstream from the disputed area (25 So. 2d 
614) .
If the Bayou Sale decision has a major weak point it is 
the argument that a channel can not be navigable if cypress 
trees grow within it. While it is true that cypress do not 
germinate under water, this argument does not consider the 
possibility of periodic droughts during which germination 
may occur. This approach also ignores the fact that many 
obviously navigable streams and lakes such as Bayou Teche, 
Bayou Lafourche, and the Sabine River are lined by cypress 
trees yet navigation is possible in the deepest portion of 
these channels. The trial testimony did not address the 
possibility that a passable channel may have existed through 
scattered cypress trees as was noted in the Two O'clock 
Bayou case in 1974 (365 So. 2d 1174). The condition of the 
mouth of the bayou was not adequately addressed during the 
trial; both plaintiff and defendant concentrated on the 
condition of the middle section of the bayou in the vicinity 
of the disputed waterbottoms. It may have been difficult 
for the Court to assess the navigability of Bayou Sale 
because the detailed "scientific" studies tended to 
concentrate on that portion of that waterway that was being 
disputed.
A final weakness of the decision is its failure to 
address whether or not the channel could have been made 
navigable through reasonable improvements. Assuming a non- 
navigable state in 1945, at least two witnesses admitted
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that the channel could have cleaned out by dredging (Beqnaud 
v. Grubb & Hawkins. Defendants brief for appeal, p. 29) . 
However it is not clear whether the proposed dredging would 
have qualified as a "reasonable improvement" as was 
addressed in the U.S. v. Appalachian Electric Power Co. 
decision rendered in 1940, a few years before the Begnaud 
trial (311 U.S. 377) . Although the Appalachian Electric 
decision addressed an interstate commerce issue, State 
courts have frequently relied on such Federal precedent when 
examining a local waterbottoms ownership issue (eg., State 
v. Aucoin 20 So. 2d 154, California Company v. Price 74 So. 
2d 21, Gulf v. State 317 So. 2d 587-589, Ramsev River Road 
Property Owners v. Reeves 396 So. 2d 876) .
The three strongest reasons for the ruling of non­
navigability are:
1) the lack of historical evidence that the channel was used 
for commercial purposes,
2) the finding of an 1819 eyewitness description of Bayou 
Sale as being "nothing more than a winding gully 15 feet 
wide and from 12 to 18 inches deep, filled with cypress 
knees" and
3) the fact that nineteenth century farmers and plantation 
owners constructed dams and barriers across the channel, 
many of which still exist today (25 So. 2d 612,614,618).
As the Court pointed out:
It is difficult to understand why the settlers 
from Europe would construct ramps and barriers 
across the channel of a navigable stream which
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obviously furnished their only possible method of 
transportation at a time when there were no 
railroads, highways or other means for the 
movement of persons, materials, provisions or 
supplies. If the settlers from Europe actually 
destroyed or impeded the navigability of a stream 
on which they were almost wholly dependent in 
conducting their normal, social and business 
activities, they obviously acted in a manner 
contrary to what was done elsewhere (25 So. 2d 
618) .
Unlike the bridges along the Tangipahoa River that were 
cited in the Amite v. Roseland case in 1921 (148 La. 704), 
the obstructions along Bayou Sale prevented passage by even 
the smallest types of watercraft. Today the condition of 
Bayou Sale appears much as it must have been at the time of 
the trial in 1945. Along some portions of Bayou Sale the 
channel is choked with cypress or willow growth and water 
flow is restricted to a ditch less than 3 ft wide (Figure 3-
8) . In other portions of the channel are free of vegetation 
and the water covered portion may be 100 ft wide (Figure 3-
9) . The natural state of the extreme lower portion of Bayou 
Sale has been altered by clearing and dredging for use by 
barges servicing oil field operations (Figure 3-10).
Tangipahoa River
The Tangipahoa River flows from the state of 
Mississippi to Lake Pontchartrain through Tangipahoa Parish. 
It is typical of a hill or upland stream with only its lower 
end traveling through coastal wetlands.
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mm
Figure 3-8. View of constricted flow of Bayou Sale within 
disputed channel area (March 5, 1993).
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Figure 3-9. View of open portion of Bayou Sale channel 
within disputed area (March 5, 1993).
Figure 3-10. Aerial view of dredged mouth of Bayou Sale 
(April 16, 1993) .
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Amite Gravel and Sand Co. v. Roseland Gravel Co.
(1921: # 34)
The Amite v. Roseland case involves a section of the 
Tangipahoa River 0.5 mi downstream from the Hwy 10 bridge 
near Roseland in Tangipahoa Parish (Figure 3-11). The 
dispute arose after the defendant launched the dredge boat 
Tangipahoa and began dredging sand and gravel from the bed 
of the Tangipahoa River. The date of the trial was 1917 and 
the Supreme Court decision was made in 1921. The defendant 
owned the bankline property in Section 44 and proceeded to 
dredge gravel and sand from the bed of the river. The 
plaintiff had obtained a lease to dredge sand and gravel 
from the property owner in Section 45 on the opposite bank. 
The plaintiff claimed that the Tangipahoa River was not 
navigable and therefore riparian ownership extended to the 
thread (center) of the river. Defendant argued that the 
Tangipahoa was a navigable stream and that the State owned 
the bed and bottom up to the low water line. The suit was 
filed after the dredge boat Tangipahoa removed sand and 
gravel from the east side of the thread of the river.
The trial evidence was extensive, with the witness 
testimony alone amounting to nearly 700 pages. Witnesses 
included employees of both gravel companies, land surveyors, 
engineers, and individuals familiar with boat travel on the 
river. Although the State had an interest in the outcome of
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Figure 3-11. Disputed area along Tangipahoa River, 
Tangipahoa Parish shown on 1981 Roseland and 1983 
Chesbrough 7.5' quadrangle maps.
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the trial, representatives of the State were not involved, 
and the dispute was funded entirely by the two gravel 
companies. The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the 
plaintiff and the Court determined that the Tangipahoa River 
was not navigable for two reasons:
1) the United States government had permitted the 
construction of several bridges downstream from the disputed 
area. These bridges were stationary and did not permit 
travel on the river above Ponchatoula by steamboats or 
schooners. The only types of watercraft acknowledged by the 
court to have used the river in the vicinity of the disputed 
gravel dredging operation were occasional "rowboats, and in 
places small boats with detachable gasoline engines" (87 So. 
719) .
2) The stream was considered to be of insufficient size to 
support commercial watercraft. It was described as being 
"narrow, filled with sand, gravel bars, stumps, and logs, 
and has a fall of from 2 1/2 to 5 feet to the mile... [The] 
average stage at no season (save during freshets) renders 
it, in our opinion 'navigable' at or near Roseland within 
the fair meaning of that term" (87 So. 719).
These two points certainly are valid considerations for 
making a navigability determination, but both positions are 
weak by modern standards. Several important Federal court 
decisions have demonstrated that man-made obstructions are 
of no consequence when considering navigability of a stream 
(Economy Light & Power Co. v. U. S.) ; it is the natural
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condition of the stream that is the primary consideration
for determining whether it is of sufficient size for
commerce, not the human altered condition. In the same year
that the Louisiana Supreme Court decided the Amite v.
Roseland case, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled:
The fact that artificial obstructions in a stream 
exist, capable of being abated by due exercise of 
the public authority, does not prevent the stream 
from being regarded as navigable in law, if, 
supposing them to be abated, it be navigable in 
fact in its natural state (Economy Light & Power 
Co. v. U.S.. 256 U.S. 113).
The Economy Light & Power ruling has become one of the 
most important decisions concerning navigability in the 
U.S., and in subsequent decisions by Louisiana courts, it 
has weakened if not killed the argument that artificial 
obstructions could be used to demonstrate non-navigability. 
Had this Federal decision come 15 years earlier, some might 
argue that it would have influenced the outcome in Burns v. 
Crescent City Gun & Rod Club case. However, in the Burns 
decision, the Louisiana Supreme Court cited no Federal 
decisions, relying primarily on Louisiana cases for support 
of its findings (41 So. 249).
In the Amite v. Roseland case, the Court noted a lack 
of operation by watercraft "for the purposes of commerce" 
(87 So. 719). This comment is a qualitative consideration 
and must be viewed in its historical context. As with other 
rulings of the nineteenth century and early twentieth 
century, schooners and steamboats were considered to be 
legitimate carriers of commerce, but smaller vessels were
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not. Witnesses testified as to use of the waterway by many 
watercraft, but no schooners or steamboats were reported to 
have traveled above Independence, and such large vessels 
could not readily ascend the Tangipahoa due to the presence 
of low lying bridges {Appendix C) . As noted in the previous 
section on Ramsey River Road Property Owners v. Reeves (396 
So. 2d 873), nineteenth century Louisiana courts generally 
followed the federal interstate commerce guidelines that 
tended to exclude watercraft smaller than steamboats or 
schooners.
The fact that logs were floated down the river during 
high water and occasionally during low water was noted by 
several witnesses, but this logging commerce was not 
referenced in the decision. Some small gasoline launches 
were also engaged in towing logs and log rafts, but these 
relatively small watercraft also were ignored in the 
decision. The Court's lack of interest in small watercraft 
is not completely unwarranted considering that, with the 
exception of the dredge Tangipahoa. all of the alleged 
commercial watercraft cited during witness testimony were 
operating downstream from the contested area. The testimony 
provided a much stronger case for navigability along the 
lower Tangipahoa (downstream from Amite) than the portion 
where the disputed gravel dredging occurred.
It is important to note that the description of the 
river accepted by the Louisiana Supreme Court was the low 
water condition. During the trial both attorneys and
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witnesses made numerous references to the "ordinary stage of 
low water", "ordinary low water" and "average low water 
mark" (Amite Gravel v. Roseland Gravel, witness testimony 
pp. 200, 207, 260, 311-312, 329, 684), yet no references
were ever made to use or potential use of the river during 
high water stages either during freshets or spring floods. 
During the trial the lower court judge even commented that 
he did not consider a stream to be navigable if boats must 
be dragged "over logs, and rock bars and sand bars at 
different places along the stream", and also commented that 
a stream is not considered navigable if commerce is 
"possible" yet not "practical" (Amite Gravel v. Roseland 
Gravel. witness testimony p. 204) . The emphasis on low 
water condition and the implication that low water condition 
was the "ordinary" condition of the river may have come 
about because it is the low water condition that determines 
the boundary between State and riparian ownership along 
navigable streams.
Although the final Court decision cited the "steep" 
slope of the Tangipahoa as a factor that prevented effective 
improvements of the channel, this claim was clearly 
theoretical and such a stream gradient certainly did not 
prevent navigation of other streams in Louisiana. For 
example, the slope of the Bogue Falaya River was determined 
by two separate studies to be 8 ft per mile (Ramsev River 
Road Property Owners v. Reeves. Milton Newton testimony, pp. 
353,425), and the Bogue Falaya slope was considerably
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greater than that of the Tangipahoa. In both the low water 
and high water condition, the Tangipahoa River was over 
three times the width and depth of the Bogue Falaya at the 
proposed Ramsey River Road bridge site. For the Bogue 
Falaya River, however, the reported commerce traveled 
downstream during periods of high water, and the high water 
potential was never addressed by the Court in Amite v. 
Roseland.
A final point that was never mentioned during the trial 
testimony or in the Supreme Court ruling was the fact that 
the disputed dredging was conducted by a commercial floating 
vessel. The dredge Tangipahoa was 84 ft long, 26 ft wide 
and had a draft of 2 to 3 ft. This watercraft was obviously 
engaged in a commercial operation, it was launched and 
floated in the river during low water, and it continued to 
operate for several months before the dispute arose. A 
company owned by Mr. Jahncke (one of the trial witnesses) 
also built a similar dredge at about the same time and 
operated it in the Lake Pontchartrain area between 1906 and 
1916. This second dredge was known as the Pelican and it is 
shown in operation at an undetermined location in Figure 3- 
12. From the photograph the dimensions of the Pelican are 
estimated to be about 60 or 70 feet long and 25 feet wide, 
or a little smaller than the Tangipahoa. Neither the trial 
testimony nor the final court decision indicate why the 
dredging operation of the Tangipahoa was not considered to 
be commerce for purposes of demonstrating navigability.






















Figure 3-12. Early twentieth century photograph of ca. 65 foot long dredge 
Pelican, built by the Jahncke Shipyard of Madisonville (Jahncke Glass 
Negative Collection, courtesy Lake Pontchartrain Basin Maritime Museum, 




Perhaps it is because the gravel being excavated was being 
shipped to New Orleans by train rather than by water, or 
perhaps, as in the Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club case, 
such local commerce was not considered to be interstate 
trade.
Today the Tangipahoa River is in much the same 
condition that it was in at the time of the Amite v. 
Roseland trial. The area of greatest change has been in the 
vicinity of modern gravel and sand dredging operations where 
extensive excavation often results in lateral river bed 
migration. A visit to the Hwy 10 bridge above Roseland 
during low water conditions revealed a surface water width 
of 131 ft and a maximum depth of 5.0 ft (Figure 3-13). A 
return visit one day after a heavy rainfall revealed a 
maximum depth of 12 ft and a width of approximately 250 ft 
(Figure 3-14). The Tangipahoa River obviously is much 
larger than the Bogue Falaya River as described in the 
Ingram case (20 ft wide at low water and 30 ft wide at high 
water) and as it was observed by the author during a recent 
field visit (60 ft wide and 2 ft deep at low water) . 
According to one recent government study, the average stream 
discharge along the upper Tangipahoa River is double that of 
the combined flow of the Bogue Falaya and Tchefuncte Rivers 
near Covington (Fayard and Nyman 1976:7). Since the Bogue 
Falaya is considerably smaller than the Tchefuncte, then 
logically the discharge of the Bogue Falaya should be less 
than one-fourth that of the Tangipahoa River.
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Figure 3-13. Downstream view of Tangipahoa River at low 
water stage from Hwy 10 bridge, Tangipahoa Parish 
(Sept. 10, 1993).
Figure 3-14. Downstream view of Tangipahoa River at high 
water stage from Hwy 10 bridge, Tangipahoa Parish 
(March 4, 1993) .
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Two O'clock Bavou
Two O'clock Bayou is a small stream located in St. 
Landry Parish within the western swamplands of the 
Atchafalaya Basin (Figure 3-15). Although it is still 
located within an area that is subject to backwater flooding 
of the Atchafalaya River system, seasonal flooding may have 
been more severe prior to construction of the Atchafalaya 
Floodway levees during the 1930s.
State v. Two O'Clock Bavou Land Company. Inc.
(1974: # 132)
Along with Ramsev River Road v. Reeves (396 So. 2d 
873), State v. Two O'Clock Bavou Land Company (365 So. 2d 
1174) represents one of the more important stream 
navigability cases tried by Louisiana courts during the 
second half of the twentieth century. Although it was not 
appealed to the Supreme Court, this case was selected for 
study because it raises several issues that are important to 
the understanding of waterborne commerce. The suit was 
initiated when the Two O'clock Land Co. placed a cable 
across Two 0'Clock Bayou in St. Landry Parish, denying local 
fishermen access to the bayou. During the trial two 
important facts were brought out in favor of the defendants' 
claim to the water bottoms. First, the total acreage
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Figure 3-15. Location of Two O'clock Bayou (Darbonne Bayou), 
St. Landry Parish, on 1959 Palmetto 15' quadrangle map.
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assessed for the property had included the area of the 
bayou, and the land company and previous owners had paid 
taxes on the property. Second, the original GLO survey had 
identified several channels in the vicinity of modern Two 
O'Clock Bayou, but none of the channels shown on the GLO 
plat map correlated precisely with the modern location of 
the channel in question. This suggested that the channel 
may have moved or that it may not have existed in 1812, the 
critical date for the ownership dispute. The plaintiff's 
argument effectively countered these two facts by pointing 
out that GLO surveys were less than precise, and by 
convincing geological and ecological evidence that 
demonstrated the channel was ancient. The determination of 
Two O'Clock Bayou's natural state was frustrated by the 
partial blockage of the channel from pilings of the Missouri 
Pacific Railroad bridge and a more substantial blockage from 
an earthen dam at the old crossing of Hwy 190 (365 So. 2d 
1177) .
The trial court concluded that the bayou averaged about 
nine feet deep and averaged 18 to 30 ft wide, and this 
finding was not disputed by the higher court. The Supreme 
Court ruled that Two O'Clock Bayou was navigable primarily 
because two types of commercial activity had occurred on the 
channel: logging and commercial fishing. The logging had 
occurred around 1931 when logs were felled and floated down 
the channel "behind small motor boats" (365 So. 2d 1176). 
A variety of witnesses provided information on the types of
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watercraft using the channel and provided estimates for the 
channel size (Appendix D) . The most convincing testimony 
was by Sherby Skrantz who used a 14 foot Joe-boat (flatboat) 
to catch "two to three hundred pounds of fish a night" (3 65 
So. 2d 1177). He reported that several other commercial 
fishermen also used the bayou.
The Supreme Court noted that it was "difficult to 
determine whether Two O'clock Bayou was navigable in its 
ordinary condition because the bayou is not presently in a 
natural state, having been dammed, bridged and otherwise 
interfered with over a period of time" (365 So. 2d 1178). 
Due to the placement of these obstructions and the lack of 
good cartographic information from the nineteenth century, 
it was difficult to determine the degree to which the flow 
of Two O'clock Bayou was impacted by human intervention.
Subsequent to the Two 0'Clock Bayou decision, the 
channel has remained open to public use. It is somewhat 
ironic that one of the witnesses for the defendants now 
operates a boat landing and bait shop along Two O'clock 
Bayou and is thus capitalizing on public use of the channel 
which the land company had opposed during the trial (Figure 
3-16). Recent visits were made to Two O'clock Bayou by the 
author in 1993 and by geographer Sherwood Gagliano who 
traveled the channel in 1991 (S.M. Gagliano, personal
communication, 1992). The channel appears to be virtually 
the same today as it was described during the 1978 trial. 
Much of the channel is still lined with cypress, and the
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Figure 3-16. Boat landing and old Hwy 190 bridge across Two 
O'clock Bayou, St. Landry Parish (March 8, 1993) .
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narrowest passage along the disputed portion is about 12 ft 
wide (Figure 3-17) . The sounded portions of the channel 
ranged from about 3 to 5 ft deep during Gagliano's visit in 
September of 1991 and about 4 to 6 ft during the author's 
visit in March of 1993. As noted during the trial, the 
water level fluctuates seasonally. Although no obvious 
commercial fishing activity was observed by either visitor, 
an obvious girdle scar was found during the 1993 visit on a 
cypress stump located along the edge of Two O'clock Bayou 
(Figure 3-18) . Such scars are direct evidence that cypress 
were deadened prior to felling. This deadening procedure 
was performed to lighten the logs sufficiently for floating. 
Though girdling was not mentioned by any of the witnesses 
during the 1978 trial, such evidence would have further 
supported the State's position that the channel was utilized 
for commercial logging and was thus navigable (see Chapter 
4) .
Subsequent to the Two 0'Clock Bayou decision, the 
Louisiana Supreme Court has provided at least one decision 
that indicates its willingness to accept commercial fishing 
as evidence in cases concerning navigability issues. In 
State v. Barras (615 So. 2d 285) the Court examined 
navigability of a "crawfish bottoms" located in periodically 
flooded swamp. ' Although the waterbody in dispute was not 
determined to be navigable, the Court did acknowledge that 
the defendants were "engaged in commercial crawfish 
harvesting" in waters that were 6 inches to 6 feet deep (615
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Figure 3-17. Cypress trees growing within Two O'Clock Bayou 
channel (March 8, 1993).
m m m
Figure 3-18. "Girdle" scar on old cypress stump, Two O'clock 
Bayou (March 9, 1993).
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So. 2d 286-287). This recent case provides additional 
evidence that State courts are continuing to consider the 
types of watercraft used in commerce, regardless of the size 
of the watercraft involved.
Navigahjlitv on Inland Isolated Lakes
The second category of waterbottoms issues is the 
determination of navigability on inland isolated lakes. 
These lakes generally do not fall within the coastal tidal 
zone and would not be categorized as tidal lakes. Outlets 
to the Gulf are very small if they exist at all.
Sweet Lake
Sweet Lake is an isolated marsh lake located within 
Cameron Parish (Figure 3-19) . It was involved in an 
ownership dispute because it has no obvious natural water 
connection to any other navigable waterbodies.
State v. Sweet Lake Land and Oil Co. (1927: #44)
Sweet Lake was selected for study because it was 
involved in a dispute between the State and a private 
landowner over ownership of its waterbottoms (State v. Sweet 
Lake Land & Oil Co.). Oil was discovered in 1925 and the 
State filed suit to claim royalties from oil located beneath
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Figure 3-19. Sweet Lake shown on 1955 Sweet Lake 15' 
quadrangle map. Note shell midden locations (SM) and 
mouth of Sweet Lake Canal (A).
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the lake (113 So. 833) . For Sweet Lake the single 
overriding issue was navigability. Lying within open marsh 
in Cameron Parish, Sweet Lake covered approximately 1800 
acres in 1925, and it was about 1 mi. (N-S) by 2 mi. (E-W) 
in size (Figure 3-19).
For this case, the size and depth of Sweet Lake were 
not as important as the issue of access. With a depth that 
ranged from 2.5 to 10 ft. and an average depth of 4.2 ft., 
Sweet Lake was clearly deep enough to be considered 
navigable. The key to the case, however was susceptibility 
to commercial use. The State witnesses tried to prove that, 
although Sweet Lake was isolated from other water bodies in 
1926, it had been connected to Calcasieu Lake via a branch 
of Bayou Bois Connie during the nineteenth century. One 
State witness, geologist H.V. Howe, argued that the Bayou 
Bois Connie connection was cutoff by the construction of 
Sweet Lake Canal, an east-west channel that connected Sweet 
Lake to Calcasieu Lake (State v. Sweet Lake, witness 
testimony, Vol. 2:110-111). Sweet Lake canal was dug in 
1885 by the North American Land and Timber Company which was 
engaged in land reclamation in Calcasieu and Cameron 
Parishes (State v. Sweet Lake, witness testimony, Vol. 3: 
218-221) .
According to Howe's lagoonal formation theory, Sweet 
Lake represents a part of the Gulf of Mexico that was 
trapped by a ridge, and a natural connection remained 
between the Gulf and Sweet Lake until relatively recent
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times (State v. Sweet Lake, witness testimony, Vol. 2: 108- 
112) . Although evidence was presented that a natural 
connection may have existed between Sweet Lake and Bayou 
Bois Connie during historic times, lay witnesses who fished 
and hunted alligators in the area testified that they 
reached Sweet Lake by walking overland or by dragging their 
skiffs to it across the marsh. None had ever entered Sweet 
Lake by water until Sweet Lake canal was constructed. After 
the construction of Sweet Lake canal, commerce in the form 
of oil exploration vessels and barges carrying rice traveled 
from Sweet Lake to Calcasieu Lake (State v. Sweet Lake, 
witness testimony, Vol 2: 80; Vol. 3: 265). An added
commercial connection occurred in 1907 when a small canal 
was dredged connecting Sweet Lake to the recently 
constructed Gulf Intracoastal Canal (GIWW) (State v. Sweet 
Lake, witness testimony, Vol. 3:252).
The Louisiana Supreme Court ruled in 1927 in favor of 
the defendants, Sweet Lake Land and Oil Co., Inc. The 
ruling of non-navigability was based primarily on several 
facts:
1) Sweet Lake was never mentioned by the deputy surveyor who 
laid out the township and section lines in 1872. Although 
it is possible that the 1872 survey line was run incorrectly 
and completely missed Sweet Lake, the modern depiction of 
Township 12 South - Range 7 West indicates that the 
southwest corner of the township lies within Sweet Lake 
(Figure 3-19). The failure to find Sweet Lake meant that
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the lake was never officially meandered and therefore never 
depicted on an official GLO plat map. If it existed, Sweet 
Lake certainly would have been discovered during GLO surveys 
of adjacent Townships 12 South - 8 West and 13 South - 7 
West, but these townships were never surveyed. As a result, 
all of the land which included Sweet Lake was patented to 
J.B. Watkins between 1880 and 1883 (113 Southern Reporter
834) .
2) The plaintiff's witnesses presented no convincing 
evidence that Sweet Lake was connected to Calcasieu Lake or 
any other navigable waterbody a direct natural water 
connection during the nineteenth century. The geological 
theories of lagoonal lake formation presented by plaintiff's 
geologists(H.V. Howe and R.S. Steinmayer) were countered by 
equally convincing theories by the opposition geologist 
(L.C. Glenn) that Sweet Lake formed within the last 100 
years as a result of a peat fire (State v. Sweet Lake. Vol. 
2: 105-111; Vol. 3: 301-302, 382-384; Vol. 4:418-419).
Although the State's argument for an ancient age to Sweet 
Lake was supported by the presence of prehistoric Rangia 
cuneata shell middens along the shore, no active outlet to 
Sweet Lake was found.
3) The court also ruled on the nature of the land in which 
Sweet Lake was located. Since no outlet to the sea was 
found, the property was determined to be non-tidal, and that 
the sea marsh surrounding Sweet Lake was not seashore.
4) The final major ruling by the Supreme Court concerned the
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ability of the State to challenge a land transfer to a 
private party when that transfer occurred many years before. 
According to Louisiana Act 62 of 1912, title challenges are 
limited by the prescription or limitation of 6 years. The 
suit was brought 13 years after the law was passed, and the 
court ruled that the State could no longer challenge the 
patent (113 So. 838).
Several implications have been made from the Supreme 
Court ruling in State v. Sweet Lake:
1) Regardless of size or depth, a waterbody is not 
considered navigable if it is isolated from known routes of 
travel or lacks potential for commerce that would involve 
navigation by boat. The lack of an identifiable inlet or 
outlet was crucial in making the determination of non­
navigability .
2) The Sweet Lake ruling established the guidelines by which 
other isolated lakes were judged.
3) The key to proving navigability was commerce.
Modern aerial photography and topographic quadrangle 
map coverage indicate that Sweet Lake is no longer an 
isolated marsh lake. Since being connected to the GIWW in 
1908, the narrow strip of land separating Sweet Lake from 
GIWW has steadily eroded until the two waterbodies have 
essentially merged along a one mile section at the south end 
of Sweet Lake (Figure 3-20). Extensive marsh erosion and 
subsidence have created a large lake immediately north of 
Sweet Lake, and these two lakes are connected at several



















Figure 3-20. Sweet Lake on 1982 Sweet Lake 7.5' quadrangle map. Note mouth 
of Sweet Lake Canal (A).
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locations by canals related to oil and gas exploration. 
Erosion, subsidence and shell dredging have virtually 
eliminated all visible sign of the two prehistoric Rangia 
shell deposits (designated 16CM1 and 16CM76 in the files of 
the State Archaeologist) located along the western shore of 
Sweet Lake. The submerged remnant of 16CM1 is evident about 
2 feet below water, and the subsurface shell deposit 
provides sufficient stability to support a small grove of 
willows along the shore (Figure 3-21). Sweet Lake Canal, 
dredged during the 1880s for the land reclamation effort, is 
today about 40 ft. wide and 5 ft. deep (Figure 3-22) .
Despite numerous breaches artificial and erosional 
outlets, the core of Sweet Lake has not grown much in size 
since 1900. Oil field service boats maintain several access 
channels to well locations in the middle of the lake, but a 
field inspection along the south and west shores indicates 
that much of the lake is still less than 4 ft. deep. Trot 
lines are set by commercial fishermen in some areas along 
the south shore in water ranging from 2 to 3 ft. deep.
Although Sweet Lake is clearly navigable for commercial 
purposes today, all of the waterway access routes into Sweet 
Lake were constructed artificially. These artificial 
connections are most obvious along the north and south 
shores. Ironically, the reported ancient Bayou Bois Connie 
connection with Calcasieu Lake has remained blocked by the 
elevated spoil banks along the GIWW. Under natural 
conditions this channel might have been the first to
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Figure 3-21. Willow Grove marking location of subsided 
remnant of prehistoric shell mound (16 CM 1) , southwest 
shore of Sweet Lake, Cameron Parish (April 1, 1993).
Figure 3-22. Sweet Lake Canal at entrance into Sweet Lake 
(April 1, 1993).
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reconnect Sweet Lake with the Gulf of Mexico via Calcasieu 
Lake.
Lake Peicmeur
Lake Peigneur is lake located within Iberia Parish near 
the border with Vermilion Parish (Figure 3-23) . It is 
located adjacent to Jefferson Island, the northernmost of 
"The Five Islands", a series of five salt domes that project 
above the surface in South Louisiana. Lake Peigneur most 
likely formed as a solution lake when part of the saltdome 
caprock dissolved.
State v. Jefferson Island Salt Minina Co. (1935: 
# 52)
This suit involved a determination of navigability on 
Lake Peigneur, an inland lake located at the west end of 
Iberia Parish along the border with neighboring Vermilion 
Parish (Figure 3-23) . At issue was the ownership of the 
lake bottom and the minerals (salt) located beneath it. 
This case was similar in many respects to the Sweet Lake and 
Lake Long suits discussed elsewhere in this study. In the 
Lake Peigneur case the Supreme Court determined that the 
lake was navigable in 1812 and the bottoms therefore belong 
to the state. The State's position for navigability was 
supported by three important types of information:
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Figure 3-23. Lake Peigneur and Little Bayou, Iberia Parish, 
shown on 1963 Derouen 15' quadrangle map.
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1) The shore of Lake Peigneur was meandered by the original 
GLO surveyor and the lake bottom was not subdivided or sold.
2) According to early nineteenth century maps, the lake 
appeared to be connected to the Gulf of Mexico by one or two 
small bayous on several maps dating to the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century.
3) Local witnesses testified that within the last 50 years 
they had traveled by boat both on Lake Peigneur and from 
Lake Peigneur to the Gulf via a small bayou known as Petit 
Bayou, Little Bayou, or Bayou Carlin (163 So. 149-151).
In making its decision the court also relied on 
considerable Federal court jurisprudence, citing in 
particular the 1871 Daniel Ball v. United States (10 Wall. 
557) case and the 1874 United States v. The Montello (20 
Wall. 430) case. The court concluded that "it is not 
contended, nor does it have to be proven, that this lake was 
a great artery of commerce, but certainly the navigation 
which took place on this lake was in conformity with the 
needs and adequate to the purpose to which it was put by the 
community which it served" (163 So. 149). Apparently the 
most important evidence for the navigability determination 
was the local witness testimony that boats had traveled from 
Lake Peigneur to the Gulf via Petit Bayou (Tables 3-2 and 3-
3) . The court stated that "this Bayou, even though its 
channel in the marsh was of a very limited nature, in its 
service, was sufficient for purposes of communication" (163 
So. 150). This finding appears to reflect a change in the

















Table 3-2. Watercraft Mentioned in Case Transcript of 
Witness Testimony, State v. Jefferson Island Salt Co.
DL PAGE WITNESS WATERBODY TYPE CRAFT DAT COMMERCE LENGT WIDT
2 341 D.J. BONIN LAKE PEIGNEUR ROWBOAT 1893 FISH
2 341 D.J. BONIN LAKE PEIGNEUR SCHOONER 1893
2 341-2 D.J. BONIN LAKE PEIGNEUR GALLEY 1893 ALLIGATORS 28-30 6
2 341-2 D.J. BONIN BAYOU CARLIN GALLEY 1893 ALLIGATORS 28-30 6
2 350 W.J. COLEMAN LAKE PEIGNEUR BOAT 1907 FISH
2 356 FENELON LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR BOAT 1883 HUNT/RECREATI 20 6-7
2 357 FENELON LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR BARGE 1883 BUGGY
2 357 FENELON LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR SKIFFS 1883 ORANGES, PECANS
2 358 FENELON LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR SKIFF 1883 FISH 20 6
2 436 AMEDEE THERIOT LAKE PEIGNEUR SKIFF 1893
2 436 AMEDEE THERIOT LAKE PEIGNEUR BOAT 1893 28
2 436 AMEDEE THERIOT LITTLE BAYOU BOAT 1893 28
2 436-7 AMEDEE THERIOT LAKE PEIGNEUR FLATBOAT 1893 CORDWOOD 10
2 438,44 AMEDEE THERIOT LITTLE BAYOU PIROGUE 1893
2 441 LUDOVIC LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR BARGE 1879 CORDWOOD
2 444 VICTOR BAILEY LAKE PEIGNEUR OYSTERBOAT 1895 OYSTERS 26 9
2 444 VICTOR BAILEY LITTLE BAYOU OYSTERBOAT 1895 OYSTERS 26 9
2 446 VICTOR BAILEY LITTLE BAYOU GAS BOAT 1895
2 451 RANDOLPH ABSHI LAKE PEIGNEUR DRILLING BARG 1931 DRILLING RIG 60 40
2 452 RANDOLPH ABSHI LAKE PEIGNEUR WOODEN BARG 1931 DRILLING EQUIP 30 20
2 452 RANDOLPH ABSHI LAKE PEIGNEUR GAS LAUNCHE 1931 WORK CREW





















Table 3-3. Waterbody Descriptions in Case Transcript of 
Witness Testimony, State v. Jefferson Island Salt Co.





2 333 SAGUSTA BOUDREA L. PEIGNEUR 1893 5 -1 2
2 343-34 D.J. BONIN BAYOU CARLIN * 1893 2 + 25
2 360 FENLON LANDRY PETIT BAYOU 1902 CLEANED OUT BY HIS FATHER & OTHERS IN 1902
2 361 FENLON LANDRY PETIT BAYOU* 1903 2-3 DEPTH AFTER LOCALS DREDGED IT
2 362 FENLON LANDRY PETIT BAYOU 1903 2-2.5 DEPTH AFTER LOCALS DREDGED IT
2 366 FENLON LANDRY BABY COULIE* 1905 DREDGED BY BOAT
2 438,44 AMEDEE THERIOT LITTLE BAYOU 1883 ONLY PASSABLE BY PIROGUE (CA. 1880S) IN DRY PERIODS
2 442 LUDOVIC LANDRY LITTLE BAYOU 1881 DUG OUT CA. 1882 BY LOCALS
2 445 VICTOR BAILEY LITTLE BAYOU 1895 PASSAGE WAS SEASONAL; COULD NOT PASS IN SUMMER
8 740 WALTER KEMPER LITTLE BAYOU 1905 1.5-3.5 20-30 BEFORE DREDGING BY DREDGE BOAT
8 749 WALTER KEMPER LITTLE BAYOU 1905 1.0-3.5 20-30 IT WENT DRY IN VERY LOW TIDE PRIOR TO DREDGING
8 918 ALFRED DELCAMBRE LITTLE BAYOU 1873 3.0-5.0 DREDGED IN 1881; IT WAS < 3 '-> 5 ' BEFORE DREDGING
8 933 DROZIN LANDRY LITTLE BAYOU 1881 1 8 IT WAS CLEANED 8’ WIDE & 1' DEEP
8 935 DROZIN LANDRY LAKE PEIGNEUR 1881 UP TO 18' DEEP
9 950 MEYER MESTAYER BAYOU LITTLE* 1883 1 2 LITTLE BRIDGES BLOCKED CHANNEL; SOMETIMES DRY; 1'
9 952 MEYER MESTAYER BAYOU LITTLE 1883 1 ONLY PIROGUES OR SKIFFS COULD PASS
9 954 LAODIS DELCAMBRE BAYOU LITTLE 1887 CLEANED CA. 1887; ENDED IN MARSH BEFORE THEN
9 957 LAODIS DELCAMBRE BAYOU LITTLE 1887 BRIDGE OBSTRUCTED CHANNEL
* OTHER NAMES FOR LITTLE BAYOU 121
Supreme Court's attitude toward the definition of commerce. 
Prior to 1935, Louisiana Supreme Court decisions tended to 
follow the Federal admiralty definition of commerce. In 
previous decisions such as Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod 
Club. the court had refused to acknowledge commercial 
fishing as a recognizable form of commerce, unless that 
activity was associated with interstate trade. This view 
that commerce must be associated with the "carrying trade" 
was grounded in the nineteenth century attitude that local 
fishing did not qualify as commerce, and indeed fishing data 
were often omitted from commercial statistics published by 
the Federal government (U.S. Department of Commerce and 
Labor 1906:3; see also discussion in Chapter 3) .
It is noteworthy that one of the most conservative 
Federal rulings concerning navigability was a Louisiana 
case, L e o w  v. United States (177 U.S. 621), in which the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that navigable waters only include 
waters "where commerce is of a 'substantial and permanent 
character'" (United States v. Crow. Pope and Land 
Enterprises. 340 F. Supp. 32) . An apparent disparity
existed between this decision, with its narrow definition of 
navigability, and other frequently cited Federal cases. 
This disparity may have been one of the reasons that some 
Louisiana courts did not rely heavily on Federal rulings for 
State navigability decisions.
From the evidence presented in the Lake Peigneur case 
it is clear that the lake was of sufficient size and depth
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to have been considered navigable (Table 3-3) . But as with 
Sweet Lake and Lake Long, the critical element for 
navigability was not the lake itself, but whether or not it 
was connected to another navigable waterbody (i.e., the Gulf 
of Mexico) by a navigable water passage. The most striking 
information from the testimony is that the passage to the 
Gulf was little more than a pirogue trail prior to 1881 
(Table 3-3). During the early 1880s Petit Bayou was about 
8 ft. wide and 1 ft. deep. It was cleaned out by locals 
during the 1880s. The channel was dredged to a width of 
about 2 0 to 30 ft. and a depth of 1 to 3.5 ft. in 1905 
(Table 3-3) . According to witness testimony, the water 
level of Lake Peigneur dropped after Petit Bayou was widened 
and deepened (163 So. 158-160).
Channel size alone was not sufficient evidence to 
determine Petit Bayou and Lake Peigneur navigable. The 
cornerstone of the navigability argument was that Petit 
Bayou and Lake Peigneur supported watercraft carrying 
commerce. With a depth of 5 to 12 ft, Lake Peigneur was 
certainly deep enough to support the skiffs, barges, 
pirogues and sailing boats used by alligator hunters, fruit 
merchants, and fishermen. Prior to 1881 Petit Bayou could 
only admit pirogues and skiffs, and travel was frequently 
confined to periods of high water. By the 1890s it had been 
cleaned out sufficiently for passage by a 28 to 30 ft. long 
sailboat used by commercial alligator hunters and a 26 ft. 
long oyster boat (Table 3-2).
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State v. Jefferson Island represents the first 
Louisiana Supreme Court decision to accept commercial 
fishing as direct evidence of navigability. For this 
decision the Court relied upon the cornerstone navigability 
rulings of Federal cases such as Daniel Ball and Montello. 
as well as the more recent rulings in Economy Light & Power 
v. United States (256 U.S. 113) and St. Anthony Falls Water 
Power Co. v. St. Paul Water Commissioners (168 U.S. 349) .
Today Lake Peigneur is larger than it was at the time 
of the trial. An oil and gas field was established on the 
lake in 1931, and active wells were maintained in the lake 
until 1980. On November 20, 1980 a Texaco drilling rig
punctured a salt mine tunnel dug by Diamond Crystal Salt Co. 
beneath the lake, resulting in the temporary drainage of all 
of the Lake Peigneur water into the opened salt mine tunnel 
system. The rapid drop in the water level, combined with 
the collapse of a substantial portion of the lake bottom 
into the tunnel system, caused massive subsidence and 
shoreline slumping, particularly along the south end of Lake 
Peigneur (Earle et al. 1983). One massive land slump
submerged a large portion of Live Oak Gardens. The drowned 
portion of the gardens is visible today as a cluster of 
deadened tree trunks extending several hundred yards into 
the lake (Figure 3-24) . The tunnel collapse has 
substantially increased the depth of the lake, and local 
fishermen have reported catching redfish and other saltwater 
species in Lake Peigneur since 1980. Although the maximum
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Figure 3-24. South shore of Lake Peigneur showing exposed 
tree trunks and house foundation in slump area (1992) .
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depth of the lake is unknown, a bathymeter run across the 
"hole" in 1990 indicated that it was over 150 ft deep. The 
mine collapse resulted in the immediate closure and 
subsequent abandonment of the salt mine.
After 1935 Petit Bayou was widened and deepened, and 
today the channel is known as Delcambre Canal (Figure 3-23). 
Delcambre Canal is about 100 feet wide and can hardly be 
compared to the minimal marsh stream that existed during the 
late nineteenth century.
Lake Long
Lake Long is an isolated lake located in Lafourche 
Parish (Figure 3-25) . It might best be classified as an 
interlevee lake because it was formed in a marsh located 
between two natural levees that served as barriers to water 
flow.
State v. Aucoin (1944: # 64)
This suit involved an ownership dispute over the bed of 
Lake Long, an inland lake south of Lockport in Lafourche 
Parish (Figure 3-25). The land in dispute represents an 
apparent accreted or dried up portion of the lake bed. In 
many respects the physical setting of Lake Long was similar 
to that of Sweet Lake. Like Sweet Lake, Lake Long had no 
known natural outlets and it became accessible by water only
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Figure 3-25. Lake Long, Lafourche Parish, shown on 1963 
Houma 15' quadrangle map.
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after a canal (Company Canal) had been dredged to it. It 
differed from Sweet Lake in that the lake shore was 
meandered by the GLO surveyor in 1857. The lake bottom was 
retained by the State and was not transferred when the 
surrounding platted sections were sold as swamp land during 
the nineteenth century. The disputed property was located 
along the south shore of Lake Long, immediately north of 
fractional sections 56, 66 and 65 in Township 17 South,
Range 19 East (Figure 3-26) . The defendant in this case 
challenged the accuracy of the original GLO survey and also 
challenged the accuracy of a modern surveyor who attempted 
to retrace the original survey.
Expert witnesses for the defendant included a surveyor 
(Duncan Ricketts) and a geologist (R.A. Steinmayer). The 
plaintiff expert witnesses included geographers Richard 
Russell and Fred Kniffen as well as surveyor Harry Shutts. 
The plaintiff experts argued that Lake Long was an ancient 
formation while the defendant experts argued that it had 
formed in the recent past (State v. Aucoin witness 
testimony, Vol. 2). Perhaps the most striking testimony of 
the trial was that of geologist Steinmayer who repeatedly 
referred to Lake Long as "alleged Lake Long" and argued that 
the lake was little more than a swamp that had been cleared 
(State v. Aucoin witness testimony, Vol. 3, pp. 2-16, 30-46, 
106-147). Steinmayer clung to this argument despite 
evidence from several historic maps, including the GLO plat,
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Figure 3-26. GLO plat map of Township 17 South, Range 19 
East (1857) showing Lake Long.
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indicating that the lake existed during the first half of 
the nineteenth century.
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the State. The 
Court upheld the accuracy of the GLO survey and held that 
the defendant had no right to land formed by the drying up 
of Lake Long (20 So. 2d 137) . The Court held that the 
riparian owner had no right to accretion of land bordering 
a lake. According to articles 509 and 510 of the Civil 
Code, riparian owners have rights to accretion along the 
shore of a river or stream, and have no such right to 
accretion along either navigable or non-navigable lakes (20 
So. 2d 149). The Court cited Miami Corp. v. State (186 La. 
7 84) as the main reason for denying riparian ownership of 
accreted lakeshore (20 So. 2d 150).
One of the most significant findings of the Court is 
that Lake Long was considered navigable in 1812. Although 
Lake Long was not particularly deep and no evidence was 
presented to demonstrate that it ever was "actually 
navigated by large vessels, or for commercial purposes" 
prior to the date that a canal was dredged connecting it to 
Lake Fields, the Court deemed it navigable. Lake Long was 
determined navigable primarily because several mid­
nineteenth century maps indicated that it served "as a link 
in a chain of navigable waterways" (20 So. 2d 153) . The 
Court viewed Lake Long's position in this navigable link as 
evidence that the lake may not have been navigated, but it 
was clearly susceptible for navigation by improvement
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through canal construction. A navigable waterway was viewed 
as one "that which, by its depth, width, and location is 
rendered available for commerce whether it be actually so 
used or not" (20 So. 2d 154) . This position contrasted with 
that of the Court in State v. Sweet Lake Land and Oil Co. 
where Sweet Lake was deemed not navigable, despite evidence 
for a similar navigability potential through either the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway or through Sweet Lake Canal (113 So. 
833) .
With regard to inland lakes, the Lake Long decision 
appears to indicate a continued broadening of the definition 
of navigability that was first presented in the Lake 
Peigneur decision. The State v. Aucoin decision was 
particularly important because it stressed the potential of 
a waterbody to become navigable through man-made 
improvements. The timing of the decision was also important 
because it preceded the U.S. Supreme Court decision in U.S. 
v. Appalachian Electric Power Co. by 5 years. The 
Appalachian decision is credited by some as introducing the 
concept of arguing navigability if a waterbody can be made 
navigable through "reasonable improvements" (311 U.S. 377) . 
Thus the Aucoin decision indicates that in some respects 
Louisiana courts were setting the trend toward a broader 
definition of navigability. The Aucoin decision is also 
important because it represents the first Louisiana Supreme 
Court case in which navigability was determined through the 
susceptibility argument rather than the navigability in fact
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argument. No evidence was presented for actual early 
nineteenth century use by commercial watercraft. This 
followed the example of State v. Capdeville (1919) in 
distinguishing between "navigable" and "navigated" (State v. 
Aucoin 20 So. 2d 153).
Today Lake Long appears very much as it did during the 
trial in 1945. Erosion at the west end has widened the 
connection with Company Canal (Figure 3-27). An active oil 
field is located at the southeast end of the lake (Figure 3-
28) .
Inland Waterbodies That Mav Be Classified as Lakes or 
Streams
This third category includes waterbodies that might be 
classified as either lakes or streams, depending on the 
definition being used. The lake/stream distinction is 
important because, unlike in other states, Louisiana law 
guarantees State ownership to mean low water along navigable 
streams but to mean high water along navigable lakes. This 
particular type of waterbody was referred to as a "channel 
lake" by Howe et al. (1935) who noted some of the
peculiarities and difficulties in classifying this 
particular type of waterbody. Although generally considered 
as inland waterbodies, some contested channel lakes, such as 
Calcasieu Lake, occur near the coast. For such coastal
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Figure 3-27. Aerial view of west end of Lake Long at 
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Figure 3-28. Aerial view of Lake Long Oil & Gas Field, east 
end of Lake Long, facing southwest (April 16, 1993).
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locations, the issue of tidal influence and ownership of 
tidal waters must also be addressed.
Calcasieu Lake
Calcasieu Lake is a widened portion of lower Calcasieu 
River (Figure 3-29) . The main channel of Calcasieu River 
originates in Vernon Parish and it flows to the Gulf in 
Cameron Parish. The widening of Calcasieu River begins in 
Calcasieu Parish at Lake Charles, and the obvious lake 
characteristics begin near the Calcasieu-Cameron parish 
boundary. Calcasieu Lake was the site of two major law 
suits involving ownership of waterbottoms. The first suit, 
State v. Erwin was settled in 1931 (138 So. 84) and the
second, Doiron v. O'Brvan was settled in 1951 (51 So. 2d 
628) . Although both were Louisiana Supreme Court decisions, 
State v. Erwin is considered the more important because it 
set a precedent for ownership of waterbottoms caused by 
erosion along a navigable lake. State v. Erwin is generally 
regarded as a landmark case because of its decision 
regarding ownership of eroded waterbottoms.
State v. Erwin (1931: # 48)
The two most important issues for the State v. Erwin 
case were 1) is Calcasieu Lake technically considered to be 
a lake or a stream, and 2) when privately owned property
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Figure 3-29. Disputed area in State v. Erwin, west side of 
Calcasieu Lake, Cameron Parish. Note 1834 shore line. 
(1975 Moss Lake 1.5' quadrangle map).
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becomes part of the bottom of Lake Calcasieu through 
erosion, do the eroded waterbottoms remain in the hands of 
the original property owner or do they revert to the State. 
The lake v s . stream issue is important because under 
Louisiana law, the riparian landowner owns to the mean 
highwater line on lakes but to the mean lowwater line on 
streams. In situations where extensive flats are exposed at 
low water the area in dispute can be quite extensive. The 
stream/lake distinction is also important because erosion 
and accretion are treated differently for streams than for 
lakes. The riparian owner can gain land from accretion 
along a stream but not along a lake. The major issue to be 
resolved in this dispute was whether the riparian landowner 
loses title to his property if it erodes into a stream or 
lake. The erosion issue is important primarily where 
mineral rights are involved.
The area of the dispute was located in Cameron Parish 
within Sections 12, 13, 44, 45 and 46, Township 12 South, 
Range 10 West along the west shore of Calcasieu Lake 
immediately north of the community of Hackberry (Figure 3-
29). This property was located on either side of the mouth 
of Bayou Kelso (Black Lake Bayou) and followed the shore of 
Calcasieu Lake north to Section 44 just south of the 
Calcasieu Parish-Cameron Parish border. The eastern 
extremities of the section lines reflect the shore of 
Calcasieu Lake when it was examined by a GLO surveyor in 
1833. From 1833 until 1931 approximately 50 to 1000 ft of
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shoreline eroded away. The dispute arose after oil was 
discovered both on shore and beneath portions of the eroded 
property.
One crucial aspect of the dispute concerned whether 
Calcasieu Lake was considered to be a lake or simply an 
enlargement of a stream. Calcasieu River is approximately 
600 ft wide where it enters the northern end of Calcasieu 
Lake. Calcasieu Lake is approximately 18 mi long and from 
4.5 to 14 mi wide. During the trial several witnesses 
testified that the lake had a definite current, but most of 
the flow was confined to the east end of the lake where the 
water was deeper. The current along the western shore was 
imperceptible. The noted erosion was attributed to wave 
action and not to water flow (State v. Erwin. A.B. McCain 
testimony, p. 200-201; J.T. Cline testimony, p. 204; 138 So.
85) . Other testimony established that the lake was 
influenced by the ebb and flow of the tide (State v. Erwin. 
Harry Shutts testimony, p. 111-116) . The primary argument 
that Calcasieu Lake was a stream and not a lake was 
presented by an engineer who claimed that for any lake or 
waterbody that is connected to a flowing stream, if any flow 
is detected then that waterbody is considered to be a 
stream, regardless of its size (State v. Erwin. W.E. Kemper 
testimony, p. 148) .
The Supreme Court determined "Calcasieu Lake as being 
in fact a lake, although a river empties into the sea 
through it" (138 So. 86) . Once the Court made that
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determination, it then addressed the laws relating to
accretion and dereliction. The Supreme Court found that:
Since these laws do not apply to lakes, and since 
Calcasieu Lake is properly a lake, and not a 
section of a river or stream, it would therefore 
seem that, as the water washed away parts of the 
surface of defendants' lands, by the action of 
the waves, thereby making the subsurface of these 
parts a part of the bed of the lake, the state 
did not acquire such subsurface, and the 
defendants did not lose it. Hence the state's 
claim of title to such parts must fall. (138 So.
86)
For Calcasieu Lake the navigability issue was not 
questioned. Both the river and lake were certainly deep 
enough to support ocean going vessels. The issue was whether 
the law of dereliction, accretion and alluvion applied to 
navigable fresh water lakes in the same manner as it applied 
to navigable streams. The significant difference between 
the Erwin ruling and previous rulings was that the Court 
treated freshwater navigable lakes differently from streams 
and tidal waterbodies because freshwater navigable lakes 
were not specifically mentioned by Articles 509 and 510 of 
the Civil Code (138 So. 91) . If Calcasieu Lake had been 
classified as an arm of the sea or if it had been deemed a 
stream, then the eroded property might have been transferred 
to the State, and the dispute would have centered on whether 
the mean high water or mean low water line was the boundary. 
By this ruling the Supreme Court acknowledged that existing 
State laws did not adequately address ownership issues for 
Calcasieu Lake and other similar channel lakes. The Court 
addressed the problem by placing freshwater navigable lakes
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in a separate category that treated them more like streams 
than seashore or arms of the sea.
Upon completion of its original decision, the Supreme 
Court held a rehearing "to reconsider the question whether 
Calcasieu Lake is an arm of the sea" (138 So. 91). In its
original hearing the Court determined that although
Calcasieu Lake was affected by the ebb and flow of the 
tides, it was primarily a freshwater lake and should not be 
classified as an arm of the sea. This decision was
reaffirmed by the rehearing (138 So. 92) .
At the time of its decision, the Erwin case was
considered very important because of the implication that 
riparian landowners would not lose title to their lands even 
if the lands eroded and became bottoms of navigable inland 
lakes. This decision was overruled in 1936 by the Miami 
Corporation v. State case (Onebane 1958:50).
Today the condition of Calcasieu Lake has changed from 
the way it appeared during the Erwin trial. The Calcasieu 
Ship Channel was dredged along the west shore of the lake 
and some of the eroded portions have reemerged due to spoil 
deposition (Figure 3-29) . Although the extensive lake shore 
wave erosion has been reduced by deposition of ship channel 
spoil along the east side of the channel, the shoreline is 
continuing to erode due to increased boat traffic now using 
the ship channel. A visit to the site of the original 
lawsuit revealed a well head about 20 ft from the eroding 
shore at one locale (Figure 3-30) . At a nearby locale, an
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Figure 3-30. Ongoing shoreline erosion, west side of 
Calcasieu Ship Channel near center of Section 44 (March 
25, 1993) .
m m * .
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Figure 3-31. Oil well access pier extending into eroded 
portion of Calcasieu Ship Channel, south end of Section 
44 (March 25, 1993).
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approximately 300 ft pier leading to a well head indicates 
the extent of erosion that has occurred near the south end 
of Section 44 (Figures 3-29 and 3-31) .
Doiron et al. v. O'Brvan et al. (1951: # 167)
The Doiron v. O'Bryan case also involved eroded land 
along the western shore of Calcasieu Lake. In the Doiron 
dispute the property was located immediately south of Black 
Lake Bayou (Kelso Bayou) in Sections 46, 47, 48 and 49
(Figures 3-32 and 3-33) . Unlike the Erwin case, this 
dispute involved the transfer of title for waterbottoms from 
one private landowner to another. At issue was whether or 
not the title transfer included a transfer of eroded 
waterbottoms along the western shore of Calcasieu Lake. The 
issue was complicated by the reemergence of some of the 
waterbottoms due to spoil deposition during the excavation 
of the Calcasieu Ship Channel. For this case the Court did 
not address the issue of insusceptibility of private 
ownership of navigable waterbottoms; it simply referred to 
that issue as "res judicata" meaning that the issue had 
already been settled in the Erwin case (51 So. 2d 628).
The dispute involved a sale of land by Michael Doiron 
in 1916 to Felix D. O'Bryan. The sale included specified 
land known as Lot 1, "together with all riparian rights" (51 
So. 2d 630) . Despite the Miami Corporation v. State ruling 
which determined that land lost to erosion along navigable
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Figure 3-32. Disputed area from Doiron v. O'Bryan, west side 
of Calcasieu Lake (1975 Moss Lake and 1982 Hackberry 
7.5' quadrangle maps).
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Figure 3-33. Portion of plats for T .12S.-R.10W. & T.12S.- 
R.9W. showing Doiron disputed area (from Doiron v. 
Q 'Bryan. Appeal report, Vol. 2, p. 312).
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waterbodies became property of the State, in 1951 the Doiron 
court determined that "it is res adjudicata insofar as 
private ownership of the lands in litigation are concerned", 
perhaps because the litigants in the Doiron case were also 
involved in the Irwin case (51 So. 2d 631) . Despite the 
obvious erosion the Supreme Court found that none of the 
disputed land had been lost to the State because in 1938 or 
1939 "the submerged areas were filled as a result of the 
dredging conducted by the Federal Government" (51 So. 2d 
630) .
In its decision the Court determined that when O'Bryan 
purchased the property he also purchased the "riparian 
rights" to the eroded portions along Calcasieu Lake. The 
eroded portion extended out to the 1812 shoreline of 
Calcasieu Lake as established by the GLO survey of 1833. 
The Court did not reconcile the discrepancy between this 
ruling and its ruling in State v. Aucoin (206 La. 7 87) where 
it concluded that "riparian rights do not include the bed of 
a lake, if the State owns the bed" (51 So. 2d 632).
Grand Lake
As with Calcasieu Lake, Grand Lake represents a channel 
lake formed by the widening of a coastal river that 
originates in the foothills of central Louisiana and empties 
into the Gulf of Mexico. Grand Lake is located along the 
Mermentau River and falls entirely within Cameron Parish.
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Miami Corporation v. State (1936: # 54)
The Miami Corp. v. State ruling represents one of the
more important Supreme Court decisions because it overruled
the Supreme Court decision in State v. Erwin made five years
earlier. As with the State v. Erwin, the Miami dispute
involved erosion along the shoreline of a navigable lake,
Grand Lake in Cameron Parish (Figure 3-34), and as with the
Erwin case the Court again addressed the distinction between
streams and lakes. The property in dispute was located in
Sections 3, 4 and 9, Township 14 South, Range 3 West, along
the eastern shore of Grand Lake (Figure 3-34). One of the
issues was whether Grand Lake, through which the Mermentau
River flowed, was a lake or a stream. Grand Lake was about
10 miles wide from north to south and from 3 to 9 miles wide
from east to west. Both the Mermentau River and Grand Lake
are navigable and were navigable in 1812. From the
defendant's expert witness testimony of H.V. Howe and R.J.
Russell of LSU, the court concluded that:
...there is a current running through Grand Lake 
with sufficient force to carry the sediment 
brought into the north end of the lake by the 
river out the south end, and it is also of 
sufficient force to remove the earth as it is 
eroded from the banks. (173 So. 317)
In favoring the State in its decision the Court noted 
that Grand Lake was similar in size to Calcasieu Lake and it 
was therefore deemed a lake and not a stream. The Court
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Figure 3-34. Disputed area in Miami Corp. v. State, east end 
of Grand Lake, Cameron Parish (1955 Grand Lake East 15' 
quadrangle map).
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concluded that the shoreline loss was due to several 
factors, including subsidence, wave erosion, and current.
The most important aspect of the Miami decision was 
that it overruled Erwin and firmly established State claims 
to eroded lands along navigable lakes. In its discussion of 
the Erwin ruling, the Miami Court noted that the Erwin 
decision "is out of line with Louisiana jurisprudence on the 
subject of 'lakes' and it has never been followed" (173 So. 
320). It noted that the Erwin decision was flawed because 
it allowed riparian owners to maintain ownership of eroded 
lands along lake edges and "such individuals could prevent 
trespass" (173 So. 319) . The Supreme Court determined that 
the area in question had been submerged since 1883, the date 
of the original land patent, and that these submerged 
waterbottoms now belong to the State.
The erosion along the shore of Grand Lake continues 
today. Although evidence of the shoreline erosion is most 
discernable through comparisons of aerial photographs and 
maps, this continued erosion is readily visible in the 
vicinity of Cheniere du Fond located immediately south of 
the property involved in the Miami dispute. Oak stumps and 
logs extend at least 300 ft out into the lake at the west 
end of this prehistoric shell midden which is recorded in 
the files of the State Archaeologist Office as site 16 CM 25 
(Figures 3-34 and 3-35) . The age of this site and the 
evidence that it has subsided were important facts in the 
defendant's argument that the entire region is subsiding
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Figure 3-35. Eroding south shoreline of Grand Lake, Cameron 
Parish, at Cheniere du Fond. Note uprooted live oaks 
in water (Jan. 1, 1993).
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(Miami Corp. v. State. H.V. Howe testimony, pp. 13-3 8; R.J. 
Russell testimony, pp. 38-49; F.B. Kniffen testimony, pp. 
49-55) .
Six Mile Lake/Grand Lake
Six Mile Lake and Grand Lake represent the lower and 
upper portions respectively of a large lake located in 
Iberia, St. Mary, and St. Martin parishes along the lower 
Atchafalaya River. Originally this large waterbody was 
known as Lake Chitimachas. For the current study, the area 
of concern is located along Six Mile Lake in St. Mary 
Parish. This waterbody has been affected by both shoreline 
erosion and accretion to varying degrees over the last 100 
years. As in State v. Erwin (173 La. 507) and Miami Corp. 
v. State (186 La. 784) , the two cases involving Six Mile 
Lake were concerned with identifying whether or not Six Mile 
Lake was a lake or a stream and with a determination of 
ownership of eroded shoreline.
State v. Cockrell (1964: # 91)
The first major case involving Six Mile Lake was State 
v. Cockrell which was settled by the Louisiana First Circuit 
Court of Appeals in 1964. This case involved the erosion of 
the north end of Sections 45 and 46, Township 15 South, 
Range 11 East, St. Mary Parish (Figure 3-36). The south end










Figure 3-36. Disputed areas along south side of Six Mile 
Lake, St. Mary Parish (1981 Patterson 7.5' quadrangle 
map) .
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of these sections fronted on Bayou Teche while the north end
fronted on Six Mile Lake.
The dispute arose after oil was discovered in accreted
lands located along the southeast end of Six Mile Lake
immediately north of Sections 45 and 46, which were owned by
the Zenor family. The plaintiff claimed that Six Mile Lake
was a lake and the accreted lands, along with the mineral
rights, were State property. The defendant claimed that
this waterbody was a stream, and because accretions along
streams belong to the riparian landowners, he had a right to
all land formed by accretion.
The Court cited a previous decision involving an arm of
Grand Lake located about 15 mi north of the disputed area
(Amerada Petroleum Corp. v. Case. 210 La. 630) . Since Grand
Lake and Six Mile Lake are essentially two portions of the
same waterbody, the court concluded, as it had in the
Amerada case, that Six Mile Lake was a stream. The Court
accepted the somewhat narrow definitions of lakes, rivers
and streams as follows:
[A lake is] a body of water which is more or less 
stagnant and in which the water is supplied from 
drainage. ... [A] river is distinguished from a 
lake in that it flows, more or less in a 
permanent bed or channel between well defined 
banks, with a current. ... [A stream] though 
flowing, does not possess the well defined walls 
and banks of a river... [A stream differs from a 
lake] in that the waters of a stream are not 
still and dead and are not supplied by drainage.
(162 So. 2d 367).
The Court in the Cockrell case concluded that the Erwin 
court had erred in its classification of Calcasieu Lake as
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a lake. It stated that "a body of water through which a 
current flows or runs with such capacity and velocity and 
power as to form accretions, is characterized as a river or 
stream" (162 So. 2d 368).
Of the numerous expert witnesses who testified 
concerning the nature of Six Mile Lake, the Court was most 
impressed with the defendant's expert witness, geologist 
R.A. Steinmayer, who argued that Six Mile Lake was more 
characteristic of a stream than a lake, and the defendant 
was awarded ownership of the accreted batture land.
On another matter, the Court refused to accept the 
plaintiff's argument that the accretion rate and at least 
some of the accreted deposits were the result of human 
intervention through the construction of the Wax Lake 
Outlet. As with previous Louisiana decisions, the Court 
simply side-stepped the issue and concluded that such a 
claim was without merit (162 So. 2d 379-380) .
Today the accreted land extends over 1 mile north of 
the original land grant owned by the Zenor family. The 
accreted property is now covered by an extensive willow 
forrest (Figure 3-37).
State v. Placid (1973: # 160)
The State v. Placid case (300 So. 2d 154) was almost 
identical to State v. Cockrell (162 So. 2d 361) in that the 
property in dispute was located only about 1/2 mi west of
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Figure 3-37. Aerial view of disputed property in State v. 
Cockrell. facing northwest. Disputed area is wooded 
swamp located above artificial levee in photo (April 
16, 1993) .
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the Cockrell property. State v. Placid is commonly regarded 
as a landmark case because it established the criteria for 
distinguishing rivers and lakes. As with the Cockrell case 
the dispute involved accretion along the shore of Six Mile 
Lake. The area in question was located immediately north of 
Sections 49, 50 and 68 in Township 15 South, Range 11 East, 
St. Mary Parish (Figure 3-36). The case was heard at the 
Supreme Court in 1973 and a rehearing was granted in 1974. 
No additional discussion of the Placid case is presented 
here because the issues are almost identical in the Cockrell 
and Placid cases.
In its initial ruling, the Supreme Court concluded that 
the Erwin case decision (that water may flow through a lake) 
had been clearly overruled by subsequent Supreme Court 
decisions. The Court also affirmed the First and Second 
Amerada cases, the Esso case and the Cockrell case. These 
cases demonstrate "that a body of water through which a 
current flows or runs with such capacity and velocity and 
power as to form accretions is characterized as a river or 
stream, depending upon all attending circumstances" (300 So. 
2d 161-162). As in the Cockrell case, the Court ruled that 
Six Mile Lake was a stream and granted the accretion along 
the shore of Six Mile Lake to the riparian owners.
In its 1974 rehearing, the Court reversed its decision 
and declared that the First Amerada decision (Amerada v. 
State 203 La. 473, 14 So. 2d 61) in 1943 did not overrule 
State v. Erwin (173 La. 507) because Calcasieu Lake bore no
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resemblance to the Arm of Grand Lake involved in the Amerada
case. Therefore the classification of lakes cited in State
v. Erwin was not overruled (300 So. 2d 174-175).
The real contribution made by the Placid case rehearing
was the establishment of multiple factor test for
classifying a water body as a lake or a stream. In the
decision written by Chief Justice Sanders, the Court
stipulated that any judgement must be based on an analysis
of the following characteristics:
size, especially its width as compared to the 
streams that enter it; its depth; its banks; its 
channel; its current, especially as compared to 
that of streams that enter it; and its historical 
designation in official documents, especially on 
official maps (300 So. 2d 175).
This six factor test has become the standard by which 
subsequent stream-lake controversies have been subjected. 
After considering each of these factors, the Court concluded 
that Grand Lake-Six Mile Lake was one of the five largest 
water bodies in Louisiana. Following these criteria, Grand 
Lake-Six Mile Lake was determined to have been a lake in 
1812 and the Court awarded ownership of the disputed 
property to the State (300 So. 2d 176-177) .
As with the area involved in the Cockrell dispute, the 
disputed Placid property is today covered by a willow forest 
(Figures 3-38 and 3-39) . The shore of Six Mile Lake has 
continued to accrete until today only a narrow lake segment 
terminates at the head of Wax Lake Outlet.
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Figure 3-38. Aerial view of disputed property in State v. 
Cockrell (wooded are to left of artificial levee, near 
center) and State v. Placid (foreground), facing east 
(April 16, 1993) .
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Figure 3-39. Remnant of Six Mile Lake within disputed area 
of State v. Placid, facing east (April 16, 1993).
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The second major category of waterbottom ownership 
issues includes those that are generally associated with the 
Louisiana coast. Unlike the inland area, navigability is 
not as important an issue in many disputes involving coastal 
waterbottoms ownership. Along the coast, the dispute 
sometimes involves the open Gulf rather than a specific 
waterbody. As noted with the inland waterbodies, some 
overlap occurs among the various subcategories to which 
waterbodies were assigned. Waterbodies and coastal locales 
were placed within subcategories deemed most important to 
the court cases involved.
The three major subcategories or issues of coastal 
waterbottoms are:
A. Coastal erosion and/or subsidence
B. Coastal accretion
C. Waterbodies influenced by the ebb and flow of the tides: 
arms of the sea, tidal lakes and tidal streams
Coastal Erosion/Subsidence
The coastal erosion and subsidence issue has been 
addressed in varying manners since the beginning of the 
twentieth century. This issue involves ownership changes as 
the Gulf of Mexico encroaches on coastal marshland, natural 
levees and barrier islands. Although the cases here are
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restricted to those involving erosion and/or subsidence, 
this category may overlap with the latter category that 
examines arms of the sea and tidal marshlands.
Bav Cocodrie
Bay Cocodrie is located in lower Terrebonne Parish just 
east of the community of Cocodrie, It is classified as an 
interdistributary bay. It was formed by subsidence and 
erosion of marsh east of the Bayou Petite Caillou natural 
levee.
Chauvin et al. v. Louisiana Oyster Commission et 
al. (1907: # 13)
This lawsuit involved the ownership of a land grant in 
Section 42, Township 21 South, Range 18 East (Figure 3-40) . 
Section 42 fronts on Bayou Petite Caillou, and when the 
section was first surveyed in 1831 it fell entirely on solid 
ground; the western end fell on the Bayou Petite Caillou 
natural levee and the eastern end was located in marsh. 
Sometime after 1831 Bay Cocodrie began encroaching from the 
south, eventually separating the eastern and western 
portions of Section 42 with open water. The dispute arose 
after the plaintiff, Charles Chauvin, purchased 1/2 of 
Section 42. At the time of the purchase he did not realize 
that part of the property was under water. After the













Figure 3-40. Disputed area of Section 42 in Bay Cocodrie, 
Terrebonne Parish (1980 Cocodrie 7.5' quadrangle map) .
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purchase he found that Enterprise Oyster Company was growing 
oysters on part of the submerged portion. Enterprise Oyster 
Company had obtained a permit to grow oysters from the 
Louisiana Oyster Commission. Chauvin sued the Louisiana 
Oyster Commission, claiming that he had the exclusive right 
to grow oysters on his property (46 So. 38-39; Chauvin v. 
Louisiana Oyster Commission. Charles Chauvin testimony, pp. 
57-65) . In some respects the Chauvin case is typical of 
other nineteenth and early twentieth century lawsuits in 
that many issues are brought up but very few are resolved. 
For example, the Court made no attempt to determine whether 
Bay Cocodrie was an arm of the sea. During the 1. trie 
Bay Cocodrie was characterized as a 2 1/2 mile long, 3/4 
mile wide salt water bay, varying in depth from 1 to 5 feet, 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, and connected to 
the Gulf by other bays. This water body clearly represented 
a tidal bay and may have had the necessary characteristics 
to have been declared an arm of the sea.
Additionally, the witness testimony clearly indicated 
that commercial oyster fishing was being conducted and the 
water was of sufficient depth to accommodate a schooner, a 
steam tug, a gasoline boat, skiffs, pirogues, and oyster 
luggers (Tables 3-4 and 3-5). Despite this evidence, the 
lower court judge held "that Crocodile Bay was not a 
navigable highway leading into the Gulf of Mexico, and that, 
even if it were, the state had the right to sell the 
submerged portion thereof, subject only to the right of

















Table 3-4. Water Depth Information from Transcript of 
Witness Testimony, Chauvin v. La. Ovster Commission.
PAGE W ITN ESS O RDINARY T ID E AVERAGE H IG H  TID E LOW  TIDE M AXIMUM
DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH
71 ,80 H.C . Smith 2-5'
83 Dick Welsh 2.5'
94 Charles Daspit 2.5-3' 4 ’
101 Octave Lapeyrouze 2-2.5'
103 Edward Neal 2 .5 ’
111 J.L. Lyons 2.5-3'
112 2.5' 1.5'
114 Marcel Cunningham 2-2.5' almost dry
116 4-5"
118 Willie Robichaux 2 -2 .5 ’ hardly any water
124,127 G eorge W elsh 2.5'
Note: 1) when asked, every witness stated that water was salty and depth fluctuated with ebb and flow of tide 


















Table 3-5. Watercraft Information from Transcript of Witness 
Testimony, Chauvin v. La. Oyster Commission.
PAGE W ITNESS W ATERBO DY W ATERCRAFT  
TRAVELED TYPE LG W D T DRAFT
C O M M E N TS
75,78  H .C . Smith Bay Cocodrie gasoline boat 60 ’ 11' 2.5' La. Oyster C om . boat "Louisiana"
Bay Cocodrie lugger
Bay Cocodrie steam tug Mr. Bush's tug
88 Dick W elsh Bay Cocodrie pirogue som etim es can't travel in low water
Bay Cocodrie skiff som etim es can’t travel in low water
118 W illie Robichaux Bay Cocodrie pirogue can't pass at low tide
Bay Cocodrie canoe can’t pass at low tide
Bay Cocodrie schooner can’t pass at high tide
Bay Cocodrie lugger can’t pass at high tide
119 Bay Cocodrie boat 10" got stuck in bay for 2  days
122 Bay Cocodrie boat 2.5' Mr. Authem ent's boat; fished in bay
126 G eorge Welsh Bay Cocodrie lugger 19"-3.5' the "Peter Casana", 7-8  tons, capacity 145 barrels
129 Bay Cocodrie big boats can operate in bay only in high tide
162
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navigation by the public" (46 So. 39) . In its final
decision, the Supreme Court made no additional comment 
concerning navigability other than to quote the lower court 
statement.
In its decision, the Supreme Court avoided the arm of
the sea, tidelands, and navigability issues by simply
stating that the Louisiana Oyster Commission had no
authority to challenge title to patented land. The
plaintiff was granted exclusive use of the submerged
property within Section 42. The Court found that:
The grant under which the Oyster Commission 
exercises its powers does not, however authorize 
it to speak for the state for the purpose of 
denying the authority of the state and of 
attacking as invalid and ultra vires the 
contracts heretofore made by the state (46 So.
41) .
Thus the only clear result of the Chauvin decision is 
the finding that the Oyster Commission is not the proper 
State authority to challenge title to waterbottoms formed on 
patented land. This decision indicates that the State can
sell the bottoms of navigable lakes, bays and streams. The
decision also implies that private landowners may retain 
ownership of eroded waterbottoms even if the eroded areas 
become part of navigable lakes, bays and streams. This 
position was eventually reversed in the Miami v. State (186 
La. 784) case involving Grand Lake that was discussed 
previously and in Gulf Oil v. State (317 So. 2d 576).
In making its decision the Supreme Court relied heavily 
on the guidance of several Oyster Statutes that were in
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place at the time that Section 42 was sold to the plaintiff 
and his predecessors. In particular the Court noted that 
according to Act No. 106 of 1886:
Sec. 1. * * * That all beds of rivers, bayous, 
creeks, lakes, coves, inlets and sea marshes, 
bordering on the Gulf of Mexico within the 
jurisdiction of this state, and not heretofore 
sold or conveyed by special grants or by sale, by 
this state or by the United States, to any 
private party or parties, shall continue and 
remain the property of the state of Louisiana, 
etc.
Sec. 2. * * * That, if any river, bay lake,
bayou, cove, inlet, or pass, makes into, or runs 
through, the land of any person, and is comprised 
within the limits of his lawful survey, such 
person, or other lawful occupant, shall have the 
exclusive right to use said bodies of water for 
planting oysters and other shellfish, but the 
right of the owners or occupants of land on any 
of the other shores, bays, rivers and bayous * *
* shall extend to ordinary low-water mark (46 So.
40) .
The Court clearly considered Bay Cocodrie to be an 
example of a bay that fell "within the limits of a lawful 
survey" and was therefore still owned by the purchaser of 
the original patent.
Although erosion and subsidence have enlarged Bay 
Cocodrie since 1906, the disputed property appears today 
much as it did at the time of the suit. Today a camp is 
located along Bayou Petite Caillou at the southwest corner 
of Section 42 (Figure 3-41) . The natural levee now is only 
a few hundred yards wide. Despite the Supreme Court ruling, 
oyster leases today are being issued within Bay Cocodrie to 
individuals who do not own title to the original patented 
sections (Figure 3-42).
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Figure 3-41. Aerial view of eroding and subsiding natural 
levee along east side of Bayou Petite Caillou, 
Terrebonne Prish. Camp at left center is located at 
southwest corner of disputed Section 42. Bay Cocodrie 
is at right. View toward north (April 16, 1993) .





Figure 3-42. Existing and proposed oyster leases in Bay 
Cocodrie area, January 1993. From Oyster Lease Files, 
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, New 
Orleans.
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Grand Bay
Grand Bay is a salt water bay located in Plaquemines 
Parish east of the Mississippi River near Boothville. Grand 
Bay existed in 1812 and has always been open to the Gulf.
California Company v. Price (1954: # 75)
The primary issue in California v. Price (225 La. 706) 
was the validity of a land sale to John Beckwith in 1874. 
The sale involved purchase of land along the north side of 
Grand Bay, including Sections 17, 19, 20 and 22, Township 19 
South, Range 18 East (Figure 3-43) . At the time of the 
trial in 1952, eight producing oil wells were located in the 
bed of Grand Bay within these four sections. According to 
the evidence, the 1874 patent was obtained from the State 
without proper surveying such that part of the bed of Grand 
Bay was included in the patent. The California Company, 
which was responsible for drilling the wells, brought a 
concurus proceeding to determine who owned the waterbottoms 
where the wells were located. The Supreme Court ruled in 
favor of Price, the private patent owner. The Court found 
that prior to the enactment of the Louisiana Constitution of 
1921, the State was not prohibited from selling submerged 
lands, even if they were navigable or arms of the sea 
because there was no law which forbade the practice. The 
Court also cited Act 62 of 1912 which gave the State a time
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Figure 3-43. Disputed areas in California v. Price and Gulf 
v. State. Grand Bay, Plaquemines Parish (1960 Venice 
15' quadrangle map).
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limit of 6 years to challenge any erroneous land patents (74 
So. 2d 3,7).
Today subsidence and erosion have taken their toll on 
the land portions of Sections 17, 19, 20 and 22. Most of 
the former land areas are now part of Grand Bay (Figures 3- 
44 and 3-45) . Spoil piles from dredged oil exploration 
canals represent the highest land elevations throughout much 
of this area.
Gulf Oil Corporation v. State Mineral Board (1975: 
# 130)
In 1974 the Supreme Court handed down the landmark Gulf 
v. State (317 So. 2d 576) decision concerning the public 
trust and the rights of the State to alienate navigable 
water bottoms to private individuals. The case that brought 
about this decision involved a small portion of the bed of 
Grand Bay located in the Southwest 1/4 of Section 26, 
Township 19 South, Range 18 East (Figure 3-43) . The area in 
question was submerged beneath Grand Bay, a navigable 
waterbody. In this decision the Court overruled California 
v. Price (74 So. 2d 1), State v. Cenac (132 So. 2d 897) and 
"all other cases where a contrary view is expressed" (317 
So. 2d 576) . In its decision the Court made three major 
points:
[1] One of the characteristics of property in 
the public domain is that it cannot be alienated 
by the state... Beds of navigable waters are
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Figure 3-45. Aerial view of east portion of disputed 
waterbottoms in California v. Price. Jack Bay area, 
facing north (April 16, 1993).
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owned by the state in its sovereign capacity and 
cannot be alienated by the state.
[2] Statute providing that all suits to annul 
any patent issued by the state shall be brought 
only within six years after the issuance of the 
patent was not intended to ratify absolutely null 
conveyances of navigable water bottoms to private 
individuals, but was intended to do no more than 
cure formal defects in patents which were 
essentially valid.
[3] Patents conveying state property to private 
individuals are ineffective insofar as they 
purport to alienate the beds of navigable waters 
(317 So. 2d 576-577).
With this sweeping decision the Supreme Court
restricted the applicability of Act 62 of 1912 which
previous courts had cited as authority for preventing the 
State from challenging patents that included navigable 
waterbottoms. The Gulf Oil decision reaffirmed the 
importance of the public trust by clearly stating that 
navigable waters can not be alienated by the state.
As in the property involved in the Price decision, the 
disputed Gulf Oil property today is confined almost
exclusively to the bottom of Grand Bay, with only canal
spoil piles projecting above the water (Figure 3-46) .
Coastal Accretion
For all practical purposes, accretion along the 
Louisiana coast is confined to the mouths of the Mississippi 
River and Atchafalaya River. Most of the rest of the 
Louisiana coast is experiencing varying degrees of erosion.
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Figure 3-46. Aerial view of disputed area in Gulf v. State, 
facing east. Disputed waterbottoms straddle the east- 
west oriented canal near the center of photo. All land 
in foreground is canal dredge spoil (April 16, 1993).
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The three cases presented here are from the mouths of the 
Mississippi and Atchafalaya rivers. Although coastal 
accretion by definition involves the shore of either the sea 
or an arm of the sea, the formation of deltas at river 
mouths is a unique geological situation, and these property 
disputes are examined separately for that reason.
West Bav
West Bay is located along the west side of the main 
channel of the Mississippi River. The original West Bay 
stretched from near Fort Jackson down to Southwest Pass. 
Today the term West Bay has a more restricted range and 
modern maps generally depict West Bay south of Grand Pass 
and west of Southwest Pass. The two cases involving 
West Bay are located at The Jump and at the Head of Passes.
State v. Buck (1893: # 4)
This case involves a dispute over ownership of land 
along the west side of the Mississippi River in Plaquemines 
Parish. The area in dispute was located immediately west of 
the surveyed sections in Township 21 South, Range 30 East 
and Township 21 South, Range 31 East, in the vicinity of the 
town of Venice (Figure 3-47). The lands fronting the 
Mississippi River were surveyed and partitioned by a GLO 
surveyor in 1836. On the official township plat the
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Figure 3-47. Location of disputed area in State v. Buck on 
1971 Venice 7.5' quadrangle map.
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surveyor indicated a strip of accreted marshland located 
immediately to the rear (west of) the surveyed sections. In 
1836 this accretion varied in width from about 1/8 to 1/2 
mile. This accreted area covered 1320 acres and it was 
granted to C.C. Packard under patent 526 in 1869 (State v. 
Buck 46 La. An. 669,672). Between 1836 and 1839 a small 
canal called Wilder's Bayou connected the Mississippi River 
with West Bay at a narrow point in the natural levee. It is 
unclear whether Wilder's Bayou was man-made or formed 
naturally. During the high water of 1839, Wilder's Bayou 
enlarged, forming an extensive crevasse that was named "The 
Jump" (Morgan 1977:95-96). From The Jump, the West Bay 
subdelta expanded to the south and west, adding new 
accretion onto the shore of West Bay, until by 1922 much of 
West Bay had been filled in (Morgan 1977: 98). The State v. 
Buck dispute involved some of the lands that had accreted in 
West Bay between 1836, the date of the GLO survey, and 1869, 
the date of Packwood's patent (Figure 3-48) .
The dispute arose because of the uncertainty of the 
wording of Packard's grant. The patent transferred "all the 
unsurveyed sea marsh" and specified the amount of land as 
1320 acres. This land was purchased by Robert White who in 
turn sold it to Charles Buck, president of the Plaquemines 
Tropical Fruit Company. Buck claimed that the accretion 
formed between 1836 and 1869 represented the "unsurveyed sea 
marsh" that was noted in the patent, and that the rights to
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Figure 3-48. Location of disputed accretion on west side of 
surveyed sections along lower Mississippi River. 
Township plat T .21S.-R.30&31E. dated 1836.
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accretion transferred with the sale of the property (46 La. 
An. 662,664).
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff. In
its decision the Court noted that the sale in question was
a "sale by measure" which meant that the sale only included
the amount of land specified by the acreage estimate (46 La.
Ann. 672) . The following conclusions represent the more
important points made by the Court:
When lands are granted according to an official 
plat, the plat itself becomes as much a part of 
the grant or deed, so far as limits are 
concerned, as if it were written out upon the 
face of the deed.
The boundaries and quantity of land granted by a 
patent must be ascertained by the descriptive 
language in the patent itself. ...
Batture or accretion formed at the time of a sale 
is not included in the sale unless expressly 
included in the deed. . . .
Owners of land are not entitled to accretion 
formed in the rear of their land. It is only on 
running streams that batture rights exist (46 La.
An. 658).
Of these conclusions the last is perhaps the most 
important for its implications on ownership of lands within 
actively accreting deltas such as the Mississippi River. In 
Louisiana most early land grants are located along 
waterways, and if the grant fronts on an active river or 
stream, the landowner has the right to the accretion that 
builds up in the channel in front of his property. This 
suggests that any accretion that occurs to the "rear" of the 
grant, whether it falls along an active channel or not, 
belongs to the State if the accretion occurs in a bay or arm 
of the sea. The key component is the waterway that would
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qualify as the front. For the State v. Buck suit, accretion 
occurred within the area claimed by Buck along Grand Pass, 
Tiger Pass, Red Pass, and Spanish Pass, but all of these 
active distributaries were located to the "rear" of the 
surveyed sections located along the main channel of the 
Mississippi River (Figure 3-47).
Today the banks of the Mississippi River are relatively 
stable in the vicinity of the disputed property. While most 
of the surveyed sections remain intact, the accreted marsh 
is rapidly succumbing to subsidence and erosion (Figure 3- 
49) . Grand and Tiger Passes remain as active distributaries 
while the relict Spanish Pass and Red Pass channels are 
still visible but with minimal or nonexistent flow (Figure 
3-50).
White v. L e o w  (1897: # 5)
This case involved a land dispute between two 
individuals, both of whom claimed a large expanse of 
marshland west of the Mississippi River (Figure 3-51). The 
issues in White v. L e o w  were almost identical to those in 
State v. Buck and the Louisiana Supreme Court ruled in a 
similar manner in both cases. The plaintiff received patent 
4058 in 1890 for "all the unsurveyed marsh west of lots 
fronting on the right bank of the Mississippi, except 
section No. sixteen (16), in township twenty-two (22) south, 
of range thirty one (31) east, in the Southeastern, west of
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Figure 3-49. Aerial view of part of disputed area in State 
v. Buck at Venice, Louisiana, facing east. Note 
breakup of marsh on opposite side of Mississippi River 
(April 16, 1993).
Figure 3-50. Aerial view of The Jump at Venice, Plaquemines
Parish. Relict Spanish Pass at lower left, Red Pass at
lower right. Facing east (April 16, 1993).















Figure 3-51. Surveyed sections and accreted lands just west 
of Head of Passes, Plaquemines Parish, shown on 1958 
West Delta 15' quadrangle map.
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the river, Land District, containing thirty-eight hundred 
and forty (3840) acres" (White v. L e o w  49 La. An 1661) .
Within the same township, the defendant Leovy obtained 
patents for all or portions of Sections 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 
15, 17, 20, 22, 27, 29, and 34 in 1893. Additionally, Leovy 
obtained Certificate 2251, which included 5040 acres, "the 
whole of which constitute the tier of sections which 
immediately adjoins the one last above described, and is two 
miles square west of that portion of said township which is 
embraced in the Connelly survey" (49 La. Ann. 1671-1672). 
This area is essentially the same as the land claimed by 
White.
The primary area of dispute was the accreted lands 
located west of the surveyed sections in the township. The 
surveyed portion of the township was examined by a GLO 
surveyor in 1836. At that time the surveyor noted accretion 
forming to the west, but the accreted land was never 
actually surveyed (Figure 3-52). These lands formed by the 
year 1850 as a result of the crevasse which formed at The 
Jump.
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the defendant 
primarily because of the technical differences in the 
wording of the claims and the manner in which they were 
registered. The plaintiff's claim was for all of the 
unsurveyed lands within the township, which was a claim for 
all the accretions formed by the distributaries of the 
Mississippi River in that area, including lands accreted
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Figure 3-52. Survey plat of T.22S.-R.31E. showing surveyed 
sections and accreted lands to rear. From White v. 
Leovy. court evidence.
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after 1836. The plaintiff's claim was incorrectly worded 
because, although it specifically stated that it includes 
3840 acres, if all accreted lands were included the total 
would be over 16,000 acres (49 La. An 1676-1677) . The 
defendant's claim was for 5040 acres, which included only 
those accreted lands lying west of the surveyed sections as 
shown on the 1836 survey. The Court also took note of the 
fact that the area being claimed had never been officially 
surveyed.
In its ruling the Court cited the similar State v. Buck 
case (46 La. An. 656) which also involved a claim of 
accreted land. As in State v. Buck, the Court declared that 
a land sale was "a sale by measure of a specified number of 
acres" (49 La. An. 1686) . Such sales do not include 
accretions formed between the date of the survey and the 
date of the sale, and any accreted lands located outside of 
the specified claim belonged to the State (49 La. An. 1685- 
1688) .
Ironically, the disputed area today appears much as it 
did in 1836 when the GLO surveyor laid out the sections 
fronting the Mississippi River. With the exception of a few 
distributary levee remnants, virtually all of the land in 
the western 2/3 of the township has reverted to waterbottoms 
through subsidence and erosion. The land loss has even 
extended eastward to include portions of some of the river 
sections (Figure 3-53).
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Figure 3-53. Aerial view of west side of Mississippi River 
at Head of Passes. Marsh at top of photo has eroded 
and subsided to vicinity of ca. 1836 shoreline. Facing 
west (April 16, 1993) .
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The West Bay area and other areas within the lower 
Mississippi River Delta are frequently involved in 
waterbottoms ownership litigation. None of the recently 
settled cases have been appealed to the Louisiana Supreme 
Court.
Atchafalava Bay
The waterbody being examined here is Little Bay, an 
extension of Atchafalaya Bay, located in St. Mary Parish.
Davis Oil Co. v. Citrus Land Co. (# 162)
Little Bay is located at the mouth of Shell Island 
Pass, an active distributary of the Atchafalaya River 
(Figure 3-54) . The property in dispute was located at the 
mouth of Shell Island Pass and extended out into Little Bay. 
At low tide this alluvion appears as an arc-shaped island 
approximately 1.5 miles long and 0.25 miles wide. At high 
tide the alluvion is submerged (Davis Oil Co. v. Citrus Land 
Co. 576 So. 2d 496-497,503). The dispute arose because of 
the uncertainty as to whether or not the alluvion was being 
deposited in Shell Island Pass, a navigable stream, or in 
Little Bay, an arm of the sea. The core of the argument by 
the defendant revolved around the interpretation of 
Louisiana Act 587 of 1974 (R.S. 38:2356,M1&M2) which
declared that Atchafalaya Bay was an arm of the sea. Citrus
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Figure 3-54. Mouth of Shell Island Pass, St. Mary Parish showing disputed 
accretion (1980 Point au Fer NE 7.5' quadrangle map).
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Land argued that since the Legislature declared Atchafalaya 
Bay to be an arm of the sea in 1974 then prior to that date 
it was not classified as such. Davis Oil argued that the 
Atchafalaya Bay has always been an arm of the sea. The 
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff, declaring 
that Little Bay is an extension of Atchafalaya Bay, and its 
shore is considered to be seashore (576 So. 2d 496-498).
Despite its convincing ruling that alluvion being 
deposited within Little Bay was property of the State, the 
Court was unable to determine how much of the disputed 
alluvion actually was being deposited in Little Bay and how 
much was being deposited in Shell Island Pass. Both 
plaintiff and defendant failed to present sufficient 
evidence to permit the Court to draw a line representing the 
intersection of Shell Island Pass and Little Bay. The task 
of drawing such a line was remanded to the trial court for 
a new trial (576 So. 2d 501-502). Thus the Davis v. Citrus 
decision firmly established the fact that Little Bay was an 
arm of the sea and that alluvion deposited along its shore 
belonged to the State, but the decision provided little 
guidance into how the stream/sea intersection is to be 
determined. Although the division line has not been 
established, the Davis v. Citrus ruling is very important 
because it establishes a legal principle that accretion 
formed within a stream can be distinguished from accretion 
formed along the seashore. This decision will likely affect
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future disputes over accretion forming at the mouths of 
rivers or streams.
The disputed area was examined from the air on April 
16, 1993. Water was at high tide at the time of the flight, 
and the alluvion appeared as a cluster of small islands in 
Little Bay (Figure 3-55). Just as with the main mouth of 
the Atchafalaya River, additional sediment accumulation is 
anticipated for this area.
Arms of the Sea vs. Lakes and Streams in Tidal Marshlands
Of the waterbottoms being discussed, the identification 
of arms of the sea or tidal waters are the most complicated. 
Compared to other coastal states, Louisiana courts have been 
relatively conservative in the identification of tidal 
waterbottoms that are owned by the State.
Lake Pontchartrain
Of all the coastal lakes and bays, Lake Pontchartrain 
is the largest and the first to be deemed an arm of the sea. 
As such it provides the standard by which other coastal 
waterbodies are compared.
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Figure 3-55. Aerial view of islands forming at mouth of 
Shell Island Pass, St. Mary Parish. Facing west (April 
16, 1993) .
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Milne v. Girodeau (1838: # 203)
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In 1838 a dispute arose along the shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain between Alexander Milne, the developer of the 
Milneburg community, and Jacques Girodeau. Milne had 
purchased and subdivided lots for development of his 
community which was located near the lake terminus of 
present day Elysian Fields Ave. (Figure 3-56). During the 
1830s Elysian Fields was called Champes Elyssees Street. 
The L & N Railroad ran down the center of the street and it 
terminated at a large dock which extended out into Lake 
Pontchartrain. While subdividing his property Milne 
extended some of the lots out into Lake Pontchartrain, and 
sold these under the assumption that his ownership extended 
into the lake. In 1832 two front lots were purchased by 
Jean Toussaint who in turn sold them to the defendant. Both 
lots were located near the intersection of Elysian Fields 
and New York Street and they extended from the shore out 
into Lake Pontchartrain. The plaintiff tried to nullify the 
sale because he claimed that Toussaint "never complied with 
the terms of the sale" (Milne v. Girodeau 12 La. 324) . The 
defendant argued that part of the property in question was 
never owned by Milne because it was covered by Lake 
Pontchartrain during high tide.
In its decision, the Supreme Court treated Lake 
Pontchartrain as a lake and ruled in favor of the defendant. 
The Court noted that "the ground in question, lies much
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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below high water mark, and forms part of the bed of the 
lake, and is not, therefore, susceptible of private 
ownership" (12 La. 324) . Although the decision does not
actually state that Lake Pontchartrain is an arm of the sea,
the Court ruled in favor of the defendant who claimed that 
the lot in question "makes a part of the sea shore, is 
common property, and that plaintiff cannot have the 
ownership thereof" (12 La. 325). The Milne decision
represents the first of at least a half dozen Supreme Court 
decisions involving the ownership of the bed of Lake
Pontchartrain, and virtually all subsequent Supreme Court 
decisions have supported the assumption that Lake 
Pontchartrain was an arm of the sea (for example, see Burns 
v. Crescent Gun & Rod Club. 41 So. 250). Every subsequent 
decision has upheld the State's right to ownership of the 
bottom of Lake Pontchartrain up to the high water line.
Today the location of the disputed property is dry 
land. During the early twentieth century a massive land 
reclamation project extended the shore of Lake Pontchartrain 
approximately 10 blocks beyond its 1832 location (Figures 3- 
56 and 3-57). Today the disputed Milne tract is located 
near the southeast corner of the University of New Orleans 
campus.
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Zeller v. Southern Yacht Club (1882: # 137)
The Zeller v. Southern Yacht Club case (34 La. Ann. 
837) involved a property dispute at a lakefront development 
known as West End, located between the mouth of the New 
Basin Canal and the Orleans-Jefferson Parish line (Figure 3- 
58) . As with the Milne case, the disputed property extended 
out into the lake (Figures 3-59 and 3-60) . The dispute was 
over ownership of alluvion or batture that formed along the 
shore of Lake Pontchartrain. Although this 1882 Court 
decision never states that Lake Pontchartrain is an arm of 
the sea, it does not suggest that it is not. The Court 
ruled that batture built up along the shore was not 
susceptible of private ownership and "that the only 
acknowledged right to accretions as property under our law, 
are those formed on rivers and running streams; and that 
there is no recognition of any property right therein, when 
formed on lakes, bays, arms of the sea, or other large 
bodies of water" (34 La. An. 839) . In this ruling the Court 
clearly distinguished between treatment of alluvion or 
batture found along streams and alluvion found along lake 
shores.
As with the Milne area, the State eventually approved 
a land reclamation project that established the West End 
yacht harbor and West End Park (Figure 3-58) . The 
reclamation effort occurred during the 1920s.
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Figure 3-60. Ca. 1880 map of a portion of the disputed area 
in Zeller v. Southern Yacht Club. Note property lines 
extending out into Lake Pontchartrain. From Louisiana 
Supreme Court files, UNO Library.
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State ex rel. Turner v. Blanchard (1906: # 11)
Another suit that reaffirmed the State's claim to the 
bed of Lake Pontchartrain was settled in 1906. In State v. 
Blanchard (117 La. 91) the dispute again was over ownership 
of waterbottoms at West End, but in this case the 
waterbottoms had become dry land through construction of a 
levee that extended out into the water (Figure 3-58) .
The Court ruled that "an embankment built out in a
lake, with earth from the bottom of the lake, to serve as a
public levee, and still serving as such, is not subject to 
entry and sale as public land, though the bed of the lake 
belong to the state" (117 La. 363).
Bruninq v. City of New Orleans et al. (1926: #
164)
In 1926 the Supreme Court issued its first ruling that 
clearly defined Lake Pontchartrain as an arm of the sea. 
This suit involved land on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain 
in the vicinity of West End Park (Figure 3-58) . As part of 
an effort to curb erosion, in 1873 the City of New Orleans 
constructed a breakwater in the form of a levee in Lake 
Pontchartrain about 800 to 900 feet north of the 1873 
shoreline. The plaintiff owned land along the shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain immediately south of the levee. The plaintiff 
claimed the area located between the old shoreline and the
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breakwater. Due to the success of the breakwater, this area 
became relatively dry after 1873, although it was still 
inundated during high tides and high water periods. The 
dispute arose after the City of New Orleans began landfill 
operations which were approved by legislative Act 209 of 
1906 and Act 9 of 1910. These two acts gave the City of New 
Orleans the authority to fill in and improve land located in 
what is now the West End Park. The areas slated for land 
fill included 1) the land between the breakwater and the old 
shoreline (the disputed area), and 2) an additional fill 
area that extended 1500 ft north of the breakwater (Bruninq 
v. City of New Orleans 115 So. 737-738).
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the defendant, 
stating that "there is no such thing as right of batture, 
alluvions, and accretions on shores of Lake Pontchartrain, 
an arm of the sea, nor in any case as to lands reclaimed by 
artificial process with public money" (115 So. 733-734) .
Similar Supreme Court rulings were issued in 192 8 for 
the waterbottoms located near the shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain in St. Tammany Parish (State v. Timothy. 117 
So. 812) and in 1930 for similar shoreline waterbottoms in 
Orleans Parish (New Orleans Land Co. v. Board of Levee 
Commissioners of Orleans Levee District. 132 So. 121). The 
latter suit involved another land reclamation area, this one 
located between the Orleans Canal (Orleans Outfall Canal) 
and the New Basin Canal in what is called Lakeshore East and 
Lakeshore West today (Figure 3-58).
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State v. Board of Commissioners of the Orleans 
Levee District (1984: # 144)
The most recent important Supreme Court decision 
involving Lake Pontchartrain was State v. Board of 
Commissioners (456 So. 2d 605) . This 1984 decision clearly 
outlined the jurisdiction of the Orleans Levee Board by 
limiting the ownership of levee board land to that which was 
reclaimed. The levee board sought to obtain ownership of 
all waterbottoms falling within its jurisdiction, including 
part of the bottoms of Lake Pontchartrain. The source of 
the dispute was the language of the grant of authority from 
the state to the levee board. From the 1921 Constitution 
and amendments dating to 1922 and 1928, the levee board was 
granted authority to make improvements and dredge within 
three miles of the shoreline and it was "given title to all 
public property necessary for the board's purposes, to all 
lands reclaimed or filled in, and 'in and to all lands lying 
within the territorial limits of said project'" (456 So. 2d 
608) .
In its decision the Court recognized "the right of the 
State of Louisiana to the ownership of that portion of the 
bed and bottom of Lake Pontchartrain situated in Orleans 
Parish which has not been reclaimed or filled in by the 
Board of Commissioners of the Orleans Levee District in 
connection with any authorized levee project" (456 So. 2d 
611) .
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Irish Bavou, Irish Bavou Lagoon. Bavou Castialione. 
and Little Irish Bavou
Burns v. Crescent Gun & Rod Club (1906: # 10)
For the issue of ownership of coastal waterbottoms, 
Burns v. Crescent Gun & Rod Club (116 La. 1038) is one of 
the most frequently cited Supreme Court cases of the last 85 
years. The Burns case involved two very important issues: 
the definitions of commerce and sea shore. This case 
concerned the public right of access along several 
waterbodies that were located within property leased by a 
large hunting and fishing club. The case is a complex one 
for two reasons. First, according to the lease between the 
hunting club and the property owner, lessees were forbidden 
"not to obstruct the navigation in any navigable streams on 
the property" (41 So. 250). Second, the determination of 
which waterbodies might be considered navigable was 
complicated by the fact that a man-made cutoff was 
constructed between one of the waterbodies and Lake 
Pontchartrain, and finally, one of the waterbodies had been 
artificially blocked by the construction of a railroad 
across its mouth. As with the Bayou La Chute case (Bendich 
v. Scobel 107 La. 242) the Supreme Court again ignored the 
impact of human intervention on the character of the 
waterbodies in question.
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Irish Bayou, Little Irish Bayou, Irish Bayou Lagoon, 
and Bayou Castiglione are all located within tidal marsh on 
South Point (Pointe aux Herbes) along the south shore of 
Lake Pontchartrain (Figure 3-61). According to witness 
testimony, all were interconnected at the time of trial. 
Fishermen and other water travelers sometimes used the Irish 
Bayou - Irish Bayou Lagoon - Bayou Castiglione connection as 
a short cut across the South Point peninsula. Witnesses 
included club members, recreational fishermen, commercial 
fishermen, and visitors who traveled the area. No 
geologists or other scientists were called to testify as 
expert witnesses. During the trial a commercial fisherman 
testified that he had traveled in Bayou Castiglione prior to 
1884 in a 30 ft. long sailboat with a 2 ft. draft (Table 3- 
6). Travel in Bayou Castiglione was severely curtailed by 
the construction of a railroad bridge across it in 1884. 
Trial testimony also revealed that this bayou varied in 
depth from about 1.5 ft. to 5 ft. and varied in width from 
about 8 ft. to 40 ft. (Table 3-7), though it was not clear 
whether some of the witnesses were describing the channel 
before the railroad construction, after the railroad 
construction, or both. In the trial testimony it was 
obvious that the attorneys, and presumably the court, 
defined commercial vessels as schooners with a draft of at 
least 5 to 6 ft (Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club. Batson 
testimony, Bothe testimony, Salvant testimony). Such an 
insistence that commercial watercraft be defined as vessels
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Figure 3-61. Location of disputed waterbodies in Burns v . 
Crescent Gun and Rod Club. Orleans Parish, shown on 
1936 Chef Menteur 15' quadrangle map. Note Irish Bayou 
(A) , Irish Bayou Lagoon (B) , and Bayou Castiglione (C) .

















Table 3-6. Watercraft Information from Transcript of Witness 
Testimony. Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club.
PAGE W ITN ESS W ATERBO DY W ATERCRAFT
TRAVELED TYPE LGTH W DTH DRAFT C O M M E N TS
67-70 M anuel Teo Bayou Castiglione  





30 ’ 9' 2'
70 -72  F. Kepp Bayou Castiglione ? 20 ’ 2 ’
Bayou Castiglione schooner observed at mouth
46-50  G .C . Lafaye M organ ’s cut boat <  20 ’
75-82 M .J. Salvant Irish Bayou  
M organ ’s cut skiff
boat with 5-6' draft can enter
83-89 C. Bothe Bayou Castiglione  
Irish Bayou
sloop 18-20'
boat with 5 -6 ’ draft can travel
10-18 J.B. Habans Irish Bayou schooners
Irish Bayou charcoal schooners
M organ's cut sailboat 20'
Bayou Castiglione boat 19' 8' 1.5' boat nam ed "Minnie"
Irish Bayou boat 19’ 8' 1.5' boat nam ed "Minnie"
Irish Lagoon boat 19' 8' 1.5' boat nam ed “Minnie"
18-21 A. Swanson Irish Bayou sailboat (fishing) 20' 7' 2'
Irish Lagoon sailboat (fishing) 20' 7' 2'
Irish Bayou sloop 4' governm ent survey boat
M organ's cut skiff
21-35  E.V. M organ Bayou Castiglione fishing smack 20'




















36-39  P.H. Burns 
39-42  C. Rareshide
W ATERBO DY W ATERCRA FT
TRAVELED TYPE LGTH W DTH DRAFT C O M M E N TS
Irish Bayou sailboats 20-25 ’
Irish Bayou fishing boat 24' 6 ’ 1’
Irish Lagoon fishing sailboat 2 0 ’ 2 ’
M organ's cut boat 20 ’ 10’ 2 ’
M organ’s cut smack 18-20’
Bayou Castiglione skiff 14’ 0.5' recreational fishing boat


















Table 3-7. Waterbody Information from Transcript of Witness 
Testimony, Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club.
PAG E W ITN ESS W ATERBO DY O BSERVATIONS:
BAYOU C A S TIG LIO N E IRISH BAYOU IRISH LAGOON LITTLE IRISH BAYOU M O R G A N 'S  C U T
67-70  Manuel Teo 2.5 ' deep at mouth
46-50  G .C . Lafaye avg. 3' deep
51-62  F.S. McFarland
75-82  M.J. Salvant 1 .5 ’ deep
10' w ide at mouth  
63-89  C. Bothe 18-20" deep
3 ’ deep in storms 
10’ w ide at mouth  
narrowest part 6 -8 ’ wide  
89-94  G. Lesassier 1.5-2' deep
3 ’ deep at mouth
mouth bar 1.5' at high tide 
avg. 2.5' deep
8' deep
20-25 ’ deep holes mouth 3-4' deep
20-25 ’ deep ordinary depth 2-3' 
storm depth 4 -5 ’
5-6' deep at bar
1.5-2’ deep
3.5-4 ' at high tide
94-99  R.P. Batson
10-18 J.B. Habans
18-21 A. Swanson
21-35  E.V. M organ
2 .5 ’ at deepest point 
10-12’ w ide at mouth
4 0 ’ w ide at railroad bridge 250' w ide at mouth 
20 ’ w ide farther in 2 5 ’ deep
shallow at mouth
1 2 -1 5 'deep 3 ’ deep
60-80' w ide at mouth  
4 0 'w ide 1 0 -1 2 'deep 3 -4 ’ deep
50-60 ’ w ide at mouth
max. 2.5-3' deep  
min. 1’ deep
originally 4' w ide  
now  10’ w ide  
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21-35  E.V. M organ 3 -5 'deep  
2-4’ deep
36 -39  P.H. Bums
200' w ide 4-5 ' deep
40-50 ’ w ide at lagoo 2-3' deep
2 5 ’ w ide  
3-4 ' deep
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having a draft of five feet or over is unusual because the 
minimum controlling depth of the channel through Bayou St. 
John, a major port destination for vessels plying Lake 
Pontchartrain, was only 3 feet, and at times the water over 
the bar at the mouth of Bayou St. John was only 8 to 18 
inches deep (State v. Carondelet Canal and Navigation Co. 56 
So. 143) . Even given the fact that the Court only 
considered vessels involved in "trade" to be considered as 
commerce, many of the licensed commercial schooners plying 
Lake Pontchartrain at that time had drafts of 4 ft. or less 
(Merchant Vessels of the United States 1910) . According to 
witness testimony in the State v. Orleans Navigation Co. 
case (which was not cited in the Burns trial) , in 1822 there 
were about 50 vessels engaged in the New Orleans-Pensacola 
trade and all were 20 tons burden or less (State v. Orleans 
Navigation Co.. UNO Library, Supreme Court Collection, 
Docket No. 642, Jose Pincharaca testimony, p. 27). Most 
schooners of 20 tons burden had hold depths less than 4 feet 
and logically could not have had drafts in excess of their 
hold depths. In a recent study, Saltus (1991:136-142) 
recorded dimensions on 257 schooners known to have operated 
in Lake Pontchartrain between 1797 and 1920. Using the 
Saltus data, the author analyzed the schooner dimensions and 
found that hold depths ranged from 2.5 to 9.42 feet, and 
only 42 (16 %) had hold depths of 5 feet or greater. The 
average hold depth for Lake Pontchartrain schooners was 4.3 
feet, and obviously the average draft would have been less
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than 4.3 feet. (For additional schooner information see 
Chapter 4 and Appendix J).
During testimony, none of the witnesses were asked by 
either attorney what size boat was sufficient for carrying 
commerce; the presumption was that only schooners involved 
in "carrying trade" or a water craft "of any importance" 
were large enough for commerce (41 So. 250-251). This 
presumption is evident in the Supreme Court decision which 
determined that of the four waterbodies, only Irish Bayou 
was navigable. According to the witnesses at trial, Irish 
Bayou was the only waterbody actually traveled by schooners. 
The observed schooners were engaged in the charcoal trade 
and used Irish Bayou as a harbor during storms (Burns v. 
Crescent Gun and Rod Club. Habans testimony). This harbor 
usage appears to be the only form of commerce acknowledged 
by the court, despite testimony by a commercial fisherman 
that commercial fishing had also occurred. This use of the 
carrying trade or interstate trade as the minimal definition 
of commerce was apparently borrowed from admiralty law, yet 
litigants made only a minimal effort to verify the types of 
watercraft commonly used in interstate commerce and made no 
effort to identify or acknowledge the types of watercraft 
actually engaged in local commerce.
Perhaps the most quoted portion of the Burns decision 
was the statement concerning the identification of 
watercraft engaged in commerce. Quoting the Rowe v. Granite
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Bridge C o m . state court decision in Massachusetts, the
Louisiana Supreme court stated:
It is not every small creek in which a fishing 
skiff or gunning canoe can be made to float at 
high water which is deemed navigable; but in 
order to give it the character of a navigable 
stream it must be generally and commonly used to 
some purpose of trade or agriculture (116 La.
251) .
The Burns Court appears to have borrowed part of its 
navigability definition from Federal admiralty rulings, yet 
it chose not to cite the often quoted Federal rulings for 
The Daniel Ball (10 Wall. 557) and The Montello (20 Wall. 
430) which have provided the guidelines for many 
navigability decisions made in Louisiana courts since the 
1870s. These two cases applied much less restrictive 
definitions to commerce and navigability. It is also worth 
noting that although commercial use was implied, the Rowe v. 
Granite Bridge Coro. decision (21 Pick. 344) did not 
distinguish whether the referenced skiff or canoe were used 
for commercial purposes. It is possible that the 
Massachusetts court was referring to recreational use and 
not commerce. Such an interpretation is certainly plausible 
because the plaintiff in the Burns v. Crescent decision was 
a weekend recreational fisherman and did not fish 
commercially. The original purpose of the suit was to 
obtain access for recreational use, not access for 
commercial purposes. The reference to the Rowe decision was 
also important because both cases involved waterbodies 
located within the tidal marsh. Although the Rowe fishing
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skiff comment did not clearly distinguish "high water" as 
referring to high tide, the Massachusetts waterbody being 
contested was described as a tidal stream located within a 
salt marsh (21 Pick. 344-347).
The second major issue addressed by the 1906 Burns 
decision was the application of the term seashore. At the 
time of the trial, Lake Pontchartrain had already been 
determined, although not outwardly stated, to be an "arm of 
the sea" (see Milne v. Girodeau. 12 La. 325 and Zeller v. 
Yacht Club. 34 La. Ann. 839), so the influence of the tides 
was also important in determining ownership of the 
waterbottoms in question. The Louisiana Supreme Court ruled 
that the "shore is that space of land on the borders of the 
sea which is at times covered by the rising, and at other 
times is left dry by the falling tide" (116 La. 251) . 
Despite this statement and the admission that all of the 
water bodies in question were subject to the ebb and flow of 
the tide, contained salt water some of the time, and 
supported salt water fish, the court ruled that Little Irish 
Bayou, Irish Lagoon, and Bayou Castiglione were not arms of 
the sea. The primary distinction between Irish Bayou and 
the other waterbodies was that Irish Bayou was the only 
waterbody deemed by the Court to be clearly navigable under 
the "carrying trade" definition for navigability in use at 
that time. By this decision the Court implied that a 
waterbody must be navigable before it can be classified as 
an arm of the sea. This association of navigability with
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public trust lands along the coast has occurred in other 
subsequent cases as well (Louisiana State Law Institute 
1992) .
Thus the Court in Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club 
(116 La. 103 8) applied very narrow or restricted definitions 
to arm of the sea and commerce. This decision provided a 
very conservative platform for subsequent Louisiana court 
decisions, particularly in regard to the blanket elimination 
of commercial fishing or local commerce as evidence for 
navigability. This decision also continued the trend of 
ignoring human influence on the obstruction of navigability 
by failing to acknowledge that the construction of a 
railroad bridge may have blocked or at least restricted 
access to Bayou Castiglione.
Today Irish Bayou, Irish Bayou Lagoon, Little Irish 
Bayou and Bayou Castiglione have been significantly affected 
by the construction of US Hwy 11, I-10, and a hurricane 
protection levee (Figure 3-62) . Irish Bayou and Bayou 
Castiglione have been severed by the roadbed of I-10. The 
flow of Bayou Castiglione is now completely constricted 
because the outlet to Lake Pontchartrain, previously 
impacted by the railroad construction, was severed near its 
mouth by the hurricane protection levee and near its 
headwaters by 1-10. Irish Bayou Lagoon is now connected to 
Lake Pontchartrain by a wide opening and the lagoon is still 
connected to Little Irish Bayou (Figure 3-63) . Little Irish 
Bayou at the Kwy 11 bridge is about 280 ft wide. Sounding
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Figure 3-62. Location of disputed waterbodies in Burns v . 
Crescent Gun and Rod Club. Orleans Parish, shown on 
1969 Chef Menteur 15' quadrangle map. Note Irish Bayou 
(A), Irish Bayou Lagoon (B) , and Bayou Castiglione (C) .
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Figure 3-63. View of Irish Bayou Lagoon, Orleans Parish, 
from old Hwy 11 bridge, facing north (March 19, 1993) .
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at 10 ft intervals revealed a maximum depth of 6.7 ft. At 
the service road bridge north of 1-10, the channel is about 
250 ft wide. The maximum depth, sounding at 50 ft 
intervals, was 6.6 ft. Despite the ruling of the Supreme 
Court that Irish Bayou Lagoon was not navigable, it is 
somewhat ironic that commercial crab fishermen (some of whom 
were employees of the Crescent Gun and Rod Club) operated in 
this waterbody at least until the 1950s (Julian King, crab 
fisherman, personal communication 1992, Figures 3-64 and 3- 
65) . During the early twentieth century Irish Bayou Lagoon 
was generally about three or four feet deep. That Irish 
Bayou Lagoon served as a useful waterbody for crab fishing 
may have been due in part to the fact that the Crescent Gun 
and Rod Club had connected it with Lake Pontchartrain via a 
small canal. This opening has widened and today the mouth 
of the lagoon is almost as wide as the lagoon itself.
Bavou Cook
Bayou Cook is located within the coastal marsh of 
Plaquemines Parish between Adams Bay and Bastian Bay (Figure 
3-66) . Since at least the middle of the nineteenth century 
Bayou Cook has been renowned for its oysters and is still an 
excellent bedding ground.
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Figure 3-64. Commercial crab fisherman with his 18 ft. crab 
skiff on Irish Bayou Canal. Note crab traps on wharf 
(March 4, 1993).
Figure 3-65. Softshell crab holding pens on Irish Bayou 
Canal (March 4, 1993).
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Figure 3-66. Bayou Cook, Plaquemines Parish, shown on 1960 
Empire 15' quadrangle map. Note mouths of Bayou Cook 
(A) and Bayou La Chute (B).
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Morgan v. Neaodich et al. (1886: # 3)
The Bayou Cook dispute arose over the issue of who had 
the right to cultivate oysters along the shore of the bayou. 
During the 1880s the plaintiff owned land along the banks of 
Bayou Cook. During that time a colony of "Austrian" 
fishermen constructed camps along the banks of the bayou and 
began bedding and planting oysters in the vicinity of the 
camps. The plaintiff claimed that according to the Oyster 
Statute of 1886 (Act 106) the riparian proprietor along 
banks of streams had "' the exclusive right to use said body 
or bodies of water, for planting oysters and other shell 
fish,' and such owner and proprietor has the right to enjoin 
others from using it, by allowing them two years to remove 
any oyster beds already planted" (40 La. Ann. 246).
One important fact of this case was that some of the 
area of the township where Bayou Cook was located had never 
been surveyed by a GLO surveyor. On the 1831 plat, the 
section lines in the entire lower 2/3 of this township were 
projected and none of the major waterbodies, including Bayou 
Cook, Bayou La Chute, Bastian Bay and Adams Bay were shown. 
Bastian Bay and Bayou Cook were depicted on a subsequent 
1842 survey plat made by GLO surveyors Rightor and McCollam 
(State Land Office Plat No. 184) . Despite these 
discrepancies in cartographic information, the Court 
accepted the certificates of sale and tax payments as 
evidence that the Bayou Cook area was considered to be land.
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The land patents dated to 1878 and the patent area included 
approximately 800 acres within Sections 40 and 41, T. 20 S., 
R. 28 E. and Sections 4, 5 and 8 in T. 21 S., R. 28 E.
These lands were part of a patent originally issued to 
Alesandro Travisani & Co. (Louisiana State Land Office 
Patent No. 2924; 1842 Plat No. 184) . The original 1842 plat 
map indicated that a bayou, presumably Bayou Cook, extended 
northward from Bastian Bay in Section 5 and that the 
northern extremity of Bastian Bay extended northeast into 
Sections 41 and 42, approximately 1.5 miles northeast of the 
mouth of Bayou Cook. This map error was corrected on 
subsequent State Land Office plats and on the 1889 Duke map 
(Duke 1889; Figure 3-67). However, the subsequent corrected 
plats were not available at the time of the Bayou Cook 
trial. The defendants tried to demonstrate that the patents 
were not valid, but the Court ruled that the Louisiana 
Register of State Lands was competent to grant the 
certificate for "swamp lands", despite evidence that the 
area had not actually been surveyed. Thus the court 
considered the patent to be valid, despite the discrepancies 
(40 La. Ann. 249-250).
Once the patent was validated, the Court next had to 
address the waterways located within the patent area. If 
the patent was valid it would be difficult to argue that 
part of the area was an arm of the sea since seashore could 
not be alienated from the State. By relying on the recent 
enactment of the 1886 Oyster Statute for guidance the Court
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Figure 3-67. Bayou Cook and Bayou La Chute shown on 1889 
survey map by W.D. Duke. Note locations of oyster 
camps. (Louisiana Supreme Court, docket No. 13792).
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did not address the ownership of the waterbottoms, but did 
address the "exclusive right to use the disputed 
waterbottoms for the cultivation of oysters" (Wilkins and 
Wascom 1992:877). Thus the Court did not settle the 
waterbottom ownership issue but did validate the claim of 
the surrounding marsh to the plaintiff. The primary issue 
was the use of the waterbottoms for oyster cultivation by 
someone other than the adjacent riparian property owner. A 
riparian landowner could not restrict such activity if Bayou 
Cook were deemed an arm of the sea.
During the trial virtually all the witnesses agreed 
that the waters in Bayou Cook were influenced by the ebb and 
flow of the tide. They disagreed, however, as to whether 
Bayou Cook contained salt water, fresh water, or both.
The Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff, and the 
decision reflects the wording of the oyster statutes that 
were in place at the time. The Bayou Cook decision is 
somewhat clouded because, although the Court clearly stated 
that Bayou Cook was not an arm of the sea (40 La. An. 252) 
it did not clarify whether it could be considered a 
navigable stream. Navigability was certainly implied in the 
Court's discussion of rules which apply to navigable streams 
and in the physical description of Bayou Cook as being one 
mile long, two acres wide and twenty feet deep. The 
evidence also clearly indicated that the bayou was used by 
commercial oyster fishermen (40 La. Ann. 250-252) .
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Today the Bayou Cook area is almost completely subsided 
with only small remnants of canal spoil and natural levee 
projecting above the water (Figure 3-68). The surrounding 
marsh has become an extensive shallow bay that is directly 
open to the Gulf of Mexico.
Bav Coquette
Louisiana Land & Fisheries Co. v. Gasouet (1893: 
# 127)
This case is important because of the implied 
connection between waterbottom ownership and commerce. More 
specifically, it suggests that commercial use of a waterway, 
regardless of the water depth, implies State ownership if 
the waterbottom in question can not be clearly shown to be 
privately owned. Bay Coquette is a coastal bay located 
immediately west of Sandy Point Bay in Plaquemines Parish 
west of the Mississippi River (Figures 3-69 and 3-70). The 
suit involved ownership of an oyster bed used by commercial 
oyster fishermen in the eastern end of Bay Coquette. During 
the trial evidence was presented that the oyster bed in 
question was originally a natural bed, and that in its 
natural state it was utilized by the defendant and other 
local oyster fishermen. In 1892 the plaintiff (Louisiana 
Land & Fisheries Co. or LL&F) , owner of the marsh land 
located along the east shore of Bay Coquette, planted





Figure 3-68. Aerial view of Bayou Cook and disappearing 
marsh, facing southwest. Bayou extends from lower 
right to upper left. Note "stranded' camps along 
subsided bayou bankline (April 16, 1993) .
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Figure 3-69. Bay Coquette, Plaquemines Parish, shown on 
composite map of 1973 Bay Coquette, 1971 Triumph, 1971 
Pass Tante Phine, and 1973 Buras 7.5' quadrangles.







Figure 3-70. Bay Coquette, Plaquemines Parish, shown on 1890 
Forts and West Delta 15' quadrangle maps.
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oysters on the reef. Suit was filed when the defendant and 
others ignored plaintiff's warnings not to collect oysters 
from the disputed reef. The plaintiff claimed that it had 
an exclusive right to the oyster bed by authority of the 
1892 Oyster Statute which provides "that the rights of the 
owner or occupant of land on any of the shores or bays, 
bayous or inlets, and lakes shall extend to ordinary low- 
water mark" (13 So. 172) . Numerous oystermen served as
witnesses during the trial. From the witness testimony it 
was fairly obvious that despite plaintiff's claim that the 
reef was bare at the time LL&f began planting oysters, the 
reef had been used in the past by others. The previous 
oyster fishing at the reef was done for commercial purposes 
as well as for personal consumption. According to Louisiana 
Act No. 110 of 1892, the register of the state land office 
is prohibited from selling "natural oyster beds in the bays, 
lakes, bayous, inlets, and coves bordering on the Gulf of 
Mexico within the jurisdiction of the state. No one can 
acquire title, therefore, from the state, of natural oyster 
beds located in any of the above described waters" (13 So. 
171) . Oysters had been harvested using a variety of 
watercraft, including pirogues, skiffs, and luggers 
(Appendix N).
The defendant claimed that Bay Coquette was public 
property and could not be owned privately. Though not 
specifically stated, navigability was implied by the comment 
that it "is navigable for luggers of seven tons' burden
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during the highest tide" (13 So. 172) and by the statement 
that the bay was "incapable of private ownership" (13 So. 
171) . The average depth of the bay ranged from about 1 foot 
at low tide to 2.5 feet at high tide.
Although the reef was staked, the plaintiff did not 
file for a lease of the oyster bed. Leases could be 
obtained from the local parish authorities as a result of 
Louisiana Act 206 of 1886 (Wicker 1979:111). LL&F claimed 
ownership of the oyster bed and therefore saw no need to 
lease it from the parish.
Other important issues not addressed by the court were 
whether or not Bay Coquette was considered to be an arm of 
the sea or whether it fell within tidal waters. Testimony 
by witnesses of both the plaintiff and defendant clearly 
indicated that the water was salty enough for oyster growth 
and that Bay Coquette was influenced by the ebb and flow of 
tides. Although the court did not specifically state that 
Bay Coquette was an arm of the sea, it did determine that 
although considered "landlocked" it was "in fact an inlet 
bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, and a 'part of the Gulf of 
Mexico within the jurisdiction of this state'" (13 So. 172) . 
With its ruling that the state owned the bottom of Bay 
Coquette, the court decision implies that Bay Coquette was 
considered minimally to fall within tidal waters.
At the time this case went to trial, Bay Coquette was 
connected to the Gulf via three small openings leading to 
Bay Jacques, which is now called Sandy Point Bay (Figure 3-
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70) . Today the marsh land separating Bay Coquette from the 
Gulf has been breached in several places, and a small island 
is all that is left of the land that once separated Bay 
Coquette from Bay Jacques (Figure 3-71) . One small camp and 
pilings from a former camp location serve as contemporary 
evidence of oyster fishing in the vicinity of the disputed 
oyster bed. Today Bay Coquette is unquestionably an arm of 
the sea.
Man-made Alteration to Waterbodies
For many Louisiana waterbodies navigability is 
difficult to determine because the natural condition of the 
waterbody has been altered by human intervention. Several 
recent Federal rulings have suggested that if navigation is 
prevented by man-made obstructions, a waterbody does not 
lose its navigable status. Some of the Louisiana Supreme 
Court decisions of the nineteenth century took a different 
view.
Bavou St. John
For eighteenth and nineteenth century commerce, Bayou 
St. John with its Carondelet Canal extension was one of the 
most important waterways in Louisiana. By providing a water 
connection between New Orleans and Lake Pontchartrain Bayou 
St. John served as a rear access route for the coasting
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Figure 3-71. Aerial view of Bay Coquette (foreground) facing 
southeast toward Gulf of Mexico. Camp is located along 
former shoreline of bay in vicinity of disputed area in 
Louisiana Land and Fisheries Co. v. Gasquet (April 16, 
1993) .
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trade between New Orleans and nearby Gulf ports such as 
Biloxi, Pensacola, and Mobile. It also provided a 
convenient port facility for goods crossing Lake 
Pontchartrain from the Florida Parishes and for oyster 
fishermen operating in the marshes of St. Bernard Parish. 
Built during the 1790s, the Carondelet Canal terminated at 
a turning basin known as the "old basin", located near the 
corner of Toulouse and Basin streets southwest of Congo 
Square (Figure 3-72). Until it was closed during the 1940s, 
Bayou St. John was the site of several important lawsuits 
involving navigability issues.
Orleans Navigation Company v. The Mayor of New 
Orleans (1811: # 189)
Even before Louisiana became a state the navigability 
issue was being fought in the territorial courts. This 
particular dispute involved a disagreement over whether the 
Carondelet Canal was constructed primarily for navigation or 
for drainage. The Company disputed the City's attempts to 
use the canal as a means of ridding itself of sewage and 
runoff from rainfalls. The Orleans Navigation Company 
(sometimes called New Orleans Navigation Company) was 
granted a charter by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
the Territory of Orleans in 1805. According to the charter 
the company was authorized to "'enter into and upon all and 
singular lands covered with water' for the purpose of
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Figure 3-72. Bayou St. John and Carondelet Canal shown on 
1834 Zimpel map.
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improving the navigation of the territory" (1 Martin [O.S.] 
273) . In 1811 the Superior Court ruled that the canal could 
be used both for navigation and as a drain, even though 
navigation might have been the primary function when the 
canal was originally constructed (1 Martin [O.S.] 278-280).
Orleans Navigation Company v. The Mayor of New 
Orleans (1813: # 190)
The navigability vs. drainage issue again came to court 
in 1813 after the initial court ruling failed to resolve the 
problem. According to court testimony the canal was 
navigable to schooners in 1795 and by that date Bayou St. 
John was considered a navigable stream (2 Martin [O.S.] 
222) . In this second case the Superior Court ruled that the 
canal could "not answer the two-fold use of a common sewer 
to the city, and of a navigable canal" (2 Martin [O.S.] 
232). The city therefore had no servitude right to use the 
canal for drainage since the primary function of the canal 
was navigation.
Orleans Navigation Company v. Schooner Amelia 
(1820: # 185)
Although relatively unknown, this 1820 Louisiana 
Supreme Court case is important because it represents one of 
the first serious challenges to the authority of a private
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company to collect tolls on what was considered a public 
waterway. When the Orleans Navigation Company received its 
50 year charter to maintain a navigable channel through 
Carondelet Canal and Bayou St. John, it also obtained the 
right to collect a toll to pay for the channel maintenance. 
In 182 0 the schooner Amelia challenged the right of the 
company to collect a toll on the grounds that she was a 
public transport and was used to transport troops and 
supplies for the U.S. Army. According to trial testimony 
the 1805 charter of the Orleans Navigation Company granted 
the power:
to remove the bar obstructing the mouth of the 
bayou St. John; to free the bayou itself, from 
its numerous obstructions; to dig out the canal 
Carondelet; and to excavate, at its termination 
in the city, a basin of sufficient capacity for 
the reception of all the vessels using this 
navigation. (7 Martin 571)
The company was also granted the authority to collect 
tolls after the channel was sufficiently cleared "to admit, 
at low tides, vessels drawing three feet of water" (7 Martin 
571) .
The Court ruled in favor of the owners of the Amelia. 
The Court determined that although the company did have the 
authority to collect tolls for use of the channel and that 
the claims for nonpayment of tolls were valid, the Court 
concluded that a private company did not have the authority 
to seize a vessel of the United States. In effect the Court 
treated the Amelia in the same manner as a warship.
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In addition to the Court ruling, the schooner Amelia 
case was also important because it provided information on 
the regulations that governed use of Bayou St. John and the 
Carondelet Canal. According to the regulations of the 
Orleans Navigation Company, virtually every watercraft 
navigating either Bayou St. John or the Carondelet Canal was 
required to pay a toll (Appendix F). The regulations even 
mention bateaux and timber rafts. Smaller craft less than 
one ton (approximately 16 ft. long) such as bateau, barks 
and pirogues were charged at a different rate than larger 
craft. "Ordinary fishing bateaux" were exempt from the 
toll.
State v. The Orleans Navigation Company (1822: # 
188)
State v. The Orleans Navigation Company (11 Mart. 309) 
was instigated in 1822 by the State in an attempt to nullify 
the charter of The Orleans Navigation Company, which was 
issued in 1805 for a period of 50 years. The State claimed 
that the company charter should be forfeited because it was 
charging excessive tolls, because it failed to maintain a 3 
ft. deep channel as required by its charter, and because it 
failed to construct a channel connecting the Mississippi 
River with Bayou St. John. The Supreme Court ruled in favor 
of the Orleans Navigation Company, stating that there was no 
valid reason to revoke the charter. During the trial the
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defendant presented numerous witnesses who testified that 
the navigation of Bayou St. John and the Carondelet Canal 
had been improved by the Company. The commercial watercraft 
mentioned by witnesses included pirogues, chalands 
(flatboats), oyster boats, schooners and skiffs (Appendix 
G). These varied in size from less than 1 ton to 150 tons. 
Several witnesses complained that prior to dredging by the 
Orleans Navigation Company, incoming cargo vessels were 
forced to lighten their loads using chalands in order to get 
over the bar at the mouth of Bayou St. John (State v. 
Orleans Navigation Co.. Supreme Court Collection, Docket # 
642, UNO Library, pp. 24-46). Prior to channel maintenance 
by the company, and during times of inadequate maintenance 
after 1806, the bar at the mouth of Bayou St. John often 
only allowed vessels with drafts of less than 18 inches to 
pass.
Although the Court did not state specifically that 
Bayou St. John was a navigable stream, it did note that the 
bayou continues "to be a public highway", thus implying 
navigability. This decision validated the right of the 
Orleans Navigation Company to continue collecting tolls to 
pay for "improving the navigation of the bayou, cleaning the 
canal and basin" (11 Martin 329-330).
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Liqon v. The Orleans Navigation Company (1829:
# 186 & 1830: # 187)
Although this case reached the Louisiana Supreme Court 
in 1829, it is of minor importance to the waterbottoms 
ownership issue. It involves a dispute between the owner of 
the schooner Mav Flower and the Orleans Navigation Company- 
over the designated tonnage of the vessel and the toll rate 
calculated from the tonnage (7 Martin [N.S.] 682; 2 La.
128) . The May Flower was about 12.5 tons and made numerous 
trips in the Lake Pontchartrain trade during the 1820s. 
This case was appealed to the Supreme Court a second time on 
a technical matter (Lignon v. Orleans Navigation Company, 
Supreme Court Collection, Dockets # 1629 and # 2029, UNO 
Library; 7 Mart. [N.S.] 682).
State v. The Orleans Navigation Company (1852:
# 191)
The second State v. The Orleans Navigation Company case 
(7 La. Ann. 679) was settled in 1852 and is perhaps one of 
the most important cases involving the rights of private 
corporations to maintain navigation on public waterways. As 
with the previous State v. Orleans Navigation Company (11 
Mart. 309) case of 1822, the primary issue was the ability 
of the company to maintain navigable channels in Bayou St. 
John and the Carondelet Canal. By 1851 the Orleans
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Navigation Company was in serious financial trouble, and it 
failed to maintain a 3 foot deep navigation channel as 
required by its charter. Several witnesses testified that 
the depth over the Bayou St. John mouth bar was only 2.5 
feet deep and vessels were required to lighten their loads 
in order to enter the bayou (7 La. Ann. 679) . From the 
testimony it was apparent that for the larger schooners 
operating in Bayou St. John during the 1840s, the average 
loaded draft was about 5 feet, and the empty draft was about
2.5 feet (State v. Orleans Navigation Company. Supreme Court 
Collection, Docket # 2296, UNO Library, pp. 1-66) . The 
Court made two important conclusions: 1) Bayou St. John was 
a navigable stream previous to the cession of Louisiana to 
the United States, and 2) the Orleans Navigation Company had 
forfeited its charter by failing to maintain a three foot 
deep channel during low water (7 La. Ann. 679,681).
Carondelet Canal and Navigation Company v. Parker 
(1877: # 136)
With the forfeiture of the Orleans Navigation Company 
charter, the task of maintaining the Bayou St. John and 
Carondelet Canal channels was awarded to the Carondelet 
Canal and Navigation Company in 1857 through another 50 year 
charter. In 1877 the company was involved in a suit with 
Narcisse Parker, owner of the schooner Victoria No. 2 . The 
suit resulted from a dispute over a $2.25 toll charged to
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the Victoria No. 2 by the navigation company. The defendant 
refused to pay the toll on the grounds that Bayou St. John 
was "a natural navigable stream" (29 La. Ann. 430) . The 
Victoria No. 2 had a loaded draft of 3 feet, 2 to 4 inches. 
Citing the evidence of the 1822 State v. Orleans Navigation 
Co. trial, the Court again took the position that Bayou St. 
John was only made navigable through human intervention. 
Although some witnesses testified that when the channel was 
not dredged, the low water depth at the mouth of Bayou St. 
John often was l to 1.5 feet deep, others noted that the 
channel depths had not changed significantly, if at all, 
after maintenance was begun by the company (Carondelet Canal 
& Navigation Co. v. Parker. Supreme Court Collection, Docket 
No. 6668, UNO Library, Vol. 2; Appendix H) . The Court 
appeared to take the position that any improvement in 
navigation, no matter how small, was justification for 
continued control by the navigation company.
State v. Carondelet Canal & Navigation Co. (1911: 
# 19)
The last major suit involving Bayou St. John was 
settled in 1911. With the expiration of the Carondelet 
Canal and Navigation Co. charter in 1908, the State was 
faced with the liquidation of the property that had been 
maintained by the company. The company argued that the 
State did not own the bottoms of Bayou St. John and the
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Carondelet Canal since navigation of those waterbodies could
not have been possible without the efforts of the Carondelet
Canal and Navigation Co. and its predecessor the Orleans
Navigation Co. In this final and definitive ruling, the
Court ruled that:
Bayou St. John is a stream which has been 
navigable and has been actually navigated by 
vessels engaged in commerce for a period beyond 
the memory of man, dating from the close of the 
Spanish occupation of this country, and with the 
Canal Carondelet, constructed under the direction 
of the Spanish Governor, whose name it bears, has 
always been, and is, a public highway of commerce 
(So. 56 137) .
In support of its decision the Court cited several of 
the previously noted cases, including both State v. Orleans 
Navigation Company cases (11 Martin [O.S.] 38, 323; 7 La. 
Ann. 681). Even during the early nineteenth century when 
the Carondelet Canal was only 25 to 30 feet wide, it was 
considered navigable (56 So. 141-142). The Court cited in 
particular the case State v. Orleans Navigation Co. (11 
Martin [O.S.] 3 8,323) in which commerce was described on
Bayou St. John, despite adverse low water conditions in 
which the bayou mouth bar at low tide was "not more than 
from 8 to 18 inches of water" (56 So. 143) . The Court 
apparently viewed low water conditions (when chalands were 
used to lighten loads to make bar crossing possible) as a 
hindrance, and not a barricade to commerce. Also noted were 
the variety of boat types that used the Basin port 
facilities. Many vessels came from across Lake
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Pontchartrain while others traveled from Pensacola, Bay St. 
Louis, Mobile and Appalachicola (56 So. 144).
In this final ruling on Bayou St. John, the Supreme 
Court clearly recognized that commerce could be conducted 
along waterways that at times were less than one foot deep. 
Such commerce was possible despite the variable water depths 
because of the variety of drafts found on commercial 
watercraft, even at a major port facility such as New 
Orleans. Navigation conditions improved with higher tides 
and through channel maintenance as was conducted by the 
Carondelet Canal Company and the New Orleans Navigation 
Company. Soon after the dissolution of the Carondelet Canal 
and Navigation Company, commerce along the canal and Bayou 
St. John rapidly declined. With the completion of an 
underground drainage system in 1915, the Carondelet Canal 
became obsolete even for drainage, and it was filled during 
the late 1920s. The Municipal Auditorium was constructed on 
the site of the old turning basin (Reeves et al. 
1982:89,95). With the elimination of the Carondelet Canal 
and Navigation Co. , squatters moved onto the shores of Bayou 
St. John. "The shores filled up with boathouses, squatters' 
cabins, shipyards, boatworks, houseboats and wrecks of 
various kinds" (Reeves et al. 1982:92). In 1924 Bayou St. 
John was placed under the authority of the New Orleans Park 
Board, and in 1937 the U.S. congress declared Bayou St. John 
to be "not a navigable waterway of the United States" 
(Reeves et al. 1982:95). Some commercial enterprises,
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particularly boat yards, continued in operation along Bayou 
St. John into the 1950s. The channel was effectively closed 
to commercial traffic during the 1960s with the construction 
of the Robert E. Lee bridge and its adjacent dam. Today a 
modern levee with flood gates is being constructed across 
the lower end of the bayou (Figure 3-73).
Bavou La Chute
Bayou La Chute is located along the east shore of 
Bastian Bay west of the Mississippi River in Plaquemines 
Parish. Like nearby Bayou Cook, Bayou La Chute was a prime 
oyster growing area during the nineteenth century.
Bendich v. Scobel (1901: # 7)
As in many cases involving property disputes, 
navigability was not the primary issue in Bendich v. Scobel 
(107 La. 242). In fact, navigability was hardly mentioned. 
This particular case is important because it represents one 
of the earliest examples of a suit in which the human 
alteration of the environment impacted the navigability of 
a waterway. It also illustrates the inability of the courts 
to address complex issues such as human encouragement of 
coastal erosion or the inducement of shoaling by reducing 
stream flow. This case also emphasizes the difficulty of
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identifying those impacts caused by nature as opposed to the 
impacts caused by human intervention.
In Bendich v. Scobel the primary issue was trespass. 
The plaintiffs and some of the defendants lived along Bayou 
La Chute which empties into Bastian Bay in Plaquemines 
Parish (Figures 3-74 and 3-67) . During the nineteenth 
century the bottoms of both Bastian Bay and Bayou La Chute 
were covered with oyster beds leased by local fishermen from 
the State. In 1888 a cut off was dug across a narrow strip 
of land about one mile above the natural mouth of Bayou La 
Chute. This cut off produced a second connection between 
Bayou La Chute and Bastian Bay (Figure 3-75) . When 
originally dug the cut off was about 11 ft. wide and about
1.5 ft. deep. Several men dug the cut "to improve the 
oysters, more water came into that Bayou with the canal than 
without it." (Bendich v. Scobel. Trial Transcript pp. 105, 
135) . Approximately 3 months after the cut was made, 
several oyster fishermen living on lower Bayou La Chute 
closed the cut off because they realized that the cut off 
was causing sediment to deposit on their oyster beds near 
the mouth of Bayou La Chute. The individuals who dug the 
cut off reopened it. Several years later the cutoff was 
again closed by fishermen from lower Bayou La Chute, and 
again it was reopened. Finally, the cut off was closed a 
third time in 1900 and not reopened pending the outcome of 
a suit filed by Marco Bendich and others who were
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Figure 3-74. Bayou La Chute shown on 1960 Empire 15' 
quadrangle map. Note mouth of bayou (A) and location 
of disputed cutoff (B).
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Figure 3-75. Bayou La Chute shown on sketch map made by 
trial witness, Bendich v. Scobel (Louisiana Supreme 
Court, docket No. 13792).
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responsible for trying to close the cut off. When closed in 
1900 the cut off was 42 ft. wide and about 10 to 12 ft. deep 
(Bendich v. Scobel. Trial Transcript pp. 71, 90).
For this case the primary evidence was the testimony of 
the various witnesses on both sides. Although not addressed 
in the court decisions, the testimony revealed much about 
the manner in which oysters were bedded and harvested, and 
some information was provided on the types of boats used by 
the oystermen.
In the Supreme Court decision the navigability issue 
was mentioned only in passing. What was at issue was the 
construction of the cutoff and 1) whether the cutoff 
excavators had a right to dig it and 2) whether the 
fishermen downstream had a right to dam it up after it was 
dug. The Court cited the State's failure to block the 
cutoff construction as an implied approval of the project. 
Since the oyster beds along lower Bayou La Chute were 
located on the bed of a navigable stream, the Court took the 
position that if damage had occurred to State property (both 
the land being cutoff and the oyster beds) then the State 
should have objected to the initial cutoff excavation. The 
court found the fishermen at fault for blocking the cutoff, 
regardless of the damage that the cutoff may have caused to 
their beds. The issue was further clouded when, after the 
court had reached its decision, William Gilmore applied for 
a rehearing on the matter because he, and not the State, was 
the owner of the property through which the cutoff was dug.
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Gilmore had purchased the property two years after the 
cutoff was first dug. Presumably the cutoff, which by then 
was certainly navigable for oyster luggers, was not included 
in the transfer. The issue was not addressed by the Court. 
Perhaps to avoid further embarrassment or confusion, the 
court denied the rehearing request (107 La. 242-250).
One of the important aspects of this case is what was 
not addressed. The lower courts and the Supreme Court did 
not tackle the environmental impact issue. This failure to 
take into consideration the impacts of human activities on 
natural processes is evident in decisions made well into the 
twentieth century.
Today oyster camps are still located along upper Bayou 
La Chute (Figure 3-76) but none is located along the lower 
section. Camps appeared on USGS quadrangle maps dating to 
1960 and 1973, and the shift of the population from the 
lower to upper section was evident on both maps. According 
to the trial testimony, residents had begun abandoning the 
lower part of Bayou La Chute by 1900 because the mouth was 
filling in. An aerial inspection of the channel in April of 
1993 revealed that the original mouth is still shoaling, 
while the cutoff has widened. Camps now stand only on the 
upper section of Bayou La Chute (Figures 3-76 and 3-77). 
Erosion and subsidence have taken all but a few fragments of 
the natural levee along Bayou La Chute.
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Figure 3-76. Aerial view of camps located along upper 
portion of Bayou La Chute (A to B) , northwest corner of 
Section 15. Facing west toward Bastian Bay at top of 
photo. Note old cutoff location at upper left (C) 
(April 16, 1993).
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Figure 3-77 . Aerial view of lower section of Bayou La Chute 
(A to B) now open to Bastian Bay (C) , facing west 
(April 16, 1993) .
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Bavou Black
Bayou Black is located west of Houma in Terrebonne 
Parish. The channel flows south to the outskirts of 
nineteenth century Houma, then takes a sharp turn west and 
flows west into Bayou Boeuf. During the nineteenth century 
Bayou Black served as one segment of an east-west route that 
extended from New Orleans to Morgan City. This route 
utilized a combination of artificially dug canals and 
natural waterbodies, such as Bayou Black, that were either 
dredged or controlled with locks. This chain of waterbodies 
was known as The Barataria and Lafourche Canal (Becnel 
1989:41-45).
Boykin and Lang v. Shaffer (1858: # 124)
This case represents one of the earliest Louisiana 
lawsuits to directly address the navigability issue. The 
plaintiffs, Boykin and Lang, were owners of a plantation 
along Bayou Black, located about two or three miles 
downstream from Houma (Figure 3-78) . The defendant, William 
Shaffer, owned a plantation about three miles upstream from 
Houma. During the 1830s Bayou Black became part of a chain 
of canals and bayous which provided an east-west route 
between New Orleans and Morgan City. In its natural state, 
Bayou Black was considered "comparatively unnavigable" or 
"capable of an imperfect navigation in times of floods and










Figure 3-78. Bayou Black in Terrebonne Parish shown on 1983 
New Orleans 1:100,000 scale USGS map.
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very high water" (13 La. 129-130). As with other 
waterbodies of utilized during the nineteenth century, 
navigability was gauged according to access by steamboats. 
In 1835 and 1852 William Shaffer constructed locks on Bayou 
Black as part of an agreement with the Barataria and 
Lafourche Canal Co. to improve the navigability of Bayou 
Black. Prior to 1835 the bayou was plied by steamboats, 
keelboats, flatboats, timber rafts, skiffs, sloops, and 
pirogues. This earlier navigation, however was hindered by 
periods of low water and by numerous stumps, logs and other 
obstructions. As his payment for construction and 
maintenance of the locks, Shaffer charged a toll on each 
boat that traveled through the locks (Figure 3-79) .
This suit was filed after the plaintiffs refused to pay 
a toll at one of Shaffer's locks. Plaintiffs claimed that 
Bayou Black was a naturally navigable stream, and therefore 
the locks were unnecessary. Also at question was the 
legality of the contract between Shaffer and the Lafourche 
and Terrebonne Navigation Company. The lower court had 
ruled in favor of the plaintiffs because, although 
navigability was restricted by fluctuations in water level, 
the stream had been used for commerce prior to construction 
of the locks. The Supreme Court ruled that the construction 
of the locks transferred the stream from a "comparatively 
unnavigable" state to a navigable one. One issue that the 
court did not address was whether or not this change from 
comparatively unnavigable to obviously navigable implied
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Figure 3-79. Rules and regulations for Bayou Black Locks 
(Boykin and Lang v. Shaffer. Terrebonne Parish 
Courthouse, case No. 1532).
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State ownership of the stream bottom. By the Federal 
standards of today, a stream that can be made navigable "by 
reasonable improvement" is considered navigable (U.S. v. 
Appalachian Electric Power Company, 311 US 377) . Also 
implied, though not expressly stated, was the assumption 
that navigability assumes use by steamboats. The witness 
testimony demonstrated that although steamboat travel was 
restricted to periods of high water prior to construction of 
the locks, other watercraft, including pirogues, keelboats, 
skiffs and flatboats, could navigate the channel in periods 
of lesser water depth. The navigability issue for Bayou 
Black was clearly related to the use of the channel as a 
major transportation route between the Attakapas country and 
New Orleans, and the goal of the Lafourche and Terrebonne 
Navigation Company clearly was to establish a route for 
steamboat travel.
The locks improved navigation above Houma, and the 
channel could be navigated by steamboats at least as far as 
William Shaffer's Ardoyne plantation, located about four 
miles above Houma. Apparently Shaffer also owned land below 
Ardoyne plantation immediately northeast of Houma. The 
steamboat Archer, owned by Shaffer, traveled the upper 
section of Bayou Black after construction of the locks. 
Eventually "the upper bayou became no more than a ditch, 
usable only during the rainy season, and then only by 
flatboats" (Becnel 1989:108; Bovkin and Lang v. Shaffer. 
Wallis testimony).
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Despite numerous references to commercial watercraft on 
Bayou Black, none of the trial witnesses mentioned vessel 
draft. From the Ship Registers and Enrollments of New 
Orleans. Louisiana (WPA Vol. 4), the following information 
was obtained for three Bayou Black steamboats mentioned by
witnesses during the trial:
BOAT LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH OF
Houma 97' 14' 4.3'
Live Oak 112.7' 00rH 4.0'
Excel 97 14' 3.0'
Although the draft of these watercraft was not 
recorded, as with most boat types the draft of steamboats 
was less than the depth of hold. The customary draft of 
flatboats and keelboats was less than 3 feet (see Chapter 4) 
while the drafts of skiffs and pirogues certainly was less 
than one foot.
In March of 1993 the author traveled along the stretch 
of Bayou Black that was involved in the dispute. Ardoyne 
plantation house, owned by William Shaffer, is about 6 miles 
above the big bend of Bayou Black at Houma. Bayou Cane and 
Ouiski Bayou enter Bayou Black about 3 miles above the bend 
(Figure 3-78) . Today the lower 3 mile portion of Bayou 
Black above Houma is about 60 feet wide and 5 to 6 ft deep
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as far up as the fork with Bayou Cane (Figure 3-80) . This 
section below Bayou Cane has been dredged in recent years. 
Above that point the water covered portion of the channel 
varies from about 5 ft to about 20 ft wide, and at most 
driveways crossings it is constricted down to a 3 ft 
culvert. The section near Ardoyne plantation is completely 
filled in at some locations (Figure 3-81). About 0.5 mi 
below Ardoyne plantation house the channel is overgrown with 
willows and appears in a somewhat "natural" state. At that 
point the water covered portion of the channel is about 20 
ft wide and 1.0 ft deep (Figure 3-82). Below Houma the 
channel is at least 70 ft wide and 6 or 7 ft deep (Figure 3- 
83) , but the channel is occasionally blocked by road 
crossings, some which restrict flow by levees and culverts. 
The portion of the channel near the former plantation of 
Boykin and Lang (about 3 mi below Houma) could easily be 
considered navigable today if obstructions were removed. 
The section in front of Ardoyne plantation, however, is 
clearly not navigable and could not be made so again without 
essentially redredging the old channel.
Thus it appears that since Bayou Black was deemed 
navigable after reasonable improvements were made during the 
nineteenth century, then the channel should still be 
considered navigable along those portions that still carry
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Figure 3-80. Sounding Bayou Black from bridge near 
intersection with Bayou Cane (March 28, 1993).
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Figure 3-81. Filled in portion of Bayou Black immediately 
south of Ardoyne Plantation house (March 28, 1993)
Figure 3-82. "Natural" state of Bayou Black about 1/2 mile 
south of Ardoyne Plantation house (March 28, 1993) .
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Figure 3-83. Bayou Black at Mandalay Bridge about 3 miles 
southwest of Houma (March 28, 1993).
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water, and the state owns the bottoms below the mean low 
water line. The portion of Bayou Black above Houma is an 
excellent example of a waterway that has been extensively 
modified through a combination of human and natural causes. 
The obviously dredged portion from the mouth of Bayou Cane 
down to the big bend at Houma is probably similar to the 
condition of the channel at the time the locks were 
operating. Modern navigation is prevented by driveway 
culverts and bridges but not by the size of the channel. By 
contrast, the section of channel above the mouth of Bayou 
Cane is today little more than a ditch. Due to the 
extensive channel modifications and culturally influenced 
filling, it is now difficult to determine what the natural 
channel would have looked like in its natural state. Bayou 
Black is illustrative of the extreme variability in channel 
width and depth that can occur along a channel has been 
deemed navigable, and such extremes in modern channel 
conditions are indicative of some of the difficulties faced 
by the courts in trying to determine navigability for 
streams of similar characteristics.
Hospital Road Canal
D'Albora v. Garcia (1962: # 193)
The Hospital Road Canal is unique because, unlike all 
other waterbodies examined in this study, it is entirely
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man-made. D'Albora v. Garcia (155 So. 2d 911) is one of 
only a few Louisiana Court of Appeal cases selected in this 
investigation. This case was selected for study because the 
canal was constructed by the State in part on State property 
and because the ruling has some implications for similar 
waterbodies on other State property. The decision is also 
important because the canal was deemed an arm of the sea. 
Hospital Road Canal was dredged as a borrow pit during 
construction of a roadbed that crossed State land adjacent 
to Fort Pike in Orleans Parish (Figure 3-84) . The canal 
excavation appears to be related to Hwy 90 construction 
which took place prior to 1933 (Rordam, R.P. "Portion of 
Ground Situated in T.S. 10 S. R. 15 E", 1933). The canal 
was approximately 2,000 feet long, 60 feet wide, and 4 to 5 
feet deep. It originated along the west side of U.S. Hwy 
90, where it is oriented north-south paralleling the 
highway. The canal makes a 90 degree turn toward the west 
and enters Lake Pontchartrain west of Fort Pike. The 
Hospital Road was so named because it lead to the site of 
the military hospital used by the soldiers who lived at Fort 
Pike. The hospital was constructed on the site of old Fort 
Petite Coquilles, a small fortification built along the 
shore of Lake Pontchartrain by U.S. forces in 1813 (Castille 
1982:Chapter 2).
Hospital Road Canal was constructed in part on private 
land and in part on State land. The defendant, Garcia, 
owned the land along the shore of Lake Pontchartrain at the
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Figure 3-84. Hospital Road Canal shown on 1976 Rigolets 7.5' 
quadrangle map.
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mouth of the canal (Figure 3-85) . The State owned most of 
the central portion of the canal. The plaintiff, D'Albora, 
owned land at the canal terminus near Hwy 90. The suit was 
filed after a disagreement between the plaintiff and 
defendant. At the time of the dispute the defendant had 
erected a bridge over the canal, and the openings between 
bridge pilings were 8 to 9 feet wide. The defendant 
subsequently blocked the mouth of the canal by closing up 
these openings, and he refused to allow the plaintiff access 
to his property from Lake Pontchartrain via the canal.
In its 1962 decision the Court ruled that hospital road 
canal was a navigable waterway. Navigability was not 
affected by ownership of the bottoms or beds of waterways. 
During the trial witnesses testified that the canal had been 
used by boats since its construction, a period in excess of 
30 years. Although very little evidence was presented to 
demonstrate commercial use of the canal, the court concluded 
that:
the capability of use by the public for the 
purposes of transportation and commerce affords 
the true criterion of navigability rather than 
the extent and manner of use. ... Nor...does the
lack of commercial traffic preclude a conclusion 
of navigability where personal or private use by 
boats demonstrates the navigability of the stream 
for a type of commercial navigation. (144 So. 2d 
914)
The boats that traveled the canal ranged in length from 
14 feet to 23 feet and the deepest draft was a lugger 
drawing 3.5 to 4 feet. Although the trial testimony did not 
clearly discern whether commercial fishing was conducted
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Figure 3-85. Aerial photograph of Hospital Road Canal taken 
at time of D'Albora v. Garcia trial (courtesy of 
attorney George van Geffon, Slidell).
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within the canal, boats did enter the canal "for the purpose 
of fishing or crabbing, as well as, on occasion, to find 
shelter from the stormy waters of the lake" (144 So. 2d 
914) . The boat identified as a lugger was surely a 
commercial oysterboat that used the canal as a port. The 
ruling is significant because it emphasizes susceptibility 
for commerce rather than actual commercial use, and because 
recreational watercraft are used to demonstrate potential 
use by similar sized commercial watercraft.
The final significant conclusion of the D'Albora 
decision was that the canal was classified as an arm of the 
sea (144 So. 2d 911) . The waters of the canal ebb and flow 
regularly, just as in Lake Pontchartrain. The importance of 
this part of the decision is that such a classification has 
generally not been applied by the courts to man-made 
waterways.
Today Hospital Road canal is in much the same condition 
as it was at the time of the trial. Camps and houses still 
line the lower end of the canal, and most south bank camp 
owners have constructed bridges across the canal to allow 
access from the only road leading to the area (Figure 3-86) . 
The D'Albora camp and Garcia camp are both still standing 
today. The camp bridges appear to restrict access along the 
canal to relatively small boats, but none of the bridges 
appear to totally block it. The canal now appears to be 
only 30 to 40 feet wide.
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Figure 3-86. Wooden bridges leading to camps on Hospital 
Road Canal. Facing west (March 4, 1993) .
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From the available jurisprudence it is obvious that 
Louisiana has a wealth of cases involving waterbottoms 
ownership issues. These cases date back to at least 1811, 
a year before Louisiana became a state. The earlier cases 
usually involved disputes over rights to perform 
navigability improvements and to collect tolls for payment 
of those improvements. Although relatively small commercial 
watercraft such as skiffs, keelboats, and flatboats were 
acknowledged in several early nineteenth century lawsuits, 
in cases involving navigability issues, the schooner or 
paddlewheel steamboat definition was generally accepted as 
the standard by which navigability was determined. The 
Louisiana Supreme Court did not recognize fishing boats or 
other small commercial watercraft as primary evidence for 
proving navigability until the 1930s.
The intent of this investigation was to examine a 
variety of cases that addressed waterbottoms ownership 
issues. For certain types of inland and coastal 
waterbottoms ownership issues, Louisiana courts have been 
very consistent in their decisions. For example, courts 
have consistently ruled in favor of State ownership for 
erosion along arms of the sea and for accretion along the 
seashore. On the other hand, for inland streams the courts 
have varied in their determinations over time, with more 
recent decisions adopting a definition of navigable waters
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that is similar to that recognized in Federal courts. It is 
difficult to discern clear trends in Louisiana jurisprudence 
because at times the courts have ruled in favor of private 
interests while at other times they have ruled in favor of 
public interests. This vacillation is particularly evident 
for waterbottoms ownership along the coast. In some
instances, apparent trends in court rulings have been 
reversed by landmark decisions. Such was the case regarding 
ownership of eroded bottoms and accretion within channel 
lakes (i.e., State v. Placid) and for eroded or subsided 
patent lands along the Gulf (i.e., Gulf v. State).
While some court decisions appear to be inconsistent 
with earlier jurisprudence, much of the confusion arises 
from a lack of clear legislative definitions for "arm of the 
sea," "tidelands," and other terms that are applied to 
waterbottoms ownership. In Chapter 4, the author addresses 
the definition of commerce, a term for which Louisiana 
courts have given a wide variety of meanings.
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CHAPTER 4: NAVIGABILITY AS A FACTOR IN DETERMINING 
WATERBOTTOM OWNERSHIP
The focus of this chapter is on navigability as a means 
of determining ownership of waterbottoms. Navigability, 
erosion, subsidence, accretion, and tidal influence are all 
factors that must be considered when determining waterbottom 
ownership. For inland waterbodies, and to an increasing 
extent for coastal waterbodies as well, navigability has 
become the single most important issue for determining the 
limits of State owned waterbottoms. For this reason, 
emphasis is being placed here on several approaches that 
have been or can be used to determine whether a waterbody is 
navigable. This section also emphasizes the commercial 
aspect of waterborne activity. Other types of evidence such 
as historical cartography, land office records, tax records, 
and aerial photography are also important. No attempt is 
made to provide an exhaustive study of all the means 
available for engaging in waterbottoms ownership research. 
The intent here is to illustrate only a few methods that can 
be used to demonstrate navigability and the implied State 
ownership that is associated with it.
269
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Selected Rvamples of Commerce as Viewed bv 
Louisiana Courts
As noted previously, commerce generally refers to the 
transfer of goods or people. In making determinations of 
navigability, Louisiana courts have recognized many forms of 
commerce, and the following discussion will concentrate on 
several forms that either have been or presently are 
important to making navigability determinations on South 
Louisiana waterbodies.
Logging
Logging was selected for elaboration for several 
reasons. First it is an old form of commerce, dating back 
to the eighteenth century in Louisiana. Second, in some 
respects it is a non-typical form of waterborne commerce 
because it often does not involve use of a boat or other 
means of formal watercraft. As a non-typical type, log 
floating lends itself to comparison with other types of 
commerce where more traditional watercraft (i.e., boats) are 
used. Third, it represents a form of commerce that for all 
practical purposes is now extinct in Louisiana. For this 
reason it is becoming more difficult to apply float logging 
as a test for navigability. Although relatively few 
Louisiana navigability cases have involved log floating, in 
many states the log float test is still considered to be a
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standard by which navigability determinations are made. 
Finally, log floating was selected because it is a good 
example of an inland form of commerce that, although not 
exclusive to upland areas, is generally not as common in the 
lowlying coastal zone as in upland areas. Commercial 
activity on upland waterbodies, particularly on streams, is 
relatively uncommon compared to activity on streams, lakes 
and bays along the coast.
The Treatment of Logging in Louisiana Court Decisions
Relatively few Louisiana court cases have recognized 
logging as a legitimate means of commerce to the extent that 
log floating is considered to be evidence of navigability. 
Log floating is certainly an ancient form of commerce, and 
it has been cited in some of the earliest Louisiana 
litigation involving navigability. Restrictions on the 
floating of logs were included in the evidence for the case 
of Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner Amelia (7 Mart. 571). 
In a set of Orleans Navigation Co. regulations dating to 
about 1820, loose logs and rafts were strictly forbidden in 
the Carondelet Canal (Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner 
Amelia. NOPL, 1st JDC No. 2819; Appendix F) . Such 
recognition that log floating represented one of many types 
of waterborne commerce was not unusual. However, in only a 
few instances have Louisiana courts recognized logging as a 
primary means of commerce significant enough to deem a
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waterbody to be navigable. Of the cases examined for this 
study, only three have cited logging as a primary factor in 
rendering a navigability decision: Ingram v. St. Tammany (20 
La. Ann. 226) , Ramsey River Road v. Reeves (396 So. 2d 873) , 
and State v. Two O'clock Bavou Land Co. (365 So. 2d 1175). 
In a fourth case, Amite Gravel & Sand v. Roseland Gravel 
(148 La. 704), logging was described but was not treated by 
the Court as being significant enough for determining 
navigability. It is noteworthy that although logging may 
have been an important factor in determining navigability in 
these cases, in every instance logging was not the only 
means of commerce involved. In both of the Bogue Falaya 
River cases (Ingram v. St. Tammany and Ramsev River Road v. 
Reeves) the waterbody in question was also traveled by 
flatboats and schooners that also were engaged in commerce. 
In the State v. Two 0.Clock Bavou case, the Court implied 
that the evidence for logging was less important than 
evidence that the waterbody was utilized by commercial 
fishermen.
Landmark Logging Cases in Other States
Because of the dearth of Louisiana navigability cases 
involving logging, Louisiana courts frequently cite cases in 
other states where logging activities are more prevalent. 
Both state and federal cases are cited, and those areas of 
the country with a long historical tradition of logging
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practices often produce the more important precedent setting
judgements. In the 1849 Brown v . Chadbourne decision (31
Me. 2), the Supreme Court of Maine established that "When a
stream is inherently, and in its nature, capable of being
used for the purposes of commerce, for the floating of
vessels, boats rafts or logs, the public easement exists"
(31 Me. 2) . This decision was also important because it
pointed out the difficulty of restricting public use to
those waterways that are navigable at all times during all
seasons of the year. The "ordinary state of water" on many
of Maine's largest rivers was such that the flow was
insufficient to allow log floatage. The only practical
times for floating timber were during spring and fall and at
other periods of high water. Such a narrow definition of
navigability, the Court argued, was not adequate for streams
where some commerce was restricted to times of high water.
The court summarized it's position.-
A test so rigid and severe, as that required by 
the instruction requested, would annihilate the 
public character of all our fresh rivers, for
many miles in their course, from their sources
towards the ocean. The timber floated upon our 
waters to market is of great value, and neither 
the law nor public policy requires the adoption 
of a rule, which would so greatly limit their 
use, for that purpose.
The right to the use of the stream in question, 
must prevail, whenever it may be exercised, at 
any state of the water. (31 Maine 23)
Since 1849 courts in other states have relied on the
Brown v . Chadbourne decision to form decisions involving
logging activities on water. This decision weighed heavily
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in the 1853 Moore v. Sanborne (2 Mich. 519) decision by the
Michigan Supreme Court. Of all the state courts, Michigan
court decisions have perhaps been most influential in
matters regarding logging and navigability. In effect the
Moore decision expanded Michigan's common-law rule of
navigability, which formerly included only waterways usable
by commercial ships. With the Moore decision, navigable
waterways also included those capable of floating logs or
timber. Like the Brown v. Chadbourne decision, Moore v.
Sanborne reiterated the relationship between logging and the
seasonal use of streams, and it further defined the term
"ordinary stage". According the Michigan court,
An ordinary stage can not be construed as meaning 
a continual stage nor an average stage. Such 
stage, common experience teaches us, varies with 
the seasons. An ordinary stage in the summer 
months is very different from an ordinary stage 
in the spring and autumn months. The term has 
relation rather to the susceptibility of a stream 
for use, in a natural condition, without the 
application of artificial means, as dams for the 
purpose of flooding, than to a continuous 
capacity for floatage, and is used in 
contradistinction from an extraordinary and 
unnatural stage. That which occurs periodically 
can hardly be said to be unusual, much less 
extraordinary. (Moore v. Sanborne 59 Mich. 216)
The Court further noted that "easement of public for
transportation purposes over a stream is not destroyed
because such stream can not be used for that purpose at an
ordinary stage of the water at all seasons of the year" (59
Mich. 210) . By easement the Court means a public servitude
or right to use a waterbody even though the waterbottoms may
be owned privately. Perhaps the most significant innovation
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of the Moore decision was its comment that "capacity for 
floatage" was just as important as actual public use (59 
Mich. 209) . This idea was virtually codified in Federal 
courts after the U.S. Supreme Court issued its Daniel Ball 
decision in 1871 (10 Wall 557).
As with the Brown decision, the Moore decision has 
influenced both federal courts and courts in other states. 
Brown has been reaffirmed by many subsequent Michigan 
decisions, including Thunder Bav v. Speechly in 1875 (9
Mich. 2d 335), Collins v. Gerhardt in 1926 (211 Northwestern 
115) , and Bott v. Natural Resources Commission in 1982 (415 
Mich. 45) . The Bott decision is perhaps most important 
because, although it reaffirms the log float test for 
navigability, the dissenting justices used this decision to 
propose the adoption of a "recreational-boating test of 
navigability" (415 Mich. 48). Such a test would liberalize 
Michigan's navigability guidelines and open many privately 
owned waterbottoms to public use.
The acceptance of seasonal log floating as evidence of 
navigability has occurred in many other states including 
Alabama (Morrison v. Coleman. 87 Ala. 655; Lewis v. Coffee 
County. 77 Ala. 190; Rhodes v. Otis 33 Ala. 578), New York 
(Ten Eyck v. Warwick. 82 N.Y. 562) ; Morgan v . King. 35 N.Y. 
458), Ohio (Hickok v. Hine. 23 Ohio 523), Oregon (Kamm v. 
Normand. 50 Or. 9; 91 Pac. 448), and West Virginia (Gaston 
v. Mace. 33 W.Va. 14). Only a few state courts appear to 
have rejected the argument that a stream need not be
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floatable all year to be deemed navigable (Cardwell v. 
Sacramento County 79 Calif. 347).
Federal court decisions involving logging are not as 
common as in state courts, mainly because Federal courts are 
more concerned with interstate commerce and float logging 
often falls under the category of intrastate commerce. Two 
of the more important decisions are Clark v. Pigeon River 
Improvement Slide & Boom Co. (52 Fed. 2d 550) and Wisconsin 
Public Service Com, v. Federal Power Commission (147 Fed. 2d 
743). In both decisions logging was accepted as a form of 
commerce, and in the Clark decision the seasonal nature of 
the commerce was acknowledged.
These selected decisions provide a summary of the vast 
jurisprudence in other states available for Louisiana 
courts. During this study, no Louisiana court decisions 
were found that could be considered precedent setters for 
navigability involving log floating.
Historical Logging Practices
Float Logging
Although Louisiana courts have accepted log floating as 
a legitimate form of commerce, very little information is 
available on the types and sizes of waterways utilized 
during log floating. Essentially, Louisiana had two major 
types of trees that were practical to float: cypress and
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pine. Cypress is a lowland tree while pine grows in 
uplands. Cypress can only be floated after the tree has 
been deadened and allowed to dry before felling (Bryant 
1923:100). Float logging was the most common means of 
getting timber to mill during the nineteenth century. 
Industrial logging methods were introduced during the late 
nineteenth century, and after 1880 railroad logging and 
pullboat logging began to replace the more traditional form 
of float logging. Cypress and pine were floated to mill in 
one of two ways: either as loose logs or tied together as 
rafts or cribs. In Louisiana rafting or cribbing was the 
more common method used, and the size of the log rafts 
generally reflected the size of the stream being utilized.
When float logging is involved, the critical question 
for determining navigability is "What size stream is 
necessary to float logs?" Technically, any stream 
sufficient to float logs, even if they are single file, 
might be considered large enough to be deemed navigable. 
There are no guidelines as to what constitutes commercial 
float logging. Logging operations vary according to the 
volume of timber, the number of logs, the size of logs, and 
the frequency of floating.
The State of Idaho has legislatively defined logs and 
timber as "any cut timber having a diameter in excess of six 
(6) inches; high water is defined as the time of year when 
the stream normally carries its greatest volume" (Southern 
Idaho Fish and Game Assoc, v. Picabo Livestock. Inc. . 96
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Idaho 362) . Louisiana has no similar law to define 
commercial logging, leaving the chore of creating 
definitions to the courts. In both cypress and pine
logging, it was standard practice to float logs singly down 
small streams called float roads. Float roads were
sometimes natural channels but at other times were formed by 
dredging and/or clearing away vegetation in a low-lying area 
that was subject to flooding during high water (Mancil 
1972:62,88; Bryant 1923:144). Frequently log cribs were 
formed along floatable streams at points where logs were 
dragged overland to a dump along the stream, or at the point 
where a float road entered the larger stream.
According to at least one logging expert, streams were 
generally considered to be navigable if they were of 
sufficient size to accommodate log rafts, particularly since 
rafting was considered "compulsory on navigable streams" 
(Bryant 1923:383). However, not all logs were cribbed or 
rafted even on larger streams, despite the regulations of 
the Federal Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 which made it 
unlawful to float loose timber on streams navigated by 
steamboats "in such a manner as to obstruct, impede, or 
endanger navigation" (Bryant 1923:419). Some loggers 
preferred floating their timber loose, though this method 
often meant a greater loss of timber due to sinking or 
escape. Throughout the nineteenth century log floating was 
a seasonal activity, taking place only during high water 
seasons or after freshets. For example, on the Sabine River
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along the Louisiana-Texas border, log floating was confined
to the high water period which lasted only about three
«
months out of the year (Executive Documents 1881:1197-1198) .
Log rafts varied in size from 3 or 4 logs wide to over 
20, with size dependent upon the width of the waterbody and 
the ability of the loggers to steer the raft downstream. On 
the Bogue Falaya River rafts were constructed about 10 to 12 
feet wide and they draw 15 to 16 inches of water (Ingram v. 
St. Tammany. UNO Library, Supreme Court Collection, Docket 
1651, Thomas Mortee testimony, p. 30)
Watercraft
Pine and cypress log rafts on the Sabine were sometimes 
steered by loggers who guided them with long poles. 
Sometimes rafts were towed by small steam or gas powered 
launches (Figures 4-1 and 4-2) . Rafting and towing by small 
launches also occurred in cypress swamps such as the 
Atchafalaya Basin (Coulon 1888:26; American Lumberman 
1905:46,62; Mancil 1972:83). Figures 4-3 and 4-4 illustrate 
a small tow boat used by the Ramos Lumber Co. near Morgan 
City. Figure 4-5 is a photo of the Olive Jeanette, a 
gasoline launch built in 1926 by the Lutcher and Moore 
Cypress Lumber Co. in St. James Parish. This boat 24 feet 
long, 8 feet wide and has a maximum (loaded) draft of 24 
inches. After the mill closed Lutcher and Moore expanded 
into the fur-trapping business and used the Olive Jeanette
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Figure 4-1. Steam tugs in Sabine River at Orange, Texas, in 
1897 (courtesy Dr. Howard C. Williams, Orange, Texas).
Figure 4-2. "The End of the Logging Era! The last raftsmen 
or lumberjacks to bring logs down the Sabine River in 
1930 pose for their picture" (Block 1978:79-80).
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Figure 4-3. Ramos Lumber Co. gas launch towing log raft near 
Morgan City, Louisiana, during the early twentieth 
century. (Morgan City Archives, Lumbering file MS 26, 
folder 20-A, Ramos Lumber Co.)
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Figure 4-4. Ramos Lumber Co. gas launch, approximately 25 
feet long, near Morgan City, Louisiana, during the 
early twentieth century. (Morgan City Archives, 
Lumbering file MS 26, folder 20-A, Ramos Lumber Co.)
Figure 4-5. The Olive Jeanette. Restored 24 foot launch 
built for the Lutcher & Moore Cypress Lumber Co., 
Lutcher, Louisiana, in 1926. Documentation provided by 
St. James Historical Society, Gramercy, La. (June 30, 
1991).
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for hauling furs to market (Haydel 1988:82). Although 
fairly common in late nineteenth and early twentieth century- 
logging operations, this small type of tow boat has been 
virtually ignored by most studies of Louisiana logging 
practices. The use of small gas powered logging tow boats 
was described in witness testimony in the Amite Gravel and 
Sand v. Roseland Gravel case along the Tangipahoa River 
(Amite Gravel and Sand Co. v. Roseland Gravel Co.. Ford 
Simms testimony, Vol 2, pp. 351-353; Andrew Edwards 
testimony, Vol. 1, p. 202) and also the. The small tow 
boats on the Tangipahoa were described as 20 to 30 foot long 
launches. Launches of that size were described as having 
drafts of 2 to 3 feet (Amite Gravel & Sand v. Roseland 
Gravel. Ford Simms testimony, Vol. 2, pp. 351-354). Small 
motorized logging tow boats were also reported along Two 
O'clock Bayou (State v. Two O'clock Bavou Land Co. . Joe 
Elder testimony, pp. 140-150). The boats along Two O'clock 
Bayou were described as "putt putts", a term for a bateau or 
launch with an inboard one or two cycle engine. Atchafalaya 
Basin loggers frequently used bateaux that ranged from about 
20 to 25 feet long and 3.5 to 4 feet wide (Phillip Allen, 
retired logger and fisherman, personal communication, March 
6 , 1993) . Boats of that size had drafts of less than 2 
feet. A restored 22 foot long bateau with a putt-putt 
engine, similar in size to the ones used in the Atchafalaya 
Basin, is shown in Figure 4-6. In addition to tow boats, 
loggers also used skiffs or bateaus to ferry crew members
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Figure 4-6. Phil Aucoin's 22 foot long restored bateau, 
Antique Boat Show, Tickfaw River, Louisiana (May 2, 
1992) .
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(Figure 4-7) and pirogues to reach the trees selected for 
cutting (Figure 4-8).
Commercial Fishing
Commercial fishing was selected for study for several 
reasons. First, it represents a form of commerce that has 
generally been overlooked by Louisiana jurisprudence, 
especially during the nineteenth century. Second, it is a 
very significant type of commerce in terms of gross income. 
Louisiana commercial fishing has been a multimillion dollar 
industry for over 50 years. Third, it is important because 
of its relationship to changes in waterbody morphology, 
particularly along the eroding coastline. As coastal 
marshes open up to form lakes and bays, coastal commercial 
fishermen move into the newly formed waterbodies because 
that is where the fish are. Finally, it represents a form 
that is found both in inland and coastal environments. 
Because commercial fishing occurs throughout the study area, 
comparisons can be made to identify potential regional 
variations in the types of craft used and the modes of 
transportation.
Legal Background
A review was made of Louisiana jurisprudence in an 
attempt to locate examples of waterbottoms disputes in which
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Figure 4-7. "Colored Swampers Going to the Woods, Upper 
Grand River - Parish of Iberville, La." (Coulon 
1888:32b).
Figure 4-8. "Breaking Out, Parish of St. Martin, La." Note 
lumberjack on cypress log, towing his pirogue (Coulon 
1888:20b)
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commercial fishing was cited as evidence. Surprisingly few 
cases were found that included commercial fishing as 
evidence of navigability. Cases in which commercial oyster 
fishing was mentioned but not used as evidence to 
demonstrate navigability include Chauvin v. Louisiana Oyster 
Commission (121 La. 10), Morgan v. Negodich (40 La. Ann. 
246) , and Bendich v. Scobel (107 La. 242) . In most of these 
cases the concern of the courts was the interpretation of 
the various Oyster Statutes which gave the riparian property 
owner the right to grow oysters on waterbottoms adjacent to 
his land down to the low water mark. In Bendich v. Scobel 
the primary issue was trespass, and although navigability of 
Bayou La Chute and Bastian Bay were suggested by testimony, 
no reference was made suggesting that oyster boats were 
considered to be commercial in nature. In Louisiana Land & 
Fisheries Co. v. Gasouet where the evidence was overwhelming 
in support of commercial oyster fishing, the Court did 
acknowledge that the waterbottoms in dispute were public 
lands because the bay was "navigable for luggers of seven 
tons' burden during the highest tide" (13 So. 172) .
By acknowledging oyster production in coastal waters, 
both the courts and the Legislature have often implied 
navigability without specifically stating it. For example, 
Act 106 of 1886 acknowledged that natural oyster reefs were 
owned by the State even though these beds might be exposed 
at low tide (Appendix A) . This act also stated that the 
"beds of the rivers, bayous, creeks, lakes, coves, inlets
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and sea marshes bordering on the Gulf of Mexico ... may be
used as a common by all the people of the State for the
purposes of fishing and of taking and catching oysters and
other shell fish." In Act 110 of 1892 the Legislature
similarly declared:
That all beds of the rivers, bayous, creeks, 
lakes, coves and inlets bordering on the Gulf of 
Mexico, and all that part of the Gulf of Mexico 
within the jurisdiction of this state shall 
continue and remain the property of the state,
*** and may be used as a common by all citizens 
of the state for the purposes of fishing and 
taking and catching oysters and other shell 
fish...and the citizens of this state shall have 
the exclusive privilege to fish or take oysters 
in any natural bed or shoal. . . (State y. Bayou 
Johnson Oyster Co. 58 So.409)
Although the Legislature and various State courts have 
addressed the issue of oyster fishing as a form of commerce, 
no examples were found that treated other forms of fishing 
in a similar manner. No cases were located in which a 
coastal waterbody was determined navigable because it was 
being traveled by a commercial fisherman other than oyster 
fishermen. For inland waterbodies two good examples were 
found: State v. Jefferson Island Salt Mining Co. (183 La. 
304) and State v. Two O'Clock Bavou Land Co. (365 So. 2d 
1175). In State v. Jefferson Island Salt Mining Co. Lake 
Peigneur and Petite Bayou were deemed navigable in part 
because they were navigated by boats used by commercial 
fishermen, alligator hunters, and oyster fishermen (see 
discussion in Chapter 3) . In State v. Two O'clock Bayou 
Land Co. . Two O'Clock Bayou was determined navigable in part
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because it was traveled by a commercial fisherman in a 14 
foot Joe boat (see discussion in Chapter 3) . These two 
cases are the best examples of Louisiana court acceptance of 
commercial fishing as a legitimate means of commerce. More 
recently the Supreme Court ruled in 1992 on a case involving 
commercial crawfishermen who operated along the Atchafalaya 
River. Although the Court ruled that the waterbody in 
dispute was not a navigable waterway, the Court did 
acknowledge crawfishing as a commercial activity conducted 
by boat (State v. Barras 615 So. 2d 285).
Historical Evidence of Commercial Fishing
Commercial fishing has been practiced in Louisiana 
since the eighteenth century. Although commercial fishing 
was common around developing urban areas, the practice is 
sometimes difficult to verify historically. It is even more 
difficult to determine the types of watercraft used by 
commercial fishermen during the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. Among the species caught commercially 
were oysters, shrimp, crabs, and virtually every type of 
fish available. Between 1796 and 1802 James Pitot noted 
commercial oyster fishermen who lived at Terre aux Boeufs in 
Plaquemines Parish and sold oysters in New Orleans (Pitot 
1979:113). In 1819 James Cathcart reported fishermen 
collecting oysters near Belle Isle for sale in the 
Atchafalaya and Teche regions. Fish and turtles for the New
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Orleans market were being caught as far away as Isle 
Derniere in Terrebonne Parish (Prichard et al. 1945:803,808; 
Newton 1985:88,143) . According to de Grummond, when British 
forces reconnoitered Bayou Bienvenu prior to the Battle of 
New Orleans in 1814, they encountered fishermen who carried 
their fish by pirogue to DeLaronde's and Villere's canals 
then to the markets in New Orleans by wagon (de Grummond 
1961:69) . An 1842 military reconnaissance recorded a canal 
in the Barataria region which was "dug for the purpose of 
conveying fish and ducks to the New Orleans market" 
(Williams 1842).
These few examples provide only a hint of the 
importance of commercial fishing throughout Louisiana's 
history. Since the colonial period, commercial fishing has 
been an important and valuable industry and it certainly 
represents a legitimate form of commerce.
Recreational Boat Use as a Replacement for Commercial
Boat Use
Recreational use of waterbodies was selected for study 
for several reasons. First, it represents a highly 
controversial topic in that recreational boat use has not 
been accepted by Louisiana courts as a legitimate argument 
for navigability. Second, recreational use has been offered 
in some states as a replacement for the log float test that 
still stands in many areas as the standard by which streams
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are tested for navigability. And finally, it was selected
because it is a rapidly expanding phenomenon. In Louisiana
recreational boats now number in the tens of thousands and
they outnumber commercial boats by a factor of about 2 to 1 .
With the expanded use of recreational boats comes expanded
public pressure to travel many waterbodies that previously
were considered insignificant.
The recreational test for navigability was not
seriously considered until the U.S. v. Appalachian Electric
Power Co. decision by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1940. As
part of its decision the Court ruled that:
Lack of commercial traffic does not preclude the 
classification of a waterway as a navigable water 
of the United States where personal or private 
use by boats demonstrates its availability for 
the simpler types of commercial navigation. (311 
U.S. 377)
The recreational test has been adopted to varying
degrees by courts in several states, including California,
Idaho, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Missouri,
Oklahoma, and Oregon (Bott v. Natural Resources Commission.
415 Mich. 111-112). In some of these states the
recreational test has been offered as a replacement for the
log float test because floating timber to mills is now
rarely done. According to three dissenting justices in the
Bott case, the main problem with keeping the log float test
was that it was a relict of the past:
Soon there will be no living witnesses available 
to testify as to whether any particular lake or 
stream has ever been used for logging purposes.
The trier of fact will be deprived of any
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probative evidence of logging history to assist 
in making a determination as to navigability of a 
waterway.... Blind adherence to precedent by rote 
application of the log flotation test ignores the 
reality of current conditions and needs of the 
public. (415 Mich. 109-110)
In some states the distinction between navigable and 
nonnavigable, for all practical purposes, has become a 
distinction between public and private. This distinction is 
particularly evident in court rulings in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. As early as 1893 the Minnesota Supreme Court was 
arguing for a more expanded definition of navigable waters 
to include any waters that the public might wish to use for 
boating:
The division of waters into navigable and 
nonnavigable is merely a method of dividing them 
into public and private, which is the more 
natural classification; and the definition or 
test of navigability to be applied to our inland 
lakes must be sufficiently broad and liberal to 
include all the public uses, including boating 
for pleasure, for which such waters are adapted.
So long as they continue capable of being put to 
any beneficial public use, they are public 
waters. (Lamprey v. Metcalf. 53 N.W. 1139)
This expanded public trust idea later appeared in
Wisconsin court rulings. Quoting a 1946 law review article,
in 1951 the Wisconsin Supreme Court stated that
when it is said that a water is navigable, it is 
merely a different way of saying that it is 
public - public not only for navigation, but for 
hunting, fishing, recreation, and for any other 
lawful purpose. (Muench v. Public Service Comm..
261 Wis. 506)
Thus the recreational use test has been introduced in 
several states that had previously relied upon the log float 
test for determining navigability of waterways. It may be
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noteworthy that most of the states in which the recreational 
test is now applied were major lumber producers during the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The recreational 
use test was introduced because in upland timber producing 
areas, waterborne commerce other than logging is rare, and 
the recreational test provides a convenient means of 
determining which waterways are available for public use.
In Louisiana as in other lumber producing states, the 
lack of commercial activity is particularly obvious along 
waterways where water levels fluctuate drastically such that 
year round use is not possible. Unlike the coastal 
parishes, inland areas do not support an extensive 
commercial fishing industry except along a few major streams 
and floodways. For waterways with no known commercial 
activity now being conducted, a recreational use test 
appears to be a viable alternative. At a minimum, 
recreational watercraft can be used to demonstrate the 
potential or susceptibility of commercial watercraft use, 
particularly in areas where recreational and commercial 
craft are the same size.
Analysis of Commercial Louisiana Watercraft
Since this study is directly related to navigability as 
defined by waterborne commerce, it is important to examine 
the types of Louisiana watercraft that have been used for 
commercial purposes. Previous studies have examined
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eighteenth and nineteenth century watercraft on the 
Mississippi River (Johnson 1963), in south Louisiana 
(Knipmeyer 1956, Comeaux 1972, Pearson et al. 1989), and for 
Louisiana in general (Comeaux 1985). Although all of these 
studies have provided an extensive amount of information on 
folk boats that were used for commercial purposes, none has 
quantitatively addressed the sizes of vessels, and only one 
of these studies has emphasized the identification of 
watercraft used for commercial purposes. For the present 
study, commercial use is very important because commerce is 
the determining factor for navigability. Vessel size, and 
in particular vessel draft, is important when a navigability 
determination is being made for a particular waterbody, 
especially when ownership is being determined for relatively 
shallow waterbodies. The following discussion is an attempt 
to quantify some of the watercraft types known to have 
operated commercially in Louisiana waters. Two underlying 
questions provide guidance for this portion of the study: 1) 
What are the sizes of typical commercial watercraft? and 2) 
What size waterbody can each watercraft type operate in? 
The watercraft data samples used in this study are listed in 
Table 4-1.
Recognized Historical Types of Conwn«=>rr!-ial Watercraft
Many types of watercraft were used and continue to be 
used commercially in south Louisiana. Previous studies of
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Table 4-1. Watercraft Measurement Databases
DATE NUMBER SOURCE COMMENTS
1804-1820 923 Ship Registers and 
Enrollments, New Orleans 
(WPA)
mainly vessels >20 tons
1861-1870 638 Ship Registers and 
Enrollments, New Orleans 
(WPA)
mainly vessels >20 
tons*
1872 528 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
tonnage only; few less 
than 20 tons*
1880 163 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam vessels*
1880 332 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
sail vessels*
1887 139 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
sailing luggers only*
1890 87 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam vessels only*
1899 146 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam & gas vessels 
only*
1899 196 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
sailing luggers only*
1910 309 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam vessels only*
1910 241 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
sailing vessels only*
1920 511 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam & gas vessels 
only*
1930 521 Merchant Vessels of the 
United States
steam & gas vessels 
only*
1887-1902 2262 Occupational Licenses of 
La. (Combouzou 1983)
oyster boats
1992 6226 La. Dept, of Wildlife & 
Fisheries: Boat 
Registration
17 parishes; commercial 
fishing boats only
1992 36,228 La. Dept, of Wildlife & 
Fisheries: Commercial 
Fishing Licenses
17 parishes; commercial 
fishing boats only
1992-93 101 St. Bernard Par. 
commercial fishing survey 
(Castille)
from interviews and 
field examination
TOTAL 49,551
Note: * includes only vessels 100 ft. long or less
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Louisiana commerce have concentrated on cargo being carried 
by larger vessels such as schooners, steamboats, and modern 
freighters that are usually over 100 feet long. It is 
obvious that such large vessels are classified as commercial 
carriers and that the waters they travel are considered 
navigable. For this reason most of the available 
measurements for commercial watercraft are from large 
commercial vessels. The emphasis on larger commercial 
vessels in available data bases is a reflection of Federal 
laws which exempted small commercial watercraft from cargo 
duties and exempted fishing from many commerce regulations. 
Initially the Federal Government only collected commercial 
data on watercraft that were required to be registered, 
enrolled, or licensed. During the early nineteenth century 
all watercraft 2 0 tons and over were tabulated. By the 
third quarter of the nineteenth century the cutoff was 
lowered to 5 tons. This study will concentrate on the 
smaller commercial watercraft because it is the shallower 
waters traveled by small commercial watercraft that are most 
frequently involved in navigability litigation.
The following discussion is not intended to examine 
every known type of watercraft ever engaged in commerce. 
The purpose of this section is to review some of the more 
common boat types that have been important to Louisiana 
commerce from ca. 1800 to the present. The reader is 
referred to the works of Comeaux (1972, 1985), Johnson
(1963), and Knipmeyer (1956) for additional information.
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One of the best early descriptions of boats and
commerce along the lower Mississippi River was made by
William Switzler in 1888. He provides the following summary
of local commerce in the New Orleans area during the 1820s,
shortly after statehood:
The sugar, rice, etc., of the country immediately 
around New Orleans was brought to the city in 
pirogues, skiffs, or boats made from solid logs.
Each planter had his boat, and although it was 
small he could send his crop to market in it - a 
few hogsheads or bales at a time. But little 
record was kept of these arrivals at New Orleans, 
and hence the earlier records, while showing 
accurately how much corn, beef, and other produce 
of the upper Mississippi valley was received, 
gave no record whatever of the receipts of 
Louisiana sugar, molasses, or rice. A striking 
incident of the river commerce of those days was 
the large number of sailing vessels, sloops, 
schooners, and afterwards luggers, engaged in it. 
Nearly all the produce of the country below New 
Orleans was brought to the city in this way. 
(Switzler 1888:197-198)
This observation by Switzler was particularly revealing 
in that it points out the lack of data on local commerce and 
the reasons why researchers find it difficult to verify 
commerce being carried by small watercraft.
Another early description of New Orleans area boats and 
local commerce along the lower Mississippi River can be 
found in a late nineteenth century newspaper account 
(Appendix I) . Watercraft mentioned in this account included 
pirogues, oyster luggers, radeau, chaland or flatboat, 
caboteur, and keelboats.
From various historical accounts and studies done by 
scholars interested in Louisiana watercraft, several common
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folk watercraft types were selected for discussion. 
Although it is not inclusive, this list contains those types 
considered by the author to be most important to local 
commerce. A summary of these types is included below.
Pirocrue
The first type of folk watercraft is a pirogue. 
Although the modern pirogue is a small boat, usually about 
12 feet long or less, the eighteenth century pirogues were 
much more varied in size and capacity. During the colonial 
period Indian made pirogues were commonly about 25 feet 
long, though some were as long as 50 feet. The standard 
width was about 3 feet. A 30 to 40 foot pirogue reportedly 
drew 10 to 12 inches of water empty and 18 inches loaded 
(Johnson 1963:33-34,44). The early pirogues were used by 
the Indians for trading and traveling long distances and 
were soon adopted by the French (Johnson 1963:44-45) . Large 
cargo carrying pirogues were not common after about 1775 
(Knipmeyer 1956:152). Large pirogues were still being used 
to ship pitch and tar across Lake Pontchartrain to New 
Orleans in 1788 (State v. The Orleans Navigation Company 
[1822] witness testimony, p. 35). Although early pirogues 
were dugouts, manufactured from a single tree, by the early 
twentieth century the Anglo residents of Louisiana were 
building pirogues from cypress planks (Knipmeyer 1956:154). 
Boat builders switched to plywood after cypress became
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scarce during the second half of the twentieth century. 
Modern pirogues are used most commonly for fishing and 
trapping (Comeaux 1985:165-166). Despite their non­
seaworthy nature, many pirogues or canoes were used in 
coastal oyster fishing during the nineteenth century along 
the Atlantic coast (Hall 1884:28-29,34-35; Ingersoll 
1887:552) . From court cases it is obvious that during the 
late nineteenth century they were used in Louisiana oyster 
fishing as well (Louisiana Land and Fisheries Co. v. Gasquet 
witness testimony; Appendix E) . The extent to which 
pirogues were employed in Louisiana coastal fishing is not 
clear, but pirogues certainly have been used on inland 
waterbodies by commercial fishermen from the eighteenth 
century up to the present (Figure 4-9).
Skiff
A skiff is a boat with a relatively flat bottom, 
pointed bow and squared stern. Skiffs have long been 
associated with commerce in Louisiana. Although little is 
known about their origin, skiffs were probably used in 
Louisiana long before the nineteenth century (Comeaux 
1985:166) . During the nineteenth century skiffs were used 
by oyster fishermen on both the Atlantic and Gulf coasts 
(Hall 1884:29-33; Ingersoll 1887:519,532,544,548) and were 
certainly used in Louisiana (Louisiana Land and Fisheries 
Co. v. Gasquet witness testimony, Bendich v. Scobel witness
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Figure 4-9. Bayou Sorrel fisherman with plywood pirogue 
(13'8" by 33" by 10") used for commercial crawfishing 
and trot line fishing during the 1960s and 1970s. 
Empty draft was 1 inch; loaded draft was 8 inches 
(March 6 , 1993) .
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testimony, Vujnovich 1974, Wicker 1979, Davis 1992). Use by 
Louisiana oystermen has continued throughout the twentieth 
century, and this proliferation has resulted in the 
development of a wide variety of skiff types and sizes used 
in the oyster trade (Figures 4-10 and 4-11). Skiffs were 
commonly used to haul a wide variety of fruits and other 
goods to market in New Orleans (Carondelet Canal and 
Navigation Co. v. Parker 29 La. Ann. 430 ; Figure 4-12) . 
Skiffs were also used for fishing along inland waterways, 
and because of their wide bottoms were particularly suited 
to commercial net fishing (Figure 4-13). In recent years 
boat builders have switched from the manufacture of plank or 
plywood to aluminum skiffs. Aluminum skiffs have become 
particularly popular among commercial crawfishermen and hoop 
net fishermen in the Atchafalaya Basin (Figures 4-14 and 4- 
15) . Today many of the larger coastal skiffs are being 
constructed with inboard engines and "tunnel hull" 
propellers (Figure 4-16). By cutting the propeller draft by 
1/3 , the tunnel design allows the fisherman to operate in 
shallower water than the traditionally mounted propeller on 
boats equipped with an inboard engine. The tunnel hull 
design was patented in 1939 by New Orleans boat builder 
Andrew Higgins for use on military patrol boats (Allen 
Saltus, Jr., personal communication, September 17, 1993;
U.S. Patent Office 1939 # 2,144,111). Apparently this 
design was not adopted by many commercial fishing boat 
builders until the 1970s.
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Measuring and sacking. The oysters are shoveled into standard wire measures 
then placed in sacks. Each sack, therefore, contains exactly a bushel and a half 
of oysters. After sacking, the oysters are brought to town by luggers. (P h o t o  
hy R. Freitag).
Figure 4-10. "Measuring and Sacking" oysters with a skiff 
(McConnell and Kavanagh 1941:24).
i
Figure 4-11. Fiberglass Lafitte skiff (32' by 12' by 2.5') 
with tunnel hull and oyster dredges, Hopedale, 
Plaquemines Parish. Empty draft 1 foot; loaded draft 
2.2 feet (December 10, 1992).
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Figure 4-12. "Sicilian Fruit-Sellers". Skiffs used to deliver fruit to New
Orleans markets (Tulane University, Howard Tilton Library, Louisiana £
Collection: Photographs, from Daily Picayune July 22, 1871). oj
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Figure 4-13. "Seining in Lake Verret, Assumption Parish". 
Fishermen using skiffs (Conservation Commission of 
Louisiana 1914:78).
Figure 4-14. Aluminum skiff with 22 sacks of crawfish, Bayou 
Pigeon Landing,Iberville Parish (March 6, 1993).
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Figure 4-15. Aluminum commercial fishing skiff (20 ft. long) 
used by hoop net fisherman, Bayou Pigeon, Iberville 
Parish (March 6, 1993).
Figure 4-16. Propeller mounted in tunnel hull of a 24.5 by 
9.5 foot Lafitte skiff, Jefferson Fiberglass, Harvey, 
Louisiana. Tunnel recess is 6 inches; propeller and 
rudder extend 13 inches below hull (January 13, 1993) .
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Bateau
Throughout the eighteenth century probably the most 
common type of commercial watercraft was the bateau. The 
use of the bateau was widespread over the eastern half of 
the United States. These versatile plank boats were 
generally open hulled with pointed bow and stern (Figures 4- 
17 and 4-18). They varied in length from about 18 to 100 
feet (Johnson 1963:82-94). Bateaus were constructed in a 
variety of ways and were sometimes given regional names such 
as mackinaw boats on the Missouri River (Johnson 1963:96). 
The use of bateaus generally declined during the early 
nineteenth century, especially on larger trunk streams. 
Bateaus during this period received competition first from 
the keelboat and then the steamboat. As with other 
commercial watercraft, bateaus traveling Bayou St. John and 
the Carondelet Canal in New Orleans during the 1820s were 
required to pay tolls (Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner 
Amelia 7 Martin 571) . The use of commercial bateaus was an 
important part of trial evidence in determinations of 
navigability on the Fox River in Wisconsin (U.S. v. The 
Steamer Montello 20 Wall. 430), the Des Plaines River in 
Illinois (Economy Light and Power Co. v. United States 256 
U.S. 113), and the New River in Virginia and West Virginia 
(U.S. v. Appalachian Electric Power Co. 311 U.S. 377; Figure 
4-17) . These three cases represent some of the most 
important navigability decisions rendered by the U.S.
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Figure 4-17. Bateau on New River, West Virginia (King 
1879:679) .
P I C T O R I A L  HIS T O R V O K  A M E R I C A N  SHIPS
Figure 4-18. Bateau on Missouri River in the 1830s (Durant 
and Durant 1953:124; cited in Johnson 1963:77).
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Supreme Court during the late nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. By the early twentieth century the term bateau 
in Louisiana had come to mean "a large flat-bottomed boat 
with a blunt bow and stern. The length is usually over 
fifteen feet, and the width in between four and five feet" 
(Knipmeyer 1956:170-171). Most bateaus were built of 
cypress planks and after 1900 they were powered by inboard 
1 or 2 cycle engines (Figure 4-19). Today wooden bateaus 
are extremely rare, having been replaced by the aluminum 
skiff and flatboat. Some fishermen still refer to modern 
flatboats as bateaus (Comeaux 1972:41-42).
Flatboat
Of the small commercial boats, the flatboat and skiff 
are probably the most commonly used in Louisiana today. 
Modern flatboats are believed to have evolved from the 
larger Mississippi River flatboats common during the 
nineteenth century (Knipmeyer 1956:173). Flatboats vary in 
size, are flat bottomed, and have a blunt bow and stern. 
Originally constructed of wood planks, modern flatboats are 
constructed primarily of aluminum, with a few still being 
constructed of plywood. Lightweight factory constructed 
flatboats are generally used by sportfishermen while 
commercial fishermen prefer the heavy duty aluminum boats 
made locally (Comeaux 1985:170). Examples of commercial
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Figure 4-19. Phil Aucoin's cypress bateau or jo-boat (22' by 
4'4" by 14") with a 2-cycle engine, built ca. 1912 (May 
2, 1992) .
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fishing flatboats from the Louisiana coast are illustrated 
in Figures 4-20 through 4-23.
Keelboat/barae
Although none exist today, keelboats were very 
important commercial watercraft during the early nineteenth 
century (Figure 4-24) . The distinguishing characteristic of 
keelboats "was that they were built on keels with ribs and 
covered with plank. ... The ordinary keelboat was forty to 
eighty feet long and from seven to ten feet in beam, had a 
shallow keel, and was sharp at both ends. It drew about two 
feet of water when loaded" (Baldwin 1941:44-45). The 
keelboat burden ranged from 15 to 50 tons, but was usually 
less than 30. Barges, which are sometimes lumped with 
keelboats, were similar to keelboats in construction but 
were wider and of greater draft. Keelboats were common on 
the tributaries of the Mississippi River until the 1820s 
when many were replaced by the faster steamboats. Keelboat 
commerce continued along some of the smaller, shallower 
streams at least until the 1840s (Haites et al. 1975:55-56). 
As noted by Cathcart and Landreth in 1819 (Prichard et al. 
1945, Newton 1985) keelboats certainly were common within 
the Atchafalaya Basin and on Bayou Teche during the early 
nineteenth century. Keelboats usually had masts and sails, 
and were capable of traveling at sea if necessary. It is a 
little known fact that keelboats were engaged in the




Figure 4-20. Commercial crab flatboat (16' by 6.7' by 2') 
built by Customflat, St. Bernard Parish. Empty draft 
is 10 inches, loaded draft is 18 inches (December 11, 
1992) .
Figure 4-21. Commercial crab flatboat (18' by 7 .2' by 2 . 5 ' ) 
in Lake Athanasio, St. Bernard Parish. Loaded draft 
is 0.5 foot (December 4, 1992).
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Figure 4-22. Oyster flatboat (27' by 10') in Yscloskey, St. 
Bernard Parish. Empty draft is 1.5 feet; loaded draft 
is 2.5 feet (December 10, 1992).
Figure 4-23. Aluminum oyster flatboat (23' by 8' by 2.3') 
with power dredge, Hopedale, St. Bernard Parish 
(January 13, 1992).
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interstate coasting trade along the Gulf coast even after 
the introduction of the steamboat. During the 1830s, over 
80% of the registered keelboats arriving in New Orleans 
listed either Mobile or Gainesville, Alabama as the home 
port (Castille and Saltus 1992). Very few references have 
been found to drafts of keelboats that operated in
Louisiana. One "large and substantial" keelboat with a
draft of "20 to 21 inches water when loaded" was advertised 
on the Sabine River in 1843 (The Red-Lander September 16,
1843, p. 4) . This particular vessel could operate "at a low
stage of water" in competition with steamboats that could 
only travel during high water periods on the upper Sabine 
River.
The archaeological remains of a ca. 1830 keelboat were 
discovered recently along the Leaf River in Mississippi and 
the boat has been restored by the Hattiesburg Historical 
Society. This boat measured 53 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 
had a 2 foot depth of hold (Allen R. Saltus, Jr., underwater 
archaeologist, personal communication, September 17, 1993) .
Schooner
From the late eighteenth to the early twentieth 
century, schooners were the dominant form of sail powered 
watercraft engaged in the coasting trade along the Louisiana 
coast. Just as flatboats, keelboats and steamboats were the 
symbols of trade and travel along the interior waterways of
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the nineteenth century, schooners were synonymous with trade 
between major coastal port cities. Schooners dominated the 
coasting trade from the time of the American Revolution 
onwards (Chapelle 1935:219) . Like most ocean going sailing 
vessels, schooners were defined by the types of sails used. 
A schooner was considered to be a relatively fast ship with 
two or more masts with sails rigged both fore and aft 
(Figure 4-25) . Schooners ranged greatly in size, with 
smaller schooners measuring about 30 feet long and larger 
ones over 200 feet. Schooners operating along the Louisiana 
coast often had drafts less than 3 feet, particularly if 
they operated in Lake Pontchartrain or in the bayous all 
along the coast (See Appendix J). Shallow draft schooners 
were particularly useful in the oyster trade (Figure 4-26). 
As noted in Chapter 3, nineteenth century Lake Pontchartrain 
schooners had an average depth of hold of 4.3 feet and a 
draft of less than that. Most schooners had a small keel 
that extended below the bottom from a few inches to about a 
foot (see Chapelle 1935 for examples).
Sloop
Like schooners, sloops were sailing vessels actively 
engaged in the coasting trade during the nineteenth century. 
The main distinguishing characteristics of sloops was that 
they were rigged with only one mast and generally they were 
smaller than schooners (Figure 4-27).
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Figure 4-25. Two-masted schooner (Merchant Vessels of the 
United States 1887:xxxiv).
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Figure 4-26. Schooners dredging oysters from Cabbage Reef, 
St. Bernard Parish (McConnell 1928:182)
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Figure 4-27. Sloop (Merchant Vessels of the United States 
1887:xxxviii).
mffus^SB
Figure 4-28. Lugger (Merchant Vessels of the United States 
1887:xl).
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Ovster Lugger
The lugger is a distinct type of sailing vessel that 
came to be associated with a single type of commerce: oyster 
fishing (Figure 4-28) . Luggers generally had only one mast, 
but occasionally had two or three (Merchant Vessels of the 
United States 1887:xxv). The original sailing lugger came 
to associated with oyster fishermen of the Louisiana coast. 
Hall (1884:39) classified "large" luggers as being 32.6 to 
39.8 feet long and measuring 5.3 to 8.3 tons. The depth of 
hold on boats this size ranged from 3.1 to 3.6 feet. 
Although considered shallow draft vessels compared to 
schooners, early nineteenth century luggers were generally 
deep keeled. The draft was reduced after the 1880s when 
adjustable centerboard keels were introduced (Leather 
1979:358-359) . Although the term was originally applied to 
a single masted sailing vessel, the term lugger was also 
applied to steam and gasoline powered boats of similar 
design that were used by oystermen (Figure 4-29) . Today the 
term is somewhat generic and refers more to boat use than 
design.
Trawler
A trawler is a specific type of shrimp boat that was 
introduced from the Atlantic coast. True trawlers are 
rather large, measuring 50 to 65 feet in length. Smaller
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Figure 4-29. Oyster lugger The Lion owned by Fred Spangler, 
Cypress Island, Louisiana, during the 1930s (courtesy 
E. Felterman, Patterson, Louisiana; copied September 
11, 1991).
Figure 4-30. Fiberglass Lafitte skiff (30' by 11' by 4') 
with shrimp trawl in Lake Athanasio, St. Bernard 
Parish. Empty draft 1.8 feet; loaded draft 2.8 feet 
(January 13, 1993).
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versions have developed along the Louisiana coast (Comeaux 
1985:172). Fishermen sometimes use the term to refer to a 
Lafitte skiff or any other type of watercraft rigged for 
trawling shrimp (Figure 4-30) .
Well Boat and Sidewinder
In 1991 the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries (LDWF) began requiring licenses to commercially 
harvest mullet in Louisiana (John Roussel, LDWF, personal 
communication Dec. 22, 1992). Although mullet fishing had 
been practiced in Louisiana at least since the late
nineteenth century (Stearns 1887:576), mullet has never been 
a popular fish among Louisiana residents. During the 1980s 
mullet fishing grew in popularity in the coastal areas, 
particularly in St. Bernard and Plaquemines Parishes. The 
total catch increased from 0.2 million to over 3 million 
pounds between 1975 and 1986 (Thompson et al. 1989:1).
Virtually all of the mullet caught is for export, and most
is caught during the fall when the female contain roe.
Mullet boats are relatively small (usually 18 to 24 
feet long) and are designed for catching mullet with seines. 
They are usually made of fiberglass and are often modified 
from the gutted hulls of recreational boats. During the 
1980s mullet fishermen from Florida and Alabama introduced 
two new boat types into Louisiana. The two distinct types 
of mullet boats are the "well boat" and the "sidewinder"
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(Figures 4-31 through 4-33). The well boat is a boat with 
a hole cut in the hull near the center or slightly forward 
of the center. An outboard motor capable of being tilted is 
mounted in this "well". This center mounting allows 
fishermen to work their nets from either the sides or the 
stern without getting the nets tangled in the propeller. 
Few mullet boats are more than 24 feet long because mullet 
are most often caught in relatively shallow water. The 
sidewinder has the motor mounted in an open box on a corner 
of the stern so that fishermen can operate the mullet seine 
from the rear of the boat. Mullet meat and roe are exported 
to other states and overseas, especially to Japan. Of all 
the boat types examined, mullet boats were seldom used for 
other types of fishing. Of the two types, the well boat 
generally has the shallower draft.
U.S. Customs Data for New Orleans: 1803-1870
The first available data on commercial watercraft 
operating in Louisiana came from U.S. Customs data collected 
in New Orleans. As a result of a depression era Work 
Projects Administration (WPA) study, the Customs data from 
New Orleans were salvaged for the years 1804-1870. The New 
Orleans collection represents one of only a few early 
nineteenth century U.S. Customs collections that have 
survived in the United States. The only major limitation of 
the data base is its restricted coverage: almost all of the
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Figure 4-31. Mullet well boat (21' by 7'), Hopedale, St. 
Bernard Parish, after unloading 1000 pounds of mullet. 
Draft is 0.5 feet empty; 1.7 feet loaded (December 10, 
1992) .
Figure 4-32. Rear of sidewinder type mullet boat showing 
location of outboard motor and net compartment 
(February 1, 1993).
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Figure 4-33. Mullet well boat (22' by 7.5' by 2'), 
Yscloskey, St. Bernard Parish. Empty draft is 0.7
feet; loaded draft is 1.0 feet. Note steering wheel 
and motor in bow, nets in stern (December 10, 1992).
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watercraft recorded were 20 tons or over. This particular 
data set is very important because 1) it provides dimensions 
for vessels actually used in Louisiana commerce, and 2) it 
includes watercraft that operated in the year 1812, a 
critical date for navigability determinations because on 
that date the waterbottoms of all navigable waterbodies 
transferred from Federal to State ownership.
In historical studies where watercraft are mentioned, 
the most common statistics quoted are tonnage and length. 
During the early nineteenth century gross tonnage rather 
than net tonnage was more frequently listed. Gross tonnage 
refers to a marine measure of hull space. One gross ton 
equals 100 cubic feet of hull space. Net tonnage refers to 
the gross tonnage minus the hull space used to house the 
crew and propulsion machinery.
The WPA data set contains detailed measurements on 
approximately 8,000 vessels. Because of the volume of these 
data, two sample units were selected: 1804-1820 and 1861- 
1870. The 1804-1820 set contained 923 vessels and the 1861- 
1870 set contained 638. For the 1804-1820 sample, all of the 
listed watercraft were recorded and examined statistically. 
The 923 watercraft from the 1861-1870 sample represent only 
those vessels 100 tons or less. The 100 ton ceiling was 
selected because this study emphasizes smaller commercial 
watercraft that have been overlooked by previous research. 
After compilation, each major WPA data set was sorted 
according to watercraft type. When this sorting was
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completed, basic statistical measures were obtained, 
including range, mean and standard deviation for all 
dimensions (i.e., tonnage, length, width and depth of hold) .
Regression Models
For selected watercraft types, regression analysis 
models were developed for predicting watercraft hold depths, 
length and width. These models were created by running a 
regression analysis of various vessel dimensions compared to 
vessel tonnage. For the early nineteenth century, the 
results were particularly satisfactory for schooners and 
sloops (Appendix J) . Given the tonnage of a schooner, from 
these data one can predict, with a high degree of 
confidence, the length, width and depth of hold. Models of 
this type would be particularly useful for calculating 
unknown vessel dimensions from incomplete historical 
descriptions.
These models are also useful for determining the 
likelihood that specific watercraft types could have 
navigated waterbodies with known depths. For example, the 
scatter plot and regression curve for the 1804-1820 Depth of 
Hold to Tons comparison indicates that a depth of hold of 
approximately 4 feet was expected for a 20 ton schooner 
(Appendix J). Assuming that the empty draft of a schooner 
was about 1/4 the depth of hold and the loaded draft was
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about 3/4 the depth of hold, then a 20 ton schooner would be 
expected to draw between 1.0 feet and 3.0 feet of water. 
Even assuming that the 1/4 and 3/4 depth estimates are off 
by 10%, the maximum draft would be 3.4 feet. Schooners of 
less than 20 tons with loaded drafts between 3 and 3.5 feet 
have been reported in at least two Louisiana Supreme Court 
cases involving commerce along Bayou St. John (Carondelet 
Canal and Navigation Co. v. Parker. 29 La. Ann. 43; State v. 
Orleans Navigation Co. . 11 Martin (O.S.) 38). Although
these depths appear to be consistent with the model, the 
accuracy of the model and therefore the predictability of 
vessel draft will increase as the sample size is increased.
Sloops are the second major watercraft type analyzed 
for the 1804-1820 data set.' The regression analysis of 
sloops indicated a predicted depth of hold, and therefore 
draft, that was similar to that of schooners (Appendix J).
For the 1861-1870 sample, regression analysis of depth 
of hold revealed a predicted regression curve for schooners 
similar to that for the earlier sample. The sloop model was 
less reliable, primarily because the sample size for sloops 
was so small for the 1860s.
These few statistical models provide a basis for 
predicting dimensions for nineteenth century schooners and 
sloops, particularly when the tonnage is known. It is 
fairly obvious that despite the fact that Customs officials 
intentionally omitted commercial watercraft of less than 20 
tons from these lists, the progressive size changes in
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sloops and schooners permits the development of a model for 
predicting the dimensions and tonnage for relatively small 
watercraft.
Merchant Vessels of the United States; 1872-1930
In 1872 the U.S. Department of Commerce began 
publishing a list of the registered, enrolled and licensed 
vessels of the United States. This listing was in effect 
the same types of information previously compiled by the 
U.S. Customs Service. The first Merchant Vessel Lists 
provided only the vessel name and information on vessel 
tonnage. The Merchant Vessel List was updated and published 
every year after 1872, and the list is still published today 
by the U.S. Coast Guard, but not on a yearly basis. By 1880 
the listing also included vessel dimensions, and additional 
details such as engine horsepower, crew size, owner's 
address, and other information were added to the list 
between 1880 and 1930. Prior to about 1875, the compilers 
were not required to include licensed vessels between 5 and 
20 tons, and few watercraft of that size appear on the lists 
until around 1880. After 1880 the numbers of licensed 
watercraft less than 20 tons slowly increased, but numbers 
did not jump dramatically until after 1900.
In an effort to sample the Louisiana commercial 
watercraft from these lists, an attempt was made to obtain 
a list for every tenth year. Lists dating prior to 1899
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were obtained from other libraries throughout the U.S. 
through LSU Interlibrary Loan. Watercraft dimensions and 
other information were tabulated for the years 1872, 1880, 
1890, 1899, 1910, 1920 and 1930. Information on sailing
vessels, and in particular luggers, was also collected for 
the year 1887. The 1887 sample was selected for comparison 
with a Plaquemines Parish oyster license list covering the 
years 1887 to 1902 (Combouzou 1983) . Selected regression 
plots for the years 1887 and 1910 are illustrated in 
Appendix J. As with the WPA data on schooners, the 1910 
schooner regression model indicates that the depth of hold 
drops below 4 feet at about 20 tons. The depth of hold for 
a 10 ton schooner was about 3 feet. If we assume that a 
fully loaded schooner has a draft that is 3/4 its hold 
depth, then in 1910 a 10 ton schooner had a loaded draft of 
about 2.25 feet. Since commercial schooners with hold 
depths of 3 feet or less were operating in Louisiana in 
1910, it is problematic that no references to the Merchant 
Vessel Lists were cited in any of the navigability suits 
examined for the years 1880 through 1930. As the official 
Department of Commerce list of commercial vessels operating 
in the United States, the Merchant Vessel List would have 
made an excellent source of information concerning vessel 
size and the potential for commercial floatage on 
waterbodies.
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During the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, Plaquemines Parish sold oyster fishing licenses 
to its residents. Many of the license records for the years 
1887 through 1902 were turned over to the Louisiana State 
Archives, and all of the extant records were compiled and 
published by Mable Combouzou (Combouzou 1983) . The license 
information includes the name of the licensee, type of boat, 
name of boat, boat tonnage, and cost of license. The cost 
of the license depended on the size of the watercraft. 
Although not expressly stated, Combouzou concluded that the 
licenses were for commercial oyster fishing rather than a 
combination of commercial and recreational. The book title 
refers to "occupational licenses" and the author classifies 
the oyster licenses as "trade licenses" that authorized the 
license holder to fish for oysters (Combouzou 1983:v-vii). 
Most of the oyster boats that are 5 tons or greater also 
appear in the Merchant Vessel Lists for the corresponding 
year. Through a comparison of the oyster license records 
and the Merchant Vessel Lists, it is obvious that the 
recorded watercraft tonnage represents net tonnage, which 
is also the basis for licensing fees collected by the U.S. 
Coast Guard. Table 4-2 provides a summary of the data 
extracted from the oyster license records. Of the 2262 
license records, 1437 (64%)' were skiffs and 564 (25%) were 
luggers. The remaining 11% included less numerous boat
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Table 4-2 Plaquemines Parish Boat Licenses: Luggers and 



















1887 41 4 .48 17 1.47 82 3 .78
1888 23 3 .74 5 1.7 35 3.3
1892 56 4 .16 306 1.17 380 1.61
1893 55 4.13 304 1.17 370 1.64
1894 58 4 .21 224 1.11 299 1. 74
1895 56 3 .84 244 1.09 310 1.58
1896 21 3.0 118 1.12 144 1.39
1897 32 3 . 0 61 1.18 95 1.83
1898 23 3 .26 14 1.36 40 2 .46
1900 87 2 .43 80 1.23 241 1.97
1901 101 2 . 84 54 1.87 224 2 .47
1902 11 3.0 10 1.5 42 2 .55
TOTAL 564 1437 2262
types (flatboats, scows, sloops, schooners, etc.) and 
unspecified types.
This particular database is extremely important because 
it represents the only known record of the sizes and types 
of Louisiana watercraft utilized in a particular fishing 
industry prior to 1970. Although no dimensions are 
provided, the approximate lengths of the larger watercraft 
(i.e., 5 tons or more) can be estimated through comparison 
with data from actual commercial boat listings in the 
Merchant Vessel List (Appendix J). At the present time no
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known data are available to determine the relationship 
between watercraft length and tonnage for craft less than 5 
tons. Table 4-3 represents a rough approximation of the 
length/tonnage relationship as projected from data on 
watercraft measuring 5 or more tons and from personal 
observations of modern boat dimensions. Although 
approximations, these figures provide a useful guide for 
gauging the length if only tonnage is known and vice versa.










When dealing with information on watercraft tonnage, it 
is also important to understand the relationship between net 
tonnage and gross tonnage. For example, from the list of 
Louisiana commercial watercraft in the Merchant Vessel List, 
the average gross ton/net ton ratio for Louisiana sailing 
luggers in 1887 was 1.05. In other words, gross tonnage was 
only 5% greater than net tonnage. This meant that the crew 
cabin area occupied only about 5% of the total available 
hull space on sail powered oyster boats. In sharp contrast,
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the average gross ton/net ton ratio for all motorized 
Louisiana oyster boats for the year 1910 is 1.91. This 
means that the combined crew cabin space and engine space 
took up about 52% of the hull volume of a typical motorized 
oyster boat. The ratio for 1910 was the highest calculated 
for all the sample years analyzed. The ratio declined in 
subsequent years, probably because of improvements in engine 
efficiency during the early twentieth century. An analysis 
of Merchant Vessel List data for years 1887, 1890, 1899,
1910, 1920, and 1930 indicates that the ratio is much closer 
to 1.00 for sailing craft, and the ratio is also smaller for 
small craft than it is for large ones. In 1930 for example, 
the ratio ranges from 1.2 to 1.4 for motorized oyster boats 
measuring less than 8 gross tons. For oyster boats 
measuring 8 to 9 gross tons, the ratio ranges from 1.3 to 
1.8. The average gross/net ton ratio for all oyster boats 
in 1930 is 1.58. The ratio also is generally smaller for 
gas boats than for steamboats.
Using the rough tonnage/length relationships shown in 
Table 4-3 it is easier to interpret the summary tonnage data 
for the Plaquemines Parish oyster licenses. Presumably most 
of the oyster boats operating prior to 1900 were sail 
powered. This presumption is supported by the fact that 
sail powered "luggers" that were numerous in the record 
before 1900, while motorized "oysterboats" were much more 
numerous in the post-1900 Merchant Vessel Lists. For sail 
powered oyster luggers, the gross ton calculation should be
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only slightly larger than the net tons. This close 
net/gross ton relationship is particularly true for smaller 
watercraft that are less likely to be motorized than the 
larger ones. According to the 1887-1902 oyster license data 
summary, the average lugger size for all sample years was 
less than 5 tons. This indicates that between 1887 and 1902 
the average lugger was less than 32 feet long (Table 4-4). 
The average skiff for all sample years was less than 2 tons, 
indicating that the average skiff was less than 20 feet 
long. When the sample watercraft are sorted by tonnage it 
is readily evident that in Plaquemines Parish boats 
measuring 2 tons or less (20 feet long or less) were very 
numerous (Tables 4-4 through 4-6) . It is also apparent that 
for the first two years of the record (1887 and 1888) and 
for the last 4 years (1898, 1900, 1901 and 1902) skiffs were 
not as numerous relative to luggers. The reason for this 
fluctuation in the numbers of skiffs could not be 
determined. Regardless of the watercraft types listed in 
the Plaquemines Parish data, the dominance of fishing 
watercraft less than 5 tons is certainly supported by the 
findings of several research reports dating to that general 
time period (Hall 1884, Ingersoll 1887, Stearns 1887, 
Johnson and Lindner 1934). Although no estimates were 
provided on tonnage or length, small boats such as skiffs 
and flatboats were still being used by Louisiana oystermen 
in 1913 and 1914 (Payne 1914:113).
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Table 4-4. Tonnage for Plaquemines










5 4.6-5 .5 5
4 3.6-4 .5 9
3 2 .6-3 .5 8




Boats from 5-10 tons: 34% 
Boats from 1-4 tons: 63%
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5-10 tons: 6% 
1-4 tons: 94%
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8 1 0 .32
7 3 0.97
6 5 1.61
5 8 2 .58
4 11 3 .55





Boats from 5-11 tons: 6% 
Boats from 1-4 tons: 94%
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Data
As noted previously, the U.S. Government did not treat 
commercial fishing as just another form of commerce during 
the nineteenth century. Fishermen followed a different set 
of guidelines for registering their boats, and data on 
commercial fishing boats were frequently omitted from 
commercial tables published by the U.S. Census Bureau. In 
Louisiana the regulation of the fishing industry now falls 
under the jurisdiction of the Louisiana Department of
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Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF). During the early twentieth 
century the LDWF (then called the Louisiana Conservation 
Commission) began requiring the registration of commercial 
boats that were not already registered by the U.S. Coast 
Guard. In other words, the State began requiring 
registration of commercial boats less than 5 tons. Since 
the early 1960s the LDWF has maintained a master file of all 
boats registered in Louisiana (Kitty Timms, LDWF, personal 
communication, Aug. 10, 1991) . This file is updated yearly, 
and boat registration renewal is required every 3 years. In 
addition to boat registration, the LDWF also requires the 
licensing of all commercial fishermen. The forms used for 
boat registration and fishing licenses are included in 
Appendix K. Today the LDWF files contain the most accurate 
and up-to-date information on the types of commercial 
fishing being conducted in Louisiana and the types of boats 
used by commercial fishermen.
A copy was obtained of the LDWF computer data base 
containing all commercial fishing licenses and commercial 
fishing boat registrations in south Louisiana for the year 
1992 . Data were not collected for recreational boats or for 
boats engaged in other types of commerce. This data base 
included all of the 35 parishes in south Louisiana south of 
the 31st parallel. The license list includes all active 
commercial fishermen for 1992 and approximately 1/3 of the 
registered boats. The other 2/3 boats were not due for 
license renewal in 1992.
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Although data were obtained for all of the parishes in 
south Louisiana, time constraints prohibited a complete 
analysis of the data for every parish within the study area. 
Instead, detailed analyses were conducted for all parishes 
where sample waterbodies (lawsuits) were located plus all of 
the coastal parishes. The additional coastal parishes were 
added because the coastal areas are the most likely 
locations for lawsuits involving waterbottoms disputes and 
because the coastal parishes contained both greater numbers 
and a greater variety of boat types. Within the 17 parishes 
sampled, 6226 commercial fishing boats were registered in 
1992. For convenience, boats were divided into three size 
groups: 6 to 20 feet, 21 to 30 feet, and 31 feet or over 
(Appendix L). The smallest category represents primarily 
outboard motor boats while most of the boats in the two 
larger categories had inboard engines.
The 30 foot/31 foot division was selected because a 
typical 31 foot boat measured just below 5 net tons burden, 
and a 5 ton boat was the smallest boat required to be 
licensed by the U.S. Coast Guard. A random sample of 3 0 
five net ton boats listed from the 1930 Merchant Vessel List 
indicated an average length of 33 feet. Regression analyses 
of early twentieth century watercraft indicate that a 5 net 
ton watercraft should be around 30 to 32 feet long (Appendix 
J). Given this 32 foot/5 ton association, most of the boats 
in the largest size category would also appear in the 
Merchant Vessel List while boats in the two smaller size
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categories would not. What is most striking about the data 
summary is the fact that over 80% of the commercial fishing 
boats in all 17 parishes were less than 31 feet long. In 12 
of the 17 parishes, the smallest category (20 feet long or 
less) accounted for over 50% of all the commercial fishing 
boats (Appendix L) . Although the LDWF registration form 
does not include information on boat type, the license 
applicant commonly fills in the type on the blank for "boat 
manufacturer". In all parishes, the most commonly mentioned 
boat manufacturer was "homemade" . Of the actual boat types 
listed, the most common was the skiff, often labeled as a 
Lafitte skiff. Skiffs were made of wood, fiberglass and 
aluminum. The next most common type was the aluminum
flatboat. St. Bernard and Plaquemines parishes appear to
contain boat types that are typical for the Louisiana 
coastal parishes. Lists of the more common boat types or 
manufacturers in these two parishes are provided in Tables 
4-7 and 4-8.
The second major LDWF computer data base consulted was 
the commercial fishing license file. Within the last 5 
years the LDWF began requiring that a commercial fishermen 
operating in designated saltwater areas must also purchase 
a commercial vessel license and identify the size of the 
watercraft used. The freshwater/saltwater demarcation was 
defined by the State Legislature. This line generally 
follows La. Hwy 82 in southwest Louisiana and follows the 
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway from Forked Island in Vermilion
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Table 4-7. Most Common Boat Manufacturers Listed 
in St. Bernard Parish Boat Registration, La. Dept, 




Homemade 159 14-51 ft.
Lugger 2 36-48 ft.




Lafitte skiff 34 19-36 ft.




Flat 10 14-24 ft.
Yazoo 5 14-16 ft.
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Table 4-8. Most Common Boat Manufacturers Listed 
in Plaquemines Parish Boat Registration, La. 
Dept, of Wildlife and Fisheries, 1992
Manufacturer No. Examples Length Range
Aluma of Alumaweld 81 16-20 ft.




Duracraft 4 10-18 ft.
Flat 25 12-32 ft.




Laf co 4 40 ft.
Lafitte skiff 26 15-38 ft.
Lugger 3 25-36 ft.
Monarc 9 14-20 ft.
Purse boat 4 40 ft.
Reno's (Reno Lake) 6 21-24 ft.
Skiff 44 14-52 ft.
Weldcraft 3 12-16 ft.
Yazoo 3 16-18 ft.
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Parish east to the Mississippi State line (Louisiana 
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 1992:10) . The Coastal 
Zone shown in Figure 1-1 corresponds fairly well to the 
saltwater line. Because fishermen operating north of the 
demarcation line are not required to purchase a vessel 
license, the inland parish records contain less vessel 
information than the coastal parishes. As a result of this 
requirement, the commercial fishing license data base today 
serves as a second source of information for commercial 
fishing boats, and this file is particularly useful for 
determining the size of boats associated with specific types 
of commercial fishing.
During analysis, commercial vessels were sorted both by 
size, using the same categories as in the registration 
analysis, and by specific type of fishing license associated 
with the boat (Appendix M) . Within the 17 sample parishes, 
over 36,000 boats were listed in association with specific 
fishing licenses. The gross percentages of each boat size 
category were similar to that of the boat registration data. 
Boats 30 feet and smaller accounted for 78% of the total. 
With the exception of purse/menhaden seine licenses, every 
license type was represented by the boats in the smallest 
size category. Licenses generally associated with larger 
boats were the butterfly net, oyster dredge, and shrimp 
trawl.
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From the boat registration and commercial fishing 
license files it appears obvious that in 1992 over 75% of 
all commercial fishing boats in south Louisiana were less 
than 31 feet long and therefore less than 5 net tons. These 
statistics indicate that along the Louisiana coast, the vast 
majority of boats engaged in commercial fishing are small 
and presumably can operate in shallow water.
Other Historical Research
The findings of the LDWF commercial fishing boat 
analysis are consistent with the conclusions of other 
researchers who have examined commercial fishing along the 
Louisiana coast. During the late nineteenth century the 
percentages of commercial fishing boats measuring less than 
5 tons was similar to that found today. For example, a 
study of the ship-building industry in 1882 indicated that 
77% of the commercial fishing craft in Louisiana were 
classified as "boats", meaning less than 5 tons, as opposed 
to "vessels", meaning 5 tons or more (Hall 1884:2-3) . This 
boat vs. vessel distinction was perpetuated by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce which was responsible for 
documentation of commercial watercraft during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Documented 
vessels include licensed, enrolled or registered watercraft 
of 5 net tons burden or greater. The boat/vessel 
distinction was often made by researchers using data taken
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from the Merchant Vessel Lists or from earlier U.S. Customs 
reports. According to Hall, "large" Louisiana luggers 
ranged from about 5 to 8 tons and were 33 to 40 feet long. 
The depth of hold for such large luggers ranged from about 
3.1 to 3.6 feet (Hall 1884:39, Table 4-9). An 1887 
fisheries study revealed that 73% of the watercraft engaged 
in commercial oystering along the Louisiana coast were 
classified as "boats" (Ingersoll 1887:565). In another 
study conducted in 1887, 80% of Louisiana oyster watercraft 
were described as being less than 5 tons (Stearns 1887:579) . 
In a newspaper article dating to 1892, "boats" made up about 
95% of the total commercial fishing watercraft in Louisiana 
and "vessels" accounted for only 5% (Daily Picayune Dec. 15, 
1892, Sec. 3 pg. 5).
Similar percentages were noted for small watercraft 
also were recorded for the Louisiana commercial shrimping 
industry during the 1920s. Between 1927 and 1931, less than 
13% of the watercraft engaged in commercial shrimping along 
the Louisiana coast were 5 tons or greater. Drafts of 
shrimp trawlers at that time were described as 1.5 to 3.5 
feet (Johnson and Lindner 1934:15-17, Table 4-10).
More recently, researchers at the LSU Sea Grant Program 
have examined the Louisiana commercial shrimping industry. 
During the 1970s and 1980s, between 80% and 93% of the 
Louisiana watercraft engaged in commercial shrimping were 
classified as "boats" less than 5 tons (Sass and Roberts 
1979:1; Roberts and Pawlyk 1986:6). Between 1987 and 1989,
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Table 4-9. Tonnage Conversion Factors Calculated From 1884 
Vessel Measurements (Hall 1884)
LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH OF TONNAGE LXWXD NET TO N S/
HOLD (NET) (TOT. VOL.) TOTAL VOL.
SLOOPS
3 9 13.6 3 .6 13 19.09 0.68
26.2 11.5 3.1 5.13 9 .34 0.55
14.2 11.8 2 .6 5.9 4 .36 1 .35
SCHOONERS
31 .8 15.4 3.8 10 18.61 0 .54
3 9 .6 15 4.4 13.1 26 .14 0.5
46 .8 19.9 4 10.8 37 .25 0 .29
3 0 .7 10.75 2.75 5.75 9 .08 0.63
3 7 .6 13 4.25 12.77 20 .77 0.61
37 .5 14.6 6 16.8 32.85 0.51
32 .4 10.7 3.3 6.17 11.44 0 .54
28 .5 10.3 3 5.8 8.81 0 .66
37 .5 15.6 4 .8 15.36 28.08 0 .55
LUGGERS
32 .6 10.6 3.1 5.31 10.71 0 .5
3 7 .9 11.4 3.4 7.29 14.69 0 .5
36.1 12.1 3.4 7.42 14.85 0 .5
35.1 10.7 3.2 5.42 12.02 0.45
39 .8 12.4 3 .6 8.35 17.77 0.47
37 .7 12.2 3 .2 7.2 14.72 0 .49
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Table 4-10. Louisiana Watercraft Employed Trawling Shrimp 
1927-1931 (Johnson and Lindner 1934)
YEAR C R A FT  
TYPE
1927 M O TO R  VE SS EL  
1927 SAIL VESSEL  
1927 M O T O R B O A T
1927 TOTAL
1928 M O TO R  VESSEL  
1928 SAIL VESSEL  
1928 M O T O R B O A T
1928 TOTAL
1929 M O TO R  VESSEL  
1929 SAIL VESSEL  
1929 M O T O R B O A T
1929 TOTAL
1930 M O TO R  VESSEL  
1930 SAIL VESSEL  
1930 M O T O R B O A T
1930 TOTAL
1931 M O TO R  VE SS EL  
1931 SAIL VESSEL  
1931 M O T O R B O A T  
1931 TOTAL
C R A FT NO.
SIZE
5-30 T O N S  89
5-30  T O N S  0
<  5 TO N S  750
839
5-30 T O N S  107
5-30  TO N S  1
< 5  TO N S  1043  
1151
5-30 TO N S  90
5-30 TO N S  0
<  5  T O N S  923
1013
5-30 TO N S  115
5-30 TO N S  0
<  5 TO N S  825
940
5-30 TO N S  74
5-30 TO N S  0
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boats less than 30 feet long accounted for over 81% of 
watercraft engaged in commercial shrimping along the 
Louisiana coast (Baron-Mounce et al. 1991:19).
Coastal Fishing Boat Study: 1992-1993
In 1992 the author began collecting measurements on 
commercial fishing boats operating in South Louisiana. This 
data collection procedure was originally intended to collect 
information from boats in all coastal parishes. This 
operation proved to be too time consuming and ambitious a 
project for the current study. As an alternative, a sample 
of commercial fishing boats was obtained through work being 
performed on a waterbottoms dispute in St. Bernard Parish. 
Additionally, the LDWF data bases served as an alternative 
means of collecting information on boats used by commercial 
fishermen.
St. Bernard Parish Sample
Between November of 1992 and March of 1993 a survey was 
conducted of commercial fishermen who fished in St. Bernard 
Parish. The study was funded in part by the office of the 
Louisiana Attorney General as part of a research effort for 
a pending waterbottoms ownership lawsuit. The purpose of 
the survey was to collect information on methods of fishing 
and the types of boats used by commercial fishermen. The
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survey area included all of the waterbodies shown on the 
Lake Athanasio and Lake Eloi 7.5 minute topographic 
quadrangles (approximately 160 square miles) . This coverage 
included the lower end of Bayou la Loutre, Lake Eloi, Lake 
Athanasio, and part of Lake Fortuna. Preparatory research 
included recordation of all current oyster leases on file at 
the Oyster Lease division of the LDWF in New Orleans. The 
survey was conducted in two phases: 1) telephone interviews 
of oyster lease owners, and 2) field visits to fishing 
communities along Bayou la Loutre. Oyster lease owners were 
contacted by telephone and inquiries were made as to the 
types of commercial fishing they performed and the types of 
boats used. The types of information sought are indicated 
on the Louisiana Coastal Boat Survey form shown in Appendix 
N. Upon completion of the telephone interviews, several 
field visits were made to the commercial fishing communities 
of Yscloskey, Hopedale and Shell Beach. On these field 
trips some of the oyster lease holders' boats were 
photographed and measured. Additional fishermen were found 
and interviewed. The additional fisherman contacts were 
virtually random; the interviewer simply stopped to talk to 
any fisherman observed in the dock areas along the main 
roads following the bayou. Because of the reliance on 
individuals who were working on or around their boats, this 
method of interviewing was probably biased towards fishermen 
who were actively engaged in fishing at the time of the 
field check. From the oyster lease contacts and field
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visits approximately 50 fishermen were interviewed and 
information was collected on 101 fishing boats (Appendix 0) .
The main goals of the boat survey were to determine the 
drafts of commercial fishing boats and to determine at what 
depths fishermen commonly operate their boats. The types of 
fishing most commonly conducted by the fishermen interviewed 
were oysters, crabs, shrimp and mullet. Perhaps the most 
interesting information obtained from the interviews is that 
crab, mullet, shrimp, and oyster fishermen commonly fish in 
water that is less than two feet deep. Some oyster and 
mullet fishermen have worked in water as shallow as 6 
inches, while crabbers and shrimpers generally do not 
operate in water less than 18 inches.
Of the types of fishing encountered, mullet fishing is 
probably the least understood. Mullet fishing has only 
recently caught on in Louisiana and it represents a fishing 
industry that has migrated from Florida and Alabama over the 
last 10 years. Mullet fishing licenses were not required by 
LDWF until 1991. Some mullet fishermen report that with 
shallow draft boats they sometimes catch mullet in water as 
shallow as 6 inches deep.
Oyster fishermen used a wide range of boat types and 
sizes. Fishermen still occasionally "coon" for oysters, 
gathering them by hand by wading in shallow water. Cooning 
was certainly a common practice during the late nineteenth 
century (Louisiana Land and Fisheries Co. v. Gascruet. 
witness testimony). Today cooning generally is not
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practiced by commercial fishermen who prefer to use the much 
faster dredges. Cooning becomes more common when the price 
of oysters increases, making it worth the extra effort 
required to collect oysters by hand. Some fishermen still 
tong oysters in shallow water from small boats, but hand 
tonging is rare except in Cameron Parish. Historically, 
oystermen who owned only large luggers conducted shallow 
water work when the tide was highest. When harvesting 
oysters fishermen would work the shallowest areas first, 
then when their boats began to fill, they moved to deeper 
water. Most, however, owned boats of several sizes. For 
those who owned more than one size boat, shallow waters were 
worked primarily with small skiffs or flatboats that ferried 
their loads to the luggers anchored in deeper water (Figure 
4-34; Louisiana Land and Fisheries Co. v. Gascruet. A. Popich 
testimony; Vujnovich 1974:109). With the introduction of 
dredges and speedy outboard motors, some oystermen now 
prefer to operate exclusively from small, shallow draft 
boats and take their loads to market daily. Others avoid 
the shallow waters, preferring to operate exclusively in 
deeper areas where oyster losses from poaching are less of 
a problem. Some of the deeper water operators do not own 
small boats, preferring to work entirely from large luggers 
that may be up to 50 feet long (Pete Vujnovich, commercial 
oyster fisherman, personal communication, Nov. 24, 1992) . 
In 1992 some of the St. Bernard Parish oystermen reported 
that they had dredged in water between 6 and 12 inches deep.
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Figure 4-34. "Tonging oysters to make a cargo" (Department 
of Conservation 1920:136).
Figure 4-35. Crab skiff on Bayou Petite Caillou at Cocodrie, 
Terrebonne Parish (March 29, 1993).
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For such shallow water dredging, oystermen today use small 
skiffs or flatboats with power dredges mounted on the sides 
(Figure 4-23) . Dredging in water less than 2 feet deep was 
a frequent claim made by St. Bernard oystermen. Shallow 
water harvesting of oysters was noted in court testimony and 
evidence presented in several important Louisiana cases, 
including Louisiana Land and Fisheries v. Gasquet. Chauvin 
v. Louisiana Oyster Commission, and State v. Bavou Johnson 
Oyster Co.
Crab fishermen also operate in relatively shallow 
water. However the shallowest water most were willing to 
fish in was 1.5 feet because that was the standard height of 
a crab trap. If the water is less than 1 foot deep, 
crabbing is impossible using standard crab traps because the 
mouth of the trap is exposed above water. Several fishermen 
commented that the tops of their traps sometimes were 
exposed a few inches above water when they checked them. 
Shallow water crabbing occurs mainly during summer months 
when crabs travel into the coastal marshes. Crab fishermen 
often use the same types of boats as oyster and mullet 
fishermen, and similar boat types are found all along the 
Louisiana coast (Figure 4-35) . Although some fishermen 
relied exclusively on oysters for a living, mullet and crab 
fishermen were more likely to shift from one form of fishing 
to another, depending on the season and the price of 
seafood. The Lafitte skiff appeared to be the preferred all
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around boat type that could be used in almost any type of 
coastal fishing (Figure 4-30).
From the information obtained on commercial fishing 
boats in St. Bernard Parish, some conclusions can be reached 
concerning the sizes and drafts of boats used. Scatter 
plots provide a general visual comparison of boat length and 
draft from the boats examined in the survey (Figures 4-36 to 
4-39) . For each type of draft, the data were subjected to 
simple, geometric, polynomial, and exponential regression 
analyses. From these data several types of statistical 
regression tests were run comparing boat lengths to empty 
draft, loaded draft, and average draft. The regressions 
illustrated in Figures 4-36 to 4-39 represent the best 
length/draft comparisons obtained out of all the calculated 
regressions. In each analysis, the regression curve 
represents the predicted draft for a given boat length. 
These boat measurements indicate that for typical St. 
Bernard Parish fishing boats, the empty draft drops below 
2.0 feet when boat length is less than 35 feet (Figure 4- 
36). With a calculated correlation coefficient of .85 (r- 
squared = .73), this prediction line appears to be fairly 
reliable. Using the regression line as a model for 
predicting draft, the empty draft of a typical 30 foot long 
boat should be about 1.7 feet. When loaded boats are 
considered, a typical 30 foot boat is expected to have a 
draft of about 3 feet (Figure 3-37) . The correlation 
coefficient for the loaded draft linear regression was .88
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Figure 4-36. St. Bernard Parish boat survey, scatter plot and simple linear 
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Figure 4-37. St. Bernard Parish boat survey, scatter plot and simple linear 
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Figure 4-38. St. Bernard Parish boat survey, scatter plot and polynomial 
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Figure 4-39. St. Bernard Parish boat survey, scatter plot and geometric 
regresssion comparing length to average draft.
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(r-squared = .77), which indicates that it is a fairly
reliable prediction for loaded draft. For average draft, 
two separate regression curves are illustrated: the third 
order polynomial (Figure 4-38) and the geometric (Figure 4- 
39) . Of the two, the polynomial regression prediction is a 
little stronger (correlation coefficient = .89, r-squared = 
.79) than the geometric (correlation coefficients 87, r- 
squared = .75). For typical St. Bernard Parish fishing
boats, the polynomial regression line gives a- fairly 
accurate prediction that for boats less than 30 feet long, 
the average draft will be less than 2.5 feet (Figure 3-38).
As noted in fishery surveys of the late nineteenth 
century, some styles of commercial fishing boats have an 
extensive areal distribution (Hall 1884, Stearns 1887, 
Ingersoll 1887) . Some boat types today also have a wide 
distribution. Skiffs, flatboats, and mullet boats are 
popular with fisherman all along the Gulf coast and examples 
of virtually identical types can be found from Florida to 
Texas. For example, the "sidewinder" and "well boat" styles 
of mullet boats originated in Florida and moved into 
Louisiana over the last 10 years or so. Today Florida 
mullet fishermen are using boats virtually identical in size 
and construction to those observed in St. Bernard Parish 
(Figures 4-40 and 4-41) . Although not a common type in 
Florida, the boat illustrated in Figure 4-42 is 
representative of the size craft that are popular among 
commercial crabbers in that state.
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Figure 4-40. Florida mullet boat (24' by 9.5' by 2.1') with 
an empty draft of 0.7 feet and loaded draft of 2.0 feet 
(August 15, 1993).
Figure 4-41. Florida mullet boat (16.5' by 6.7' by 2') with 
0.5 foot empty draft (August 14, 1993) .
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Figure 4-42. Florida commercial crab boat (16' by 5.2' by 
1.9') with an empty draft of 0.3 feet and a loaded 
draft of 0.9 feet (August 14, 1993).
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Commercial Boat Manufacturers
As part of the watercraft study, several commercial 
boat builders in south Louisiana were contacted either in 
person or by telephone. Either the builder or a 
representative of the company was interviewed about the 
types of boats being manufactured by the builder and the 
most frequently purchased by commercial fishermen. These 
boat manufacturers were found by searches of the Yellow 
Pages in telephone directories of several towns and cities, 
and by information obtained from commercial fishermen. This 
survey was by no means systematic, but it does provide some 
basic information on the types of boats being built and the 
sizes most frequently requested by commercial fishermen. 
Commercial boat builders and sellers contacted are listed in 
Table 4-11.
From the boat construction information provided by 
these boat manufacturers, it appears that most boat builders 
cater to commercial fishermen who want boats that are under 
30 feet long. Of the 12 manufacturers contacted, only 3 
made boats that were over 30 feet long. Two of these larger 
boat manufacturers noted that although they make large boats 
(> 3 0 feet) , the vast majority of boats requested by
commercial fishermen were less than 30 feet long. None of 
the boat manufacturers had ever built a boat more than 25 
feet long for fishing in inland lakes and streams. All of 
the larger craft (over 30 feet) were for either oyster or 
shrimp fishermen working along the coast or offshore. These
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Table 4-11. Commercial Boat Builders Contacted
Builder Location Type Boats Built
Jefferson Fiberglass 
Co.
Harvey, La. (fiberglass) Lafitte 
skiffs : 19'-35'
Huey Martinez Bayou Sorrel, La. (aluminum) skiffs and 
bateaus: 12'-18'




Westwego, La. (aluminum) workboats: 19'- 
70'; Lafitte skiffs: 21'- 
32'; oyster lugger:40'-55'
Reno's Boat Works Manchac, La. (fiberglass) semi-V bottom 
Lake skiffs: 16'-24'; 
Lafitte skiffs: 20'-44'; 
mullet boats: 24'
Tim's Marine, Inc. 
(Custom Flat)
Violet, La. (aluminum) flatboats: 14'- 
24'
Scully's Morgan City, La. (aluminum) crawfish 
skiffs: 12'-20'; V-bottom 
crabber: 16'-20'; mullet 
boat:20' -25'
Terry Slade Baton Rouge, La. (aluminum) skiffs: 16'- 
24'; workboats: 16'-24'
Aluma-Fab-Ind Chalmette, La. (aluminum) flatboats: 
oyster:18' -21'; crab: 14'- 
21'; semi-V bottom 
mullet:18 '-20' ; V- & semi- 




Henderson, La. (aluminum) crawfish 
skiffs: 16'-18'; net 
fisherman flatboat:16'- 
18'; semi-V shrimp/crab 
skiff: 16'-18'; pirogue: 
14'
Hanko's Metal Works, 
Inc.
Morgan City, La. (aluminum) crawfish skiff: 
14'-18';
bateau/flatboat: 14 ' -16 ' ; 
V-hull: 16'-20'
Campagna Skiff Corp. Meraux, La. (fiberglass) skiffs: 15'- 
22'; pirogues: 12'-14'
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findings are consistent with the information obtained from 
interviews of fishermen and from the available boat data in 
the files of LDWF. According to the boat manufacturers, 
most crawfishermen purchase skiffs between 14 and 20 feet 
long, crabbers purchase V-hull skiffs and flatboats 14 to 20 
feet, inland waterway net and line fishermen purchase 
flatboats 14 to 18 feet long, mullet fishermen purchase V- 
hull of semi-V hull skiffs 18 to 24 feet long, shrimpers 
purchase Lafitte skiffs or V-hull skiffs 18 to 35 feet long, 
and oystermen purchase flatboats from 18 to 25 feet long and 
luggers between 25 and 45 feet long.
Although the interviews of boat builders was useful for 
identifying the general sizes of boats being sold to 
commercial fishermen, there is no substitution for actual 
boat measurements. Two of the boat manufacturers, Tim's 
Marine (Figure 4-43) and Jefferson Fiberglass, provided 
dimensions for the boats they manufactured (Table 4-12 and 
4-13) .
For the Tim's Marine boats, gross tonnage was 
calculated from actual hull measurements. Using the actual 
gross tonnage and the major hull dimensions, conversion 
factors were calculated so that approximate tonnage can be 
determined for Tim's Marine (and similarly constructed) 
flatboats if the rough dimensions (length, width, depth of 
hold) are known. In other words, for a 14 foot flatboat, 
gross tonnage is [(length X width X hull depth /100) X 
0.64] .
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Figure 4-43. Customflat commercial flatboats on display at 
Tim's Marine, Violet, St. Bernard Parish (December 10, 
1992) .
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Table 4-12. Dimensions and Tonnage Calculations for Flatboats 


























1448 14 4 6 .1 1.8 0.97 1.5372 0 . 98 . 64
1548 15 4 6.1 1.8 1.04 1 .647 1.05 .64
1G48 16 4 6.1 1.8 1 .11 1.7568 1 .12 .64
1748 17 4 6 .1 1.8 1.17 1.8666 1 .19 .64
1848 18 4 6 .1 1.8 1.24 1.9764 1.26 . 64
1654 16 4.5 6 . 8 2 1.37 2 .176 1.41 .65
1754 17 4 . 5 6 . 8 2 1.46 2 .312 1 . 5 .65
1854 18 4.5 6 . 8 2 1.55 2 .448 1.59 .65
2054 20 4.5 6 . 8 2 1.72 2 .72 1 . 77 .65
1660 16 5 7.2 2.2 1.63 2.5344 1.65 .65
1760 17 5 7.2 2 .2 1.73 2.6928 1. 75 .65
1860 18 5 7.2 2 .2 1.84 2.8512 1 . 85 .65
2060 20 5 7.2 2 .2 2 . 04 3 .168 2 . 06 .65
1866 18 5 . 5 7 . 7 2 .3 2 . 08 3.1878 2 . 07 .65
2066 20 5 . 5 7.7 2 .3 2.31 3 .542 2.3 . 65
1872 18 6 8 2 . 6 2.49 3 .744 2.47 .66
2072 20 6 8 2 . 6 2.77 4 .16 2 . 75 .66
2472 24 6 8 2 . 6 3 .32 4 . 992 3 .29 .66
2084 20 7 9 2 . 6 3 .16 4 .68 3 . 09 .66
2484 24 7 10.7 2 . 6 4.2 6.6768 4 .41 .66
2096 20 8 9 2 . 6 3 .36 4 .68 3 . 09 .66
2496 24 8 10.7 2 . 6 4 .43 6.6768 4 .41 .66
TOTAL 46 . 99 72 . 025 0 .6524
* From actual measurements
** Conversion factor (rough vol. x conv. factor = factored gross tons)

















Table 4-13. Dimensions and Tonnage Calculations for 























22 8 2.3 0.6 1.4 4 . 048 2 .43
24 8 2.3 0.6 1.4 4 .416 2 .65
25 10 2.3 0.6 1.4 5 .75 3 .45
28 11 2.5 0.6 1.4 7 . 7 4 . 62
32 12 2 .5 0.5 1.3 9.6 5 .76
35 14 2 . 7 0.5 1.3 13 .23 7.94
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In a similar manner the conversion factor of 0.6 was 
estimated for Jefferson Fiberglass Lafitte skiffs by- 
comparing the gross ton/net ton ratio for small Louisiana 
fishing boats from the 1930 Merchant Vessels of the United 
States and by examining the tonnage/length regression curves 
for 1930 fishing boats. These conversion factors are simply 
calculated approximations and serve as models for further 
comparison.
For both the Tim's Marine and Jefferson Fiberglass 
boats, the gross ton calculations compare favorably with the 
preliminary model for the length/net ton relationship shown 
in Table 4-3. In every example for the appropriate boat 
size, the gross ton estimates are slightly greater than the 
expected net ton estimates. For example, for a 32 foot long 
boat the expected net tonnage is 5.0 (Table 4-3) and for a 
32 foot Jefferson Fiberglass skiff, the calculated gross 
tonnage is 7.94. Again, these calculations serve as models 
for determining missing measurements for a particular boat 
type. With additional measurements the models can be 
refined to allow greater predictability.
Although not attempted here, it is also possible to 
calculate the approximate empty draft and loaded draft for 
boat hulls with known dimensions. Such calculations can be 
made by assumed proportions (i.e., assuming 1/4 hull depth 
is empty draft, 1/3 hull depth is empty draft, etc.) or by 
interviews of boat owners who can provide the drafts for 
flatboats that are actually used in commercial fishing. The
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estimated empty drafts of the Jefferson Fiberglass boats 
were determined by combining the empty hull drafts provided 
by the manufacturer (Pete Vicari, Jefferson Fiberglass Co., 
personal communication, Dec. 11, 1992) with the measured
propeller/rudder depths from boats on display at Jefferson 
Fiberglass (Table 4-13). These draft estimates are based on 
the assumption that all boats are rigged with inboard 
engines and tunnel hulls. With either outboard or 
inboard/outboard engines the props can be tilted or trimmed 
to reduce draft for shallow water operation. The estimates 
are also based on the assumption that all parts of the boat 
hulls sink to an equal depth below water.
Watercraft Data and Navigability Implications for 
Sample Areas
Although much of the earlier (pre-1940) watercraft data 
can only be applied generally to Louisiana or the Louisiana 
coast, the boat registration and commercial license 
information on file at LDWF can be examined on a regional or 
parish scale. In order to address the susceptibility issue 
accurately it is important to examine both the existing 
commerce and the potential commerce for a particular area 
under consideration. It would be faulty to address the 
navigability issue along inland streams within the hilly 
portions of the Florida Parishes using commercial watercraft 
data obtained from Plaquemines Parish. Hoop net fishing,
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trot line fishing, and logging are more logical 
considerations for navigability research for the Amite River 
than are crab, shrimp or oyster fishing.
The navigability of a waterbody is directly related to 
the types of commerce common to the region. For example, in 
the lawsuits involving navigability of the Bogue Falaya 
River, the types of commerce involved were floating bricks, 
logs, and cut timber (Ingram v. St. Tammany 1868, Ramsey 
River Road Property Owners v. Reeves 1981) . Navigability in 
fact was established on the Bogue Falaya because these types 
of local commerce were indeed carried on that waterbody. In 
the author's view, it would be fruitless to argue that the 
Bogue Falaya might be considered susceptible for navigation 
by oyster luggers if such watercraft were never reported to 
have traveled this waterbody, if it is unlikely that such 
travel would ever have occurred in the past, and it is 
unlikely that it will ever occur in the future. However, if 
Federal jurisprudence is considered, it can be argued that 
susceptibility for navigation may be more liberally defined 
so that the potential for future use is viewed on a broader 
scale (Economy Light and Power Co. v. U.S. 1921, U.S. v. 
Appalachian Electric Power Co. 1940) .
With this in mind, the summaries of boat sizes in 
Appendix L and Appendix M can be applied to navigability 
determinations for specific parishes. Caution must be taken 
not to extrapolate too much information from these files. 
When dealing with coastal parishes, both the Boat
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Registration list (Appendix L) and the Commercial License 
list (Appendix M) can be consulted. For inland parishes, 
however, the license data base is incomplete. In the LDWF 
Commercial License data base, the watercraft length is 
recorded only if the boat is to be used in the saltwater 
region along the coast. As a result, the boat sizes in the 
inland parishes are skewed toward larger coastal watercraft. 
Fishermen are not required to list boat size on commercial 
fishing license applications if the boats are used 
exclusively for inland freshwater fishing. As a result, the 
boat size could not be determined for several thousand 
commercial fishing licenses issued to fishermen living 
within inland parishes. Because of this fact, boat size 
information is most accurate when it is examined in 
association with a particular commercial license. For 
example, within inland St. Landry, St. Martin and Tangipahoa 
parishes, over 80% of all registered commercial fishing 
boats are 2 0 feet long or smaller (Appendix L). According 
to the commercial fishing license files for these same three 
parishes, the percentages of licensed vessels 20 feet long 
or smaller ranges from 35% to 74%.
Because it was not required on the LDWF license 
application, boat length was not indicated for several 
hundred hoop net and trot line licenses issued in these same 
parishes. The greater percentages of smaller commercial 
watercraft suggest that, at least on the surface, commercial 
watercraft are generally smaller on inland waterbodies than
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on coastal waterbodies. This suggestion may or may not be 
relevant.
Louisiana courts have determined that waterbodies are 
navigable if they are of sufficient size to carry commerce. 
No guidelines have been offered as to what degree of 
susceptibility is considered adequate. Is it necessary that 
a waterbody be large enough to allow passage of 50% of the 
watercraft engaged in a particular type of commercial 
activity for it to be considered navigable? Or is 10% 
enough? Taken to one extreme, if a waterbody is deep enough 
to support the smallest type of watercraft capable of 
carrying commerce then it might be deemed navigable. If 
that is the case, then the minimal depth needed to support 
commerce in all 17 of the sample parishes would be whatever 
water is necessary to float a 12 foot fishing boat which 
might draw less than 3 inches of water without a motor, and 
maybe a foot with a motor. The smallest recorded commercial 
fishing boat in all 17 parishes was 12 feet long or smaller. 
If pirogues drawing less than 3 inches of water are used by 
commercial oystermen, trappers, and crawfishermen, are all 
of the waterbodies traveled by such watercraft considered 
navigable? Taken to the opposite extreme, is a waterbody 
navigable only if the largest ocean-going shrimp trawlers 
can travel on it? This problem has never been adequately 
addressed.
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Snnrmarv of Data Analysis
For this study information was collected on the types 
and sizes of boats involved in commerce from the year 1804 
to the present. During this study, over 49,000 separate 
boat entries were tabulated, and where possible, these 
entries were analyzed by watercraft size (length, width, 
depth of hold, tonnage) and type. The purpose of this data 
collection was to address the problem of navigability from 
the perspective of the watercraft being used to carry 
commerce. Coasting trade, commercial fishing and logging 
are all types of commerce that have been recognized by 
Louisiana courts as evidence of navigability along 
waterways. Until now no attempt has been made to 
systematically examine the types of watercraft commonly used 
for commercial purposes, nor has an attempt been made to 
apply such data to the navigability susceptibility issue on 
a large scale.
Several distinct sources of watercraft information were 
utilized for this study. Each data base is unique and 
provides information that is useful for making navigability 
determinations. The WPA data base is useful because it 
contains information on commercial watercraft that operated 
in 1812, the date of Louisiana statehood and the date that 
the U.S. transferred ownership of navigable waterbottoms to 
Louisiana. The two major flaws in the WPA data base are the 
inclusion of information on only a few watercraft measuring
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less than 20 tons and the exclusion of fishing boats from 
the list.
The Merchant Vessels of the United States lists are 
particularly useful because they carry on where the WPA 
Customs lists leave off. By the end of the nineteenth 
century Merchant Vessel lists include fishing boats and 
commercial watercraft greater than 5 net tons.
The Plaquemines Parish oyster license data is 
particularly important because it provides quantification of 
all boats, regardless of size, that were engaged in 
commercial oyster fishing at the turn of the twentieth 
century. Although boat lengths were not included, 
regression models developed from the Merchant Vessel lists 
allow fairly accurate interpretations as to vessel size.
LDWF
The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries data 
base was particularly useful because it was possible to 
determine the sizes of commercial fishing boats registered 
in each parish. It was also useful because the commercial 
license data could be paired with boat size to determine the 
relative sizes of boats associated with a specific type of 
commercial fishing activity. As with earlier studies 
conducted during the early twentieth century (Johnson and 
Lindner 1934) and more recently by LSU researchers (Sass and 
Roberts 1979, Roberts and Pawlyk 1986), these data indicated
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that relatively small boats are being used in the commercial 
fishing industry along the Louisiana Gulf coast. For at 
least 50 years, over 75% of the commercial fishing 
watercraft along the Louisiana coast have been less than 5 
net tons (less than 32 feet) in size.
St. Bernard Parish Survey
Despite the significance of the various historical data 
bases utilized in this study, very few sources provide 
information on boat draft. Although draft can certainly be 
extrapolated from depth of hold measurements, an error of 
only a few inches may be very important when trying to 
determine whether a particular type of watercraft was 
capable of navigating a stream of known depth. Perhaps the 
most important information obtained from interviews with 
commercial fishermen has been the drafts of commercial 
fishing boats used along the Louisiana coast. The interview 
data indicate that the empty draft of boats less than 32 
feet (5 net tons) is 2.0 feet or less, and for boats 25 feet 
or less the draft is 1.5 feet or less. The interviews were 
also important because they revealed that crab, oyster, 
shrimp, and mullet fishermen frequently fished in water less 
than 2 feet deep. Such shallow draft fishing is also 
practiced in coastal Florida and Alabama (William Helton, 
Florida fisherman, personal communication, August 14, 1993). 
Even shrimping, often considered to be a deep water fishing
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activity, frequently is conducted in waters as shallow as 6 
inches (MacAluso 1993). The use of shallow draft commercial 
fishing boats in the shallow coastal waters of the 
Chesapeake Bay along the coasts of Delaware, Virginia, and 
Maryland has been well documented. Shallow water fishing is 
common to eel, oyster, crab, clam, and other types of 
commercial fishing industries throughout the Chesapeake 
region (Chowning 1990, Johnson 1988) . Shallow water boat 
types include skiffs, log canoes, deadrise boats, crab 
scrape boats, and aluminum flatboats (Chowning 1990). One 
type of boat popular among Maryland crabbers is the 
"barcat", described as "small, one-man craft with flat 
bottoms that displace no more than eighteen inches of water" 
(Wolf 1986:5) . Similar shallow water commercial fishing is 
certainly conducted in other coastal states as well.
Such shallow water use by commercial fishermen suggests 
that the arbitrary three-foot cutoff for the State Land 
Office in-house navigability determinations is a very 
conservative cutoff. Such a cutoff might be reasonable for 
larger shrimp or oyster boats, but it certainly is not 
practical for commercial crab, mullet, shrimp, and oyster 
fishermen using boats less than 30 feet long. Although 
crawfishing and other inland types of commercial fishing 
were not discussed in this study, the 3-foot rule is 
certainly conservative for inland waterbodies as well. It 
is obvious from the LDWF data that the average size of
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watercraft used by inland fishermen is smaller than the 
average size watercraft used by coastal fishermen.
Chapter .gumma-ry
From the analyses of Louisiana watercraft engaged in 
commercial logging and fishing operations it is evident that 
a variety of watercraft types and sizes were utilized for 
commercial purposes. Pirogues, bateaus, skiffs, schooners, 
sloops, flatboats, and keelboats are just a few of the many 
commercial watercraft that have been documented from 
numerous historical sources, including testimony from 
lawsuits that have made it to the Louisiana Supreme Court. 
All of these types operated with loaded drafts of less than 
three feet. With the exception of schooners and steamboats, 
most of the common types of commercial watercraft have been 
overlooked or ignored in nineteenth-century court decisions, 
despite their obvious use for commercial activities.
The data examined certainly indicate that the "three- 
foot rule" used by the State Land Office as an in-house 
guideline to distinguish between navigable and nonnavigable 
streams is extremely conservative. The Louisiana Department 
of Wildlife and Fisheries certainly takes a different view 
when issuing oyster leases. Leases are issued on any 
natural waterbottoms that are covered by water.
Databases such as the Merchant Vessels of the United 
States and the LDWF boat registration files are particularly
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useful for the analysis of navigability in areas of the 
state where historical information is lacking or where 
particular types of waterborne commerce (eg., float logging) 
are now extinct.
The analyses presented here provide several examples of 
databases that can be consulted in making an objective, 
quantitative study of potentially navigable waterbodies. 
Such sources can be consulted should the courts attempt to 
quantify navigability either in terms of watercraft sizes or 
waterbody depths. For example, if a dispute arises over 
ownership of small tidal lake in Terrebonne Parish, and the 
available information suggests that crab fishermen are 
operating in the area, then the LDWF data bases can be 
consulted. From the LDWF license file a researcher can 
determine the range of boat sizes (lengths) used by local 
commercial crabbers as well as the average size for crab 
boats. Once the length of a typical crab boat is 
determined, the draft can also be predicted. If the drafts 
of typical crab boats can be determined and the water depth 
is sufficient for that type of boat to operate, then the 
researcher has reasonable grounds for arguing that the 
waterbody may be navigable. The LDWF database also has the 
potential for sorting boats by regions within parishes 
according to zipcode, telephone number, or street address of 
the boat or license owner.
From the various databases consulted in this study, a 
pattern of watercraft dimensions can be easily discerned,
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and that pattern is consistent from the early nineteenth 
century to the present. Every scholarly work and every 
database consulted indicate that the vast majority of 
watercraft engaged in commercial logging and fishing 
activities were less than 30 feet long. The proportions of 
fishing boats of less than 30 feet in length generally 
varies from around 75 % to over 90 %. Of the sources 
consulted, none indicated that watercraft of that size 
accounted for less than 70 % of the total watercraft
population. From the boat measurements obtained from St. 
Bernard Parish boats, the vast majority of fishing boats 
measuring less than 31 feet long have empty, loaded, and 
average drafts of less than 3 feet. This finding may have 
serious implications for future determinations of navigable 
waters along the Louisiana coast.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In Louisiana the State owns the coastal Gulf 
waterbottoms out to the three-mile limit, plus the 
waterbottoms of all naturally formed navigable waterbodies. 
In theory the boundary between State and non-State 
waterbottoms changes as the waterbodies change through 
erosion, subsidence, accretion and other physical processes. 
In this study lawsuits were examined to determine how 
Louisiana courts are addressing the ownership issue in 
response to these physical changes. The study area was 
confined to the 35 parish area located south of the 31st 
parallel. The court-determined ownership of 22 waterbodies 
was assessed in an effort to determine possible regional or 
historical trends in the application or enforcement of 
Louisiana laws governing waterbottoms ownership. Sample 
cases were selected so as to include cases considered 
important to Louisiana jurisprudence, cases ranging from the 
early nineteenth century to the present and cases that 
addressed ownership issues on a variety of waterbody types.
As part of the analysis of waterbottoms ownership, this 
study also examined the nature of waterborne commerce. The 
focus on waterborne commerce was important because 
navigability, and State ownership of waterbottoms, is 
directly linked to the susceptibility of a waterbody to 
carry commerce. This examination assessed both the 
jurisprudential and historical evidence for commercial
379
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watercraft involved in the logging and coastal fishing 
industries. These two industries were selected for study 
because of their historical importance to the Louisiana 
economy and because both have involved use of waterbodies 
for collecting and transporting the commodities associated 
with that industry. Both the timber industry and commercial 
fishing industry are still very important to the Louisiana 
economy. In 1986 forestry was the largest of all the
Louisiana agricultural and natural resources related 
industries, accounting for over 3.7 billion dollars in 
value. In that same year the combined marine and freshwater 
fishing industries were valued at over 766 million dollars 
and ranked second in value behind forestry (Keithly and 
Liebzeit 1987:2).
Louisiana Case Comparisons
In Chapter 3, the cases selected for study were divided 
into seven groups that represented types of problems 
encountered by courts when making waterbottoms ownership 
decisions. Summary information on waterbody type, waterbody 
dimensions, and watercraft engaged in commerce is provided 
in Appendix P. A discussion of each of these groups is 
provided below.
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Inland Secondary Streams
Court decisions concerning inland streams were the most 
inconsistent of all the seven groups. Nineteenth and early 
twentieth century court determinations of navigable and non- 
navigable streams cover a wide range of stream sizes. 
Relatively small streams considered navigable include the 
Bogue Falaya River, only 20 feet wide and a few inches deep 
in low water (Ingram v. St. Tammany) , and Petit Bayou 
(Little Bayou), only 1 foot deep and eight feet wide in its 
original condition (State v. Jefferson Island). In both 
cases navigability was demonstrated by eyewitness and 
historical evidence of commercial use, sometimes by 
relatively small watercraft. At the other extreme, courts 
have deemed a 100 foot wide river may be deemed non- 
navigable if no evidence is presented for actual use in 
commerce (Amite Gravel and Sand v. Roseland Gravel). In the 
latter case, non-navigability was determined despite use of 
the river by a dredge that was 84 feet long and 26 feet 
wide.
The inconsistencies of such decisions came about 
primarily because of a lack of legislative and judicial 
guidelines for making navigability determinations. While 
continuing to cite Louisiana jurisprudence, recent court 
decisions have increasingly relied on definitions of 
navigability and commerce from Federal jurisprudence, and 
since the 1930s courts have continued to acknowledge the use
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of relatively small watercraft in commerce. However, of the 
court decisions examined, few have indicated a willingness 
by the courts to seriously consider susceptibility of use. 
All of the sample cases involving inland streams relied on 
actual commercial use as proof of navigability.
Inland Lakes
Based on the sample cases examined, the State has a 
record of winning ownership disputes of inland lakes 
provided 1) the lakes are wide and relatively deep and 2) 
the lakes have been used for commerce or can be shown to 
serve as a link in a chain of navigable waterbodies, even if 
the other links are man-made. Recent lake ownership 
decisions have followed the spirit of Federal decisions in 
Economy Light and Power v . U.S. and U.S. v. Appalachian 
Electric. In cases involving lakes, Louisiana courts 
usually rely on evidence of actual commercial use to 
determine navigability. The exception is State v. Aucoin. 
the only case examined where the courts accepted the 
susceptibility argument in lieu of definitive evidence for 
actual commercial use.
Lakes V « - Stvreawia
The peculiar waterbodies known as channel lakes were 
first noted by Howe et al. in 1935. Such formations were
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widenings of rivers, were usually described locally as 
lakes, and had a discernible flow. In early disputes courts 
tended to determine that channel lakes were streams because 
current flowed into and out of them. Since the 1973 Placid 
decision, Louisiana courts have followed the five-part test 
to determine whether a waterbody is a stream or a lake. If 
a waterbody is deemed a navigable lake then the State gains 
ownership of eroded shore areas below mean high water and 
keeps ownership of accreted lake bottom. If a waterbody is 
deemed a stream then the riparian owner gains all the 
accretion above mean low water. Lake vs. stream disputes 
occur infrequently and are of minor importance except in the 
Atchafalaya Basin.
Coastal Erosion/subsidence
The State lost decisions in most nineteenth and early 
twentieth century cases involving coastal erosion of 
patented private lands. Between 1936, the date of the Miami 
Coro, v. State decision, and 1975 Louisiana courts were 
rather inconsistent in their opinions over State claims to 
eroded lakeshore and seashore property. Since the 1975 Gulf 
Oil Co. v. State decision, Louisiana courts have maintained 
the State's right to waterbottoms formed by erosion along 
the seashore. As long as the Gulf Oil Co. decision stands, 
the State will continue to have a strong claim to
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waterbottoms formed by the extensive erosion along the 
Louisiana coast.
Coastal Accretion
The State won in all of the coastal accretion cases 
examined during this investigation. In the 1991 Davis Oil 
v. Citrus Land decision the court strengthened State claims 
to coastal accretion by authorizing the demarcation of a 
line to separate accretion formed within a stream mouth from 
the accretion formed along the shore outside the mouth. 
With this decision the State continues to maintain ownership 
of deltaic deposits that form at the mouths of rivers and 
streams.
Arms of the Sea vs. Tidal Waterbodies
This particular group of cases represent the most 
complicated area of research encountered in this study. 
From the sample cases and from research done by others it 
appears that the inland limit of seashore has not been 
established and the extent of State claims to coastal 
waterbottoms is still unclear. Despite the implications of 
the recent Phillips Petroleum v. Mississippi case, the 
ownership of non-navigable tidal waterbottoms is still 
unsettled. One difficulty lies with distinguishing 
waterbodies subject to the ebb and flow of the tide from
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waterbodies that are influenced by the tide. Depending on 
the definition being used, the former may fall under the 
classification of State owned seashore or arms of the sea 
while the latter might be considered privately owned. The 
matter is further complicated by the lack of a clear 
jurisprudential definition of navigable waterbodies. 
Available jurisprudence is also hazy concerning the implied 
association of arms of the sea with navigability. In some 
of the sample cases courts have overlooked or ignored 
commercial fishing as evidence of navigability, particularly 
where fishing was conducted in shallow water.
A possible solution to this problem is the 
establishment of a multi-criteria test for dividing State 
and private waterbottoms along the coast. Such a test could 
include an examination of salt content in the water, tidal 
influence, water fauna (including shellfish), both land and 
water supported vegetation, and water depth.
Man-made Alteration, to Waterbodies
The final group of cases included those where the 
natural environment was obviously altered by the influence 
of man. This was also a complicated area of study. Early 
cases generally involved the right of private individuals or 
corporations to charge tolls for navigation improvements. 
In the cases examined, no clear determination was made as to 
navigability of disputed streams prior to the improvements
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because the courts sometimes applied the steamboat/schooner 
definition of navigability to waterbodies. Some early 
courts tended to determine waterbodies navigable only if 
they were accessible to watercraft at all tidal conditions, 
both high and low water conditions, or at all seasons of the 
year. Early courts sometimes recognized small commercial 
watercraft (eg., Bayou St. John and Bayou Black) but none of 
the court decisions determined a waterbody to be navigable 
solely on the basis of the susceptibility argument. Unlike 
Federal courts, at times Louisiana courts seem reluctant to 
acknowledge human influence on the environment (eg., Burns 
v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club. Bendich v. Scobel). Regional 
human influence on erosion, accretion or availability of 
water has been ignored. Human alteration is considered only 
if the impacts are local and obvious, and the impact can be 
directly tied to a specific human deed. Regional human 
influences are a concern that courts occasionally address, 
but apparently it is impossible at this point to effectively 
gauge the influence on a specific locality. Past court 
decisions have simply assumed that regional human influences 
on the environment to be broadcast so widely that they are 
treated as natural phenomena.
Testing Hypotheses
Five hypotheses were formulated at the onset of this 
investigation. These hypotheses were simply predictions
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relative to waterbottoms ownership issues, and it was 
anticipated that those predictions would either be supported 
or disproved by information obtained from the Louisiana case 
sample. From the information obtained the following 
conclusions were reached:
1) "In areas of the State where streams and rivers are being 
filled due to accretion and sediment deposition, it is 
expected that the ownership of former waterbottoms is 
shifting from the State to the adjacent riparian 
landowners".
Few cases were found to either support or disprove this 
hypothesis. Only a few disputes were found where the State 
disputed claims of accretion along rivers or streams. Those 
disputes that did occur were usually over the extent of 
accretion in very active streams. Only two types of inland 
stream disputes were observed: 1) disputes over accretion 
when the stream was potentially navigable, and 2) disputes 
to determine whether a waterbody was a stream or a lake. 
The fist type of dispute often involves claims to both the 
waterbottoms and the exposed accretion. A good example of 
this type case is Amite v. Roseland in which the waterbody 
was deemed by the Court to be non-navigable and the dispute 
centered around determining the center of the stream. The 
second type of dispute is often very complicated because of 
differences in the way lakes and streams are treated by law.
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The five-part test introduced in State v. Placid is now 
considered the standard by which such disputes are settled. 
In some of the examined cases the waterbodies were
determined to be streams and the riparian owner was granted 
ownership of the accretion (State v. Cockrell). For
waterbodies that were deemed by the courts to be lakes, 
Louisiana courts initially awarded accretion and erosion to 
the riparian owners (State v. Erwin. Doiron v. O'Brvan), but
since the State v. Placid decision in 1973, the State has
been the recipient of both accretion and erosion within 
waterbodies determined to be lakes.
2) "In coastal areas where subsidence and erosion have 
resulted in saltwater encroachment into former wetlands, it 
is expected that the State is gaining waterbottoms at the 
expense of the coastal wetlands landowners, represented 
primarily by private citizens and corporations".
The information obtained from available cases indicates 
that this hypothesis is generally true. This hypothesis has 
been very difficult to either prove or disprove because 
there are so few cases dealing with the issue and because 
ownership of coastal waterbottoms is tied to the complex 
problems of distinguishing seashore from tidelands and of 
determining whether the State only owns navigable tidal 
waters. Louisiana courts sometimes define seashore and arms 
of the sea narrowly, confining these areas to navigable
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waterbodies very close to open Gulf. The noted exception to 
this rule is Lake Pontchartrain. Courts have been somewhat 
inconsistent in decisions over coastal waterbottoms 
ownership issues. For example, oyster production areas are 
sometimes viewed as inland and sometimes as seashore. 
Oysters require a certain degree of salinity and are always 
found in tidal areas. As noted above, the presence of 
oysters might be one useful guideline for differentiating 
inland from tidal areas, yet some court decisions have 
rejected tidal or seashore definition for areas with 
oysters. Future decisions on this matter will likely 
address whether or not the State's coastal waterbottoms 
ownership is confined to the seashore and arms of the sea, 
and what is the boundary that separates arms of the sea from 
privately owned waterbodies farther inland. Also connected 
to these two problems is the still unsettled question of 
whether State claims to arms of the sea or other coastal 
waterbottoms must be tied to navigability of those 
waterbodies.
Although the recent Gulf v. State decision serves as 
the guideline for cases that have been tried since 1975, the 
ownership issue for tidal waterbodies has swung back and 
forth since the nineteenth century. Despite the Gulf 
decision, many earlier decisions have not been overruled. 
For example in State v. Cenac the landowner retained title 
to several patented sections that are now almost completely 
covered by the Gulf of Mexico near the mouth of Bayou
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Terrebonne. In April of 1993, the only remaining part of 
disputed Section 51 still exposed above water was a tiny 
island about 20 feet wide and 150 feet long (Figure 5-1) . 
In the 1961 Cenac decision the court ruled against the 
State, and the Cenac family still owns the submerged portion 
of Section 51 that is submerged beneath a saltwater coastal 
bay that today would probably be classified as an arm of the 
sea. It is also important to realize that changes in 
waterbottoms ownership occur only through adjudication, 
through written agreement between the parties involved, or 
through legislation. For the vast expanse of coastal 
waterbottoms no such agreements or decisions have been 
reached, and it is unlikely that the legislature will or can 
delineate the specific boundaries that would be required for 
Louisiana's undulating coastline, especially since the 
coastline is constantly changing. This hypothesis was also 
difficult to address because of the problem of 
differentiating the sea and arms of the sea from inland 
waters. No clear distinction has been made between the two, 
and the presence of both saltwater and tidal ebb and flow 
are not guarantees that an area will be classified as an arm 
of the sea.
3) "In both areas of accretion and erosion, the dominant 
physical processes are being exacerbated by human 
modifications to the environment. With increased cultural 
influence on the physical environment it is anticipated that
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Figure 5-1. Aerial view of subsided Bayou Terrebonne natural 
levee remnant in Lake Barre, Terrebonne Parish. This 
remnant is the only remaining exposed portion of 
Section 51, T . 21S . -R. 19E . Note ca. 20 foot long mullet 
boat at lower left for scale (April 16, 1993) .
uT-
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court decisions have increasingly acknowledged the influence 
of man".
In general human modification of the natural 
environment has not been seriously addressed by Louisiana 
courts except when the modifications have been obvious and 
local. In waterbottoms disputes two types of human 
intervention issues have been addressed most frequently in 
Louisiana courts: a) channel improvements to make a stream 
navigable or improve its navigability, and b) alteration of 
a channel to impede its navigability. Although human 
actions exacerbate physical processes, Louisiana courts 
often minimize the role of human intervention relative to 
natural processes. Courts have been reluctant to seriously 
consider large scale impacts of human intervention, choosing 
instead to treat region-wide impacts as if they were a 
natural phenomenon. For example, in decisions involving 
coastal erosion, Louisiana courts have yet to acknowledge 
the role of man in stream channelization, levee 
construction, and sediment depletion which have all 
exacerbated the rate of coastal erosion.
4) "Louisiana court decisions involving navigability will 
follow the trend set by U.S. Supreme Court admiralty 
decisions regarding the definitions of tidelands and 
commerce. The anticipated broader definition of
navigability includes a) an expansion of navigable waters 
from the tidelands into inland areas after 1851, and b) a
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historical trend of acknowledging progressively smaller 
watercraft that are engaged in commerce".
Although Federal admiralty jurisdiction was not 
officially expanded from tidal to inland navigable waters 
until 1851 (Genesse v. Fitzhuah) Louisiana courts had 
addressed the navigability issue on inland waterbodies at 
least as early as 1811 (Orleans Navigation Co. v. Mayor). 
In the early nineteenth century cases Louisiana courts were 
addressing property law issues and were not concerned with 
the Admiralty distinction between inland waters and tidal 
waters. As a result the expansion of Federal admiralty 
jurisdiction into inland waters after 1851 had little or no 
affect on Louisiana court decisions involving navigability 
issues. Of the Louisiana court decisions examined in this 
study, none included Federal citations regarding definitions 
of navigable waters until the early twentieth century. For 
example, the commonly accepted definition of navigable 
waters outlined in the 1871 Daniel Ball case was not cited 
by a Louisiana court until 1910 (Shepard's United States 
Citations - Cases 1988:598). From the cases reviewed for 
this study it appears that Federal definitions of navigable 
waters were not seriously considered by Louisiana courts 
until the middle of the twentieth century.
In regard to the expanded definition of tidelands or 
tidal waters, Louisiana courts been inconsistent in their 
determinations of waterbottoms ownership for waterbodies
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that are affected by the ebb and flow of the tide. While 
some decisions have clearly confined State ownership to the 
sea and arms of the sea that are clearly navigable, other 
decisions have awarded State ownership to tidal waterbottoms 
that were not clearly navigable. Part of the problem of 
defining the extent of State ownership has been a lack of 
clear definition of navigable waters as illustrated by the 
failure of many courts to acknowledge the use of small 
watercraft in commercial fishing.
The Oyster Statutes serve as another example of the 
uncertainty regarding coastal waterbottoms ownership. On 
the one hand the statutes grant exclusive rights to oyster 
fishing to riparian landowners down to the low water line, 
while on the other hand the statutes assured State ownership 
to natural oyster beds even if they are bare at low tide. 
Of the court decisions examined in this study, none clearly 
recognized commercial oyster fishing as proof of 
navigability and none addressed the fact that commercial 
oyster fishermen sometimes "coon" for oysters in water less 
than 6 inches deep.
At first glance it might appear that Louisiana State 
courts were acknowledging the use of small commercial 
watercraft in navigability cases earlier than some of the 
famous Federal landmark decisions. Small craft were noted 
in cases involving Bayou St. John in 1822 (State v. Orleans 
Navigation Co.), Bayou Black in 1858 (Bovkin v. Lana and 
Shaffer), and the Bogue Falaya River in 1868 (Ingram v. St.
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Tammany). However, in none of the cases settled prior to 
1935 were waterbodies determined by Louisiana courts to be 
navigable solely on the basis of small watercraft (less than 
5 tons) engaged in commerce. The first case to accept 
relatively small commercial watercraft as strong evidence 
for navigability was State v. Jefferson Island Salt Minina 
Co. in 1935. The smallest watercraft to have a serious role 
in navigability determination was the Two 0'Clock Bayou case 
settled in 1978.
Generally Louisiana decisions have followed the Federal 
lead in using progressively broader definitions of 
commercial watercraft from the middle nineteenth century to 
the middle twentieth century. The Jefferson Island decision 
was the first Louisiana case to have clearly abandoned the 
nineteenth-century bias toward schooners and steamboats as 
minimal size for navigable watercraft. Until the decision 
in State v. Jefferson Island. Louisiana courts generally did 
not acknowledge that shallow draft watercraft such as 
keelboats could be considered important for commerce (as in 
Economy Light and Power Co. v. United States in 1921) and no 
example of even a steamboat with a draft less than 3 feet 
was cited as being engaged in commerce (as in Daniel Ball v. 
United States in 1871) . This abandonment of the 
steamboat/schooner test for commerce is due in part to the 
influence of Federal decisions such as Daniel Ball. Economy 
Light and Power and the Appalachian Electric decision. 
However, this influence of Federal navigability decisions on
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Louisiana courts was minimal until the 1930s. It is also 
important to note that, although none were mentioned in the 
cases examined, during the nineteenth century, small 
steamboats and schooners with drafts less than 2 feet were 
operating in Louisiana. What is even more striking is the 
failure of Louisiana courts to acknowledge that watercraft 
with drafts less than two feet were engaged in interstate 
commerce. As a general rule, watercraft engaged in local or 
domestic commerce are expected to be smaller than those 
involved in interstate commerce, yet small watercraft have 
been consistently ignored or overlooked by Louisiana courts. 
This suggests that the schooner/steamboat definition of 
navigability has been difficult to overcome. As one 
television commentator recently noted regarding crime 
statistics, perception of something is more important than 
facts, even when the facts prove that the perception is 
erroneous.
While only infrequently citing Federal cases, Louisiana 
courts generally have followed the Federal case pattern of 
a broadened definition of navigable waters since the 1930s, 
and this broader definition is still in place today. One 
area where State courts have followed the Federal lead is in 
the acknowledgement that natural conditions are the critical 
element for determining navigability. In some early cases 
involving navigability, Louisiana courts have used the 
obstruction of waterways by human means as evidence for non­
navigability (Amite Gravel and Sand Co. v. Roseland Gravel
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Co.. Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club). In more recent 
decisions, courts have dismissed such artificial 
obstructions and have tried to determine the navigability of 
waterbodies in their natural state (State v. Two O'clock 
Bavou Land Co.) , or have acknowledged that navigability can 
be improved through human alteration of natural waterbodies 
(State v. Aucoin).
5) "Louisiana court decisions involving specific waterbodies 
will influence the ownership status of waterbodies that are 
located in a similar geographical or physical setting."
Of the five hypotheses this was the difficult to address. 
Whenever a court decision is reached, the ownership issues 
involved certainly influence the perception of landowners, 
attorneys, other courts, and State agencies dealing with 
waterbodies that are similar to the one involved in the 
litigation. While a court decision may influence whether or 
not an ongoing dispute actually makes it to trial, it is 
difficult to gauge the impact on a broad scale. Part of the 
problem is that the vast majority of disputes are settled 
out of court, leaving little or no public record as to the 
outcome and the reasons for the terms of the settlement. To 
some extent, the influence of court decisions can be 
measured by the number of times a decision is cited by later 
courts. Of the cases examined in this study, some were 
cited as many as 65 or 70 times over the last 50 years, 
while others were never cited (Shepard's Louisiana Citations
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- Cases 1985, 1991, 1993). The problem with measuring the 
impact of court decisions is that most may minimally 
influence public perceptions, very few result in the 
implementation of public policies by State agencies, and 
even fewer stimulate legislative action. The Phillips 
Petroleum case is one notable exception. For these reasons, 
it is difficult to use lawsuits for measuring trends in 
court decisions regarding waterbottoms ownership.
Another problem is that each lawsuit deals with a 
unique waterbody, a unique set of witnesses, a unique set of 
exhibits, and often a unique legal disagreement. Trends in 
court decisions are difficult to perceive, and courts have 
even reversed earlier decisions, initiating a swing in an 
opposite direction. For example, while many attorneys might 
agree that the Gulf v. State decision is the last word 
concerning the ownership of patented land that is now 
located within the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf decision has 
been challenged several times and it could always be 
reversed by the Louisiana Supreme Court. Although a 
waterbottoms ownership issue may be resolved by a court 
decision, the implied changes in ownership for similar types 
of waterbottoms are only theoretical. Ownership changes 
occur through adjudication not by implication. For example, 
the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries issues 
oyster leases on coastal eroded and/or subsided marsh areas 
that are now open to the Gulf of Mexico and are covered by 
salt or brackish water. While commercial oyster fishing of
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these newly formed waters might imply that they are 
navigable and are therefore owned by the State, the owner of 
the lost land will continue to pay taxes and collect oil and 
gas revenues for the newly formed waterbottoms. Until a 
legal challenge is made the ownership does not officially 
change.
In general the five hypotheses were difficult to prove 
or disprove because of the nature of available
jurisprudential evidence. Cases usually involve a specific 
location or waterbody, and although interested parties may 
derive implications that court decisions have on similar 
types of waterbodies, in reality waterbottom ownership 
issues more often than not will never arise. Those that do 
arise are most often settled out of court and of those that 
are decided in court, court decisions are binding only for 
the waterbodies actually being examined in that particular 
case.
Navigability as a Factor in Determining 
Waterbottom Ownership
In Chapter 4 two types of waterborne commerce were 
examined in order to assess the potential limits of State 
ownership. This assessment is directly linked to a 
determination of navigability for waterbodies, since the 
State theoretically owns the bottoms of all naturally formed 
navigable waterbodies. The available court case summaries
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and historical information provide a substantial amount of 
evidence that, for the most part, Louisiana courts have 
either overlooked or ignored the susceptibility argument in 
making navigability determinations. Commercial fishing, for 
example, is a multi-million dollar industry along the 
Louisiana coast, yet the actual and potential use of 
waterbodies by commercial fishing watercraft has been 
overlooked in numerous cases involving waterbottoms disputes 
from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Numerous 
historical sources indicate that over 70% of commercial 
fishing watercraft are 5 net tons (ca. 32 feet long) or 
less. These relatively small watercraft are seldom 
acknowledged as being engaged in commerce by Louisiana 
courts. Both historical and modern fishing practices have 
involved the catching and transporting of fish and shellfish 
in water less than two feet deep. For some coastal fishing 
industries (eg., oysters, mullet, shrimp, and crabs) 
commercial fishermen have operated in water depths that can 
be measured in inches rather than feet. The existence of 
such shallow water industries has serious implications for 
ownership claims of coastal waterbodies that have 
traditionally been considered non-navigable. If State 
ownership is determined by the commerce rule of 
navigability, then it is imperative that Louisiana courts 
address the existence of this extensive coastal industry. 
Implied State ownership of shallow coastal waterbodies is 
certainly supported by the passage of the Oyster Statutes
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which refer to oyster reefs becoming "bare at low tide" and 
by the longstanding policy of issuing oyster leases over 
waterbottoms that are often only a few inches deep. Because 
oyster leases are granted primarily to individuals or 
companies engaged in commercial oyster fishing, the 
distribution of oyster leases minimally should reflect those 
waterbodies deemed navigable for commercial oyster 
production. Therefore, a map illustrating the locations of 
commercial oyster leases would arguably be a map of 
waterbottoms considered navigable for watercraft engaged in 
commercial oyster fishing.
In a similar manner, Louisiana courts have appeared 
reluctant to consider the susceptibility argument for 
waterbodies that potentially could be used for log floating. 
Of the cases studied, Amite Gravel and Sand Co. v. Roseland 
Gravel Co. perhaps is the best example of the failure to 
acknowledge the potential for log floating. The Tangipahoa 
River is much larger than the Bogue Falaya, a navigable 
stream, and it is comparable in size to the upper Sabine 
River. Log floating has been documented on both the Bogue 
Falaya and Sabine rivers.
In those instances where Louisiana courts have examined 
the susceptibility issue, court decisions usually have 
relied on either local historical evidence of commerce or on 
eyewitness accounts. Regional historical evidence for 
potential waterborne commerce has generally been overlooked. 
This problem could be alleviated by a systematic analysis of
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commercial watercraft, their distribution, sizes, history, 
cargo capacity. For example, either flatboats or keelboats 
were in use on the Amite River (Gilino 1985) and Bogue 
Falaya River (Ingram v. St. Tammany) , yet the potential for 
similar use was not seriously considered on the Tangipahoa 
River in Amite Gravel and Sand Co. v. Roseland Gravel Co. 
nor in the more recent case of Chanev v. State which 
involved the Amite River and was not included in this study. 
By identifying the size, cargo capacity, period of use, and 
areal distribution of keelboats or flatboats, researchers 
can determine the probability that such watercraft types 
could have traveled on a particular waterbody. Previous 
studies have concentrated on the identification of folk boat 
types, steamboats, or ocean going craft, with little 
emphasis placed on either the commercial aspects of these 
watercraft or their areal distribution.
Today the nineteenth-century "carrying trade" 
(interstate trade) definition of navigability has been 
abandoned by Louisiana courts in favor of a definition that 
addresses commercial use rather than watercraft size. The 
very restricted view of waterborne commerce as outlined in 
cases such as Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club is outmoded 
by modern standards. The available historical information 
and previous jurisprudence indicate that the Burns court 
assessment of waterborne commerce on Lake Pontchartrain was 
tainted by the omission of important data that were 
available at the time of the trial. The Burns decision is
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a classic example of the steamboat/schooner definition of 
commerce that was common during the nineteenth century.
With the abandonment of float logging, Louisiana courts 
have lost one of the key commercial practices that was 
useful for determining navigability on inland streams. 
Louisiana courts have resisted the move to substitute 
recreational boat use for the log float test as is now done 
in some northern states. The recognition of public 
recreational access may not be far in the future, 
particularly given the fact that many smaller commercial 
fishing boats are the same size as recreational watercraft. 
In the meantime the commerce test still holds. The recent 
Louisiana Supreme Court decision in State v. Barras is just 
one example of the continuing dispute over fishing rights 
and waterbottoms ownership that will likely continue in the 
future.
Put into proper historical context, most Louisiana 
court decisions would appear logical to even the uninformed 
reader. Court decisions create excitement only when they 
depart radically from previous jurisprudence or when a new 
concept is being considered. It is obvious from the cases 
examined that court attitudes vary historically as well as 
regionally. The biggest problems encountered in this study 
were the apparent inconsistency in addressing navigability 
issues and the failure of courts to seriously address the 
issue of human influence. It is important that the reader 
understand that judges are not scientists and that evidence
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is weighed in court by both qualitative and quantitative 
measures. Decisions are based on the evidence presented at 
trial and the available jurisprudence dealing with the issue 
at hand. The quantity and quality of evidence varies 
according to who the litigants are, how much money and time 
is invested in the dispute, the qualifications of the expert 
witnesses, the availability of lay witnesses, the 
availability of historical or scientific information 
concerning disputed waterbottoms, the skill of the attorneys 
involved, and many other factors.
In Louisiana, navigability is determined by commerce or 
susceptibility for commerce. It is the act of participating 
in commerce that determines navigability. In other words, 
navigability is the product of commerce, not the other way 
around. Susceptibility for commerce is dictated by:
1) the potential of the area for commercial activity 
(logging, trotline fishing, oyster fishing, tour boats, 
etc.),
2) the types of watercraft utilized to carry on that 
commerce, and
3) the condition of the waterbodies and their potential for 
travel by commercial watercraft.
The Status Quo
From a review of past Louisiana Supreme Court decisions 
several apparent recent trends were observed. From about
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the 1950s until the 1980s the courts appeared to rule 
progressively in favor of the State concerning navigability 
issues. During the 1980s the local and district courts 
appear to have leaned toward private ownership of tidal 
marshlands to the exclusion of the public (Glen Kent, State 
Land Office, personal communication, September 24, 1992;
David Kimmel, Louisiana Assistant Attorney General, personal 
communication, October 15, 1992). Coastal marshlands have 
increasingly been treated as sources for revenues through 
marsh management plans. Others think that the shift toward 
private ownership of waterbottoms has not taken place and 
the Supreme Court cases favoring State ownership of 
relatively small waterbodies is still the accepted rule. No 
recent Supreme Court decisions have challenged the status 
quo. As further evidence that a shift toward private 
ownership of waterbottoms has not yet occurred, the recently 
passed Act 998 simply legislates a continuation of the 
status quo. Although it originally may have been offered as 
a counter measure to prevent private ownership losses as a 
result of the Phillips Petroleum decision, the wording of 
the act in effect assures that the guidelines established by 
previous jurisprudence will remain intact (Lee Hargrave, 
LSU Law School, personal communication, October 22, 1992).
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Since the turn of the twentieth century, the vast 
majority of waterbottoms ownership disputes have involved 
the rights to oil and gas located beneath the disputed 
areas. With the decline in oil and gas production, the 
number of below-ground mineral disputes has also declined. 
The ownership question is now taking a different focus, 
particularly in areas where waterbottom configurations are 
changing rapidly. Future disputes are more likely to 
involve waterbody use rather than title ownership (Lee 
Hargrave, LSU Law School, personal communication, October 
22, 1992). This public access issue involves conflicting 
claims between private landowners on one side and both 
recreational and commercial fishermen on the other side. 
The public access issue is not simply the public demand for 
access to lakes, bays, and streams formed naturally through 
subsidence or erosion. It is also likely that future 
disputes will arise over access to privately dug canals that 
have altered the flow of natural waterbodies to the extent 
that the canals are now the only practical means of travel. 
Due to the difficulty of demonstrating the extent to which 
cultural activities have altered the natural characteristics 
of waterbodies, such disputes will probably involve very 
complex issues requiring testimony by experts in geology, 
geography, engineering, hydrology, and related fields.
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The determination of waterbottom ownership along the 
Louisiana coast is confounded by two major problems:
1) the impact of man on the environment to the extent that 
natural and cultural processes are so intertwined that often 
it is impossible to distinguish the two. For example,
coastal erosion and subsidence have been exacerbated through 
the construction of thousands of man-made canals, the
bottoms of which are claimed by the landowners on whose 
property the canals were dredged. When these canals replace 
natural waterbodies as transportation routes or when the
canals alter the flow of existing natural waterbodies, it is 
extremely difficult to determine exactly how an area would 
have looked under natural conditions.
2) Louisiana courts still appear to be reluctant to accept 
commerce carried by small watercraft as evidence of
navigability. For example, in the recent debate over tidal 
waterbottoms ownership resulting from the Phillips Petroleum 
decision, the Louisiana State Law Institute concluded that 
State ownership along the coast was confined to navigable 
waters. Given the facts that:
a) in Louisiana, naturally formed navigable waterbodies are 
owned by the State,
b) the definition of navigability is directly tied to the 
susceptibility of a waterbody to support watercraft carrying 
commerce,
c) commercial fishermen frequently operate in water that is 
less than 1 foot deep,
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d) through the Oyster Statutes the Legislature has 
acknowledged the commercial production of oysters within the 
tidal zone,
e) the diurnal tidal range is only 1.0 to 1.5 feet, and
f) the State owns the coastal bottoms up to the high tide 
line,
it appears that the only waterbottoms the State does not 
have strong grounds for claiming are those waterbodies that 
are not practical for commercial exploitation along the 
coast. Given these facts, it could be argued that non- 
navigable waters are limited to those that are bare or 
practically bare at low tide. Under the established record 
of Louisinana jurisprudence which bases navigability on the 
potential of a waterbody to carry commerce, in effect, 
navigability of coastal and inland waters is demonstrated by 
the ability of commercial fishermen and other commercial 
watercraft operators to travel or exploit those waters.
The current method for resolving waterbottoms ownership 
disputes is to do it on a case-by-case basis, and it is 
unlikely that this trend will change in the foreseeable 
future. Perhaps some of the problems could be resolved on 
a regional basis, but such an undertaking would be 
expensive. Given the present fiscal concerns of the 
Louisiana Legislature and the decline in oil and gas 
revenues, it is unlikely that such a project would be funded 
publicly.
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Louisiana laws concerning waterbottoms ownership were 
designed to address natural processes that result in the 
gradual and imperceptible changes in land forms. It is 
doubtful that lawmakers of 1811 could have foreseen the 
extent of coastal erosion or inland lake filling that has 
occurred in Louisiana. Under a literal interpretation of 
existing laws, the State should be gaining ownership of all 
the property lost to coastal erosion. While the losses to 
coastal landowners appear to be extensive, the actual title 
transfers have been delayed or circumvented through out of 
court settlements, lack of legislative response, and 
reluctance on the part of the Louisiana Attorney General's 
office to pursue the expensive litigation necessary to 
formalize the ownership changes. The bottom line is that 
the ownership issue is not being resolved in a systematic 
manner, especially since the vast majority of ownership 
disputes are settled out of court. The long-term 
implications are cloudy because the trends in ownership are 
established piecemeal by court decisions, and courts have 
been known to reverse or alter previous decisions.
After reviewing over 100 court decisions involving 
waterbottoms ownership and after interviewing several 
attorneys and State officials who are knowledgeable about 
the ownership problems, the author is left with the 
impression that the ownership of coastal waterbottoms will 
not be resolved any time soon. To quote Glen Kent, Public 
Lands Administrator for Louisiana, "we've been sweeping dust
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under the rug for so long that we can't get into the living 
room" . Under the present system, ownership is determined by 
the courts, and those decisions are sometimes hampered by 
the ability of the litigants to pay for attorneys, expert 
witnesses, scientific studies, surveys, and other forms of 
evidence. Literally thousands of acres a year are being 
converted from land to water along the Louisiana coast, but 
the original ownership of these newly formed waterbottoms 
will likely remain intact unless the State challenges the 
ownership in court. As encroachment of the sea continues, 
future conflicts will most probably result when coastal 
property owners deny access to commercial and recreational 
fishermen who are following the coastline inland in pursuit 
of fish and shellfish.
Perhaps the most important contribution that this study 
has made is the analysis of watercraft engaged in commerce 
and the navigability implications that can be derived 
concerning commerce that is regularly being conducted in 
water that is less than 2 feet deep. If commerce is indeed 
the primary determinant for State ownership of waterbottoms, 
then all forms of commerce must be considered in litigation 
involving disputes over waterbottoms ownership.
A similar argument can be made for inland waterbodies 
that are traveled by crawfishermen or hoopnet fishermen, or 
for waterbodies where log rafts can be floated at high 
water.
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From the jurisprudence examined for this study, it 
appears that Louisiana courts have not been consistent in 
their acceptance of the susceptibility-for-commerce 
definition of navigable waters and this inconsistency has 
been one of the primary reasons for the wide range of 
interpretations over the extent of State-owned waterbottoms. 
This uncertainty surrounding waterbottoms ownership is much 
more prevalent for coastal waterbodies than for those 
farther inland and given the uncertainty of Louisiana's 
political climate, it is unlikely that this problem will be 
resolved legislatively in the near future. Because of the 
complexity of the issues, perhaps the easiest resolution of 
the problem is a continuation of the present piecemeal 
approach. In this manner ownership issues are resolved only 
when the issues become important enough to end up in court.
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GLOSSARY OF SELECTED LEGAL TERMS
Admiralty law: maritime law; Federal law that relates to 
marine commerce and navigation, to business transacted 
at sea or relating to navigation, to ships and 
shipping, to seamen, to the transportation of persons 
and property by sea, and to marine affairs generally.
Accretion: the gradual and imperceptible accumulation of
land by natural causes, as out of the sea or a river
Alluvion: sediment that has been deposited on the shore or 
bank of a stream or the ocean
Batture: that portion of a stream bottom that has risen
above the surface of the water or that is as high as 
the land outside the bank; may be synonymous with 
alluvion; land formed by accretion
Boat: may mean any type of watercraft; when used by U.S. 
Coast Guard it refers to watercraft less than 5 net 
tons; watercraft too small for Coast Guard registration 
requirements
Dereliction: land left dry by running water retiring
imperceptibly from one of its shores and encroaching on 
the other,- gradual abandonment of a stream channel
Dicta: secondary or side issues in a lawsuit
Easement: a right of use over the property of another
Fee simple: right of ownership in which the owner is
entitled to the entire property, with unconditional 
power of disposition during his life, and descending to 
his heirs and legal representatives upon his death
GLO: abbreviation for General Land Office, the Federal
agency responsible for surveying and subdividing 
Federal public lands
Gross ton: maritime measure of watercraft hull volume; one 
gross ton = 100 cubic feet of hull space; often
referred to as "burden"
Holdings: the primary issues in a lawsuit
Inherent sovereignty: the automatic right to ownership of 
navigable waterbottoms granted to a state upon entry 
into the United States
Jurisprudence: generally, legal philosophy; in Louisiana it 
refers to court case history
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Littoral: land bordering the ocean, seas or lakes
Meander: a term used by surveyors meaning to conduct an
instrument survey along the shore or bank of a 
waterbody
Navigable waterbody: a waterbody that is used or susceptible 
of being used for commerce
Net ton: maritime measure of hull space available for
holding cargo; net ton = gross ton minus machinery and 
crew space; the figure used by government agencies to 
calculate taxes or tolls on watercraft
Public trust doctrine: the doctrine that a state or country 
maintains control of something for public use
Precedent: a court judgement established for the first time 
for a particular type of case and thereafter referred 
to in deciding similar cases
Riparian: belonging to or relating to the bank of a river or 
stream; of or on the bank; sometimes used to refer to 
land bordering the sea or other tidal waterbody
Sovereignty lands: property that was owned by the Federal 
government and acquired by the states upon their 
admission into the Union as a result of the Equal 
Footing Doctrine
Trade: the act or the business of buying and selling for 
money; barter
Trade and commerce: The words "trade" and "commerce," when 
used in juxtaposition impart to each other enlarged 
signification, so as to include practically every 
business occupation carried on for subsistence or 
profit and into which the elements of bargain and sale, 
barter, exchange, or traffic, enter. (Black's Law 
Dictionary)
Vessel: term sometimes used to represent watercraft that are 
enrolled, registered, or licensed by the U.S. Coast 
Guard; watercraft that are 5 net tons or larger; 
sometimes used to distinguish from "boats"
Waterbottoms: that portion of a waterbody that is covered by 
water; waterbottoms may be defined by high water line, 
low water line, high tide line, or other measures
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Laws Related to Waterbottom Ownership in Louisiana
A. Laws from the 1979 Louisiana Civil Code (West's 
Louisiana Statutes Annotated: Civil Code. Vol. 3, 1980)
Art. 451 Seashore
Seashore is the space of land over which the waters of the 
sea spread in the highest tide during the winter season.
Art. 499 Alluvion and dereliction
Accretion formed successively and imperceptibly on the 
bank of a river or stream, whether navigable of not, is 
called alluvion. The alluvion belongs to the owner of the 
bank, who is bound to leave public that portion of the bank 
which is required for the public use.
The same rule applies to dereliction formed by water 
receding imperceptibly from a bank of a river or stream. 
The owner of the land situated at the edge of the bank left 
dry owns the dereliction.
Art. 500 Shore of the sea or of a lake
There is no right to alluvion or dereliction on the shore 
of the sea or of lakes.
Art. 501 Division of alluvion
Alluvion formed in front of the property of several owners 
is divided equitably, taking into account the extent of the 
front of each property prior to the formation of the 
alluvion in issue. Each owner is entitled to a fair 
proportion of the area of the alluvion and a fair proportion 
of the new frontage on the river, depending on the relative 
values of the frontage and the acreage.
Art. 502 Sudden action of waters
If a sudden action of the waters of a river or stream 
carries away an identifiable piece of ground and unites it 
with other lands on the same or on the opposite bank, the 
ownership of the piece of ground so carried away is not 
lost. The owner may claim it within a year, or even later, 
if the owner of the bank with which it is united has not 
taken possession.
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Art. 503 Island formed by river opening a new channel
When a river or stream, whether navigable or not, opens a 
new channel and surrounds riparian land making it an island, 
the ownership of that land is not affected.
Art. 504 Ownership of abandoned bed when river changes 
course
When a navigable river or stream abandons its bed and 
opens a new one, the owners of the land on which the new bed 
is located shall take by way of indemnification the 
abandoned bed, each in proportion to the quantity of land 
that he lost.
Art. 505 Islands and sandbars in navigable rivers
Islands, and sandbars that are not attached to a bank, 
formed in the beds of navigable rivers or streams, belong to 
the state.
Art. 506 Ownership of beds of nonnavigable rivers or 
streams
In the absence of title or prescription, the beds of 
nonnavigable rivers or streams belong to the riparian owners 
along a line drawn in the middle of the bed.
B. Acts of the 1992 Regular Session, Louisiana Legislature: 
Act No. 998. Ownership of Beds of Non-Navigable Waters
1115.1 Declaration of purpose
A. The purpose of this Part is to distinguish the law of 
Louisiana from the state law upon which the United States 
Supreme Court based its decision in Phillips Petroleum Co. 
v. Mississippi, 108 S. Ct. 791 (1988), and thereby quiet 
titles to lands which have long been owned by private 
persons but which titles may have been clouded as a result 
of that decision.
B. Consistent with the Louisiana State Law Institute 
Advisory Legal Opinion Relative to Non-navigable Water 
Bottoms to the Louisiana Legislature on or about January 31, 
1992, the legislature hereby finds that as to lands not 
covered by navigable waters including the sea and its shore, 
which are subject to being covered by water from the 
influence of the tide and which have been alienated under 
laws existing at the time of such alienation, the Phillips
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decision neither reinvests the state, or a political 
subdivision thereof, with any ownership of such lands nor 
does the state, or a political subdivision thereof, acquire 
any new ownership of such property.
C. It is the intent of the legislature by the enactment of 
this Part to codify and confirm the law of Louisiana as 
heretofore interpreted by the courts thereof without change 
and without divesting the state, its agencies, or its 
political subdivisions of the ownership or rights as to any 
immovable property and without affecting the provisions of 
the state Oyster Statutes passed by the legislature since 
1886. Furthermore, it is the intent of the legislature by 
the enactment of this Part that no provision herein shall be 
interpreted to create, enlarge, restrict, terminate, or 
affect in any way any right or claim to public access and 
use of such lands, including but not limited to navigation, 
crawfishing, shellfishing, and other fishing, regardless of 
whether such claim is based on existing law, custom and 
usage, or jurisprudence.
1115.2 Ownership of inland non-navigable water bottoms
A. Inland non-navigable water bodies are those which are 
not navigable in fact and are not sea, arms of the sea, or 
seashore.
B. Inland non-navigable water beds or bottoms are private 
things and may be owned by private persons or by the state 
and its political subdivisions in their capacity as private 
persons.
1115.3 Interpretation of transfers
Any act by which the state has transferred or hereafter 
transfers ownership of immovable property which, at the time 
of the transfer, encompasses inland non-navigable water beds 
or bottoms within the boundaries of the property 
transferred, is presumed to convey to the transferee the 
ownership of the inland non-navigable water bottoms, unless 
title thereto has been expressly reserved by the state of 
Louisiana in the act. Nothing contained in this Part shall 
be construed as conveying to any person title to any lands 
that have not previously been conveyed or transferred by the 
state.
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C. Oyster Statutes (selected examples)
Act 106 of 1886 (partial transcription)
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
State of Louisiana, That all the beds of the rivers, bayous, 
creeks, lakes, coves, inlets and sea marshes bordering on 
the Gulf of Mexico, and all that part of the Gulf of Mexico 
within the jurisdiction of this State, and not heretofore 
sold or conveyed by special grants or by sale by this State, 
or by the United States to any private party or parties, 
shall continue and remain the property of the State of 
Louisiana, and may be used as a common by all the people of 
the State for the purposes of fishing and of taking and 
catching oysters and other shell fish, subject to the 
reservations and restrictions hereinafter imposed, and no 
grant or sale, or conveyance shall hereafter be made by the 
Register of the State Land office to any estate, or interest 
of the State in any natural oyster bed or shoal, whether the 
said bed or shoal shall ebb bare or not.
Section 2. Be it further enacted, etc., That if any river, 
bay, lake, bayou, cove, inlet, or pass, makes into or runs 
through the land of any person, and is comprised within the 
limits of his lawful survey, such person or other lawful 
occupant shall have exclusive right to use said body or 
bodies of water for planting oysters and other shell fish, 
but the right of the owners or occupants of land on any of 
the other shores, bays, rivers or bayous within the 
jurisdiction of the State, shall extend to ordinary low 
water mark.
Act 110 of 1892 (not transcribed)
This act is almost the same as Act 106 of 1886. Act 110 
does not "sea marshes" as one of the State owned areas, and 
the phrase "not heretofore sold or conveyed by special 
grants or by sale by this State, or by the United States to 
any private party or parties" has been omitted.
Act 121 of 1896
[Similar to Act 110 of 1892.]
Act 153 of 1902 (partially transcribed)
An Act to encourage, protect, regulate and develop the 
oyster industry of the State of Louisiana: to constitute the 
bottoms of beds of the bodies or streams of water along the 
coast of the Gulf of Mexico, and the waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico within the jurisdiction of the State of Louisiana, a 
common for the taking of oysters or other shell fish by 
residents of this State, under certain conditions; to define 
the rights of riparian proprietors in oyster beds on their 
water front...
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Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
State of Louisiana That all of the beds of the rivers, 
bayous, creeks, lagoons, lakes, bays, coves, sounds and 
inlets bordering on or connecting with the Gulf of Mexico, 
and all that part of the Gulf of Mexico within the 
jurisdiction of the State of Louisiana and may be used as a 
common by all the State of Louisiana and Louisiana 
corporations for the purposes of fishing, taking, catching, 
bedding and raising oysters and other shell fish...
Nor shall any natural oyster bed or reef, whether same shall 
ebb bare or not, ever be sold by the State, or by any 
official, or by any political corporation or sub-division of 
said State...
Section 2. Be it further enacted, etc., That the rights of 
the owner or occupant of land bordering on the shores of any 
of the waters herein before described shall extend to 
ordinary low water mark only.
Act 52 of 1904
[Similar to Act 153 of 1902. The terms "creeks" and "coves" 
were deleted from the list of State owned waterbottoms. 
This act also prohibited anyone from owning "in fee simple 
the bottoms of navigable waters".]
Act 178 of 1906
[Similar to Act 52 of 1904.]
Act 189 of 1910
[Similar to Act 52 of 1904. Includes additional provision 
prohibiting anyone from owning "in fee simple any bottom 
lands enumerated in Section 1".]
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
State of Louisiana That all beds and bottoms of rivers, 
bayous, lagoons, lakes, bays, sounds, and inlets bordering 
on or connecting with the Gulf of Mexico, and that part of 
the Gulf of Mexico within the jurisdiction of the State of 
Louisiana, including all natural oyster reefs, and all 
oyster and other shell fish growing thereon shall be, 
continue and remain the property of the State of Louisiana, 
except as otherwise provided...
Act 54 of 1914
[Similar to Act 189 of 1910.]
Act 139 of 1924
[Similar to Act 54 of 1914.]
E. Act 62 of 1912
(Act of Repose)
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Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
State of Louisiana, etc, That all suits or proceedings of 
the State of Louisiana, private corporations, partnerships 
or persons to vacate and annul any patent issued by the 
State of Louisiana, duly signed by the Governor of the State 
and the Register of the State Land Office, and of record in 
the State Land Office, or any transfer of property by any 
sub-division of the State, shall be brought only within six 
years of the issuance of patent, provided, that suits to 
annul patents previously issued shall be brought within six 
years from the passage of this Act.
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The Unofficial State Land Office Policy Concerning In-house 
Waterway Navigability Determinations from the General Land 
Office Records (Plats and Survey Notes)
Sept. 4, 1992
(From Conversation between George Castille and Charlie 
St.Romain, Chief of Titles and Survey, State Land Office)
1. One chain is generally the minimum size for a waterway 
being considered as potentially navigable. Waterways less 
than one chain, or 66 feet wide, are usually not considered 
navigable solely from information on the plats or field 
notes.
2. For a waterway to be automatically considered navigable, 
the waterway must be illustrated on the GLO plat with a 
double line or single line with confirmation in the field 
notes that it is wider than one chain. Exceptions occur if 
it can be proven that the surveyor omitted a waterway by 
error or if the area was not surveyed.
3. To be considered navigable, the waterway must be either 
connected to another navigable waterway or be in close 
proximity to it. In other words, the waterway in question 
may be connected indirectly by a second waterway. The 
waterway in question can not be totally landlocked.
4. If a waterway completely dries up the State loses its 
ownership to the riparian landowner. For the state to 
retain ownership water must flow through the waterway at 
least part of the year. The length of time for this 
required flow has not been determined by law in Louisiana. 
State ownership of streams extends to the mean low water 
line. Mean low water stage in a stream is constantly 
changing. Therefore before a mean low water stage can be 
determined the stream must hold water above and below the 
mean. No consensus agreement has been reached as to the 
definition of mean low water. Waterways which carry water 
only during flood stage are not considered navigable.
5. Waterways are generally considered potentially navigable 
only if they are named on either the plat or in the field 
notes. A named waterway is not automatically assumed to be 
navigable, but naming is a general prerequisite for 
navigability determination. Exceptions occur if it can be 
proven that the surveyor omitted a waterway by error or if 
the area was not surveyed.
6. Concerning coastal bays and inlets:
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The state owns any arm of the sea which would be directly 
connected to the open gulf or navigable in itself, or 
connected to a bay that is directly open to the gulf. Water 
depth is not considered for arms of the sea. Any arm of the 
sea is state waterbottoms regardless of depth.
7. For inland waterbodies depth must be considered. Any 
waterbody that is at least 3 feet deep is considered state 
owned.
8. Canals are considered to be privately owned unless they 
happen to be coexistent with a naturally occurring navigable 
waterbottom. If they intersect or take up the same channel 
as the originally historical navigable, naturally occurring 
bayou, then that canal as far as we are concerned still 
remains state owned.
9 . The State Land Office commonly considers four historical 
waterbody designations to imply non-navigability. These 
are: creek, slough, branch, or trainasse. Normally, when 
these terms are encountered on maps, the State Land Office 
assumes that the designated waterbody is not of sufficient 
size for the state to claim.
10. The name bayou implies a stream of sufficient size for 
the state to lay claim to it.
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WATERCRAFT AND CHANNEL DESCRIPTION INFORMATION FROM 
TRANSCRIPT OF WITNESS TESTIMONY, AMITE GRAVEL AND SAND CO.
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Watercraft and Channel Description Information from
v. Roseland Gravel Co.
VOL PG W ITN ESS DATE W ATERCRAFT USE LENG T W IDTH DRAFT C O M M E N TS
1 140 Paul Jahncke ca. 1917 barge lum ber up to Wells Ferry
1 141 ca. 1917 skiff at Tangipahoa Station
1 175 L.D. W arner ca. 1917
1 175 ca. 1917
1 176 ca. 1917
1 176 ca. 1917 schooner lum ber at Lee's Landing
1 176 ca. 1917 dredgeboat
1 180 Robert R. Reid ca. 1917 skiff sport fishing
1 183 ca. 1917
1 184 ca. 1917
1 184 ca. 1917 skiff
1 186 1880-81 dredge boat
1 186 ca. 1917 small boats from Lee’s Ldg down
1 190 Andrew Edwards ca. 1917 schooner lum ber 3 mi. above Davies bridge
1 190 ca. 1917 gasoline boats fishing 16-18' up to Brackwaldt bridge
1 191-193 ca. 1917 schooner 2  mi. above Davies bridge
1 193 ca. 1917
1 194 ca. 1892 tim ber rafts lumbering floated from Independence down
1 194 ca. 1892 tim ber rafts lumbering only floated during high water
1 196 ca. 1892-1917 tim ber rafts lumbering
1 196 ca. 1892-1917 small gas boats tow rafts
1 200 Judge Reid ca. 1892-1917 shallow draft boat 4 ’
1 201-20 Andrew Edwards ca. 1892-1917 timber rafts lumbering 10 logs abreast; float in high water


















VO L PG W ITN ESS DATE W ATERCRAFT
206 Robert Ellis ca. 1917
207 ca. 1917
207 ca. 1917




250 Robert S. Ellis 1917
2 270-27 Ham pton Reynol 1917 skiff
2 285 O scar Russell ca. 1880 skiff
2 286-287 ca. 1917
2 287 ca. 1917
2 287 ca. 1917
2 288-289 ca. 1917
2 289 ca. 1917
2 293-29 W .P. Russell ca. 1917
2 311 E.L. Stem berger ca. 1917 plank boat
2 318 C.R. Grant ca. 1917 dredge
2 348-34 Ford Simms 1886 snag boat
2 350 ca. 1917 sailing barge
2 351 1886
2 351 ca. 1917 launches
2 351,353 ca. 1908-1918 gasoline launch
2 352 ca. 1908-1918 gasoline launch
USE LEN G T W ID TH  DRAFT C O M M E N TS
survey boats





from Areola to Fluker 
vicinity of gravel operation
fishing 14-16 ’
gravel dredging 90 ’
channel clearing 60 ’ 
carried cordwood
on a  barge; disputed area (dredge Tangip  
30' 1.5 ’ area b /t Davies bridge & Tickfaw
4' below Davies bridge
carried 15 people 24' 
? 2 6 ’
2 -3 ’ near Tickfaw
2.5-3 ' he built it b /t Davies &  Brackwaldt bridges




















DL PG W ITNESS DATE W ATERCRAFT USE LEN G T W IDTH DRAFT C O M M E N TS
2 353 1886
2 354 ca. 1917 gasoline launches towing tim ber lower Tangipahoa
2 356 ca. 1917
2 358 ca. 1917








2 36 6 1916
2 367 1916
2 400 ,40  Dallas Calm es ca. 1917 gasoline launch 18' 44" 23" from Independence to mouth
2 401,403 1915 gasoline launch 18' 44" 23" traveled up to Gullet bridge near Amite
2 401 ca. 1917
2 404 1894 logs tim ber floated in high water
2 406-407 1895 logs & log rafts tim ber 30" low water; above Independence
2 407 1882 snag boat clearing channel 4 0 -50 ’ 20'
2 408 ca. 1917 lake boat 23' 74" 28" near Independence
2 414  Robert Ellis ca. 1917
2 46 6  E.C. Crozat 1916 dredge gravel operation 8 2 ’ 2 6 ’ dredge "Tangipahoa"


















V O L PG W ITN ESS DATE W ATERCRAFT USE LENG T W IDTH DRAFT C O M M E N TS
2 4 96  ca. 1917
3 554-55  Paul F. Jahncke 1915 dredge gravel dredging 84' ca. 3' "Tangipahoa" launched near gravel operat


















PAGE W ITNESS CHANNEL SPRING FRESHET
MIN. DEP MAX. DEP AVG. DE RISE RISE WIDTH COMMENTS
140 Paul Jahncke
141
175 L.D. W arner
175
176  2.5-3' 
176
176














200  Judge Reid 



























PAGE W ITN ESS CHANNEL SPRING FRESHET
MIN. DEP MAX. DEP AVG. DE RISE RISE WIDTH COMMENTS







250 Robert S. Ellis 
270-271 Ham pton Reynolds 





289  <  2-3'
293-294 W .P. Russell 2 ’
311 E.L. Sternberger 
318 C .R . Grant 




















near Roseland  
near Roseland  
freshet rise lasts 2-2 .5  days 
survey below  Conners bridge 




near gravel operation; last 2-3 days






















PAGE WITNESS CHANNEL SPRING FRESHET
MIN. DEP MAX. DEP AVG. DE RISE RISE WIDTH COMMENTS
353 1.5' near Tickfaw
354
356  Davies bridge =  navigation head
358  8-9'
363 ,448 Charles Joubert 105' measured; a t gravel operation, low stage
363 80 ’ measured; at gravel operation, low stage
363 56 ’ measured; at gravel operation, low  stage
363 62' measured; at gravel operation, low  stage
364 58' measured; at gravel operation, low  stage
364 104’ measured; at gravel operation, low  stage
364 162’ m easured; a t gravel operation, low stage
365 8' measured; at gravel operation, low stage
366 178’ measured; at gravel operation, low stage
367 6-7' measured; at gravel operation, low stage
400,403 Dallas Calm es
401,403





414 Robert Ellis 80 -90 ’ near gravel operation
466 E.C . Crozat


















PAGE WITNESS CHANNEL SPRING FRESHET
MIN. DEP MAX. DEP AVG. DE RISE RISE WIDTH COMMENTS
496  3 -6 ’ near gravel operation
554-556  Paul F. Jahncke
556  3-4' depth w here dredge ’Tangipahoa" launch
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Watercraft and Channel Dimensions Derived from Transcribed 
Witness Testimony, State v. Two O'clock Bayou Land Co.
PAGE W ITN ESS W ATERBODY YEAR TYPE
W ATERCRAFT USE
W ATERCRAFT  
LENG TH W IDTH DRAFT
82-83 Two O ’Clock Bayou 1970s
82 Two O ’Clock Bayou 1970s
102-10 Preston Scruggins Half M oon Bayou 1930s floated tim ber logging
104 Half M oon Bayou 1930s pirogue logging
110 Sidney Rourks swamp ca. 1940-45 floated timber logging
127 Bayou Courtableau ca. 1940-45 putt putt boat logging
127-128 woods ca. 1940-45 pirogues logging
128 Two O 'C lock Bayou 1913-14 pirogues logging
128 Two O ’Clock Bayou 1913-14 floated tim ber logging
140 Joe Elder Two O 'C lock Bayou ca. 1930-35 putt putt logging
142,150 Two O ’Clock Bayou ca. 1930-35 putt putt logging
142 Two O 'C lock Bayou ca. 1930-35 floated tim ber logging
143 Two O ’Clock Bayou ca. 1930-35 log cribs logging
150 Two O 'C lock Bayou ca. 1930-35 log cribs logging 10-16'
158 Two O 'C lock Bayou? ca. 1930-35 log cribs logging 4'
160 Two O 'C lock Bayou? ca. 1930-35 sinker boat logging 8-10'
15 Em ile Miller Two O 'C lock Bayou 1970s skiff sport fishing 12’ 30"
9 Two O 'C lock Bayou 1970s
9 Two O ’Clock Bayou 1970s
12
22  A.K. Smith 1970s duck boat pleasure 12'


















PAGE W ITN ESS W ATERBO DY YEAR
31 A.K. Smith Two O 'C lock Bayou 1970s
3 2  1970s
3 4  1950s
3 6  W .A. W elch 1950s+
3 7  1970s
3 9  1970s
41 1970s
4 2  1970s
42-43 1970s
4 4  1970s
4 6  1970s
4 7  1970s
50  1970s




5 6  1976
62-68 Sherby J. Skrantz 1947
72-74  Ernie Kovach 1946-76
85  Creighton J. Nall 1970s
8 9  1970s
91 1970s
112 Lewis Peters 1970s
123 1808
TYPE W ATERCRAFT
W ATERCRA FT USE LENG TH W IDTH DRAFT
Joe-boat com mercial fishing
alum inum boats com mercial fishing 2.5'
skiffs com mercial fishing 4 .5 -5 ’
boat pleasure 14'
barges movie production 20' 12’
barges m ovie production 20-25' 12'
bass boat sport fishing 16' 5.5' 1'
alum , shrimp bo sport fishing 16’
Joe-boat com mercial fishin 14' 4 ’ 1'



















PAGE W ITNESS W ATERCRAFT
C O M M E N TS
34
3 6  W.A. W elch
3 7




4 4  guess as to draft
4 6
4 7  
50





62-68 Sherby J. Skrantz used gill and trammel nets 
72-74 Ernie Kovach 
85  Creighton J. Nall 
89  
91
112 Lewis Peters 
123
AVG MAX M IN GENERAL




5 -6 ’ at bridge
50-200' near Cowan Bay 
10’ 3 ' in Sec. 13, west end
6' between trees; 3 /4  mi. S of RR 
40 -50 ’ near tree obstruction  







used depth finder 
used depth finder 
near bridge
near bridge, at cable
depth at cable  











































W ITN ESS W ATERCRAFT
C O M M E N TS
Preston Scruggins
used to cut cypress timber 
Sidney Rourks ash was cut
used to pull logs 
used to cut timber
Joe Elder inspected lum ber operations
pulled logs down bayou  
cypress & ash
2-4  logs per crib (raft)
3 -6  logs per crib; cypress & ash
recovered sinker logs; joe-boat
Emile M iller
A.K. Smith








6 - 12 ’
MAX MIN G ENERAL
DEPTH DEPTH W IDTH C O M M E N TS
area of cypress trees 
at railroad bridge
at second lake
at cable crossing near highway  
between landing and C ow an Bay
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WATERCRAFT MENTIONED IN CASE TRANSCRIPT OF WITNESS 
TESTIMONY, LOUISIANA LAND V. GASOUET
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Watercraft Mentioned in Case Transcript of Witness Testimony. La. Land v. Gasquet
VOL. PAG E W ITN ESS TYPE C RAFT APPROX LGT DRAF W ATERCRAFT DEPTH
DATE C O M M E N TS
103 Robert S. Leovy ca. 1891 1.5-2'
128 F.J. Blaise 1891 2’
147 W .S. Reddick 1891 2 ’
149 skiff ca. 1891 used to look for oysters
149 pirogue ca. 1891 used to look for oysters
165 V. Marshall sloop-rigged boat ca. 1891 used to bed oysters
165 cat-rigged boat ca. 1891 used to bed oysters
173 Sutton Titus ca. 1891 2'
174 lugger ca. 1891 had to outlight to load oysters
174 vessels ca. 1891 require 3 .5 ’ water; 2 .5 ' when empty
175 vessels ca. 1891 waiting for a  tide
175 skiffs ca. 1891
178 Hypolite Buras pirogue ca. 1891 used to pick oysters; carried 1-1.5 barrels
186 ca. 1891 0.5-4'
186 ca. 1891 0.5-3'
186 ca. 1891 2 ’
187 ca. 1891 2.5'
188 ca. 1891 2-3'
189 ca. 1891 0.5'
30-191 pirogue 1885 used to pick .5 to 1 barrel oysters
204 R.S. Leovy ca. 1891 2'
204 ca. 1891 3.5'
236 John M engodich big skiff ca. 1891 fished oysters
























VOL. PAGE W ITN ESS TYPE CRAFT APPROX LGT DRAF W ATERCRA FT DEPTH
DATE C O M M E N TS
248 John A. Collete lugger ca. 1891
253 pirogue 1891 caught 1 barrel oysters
257 ca. 1891 3-3.5 '
260 luggers ca. 1891
260 small boats ca. 1891
264 O vide Suras ca. 1891 som etim es fishes by hand (cooning)
265 luggers ca. 1891 75-100  barrel capacity; sailed w / 1 / 2  load
266 ca. 1891 1.5-3.5'
274 Adolph Clark skiffs ca. 1860-1890
274 lugger ca. 1860-1890
276 ca. 1860-1890 2-2 .5 ’
277 ca. 1860-1890 3-3.5 '
277 ca. 1860-1890 0.5'
277 ca. 1860-1890 1.5'
279 Eli Pendo lugger ca. 1891 couldn’t fill boat in bay because he had no skiff
282 sailboats 1877 32  boats fishing oysters in bay
2 296 Peter Lafrance luggers ca. 1891 fishing oysters
2 297 pirogue 1890 could fill with oysters in 1-1.5 hrs.
2 301 N. Franovich lugger ca. 1891 3 9 ’ 7 registered tons
2 303-304 ca. 1891 4 -5 ’
2 303-304 ca. 1891 2 ’
2 304 ca. 1891 1.5-3'
2 304 luggers ca. 1891 half loaded when depth was 1.5-3'
























VOL. PAG E W ITN ESS TYPE CRAFT APPROX
DATE
2 307 lugger ca. 1891
2 314 Anthony Popich luggers ca. 1891
2 317 skiff ca. 1891
2 317 luggers ca. 1891
2 318 skiffs ca. 1891
2 3 19 lugger ca. 1891
2 321 Baldo Petrovich lugger 1877
2 321 lugger 1877
2 325 1877
2 325 1877
2 3 29 luggers ca. 1891
2 331 ,346 ca. 1891
2 348 Andrew Lobrano luggers ca. 1891
2 357 P.E. Gautien luggers ca. 1891
LGT DRAF W ATERCRAFT  
C O M M E N TS
DEPTH
largest lugger was 5 or 6  tons  
fishing oysters 
had a  15-20 barrel capacity  
could not travel in bay fully loaded  
oysters ferried to luggers with skiffs 
half loaded lugger carried 4 0  barrels 
St. Augustine; 7 .5  tons 
3-3.5 ' Lustine; (loaded draft)
2.5' 
<  1'
























VOL. PAGE WITNESS TIDE DEPTH 
RANGE COMMENTS
103 Robert S. Leovy 
128 F.J. Blaise 
147 W .S . Reddick  
149  
149















204  R.S. Leovy 
204
2 36  John Mengodich




winter high tide over reef 
high tide depth over reef 
highest winter tide depth over reef 
lowest tide depth on reef


























VOL. PAGE WITNESS TIDE DEPTH
RANGE COMMENTS
1 242
1 248 John A. Collete
1 253
1 257 brief visit
1 260
1 260
1 264 Ovide Buras
1 265
1 266 tidal range over reef
1 274 Adolph Clark
1 274
1 276 depth over reef at ordinary tide
1 277 depth over reef at high tide
1 277 depth over reef at lowest observed tide
1 277 depth over reef at low tide
1 279 Eli Pendo
1 282
2 296 Peter Lafrance
2 297
2 301 N. Franovich
2 303-304 high tide depth in bay
2 303-304 low tide depth in bay

























VOL. PAGE WITNESS TIDE DEPTH
RANGE COMMENTS
2 307  Joseph Frelich
2 307
2 314  Anthony Popich
2 317
2 317
2 318 luggers could not fill up in low tide
2 319
2 321 Baldo Petrovich
2 321
2 325 regular tide depth
2 325 estim ated lowest tide depth
2 329
2 331 ,346
2 348 Andrew Lobrano
2 357  P.E. Gautien
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[Transcription of Regulations dating ca. 1820 presented as 
evidence in Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner Amelial
REGULATIONS 
ESTABLISHED BY 
THE NAVIGATION CO. OF ORLEANS 
Pertaining to Ships, Barks, and Bateaux which navigate 
in the Carondelet Canal and Basin
First REGULATION 
When two ships meet in the Canal, the one going down 
the canal will leave the passage free for the one going up 
the canal, either by returning to the Basin, or by placing 
itself in one of the nearest accessory passages. Bateaux 
and small craft having a beam of less than six feet will 
keep to the right.
Second REGULATION 
It is forbidden to unload anything from ships and boats 
while they are in the canal.
Third REGULATION 
It is forbidden for any person whomsoever to cause 
damage to the Canal or Basin and to throw into either one 
anything which could tend to fill them, or which could harm, 
impede, or hinder navigation. Any infringement of this 
regulation will subject the guilty party to a fine of one 
hundred dollars.
Fourth REGULATION 
On arriving in the Basin, captains and masters of ships 
will be obliged to report their arrival to the company 
inspector immediately. He will indicate to them the place 
which they will have to occupy and they will be obliged to 
conform to what he orders in this regard.
Fifth REGULATION 
Noone may burn pitch, tar, or any other combustible 
materials on board ships and bateaux at any time while they 
are in the Basin, and fires there will be extinguished at 8 
P.M. in conformity with this regulation so that there are 
none during the night; it is also forbidden to careen in the 
Basin.
Sixth REGULATION 
Ships which are loading or unloading cargo will have 
preference for berths; bateaux and small craft go in those 
which the company inspector designates.
Seventh REGULATION 
Before leaving, captains, masters, and owners of ships 
entering the Basin will be obliged to pay the company
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collector the toll fixed below, in default of which they 
will be subjected to an additional charge at 25 percent.
Eighth REGULATION 
All objects unloaded will be removed within 48 hours; 
otherwise the company will have them removed at the expense 
of the owner.
Ninth REGULATION 
It is forbidden to allow any raft or floating timber to 
enter the Canal.
Tenth REGULATION 
All those who break any of the preceding regulations 
(except the third and seventh) will pay a fine of 10 
dollars, the collection of which will be pursued before a 
justice of the peace.
TOLL RATES
To be paid by ships, barks and bateaux which navigate the 
Bayou St. John and Carondelet Canal
From Lake Pontchartrain to the Establishment 
of the Bayou, the trip ending there
From the Establishments of the Bayou to the 
Basin, by continuation of the trip
On every bateau, bark, or pirogue of any 
kind, of one ton or less in the Canal
On the same, of more than one ton
By order of the Management,
Stephen Lafitte,
Secretary
Note: Ordinary fishing bateaux will be exempt from the toll.
} At the rate 
} of 75 cents 
} per ton
} At the rate 
} of 50 cents 
} per ton in 
} addition to 
} the toll 
} above
) 50 cents each 
} time
!At a rate of 50 cents per ton





BfltjrtientSf Barques et Bateaux qui navigueront .•.
iSe*
i proche;
> ^ .2 '< i^ » r B q n c  tfeux Bailments so rcnconireront dans lo C anal, ce lu i q u i dctcendra U lsters le  paii»g6lV t 
**v , 'c e lU lq U rn o n te ra , soil en retournantau Bassin, »oit e n *o  dans une des Dem i-Luncala fid s  r
ttileaux et canols ayant moinsde six pieds dcbau obaenreront dc ae deriger par ia drolte.
■ .% f2V  ; REGLEMENT; lid,
j* * i i  fest dcfTendu de ricn  d&barqucr des bailments e l bateaux tandls qu’ils  acront dans Ic Canal.
REGLEMENT. lllme. .
t l  est deflfondu a toutc personne quelconque* sous la  peine d 'une amende de cent gourdes, d’occatlon- 
,.■ du dom nugc au Canal ou au Bassin, e t do je tte r dans I'u n  ou dans 1’autre rion qui puisso lendre a les 
nhbler, ou du i pourra ii en aucunc manlcre nu irc, gfiner ou Incotnmoder la navigation.
REGLEMENT IVe.
E n  arrivant au Bassin. les capitninea ct patrons seront tenus dc falre immcdialcqacnt a l ’ inspccteur dc 
la compagnle, le rappo it dJ&leur arrivce, I i  leur Ind iquera la  place qu*ils dcvront occuper, e t ils  scront ob li­
ges de te  cooformcr a ce q u 'il leu r pr6scrira d cet 6gard. *.
REGLEMENT Ve.
\  I I  ne sera pas perm is de brule r abord des bailments et bateaux pendant toulc lc tems bu 'ils  seront dans 
le  Bassin, du Bra i, Goudron ou autres mbtiercs combustibles, et les feux y scront r6gulicrement dteints a , 
; h u it heures du soir, ensorte q u 'il n'y cn att point pendant la  nu it; i l  nc sera pas non plus permis dc car&ner 
dans le Bassin. - • '
REGLEMENT Vic.
Les botiments qui auront des chargcmcnts a prendre ou am ettrc  a terre , auront.la pref6rencoypour les 
places; les bateaux c t canots se meitent dans cellos que 1’ inspectcur do la compagnie desigoera.' -.^ . v
REGLEMENT VIIc. * ’ ' .
* »•/ ^ P ’̂ ^ W ' ^ ^ t  proprieta lrcs des bailments entrant dans le  Bassin, seront te n u f de payer
.  *  ^  t-s ^  ci-apr^sj id c fo u t  ^  —
KjoioW iiSt'onoao'SSkilo, soroiriM l^irfcajdraoSqairaittc halt houresi'DuUemen'
* ’1 fikgnlo  les fcra en lo fe r sux  fr*U  du p rop rtc t.ire . ■ 1 '
REGLEMENT IXe.
I I  cut dcffendu do lo irc entrer dans Ic Canal, aucun radeau ou boia flotantl
REGLEMENT Xe.
Tous ceux qui enfreindront aucuns dca roglcmenta qni prtcfcdcn!, (lea 3c. ct 7e. cxceptts) ptr/erc: 
unc amende da d ix  gourdes dont le rccourrem cn l.e ra  poursu iv i par-devant un jugc de paix,
PraMft/V-:
$ID® IPl&JMilB
A  payer p a r  les batiments, barques et bateaux qui navigueront le' 
Bayou St. John et C anal Carondelet.
D u  Lac C on teh irtra inauxE lab liaae inenaduB ayou leyo jr.ge?  A r a U m i e ? s C e lt ,  f la r  T onn tau .
sc termmont la—  3 •
Des Etablissements du JBayou au Bassin, par continuation > *1 ra tio n  de 5 \^ ,Q fn t* ^ ( ia r  T on ncaucn  
dc voyage—  5 . ’  add ition  au fi7ag e jc i*d c isu t.
S ur tout bateau, barque ou pirogue, do quelquc cspcco que > f  .
. ee .o i l,  navigant dans le Canal d ’un tonncau et a u -d e s s o u i- J Cent. cAo} u r /o , . .
Sur les mcmes. &u*dcssu3 d’ un lonneou— A  raison de C inquante  Cents p a r  Tonncau*
Per ordre de la D irec tion ,
S T E P H E N  L A F J T T E ,
Secretaire.
N . 13. Les uatcnuA de rcchcurs ordinaire:, seront exempts du peage.
Jm flrim ?  f ;a r  1 \  K , H'nguey . .
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Watercraft and Channel Description Information from
Transcript of Witness Testimony, State v. New Orleans 
______Navigation Co.. 1822____________________________________






































JO S E  P ICHA RACA
V IN C E N T  RILLIEUX
ALEXIS R A C H O N
BOAT TYPE
PIR O G U E
CHALANS
S C H O O N E R
VESSELS
SC H O O N E R
S C H O O N E R S
S C H O O N E R
FLATS
ALEXAN DER M ILN E SKIFF
S C H O O N E R S  
PIERRE B A C O N  S C H O O N E R
FLAT
PAUL LA N N SE VESSELS
SC H O O N E R S  
LOU IS BLANC PIRO G UES





LOU IS ALLARD S C H O O N E R
CHALAN  






S C H O O N E R  
O YSTER BOATS  
VESSELS  
G UILLAUM E BEN ITE P IRO G UES
TYPE
C O M M E R C E
TRADE
C O A S T  TRADE  
LAKE TRADE  
C O A S T  TRADE






LIG H TER IN G
PITC H  & TAR  
C O A S T  TRADE  
LIG H TER IN G  
PITC H , TAR & CATTLE
C O A S T  TRADE
SH ELLS  
H U N T IN G  
LIG H TER IN G  
TAR & PITCH  
PELTRY  
C O A S T  TRADE
LAKE TRADE  
O Y S TE R S














CA. 1788  
CA. 1802-06 1.5 ’
CHALAN
VESSELS
LIG H TE R IN G  
C O A S T  TRADE
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PAGE W ITN ESS B O A T TYPE TYPE APPROX. EMPTY
C O M M E R C E  DATE DRAFT
41 S C H O O N E R S  CO AST TRADE C A. 1786
41 P IR O G U E S CO AST TRADE C A. 1786
41 JAM ES P ITO T  VE SS EL CA. 1796
42
4 2  S C H O O N E R S  CA. 1796
43  JO SE PH  RABASSA CHALANS LIG HTERING  PRE 1806
44  VE SS ELS CA. 1821
4 4  CA. 1821
44  VE SS ELS TAR,PITC H ,LIM E,VEG . PRE 1803
45  CHALAN LIGHTERING
45  J .H . HO LLAND VE SS EL CA. 1802
4 6  VE SS ELS TRADE 1804
46  VE SS ELS CO AST TRADE PRE 1805
46  VE SS ELS LAKE TRADE PRE 1805
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PAGE W ITN E S S LOADED C H A N N E L C O M M E N TS  
DRAFT DEPTH




29  V IN C E N T  RILLIEUX 3.5 '
29
30  ALEXIS R A C H O N  5'
31
31
32  ALEXAN DER M ILNE  
32
32  PIERRE B A CO N 3 .5 -4 ’
33
34  P A U LL A N N S E
35
35  LOUIS BLANC  
























4 .5 -1 .5 ’
1-1 .5 ’
2-2.5'
3 -3 .5 ’
1 -1 .3 ’
AT BAR
O RDINARY TIDE  
BAR AT LOW  TID E
LOADED VESSELS HAD T O  LIG HTEN
BAR D IFFICULT TO  C R O S S  
AT BAR 
AT BAR
HAD TO  LIG HTEN
ON L. PO NTCHARTRAIN  
STRANDED O N BAR
150 TO N S
CHA N N EL O B STR U C TED  
AT BAR
OF 45-50  TO N S CAN N AVIG ATE N O W  
OF 150 TO N S HAVE E N TER E D  IN PAST  
APPROX. 35 EN G A G E D  IN TRADE  
APPROX. 5 OR 6  E N G A G E D  
CA. 20-25 TO N S  C O N S ID E R E D  LARGE  
AT BAR
H IG H ES T W ATER O VER BAR  
LOW  W ATER AT BAR
LAKE & M O B ILE /P E N S A C O LA  TRADE
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PAGE WITNESS LOADED CHANNEL COMMENTS
DRAFT DEPTH
41
41 TO  M O BILE &  P E N SA C O LA
41 JA M E S  P ITO T  10-12" 18 T O  20  TO N S; FR O M  PE N SA C O LA
42 12" AT BAR
42 STRANDED IN BASIN
43 J O S E P H  RABASSA
4 4  3.5 ' BAR AT LOW  W ATER
4 4  3 -6 ’ LO W /H IG H  W ATER DRAFTS IN CANAL
44  20-30  VE SS ELS FO R C E D  TO  LIG HTER
45
4 5  J.H . H O L LA N D  C H A N N E L O B S TR U C TE D
4 6  D ETATINED BY LO W  W ATER
46  40-50  EN G A G E D
4 6  10 EN G A G E D
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Watercraft and Channel Description Information from 
Transcript of Witness Testimony, Carondelet Canal & 
Navigation Co. v. Parker (Docket 6668, La. Supreme Court 
Records,UNO Archives)
Vol. 11
Testimony taken May 11, 1877.
Plaintiff testimony: (direct by Schmidt)
p. 1
B . Salov
Schooner is 6.4 0 tons according to Custom House
p. 2
dredge boats used to clear channel 
p. 5
Bayou St. John mouth would be too shallow for 2' to 3' draft 
vessels if it wasn't dredged 




ebb & flow of tide in B. St. John 
p. 9
parts of bayou were 3' deep
p . 10
when channel wasn't dredged the water was 1.5' deep 
at the mouth it was 1' deep
p. 11
without dredging the mouth would be 1' deep
p. 12
dug channel was 7' deep at mouth; at ordinary tides it was 
5.5' - 6' deep 
p. 14
claim that vessels drawing 3' would not be able to pass 
without dredging 
p. 15
after dredging water was 7'-9' deep 
(cros s-Fernandez)
p. 18





depth at the pier was 8'-9'; 7.5' at low tide
p. 28
N.O. Canal Navigation Co. took over in 1852 
old channel was 3'-3.5' deep 
(cros s-Fernandez) 
p. 35
before dredging vessels drawing 5' could travel at high tide
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p. 38
J .A. D'Hemecourt 
city surveyor 
p. 39
avg. depth maintained in bayou was 6' (avg. low tide) 
p . 40
at low tide vessels drawing 5'-5.5' can enter 
if no dredging mouth bar would admit vessels drawing 18" at 
high tide; 1' or less at low tide 
p . 42
with no dredging depth at the pass would be 3' - 4' 
p . 44
without dredging Bayou St. John could only handle skiffs and 
boats drawing l'-1.5'
(cross-He rnande z) 
p. 47
mentions Bayou La Branche
mouth of B. St. John: "sometimes there is a foot and a half 
of water in it, and sometimes it is dry"





P- 1Louis H. Pilie 
p. 5
mouth of Bayou St. John was originally (20 years ago) 2.5'- 
3' deep 
p. 9
mouth of bayou was 2'-2.5' at mean tide
(cross-Fe rnande z) 
p. 10
in natural state vessels drawing 2' could navigate at mouth; 
5' in main channel
p. 12
in 1838-1839 bayou was 3' deep
(redirect-Schmidt) 
p . 14
ordinary condition: at ordinary tide water was 2'-3' deep; 
12 "-14" at low tide
DEFENSE TESTIMONY 
(direct-He rnande z)
T .S . Hardee
p . 16












sequestered schooner (Victoria #2) has loaded draft of 3' & 
2" or 4" 
p. 29
D. C. Bosse 
p . 30
(cross - Schmidt)
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schooner carries wood from north shore Lake Pontchartrain 
p. 31
Schooner Victoria is 6.5 tons and draws 3' plus 2" or 4"
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Transcription of 1891 The Daily Picayune Article Describing 
New Orleans Area Watercraft
The Daily Picayune 8/2/1891 pg. 16
(Note: illegible words marked with brackets [ ])
THEN AND NOW.
Navigation on the Father of Waters.
VARIOUS CRAFT
From the bayous and interior lakes which beautify Louisiana 
out into the big river came the hunter with his spoils in a 
pirogue. This was a narrow canoe, pointed at each end, 
hollowed out from a single log, partially by burning, partly 
by hewing with an axe. Its occupant propelled it by 
paddling with a single paddle first on one side, then on the 
other. It was uncomfortable for either sitting or standing, 
but in the hands of an adept could cleave the waters with 
the swiftness of an arrow sped from the bow.
The g[?illegible] or oyster luggers laden with luscious 
bivalves sailed into the river from the bays. When they 
reached it their sails were furled and the oystermen 
cordelled them up stream. These oyster vendors announced 
their approach in a style befitting old Neptune himself, by 
blowing a resonant blast on a huge pink-lipped conch shell 
termed by the Spaniards boca del diavolo, ie. the devil's 
mouth.
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The radeau was a raft built of logs felled in the 
Louisiana swamps or on the shores of the Mississippis upper 
tributaries, it was floated down by the current to New 
Orleans, and having served its purpose, was sold as lumber.
The chaland, or flatboat, came from the west freighted 
with a cargo of salted and smoked meats, barrels of apples, 
flour, corn, lard, cider and whiskey, dried fruits and 
stoneware, such as jars and crocks. As the term "flatboat" 
would indicate, this craft was flat-bottomed like a box, on 
one end a tiny cabin, a mere dollhouse, was constructed for 
the [nap?] of the boatmen; the chaland was assisted in 
floating down stream by the use of long "sweeps" or flat- 
bladed oars, generally only one pair. Fiddling, dance and 
song varied the monotony of the flatboatman's mercantile 
venture down the Mississippi.
The chaland a boeufs, or cattle-boat, was simply a 
magnified flatboat having a very large cabin pierced by many 
windows to admit of ventilation for the animals confined 
within.
The caboteur, also [yolept?] pirogue a voile, was a 
species of sailboat of good dimensions provided with rudder 
and oars in addition to the sail, at one end stood a cabin 
occupied by occasional passengers. This style of peddling 
vessel carried a mixed stock in trade of groceries, wines, 
cordials, dry goods, table and kitchenware; having made 
satisfactory sales of these articles they would return to 
their original point of departure, laden with freight from
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the plantations. These square stores would ground at 
convenient landing places or plantation fronts, or near the 
villages, and were visited by all the inhabitants of the 
surrounding country for the purpose of barter. Not coin 
alone, but poultry, butter, eggs, etc. were occupied in 
trade. In consequence of this the negroes so frequently 
raided upon the hen roosts when a peddler's floating store 
lay convenient, that the planters bestowed upon such boats 
the opprobrious nickname of voleaurs de volailles, ie., 
chicken thieves.
The keelboat, called by the Louisiana Creoles la barge, 
was, however, the most generally accepted and comfortable 
river conveyance for freight, passengers and crops of all 
kinds. Like the flatboats the keelboats moved slowly, even 
going downstream, but the return upstream was tedious in the 
extreme, flatboats were always sold at New Orleans as soon 
as their freight was discharged, but keelboats would return 
to Pittsburg, continuing from three to six months on the 
trip home, after having been at least six or seven weeks in 
going down the river.
KEEL BOATS
Were "light, long and narrow, sharp at both ends and round 
bottomed; they were rigged with one or two 'sweeps' on each 
side for propelling purposes, and a sweep at one end for use 
as a rudder." These sweeps were rude ones of immense size, 
formed of young tree bodies attached to the boat by rol[?] 
pins, and having at their outer end a blade formed of thick
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
plank or board. There were also one or two masts on the 
keel boats, thus the oarsmen, of whom three was always a 
full complement, could run up sails when the breeze set in 
the proper direction and rest themselves. Setting poles 
were employed to free the boats from the sand bars on which 
they sometimes grounded, or to push them along in shallow 
water, and also to force them away from accumulations of 
driftwood and snags which interfered with their progress. 
In going up stream it was found extremely difficult to 
overcome the force of the strong, rapid current racing 
downwards to reach the ocean; for this warping and 
cordelling were resorted to, in both processes a hawser was 
attached to the mast; in warping a tiny yawl was sent ahead 
of the keel boat carrying with it one end of the rope, this 
was fastened to a tree on the river bank and as the boatman 
pulled hand over hand by the rope to the tree station, a 
second hawser was tied to another tree further on, to which 
point the men then pulled the boat, and thus the warping 
continued, the men in the yawl knotting each rope to a tree 
alternately, those in the keelboat pulling up to the trees 
by the hawsers. Cordelling was frequently resorted to. In 
this method the heavy ropes were held at one end by men on 
shore, who walked along laboriously dragging the boat 
against current. When admissible mules were employed 
instead of oarsmen, thus relieving these last of an arduous 
task. This system was employed by the ancient Romans, who 
propelled their wheelboats by men or oxen.
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There was always a contracted apartment near the stern 
of a keelboat, which served as its cabin. These were not 
only of use in giving protection to occasional passengers, 
but were, in many instances, the sole residences of the boat 
owners. Owing to this fact the latter were facetiously 
termed crocodiles, that is alligators, because like these 
reptiles, they were equally at home on land or water.... 
First Mississippi River steamboat...
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Stat View Statistical Regression Analysis and Scatter Plots 
for Schooners, Sloops, Luggers and Oyster Boats from Ship 
Registers and Enrollments of New Orleans (1804-1820, 1861- 
1870) and Marehant Vessels of the United States (1887 and 
1910)
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Schooners - 1804-1820: Length to Tons
Polynomial Regression Xi: Length Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
1274 .868 .754 .752 19.781
Source DF:
Analysis of Variance Table
Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 326325.349 163162.675 416.971
RESIDUAL 272 106434.734 391.304 D - .0001
TOTAL 274 432760.083
SSfe(i)-e(i-111:
Residual Information Table 
e 2 0: e < 0: DW test:
1142073.805 138 1137 11.335 . I
Polynomial Regression Xi: Length Yi: Gross Tons
Parameter: Value:
Beta Coefficient Table 
Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT -24.082
X .11 .767 .034 .144 .8859
X2 .023 .006 .835 3.544 .0005
2
V
Polynomial Ragraaalon Xi: Langth Yi: Gross Tons
Confidonca Intervals and Partial F Table
NTEFCEPT r
X -1.4 1.62 -1.156 1.376 .021
x2 .01 .035 .012 .033 12.563
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Schooners - 1804-1820: Depth of Hold to Tons
Polynomial Ragraaslon Xi: Depth Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adj. R-squared: Sid. Error:
|274 1.92 1.847 1.846 |lS.593
Analysis of Variance Table 
Source_______DR_________Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 366627.753 183313.876 753.964
RESIDUAL 272 66132.33 243.134 p . .0001
TOTAL 274 432760.083
Residual Information Table
SSfefil-efMH: eaO:_______ e < 0:_______ DW test:
196556.22 1130 1145 11.46
Polynomial Regression X-|: Depth Yi: Gross Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTCRCEPT -32 .403
X 10.482 3.289 .501 3.187 .0016
X2 .631 .235 .422 2.681 .0078
2
P7
Polynomial Regression Xi: Depth Yi: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Upper Partial F:
NTCRCEPT
X 4.007 16.958 5.053 15.911 10.158
x2 .168 1.095 .243 1.02 7.188
3
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Sloops - 1804-1820: Depth to Tons
Polynomial Regraiaion X-|: Depth Y i: Groaa Tone
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
l37 1.856 1.732 1.717 ll2.946 ~
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Sauares: Mean Square: :-test:
REGRESSION 2 16044.976 8022.488 47.866
RESIDUAL 35 5866.161 167.605 p « .0001
TOTAL 37 21911.137
Residual Information Table
SSfe(l)-eH-P): e a 0:_______e < 0:_______ DW test:
18174.895 118 120 ll.394
Polynomial Regresalon X p  Depth Y i: Groaa Tona
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: 3robability:
NTERCEPT 31,0t8
X -10.749 12.479 -.551 .861 .3949
X2 2.213 1.013 1.399 2.185 .0357
2
V
Polynomial Ragreaalon X p  Depth Y i: Groaa Tona
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% tower: 95% Upper 90% tower: 90% Upper Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X -36.085 14.588 •31.835 10.338 .742
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Schooners - 1861-1870: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression Xi: Length Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Ad|. R-squared: Std. Error:
404 .858 .736 .735 11.891
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: "-test:
REGRESSION 2 158514.942 79257.471 560.57
RESIDUAL 402 56837.685 141.387 p - .0001
TOTAL 404 215352.626
Residual Information Table
SSfe(i)-8(i-1)l: e 2 0: e < 0: DW test:
71343.724 173 232 1.255
Polynomial Regression X1: Length Y-|: Gross Tons
Parameter: Value:
Beta Coefficient Table 
Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
INTERCEPT -5.455
X .027 .431 .014 .063 .9499
X2 .013 .003 .844 3.796 .0002
2
V
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Schooners - 1861-1870: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression X-j: Length Y-|: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Uooer Partial F:
INTERCEPT
X -.821 .875 -.684 .738 .004





AND Service-Use No Data
AND Gross Tons 6.12 S X S 121.18
AND Length 1 S X S 118.4
AND Width 1 S X S 30
AND Depth of Hold 1 S X S 14.8








































Schooners - 1861-1870: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression Xf: Depth of Hold Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-sauared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
|404 .753 .567 .565 15.232 I
Source
Analysis of Variance Table 
3F: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 122082.233 61041.116 263.09
RESIDUAL 402 93270.394 232.016 p m .0001
TOTAL 404 215352.626
Residual Information Table 
SSfem-ef 1-1)1: e a 0: e < 0: DW test: 11105283.OS 1201 |204 ll.129 1
/
Polynomial Regression X f : Depth of Hold Yi: Groaa Tona
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT -22.663
X 14.573 4.607 .822 3.163 .0017
x 2 - . 1 1 2 .418 -.07 .268 .7888
2
V
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Schooners - 1861-1870: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regrasslon X-|: Oapth of Hold Y-|: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Uooer Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X 5.516 23.63 6.977 22.168 10.007






AND Service-Use No Data
AND Gross Tons 6.12 S X £ 121.18
AND Length 1 £ X S 118.4
AND Width 1 £ X £ 30
AND Depth of Hold 1 £ X £ 8.9
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Schooners - 1861-1870: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Rogreaalon X i : Depth of Hold Y i : Groaa Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Uooer 90% Lower: 90% Uooer Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X 20.517 29.073 21.207 28.382 129.849





AND Service-Use No Data
AND Gross Tons 6.12 5 X 5 121.18
AND Length 1 5 X 5 118.4
AND Width 1 5 X 5 30
AND Depth of Hold 1 5 X 5  14.8
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Sloops - 1861-1870: Depth of Hold to Tons
DF:
Polynomial Ragraaslon X-|: Dapth Y-|: Groaa Tona
R:_________ R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
12 6 .754 .568 .532 6.635 j
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 1389.989 694.994 15.788
RESIDUAL 24 1056.474 44.02 p - .0001
TOTAL 26 2446.463
Residual Information Table
SSfe(i)-e(l-1)l: e a 0:_______ e < 0:_______ DW test:
I8.477E2270 11 1 116 I8.024E2267 J7
Polynomial Regression X-|: Depth Y f: Gross Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT -32.571
X 18.213 11.016 2.337 1.653 .1113
*2 -1 .2 4 1.091 -1.606 1.136 .2671
2
V
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Sloops - 1861-1870: Depth of Hold to Tons
Polynomial Ragresalon X-|: Depth Y i : Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Upper: Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X -4.525 40.952 -.636 37.062 2.733





AND Gross Tons 6.12 i X i 99.9
AND Length 21.8 i  X S 118.4
AND Width 7 S X S 30
AND Depth 0 5 X £ 8.9
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Luggers 1887 - Length to Tons
OF:
Polynomial Regression X i: Length Y-j: Groas Tona
R: Adi. R-souarod: Sid. Error:
11 31 •594 .353 .343 1.019 I
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: :-test:
REGRESSION 2 73.117 36.559 35.24
RESIDUAL 129 133.827 1.037 D - .0001
TOTAL 131 206.944
Residual Information Table
SSfe(n-e(i-1)l: eiO: e < 0: DW test:
1107.46 IS7 175 1.803 I
Polynomial Regression Xi Langth Vi: Groaa Tons
Parameter: Value:
Beta Coefficient Table 
Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: 3robability:
INTERCEPT 23.511
X -1.159 .666 -2.533 1.741 .0841
X2 .02 .009 3.111 2.139 .0344
Polynomial Ragraaalon X i: Langth Y i: Groaa Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Ucoer. 90% Lower: 90% Uooen Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X -2.477 .158 -2.262 -.056 3.031
x2 .001 .038 .004 .035 4.573
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Luggers 1887 - Width to Tons
Polynomial Ragresalon X i:  Width Y i:  Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
|l31 .685 .47 .462 .922
Source DF:
Analysis of Variance Table
Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 97.225 48.613 57.155
RESIDUAL 129 109.719 .851 p - .0001
TOTAL 131 206.944
SS[e(!H*fi"1 )1:
Residual Information Table 
e i  0: e < 0: DW test:
1109.76 158 17 4 |1 I 1/
Polynomial Regression X-|: Width Y-|: Gross Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
INTERCEPT 13.958
X -2.052 1.682 -1 .583 1.221 .2245
x2 .126 .072 2.262 1.744 .0835
Polynomial Regression X i:  Width Y i:  Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
NTERCEPT
X •5.38 1.275 -4.839 .734 1.49
x2 -.017 .269 .006 .246 3.042
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Luggers 1887 - Depth of Hold to Tons
Polynomial Rograaclon X-|: Depth Y-(: Grots Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
131 .348 .121 .108 1.187 !
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 25.077 12.538 8.893
RESIDUAL 129 181.868 1.41 p - .0002
TOTAL 131 206.944
Residual Information Table
SSfefi)-e(i-1 )1: e & 0: e < 0: DW test:
156.449 66 166 1.31 I
Polynomial Regression X-|: Depth Y-|: Gross Tons
Beta CoefTicient Table
Parameter: Value:_______Std. Err.:_____Std. Value:____t-Value:______Probability:
NTERCEPT -1.463
X 4.167 1.325 1.404 3.145 .0021
x2 -.463 .18 -1.148 2.571 .0113
217
Polynomial Regression Xi: Depth Yi: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Upper 3artial F:
NTERCEPT
X 1.545 6.789 1.972 6.362 9.891
X2 -.819 -.107 -.761 -.165 6.612
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Luggers 1910: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression Xi: Langth Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
53 .767 .589 .573 ,841 J
Source
Analysis of Variance Table 
DF: Sum Squares: Mean Sauare: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 51.594 25.797 36.491
RESIDUAL 51 36.054 .707 p -  .0001
TOTAL 53 87.648
SS[e(i)-<
Residual Information Table 
*(1-1)1: eao: e < 0: DW test: 151.514 |27 |27 11.429 I
/
Polynomial Regression Xi: Length Yi: Gross Tons
Parameter: Value:
Beta Coefficient Table 
Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT 35.003
X -1.949 .647 -4.541 3.013 .004
X2 .032 .009 5.251 3.484 .001
2(7
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5 0 9
Luggers 1910: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragrasalon X i: Langth Y i: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial P Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper: 90% Lower: 90% Uooer: Partial F:
INTERCEPT
X -3.247 -.65 -3.032 -.865 9.078





AND Gross Tons 5 £ X £ 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 S X £ 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X  £ 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 S X S 5.4
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5 1 1
Luggers 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
DF:
Polynomial Regression X i : Dapth of Hold
R:
Y i : Groaa Tona
I S3 .322 .104 .068 1.241
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGFESSJON 2 9.076 4.538 2.945
RESIDUAL 51 78.572 1.541 P m .0616
TOTAL 53 87.648
Residual Information Table
SSfe(i1-e(i-1)l: e s 0: e < 0: DW test:
119.781 |22 132 1.252 .... I
Polynomial Rograaalon X-|: Depth of Hold Y i : Groaa Tona
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
MTERCEPT -18.484
X 14.686 6.696 3.611 2.193 .0329
X2 -2.115 1.006 -3.462 2.102 .0405
2
V
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Luggers 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragraaalon X-|: Depth of Hold Y-f: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper: 90% Lower: 90% Upper Partial F:
INTERCEPT
X 1.241 28.131 3.466 25.905 4.809






AND Gross Tons 5 £ X S 54
AND Net Tons 5 5 X 5 45
AND Length 27 5 X S 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X 5 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.A £ X £ 5.4
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Length to Gross Tons
DF:
Polynomial Regression X i : Length
R:
Y i: Gross Tons
Residual Information Table
SSfefi)-efi-1 )l: e  Z  0: e < 0: DW test:
8.477E2270 18 121 1.049E2268
138 .906 .821 .811 4.739
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 3710.867 1855.433 82.631
RESIDUAL 36 808.364 22.455 p - .0001
TOTAL 38 4519.231
V
Polynomial Regression X-| Length Yi: Gross Tons
Parameter: Value:
Beta Coefficient Table 
Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
INTERCEPT -32.012
X 1.165 .344 1.439 3.388 .0017
X2 -.004 .003 -.545 1.283 .2078
17
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression X i:  Langth Y i : Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Uooen 90% Lower: 90% Upper Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X .468 1.863 .585 1.746 11.477






AND Gross Tons 5 *5 X £ 200
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 112
AND Length 29 £ X S 99.8
AND Width 6.4 £ X £ 37
AND Depth of Hold 1.5 £ X £ 12.5
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Length to Net Tons
Polynomial Regression X i:  Langth Y i: Nat Tons
DF:_________R:_____  R-squared: Adi. R-squarod: Std. Error:
38 .89 .793 .781 2.815
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: :-test:
REGRESSION 2 1092.162 546.081 68.912
RESIDUAL 36 285.274 7.924 p - .0001
TOTAL 38 1377.436
Residual Information Table
SSfe(H-e(i-111: e a 0:______ e < 0:________DW test:
I8.477E2270 122 117 12.972E2268
Polynomial Regression Xi: Length Yi: Net Tone
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value:_______ Std. Err.:_____Std. Value:____t-Value:______Probability:
INTERCEPT 3.241
X -.095 .204 -.211 .463 .6464
X2 .004 .002 1.098 2.403 .0215
2
V
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Length to Net Tons
Polynomial Regression X f : Langth Y i:  Nat Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upoer. 90% Lower: 90% Upper “artial F:
WTERCEPT
X -.509 .32 -.44 .25 .214
*2 .001 .007 .001 .007 5.776
3
17







































Oyster Boats - 1910: Depth of Hold to Net Tons
Polynomial Regression X-j: Depth of Hold Y-j: Net Tons
DF: R: R-sauared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error:
138 .575 .331 .294 5.06
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 455.782 227.891 8.901
RESIDUAL 36 921.653 25.601 p » .0007
TOTAL 38 1377.436
Residual Information Table 




Polynomial Regression X-j: Depth of Hold Yi: Net Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT -4.734
X 3.837 8.196 .503 .468 .6425
X2 .069 1.021 .072 .067 .9467
2Z
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragraaslon X i : Dopth of Hold Y-|: Groaa Tona
DF: R: R-6quared: Adj. R-squared: Std. Error:
13 8 1.621 1.386 I.352 18.779 I
Analysis of Variance Table
Source_______DF:_________Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGFESSION 2 1744.376 872.188 11.315
RESIDUAL 36 2774.854 77.079 D - .0002
TOTAL 38 4519.231
Residual Information Table
SSfe(i)-e(i-1H: 8 2 0:_______e < 0:________DW test:
I8.477E2270 I l 4  |2S |3.0S5E2267 I
Polynomial Ragraaslon X i : Depth of Hold Y i : Groaa Tona
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT -20.595
X 12.803 14.22 .927 .9 .3739
X2 -.533 1.772 -.31 .301 .7653
2[7
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Oyster Boats - 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragraaslon X-|: Depth of Hold Y-(: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% UDOer 90% Lower: 90% Upper: Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X -16.04 41.646 • 11.208 36.813 .811






AND Gross Tons 5 S X S 200
AND Net Tons 5 S X S 112
AND Length 29 S X S 99.8
AND Width 6.4 S X S 37
AND Depth of Hold 1.5 £ X £ 12.5
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Schooners 1910: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragraaslon X i : Length Y i: Groaa Tons
DF: R: -̂squared: Adi. R*squared: Std. Error:
144 .939 .883 .861 3.456
Source DF:
Analysis of Variance Table
Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
REGRESSION 2 12757.487 6378.743 533.982
RESIDUAL 142 1696.279 11.946 0 - .0001
TOTAL 144 14453.766
Residual Information Table
SSfe(0-e(i-1)1: o S> 0: e < 0: DW test:
8.477E2270 73 172 4.998E2267
Polynomial Ragraaslon X-|: Langth Y-|: Groaa Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
INTERCEPT 18.944
X -.952 .259 -.889 3.68 .0003
x2 .019 .002 1.816 7.518 .0001
2z
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Schooners 1910: Length to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression X-j: Langth Y-|: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Uooer: 90% Lower: 90% Uooer Partial F:
NTERCEPT
X -1.463 -.44 -1.38 -.523 13.54




AND Gross Tons 5 S X S 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 £ X £ 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X £ 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 £ X £ 5.4
AND Rig •Schooner
AND Gross Tons 5 £ X £ 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 £ X £ 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X £ 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 £ X £ 5.4
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Schooners 1910: Width to Gross Tons
Polynomial Ragrasslon X-j: Width Y i: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared:____Adi. R-squared: Sid. Error:
1144 .895 T jl 1.797 U.51
Analysis of Variance Table
REGRESSION 2 11565.197 5782.598 284.268
RESIDUAL 142 2888.569 20.342 D -  .0001
TOTAL 144 14453.766
Residual Information Table




Polynomial Regression X-j: Width Y-(: Gross Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-Value: Probability:
NTERCEPT 46.392
X -6 .5 5 1.411 -1 .74 4.643 .0001
x2 .283 .041 2.609 6.961 .0001
2
V
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Schooners 1910: Width to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression X-j: Width Y i: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial F Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Uooer: 90% Lower 90% liDoer Partial F:
NTHRCEPT
X -9.339 -3.761 •8.886 •4.214 21.56






AND Gross Tons 5 £ X 5 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 2 7 S X S  75.5
AND Width 9.3 S X S 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 S X S 5.4
AND Rig Schooner
AND Gross Tons 5 S X s 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 £ X S 75.5
AND Width 9.3 S X S 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 S X S 5.4
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Schooners 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression Xi: Depth of Hold Yi: Gross Tons
DF: R: R-squared: Adi. R-squared: Std. Error
1144 .798 .637 .632 6.077 I
Source
Analysis of Variance Table 
OF: Sum Squares: Mean Square: F-test:
FEGRESSION 2 9210.424 4605.212 124.718
RESIDUAL 142 5243.341 36.925 p - .0001
TOTAL 144 14453.766
SS|e(i)-<
Residual Information Table 
»fi-1)l: e a 0: e < 0: DW test: 118.477E2270 175 17 0 1.617E2267
/
Polynomial Regression Xi: Depth of Hold Y-|: Gross Tons
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Sid. Err.: Std. Value: t-Valuo: Probability:
NTERCEPT 15.05
X -11.101 9.268 -.6 2 2 1.195 .234
x2 3.219 1.184 1.415 2 .718 .0074
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Schooners 1910: Depth of Hold to Gross Tons
Polynomial Regression X i:  Depth of Hold Y-(: Gross Tons
Confidence Intervals and Partial P Table
Parameter: 95% Lower: 95% Upper: 90%' Lower: 90% Upper: Partial F:
INTERCEPT
X -29.464 7.261 -26.481 4.278 1.429






AND Gross Tons 5 £ X £ 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 £ X £ 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X £ 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 £ X £ 5.4
AND Rig Schooner
AND Gross Tons 5 £ X £ 54
AND Net Tons 5 £ X £ 45
AND Length 27 £ X £ 75.5
AND Width 9.3 £ X £ 23.4
AND Depth of Hold 2.4 £ X £ 5.4
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APPENDIX K
LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES BOAT 
REGISTRATION APPLICATION AND COMMERCIAL FISHING 
LICENSE APPLICATION, 1992
533
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Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Boat




1. ALL QUESTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED OR APPLICATION WILL BE REJECTED.
2. KEEP DUPLICATE COPY. HONORED AS TEMPORARY REGISTRATION FftR 60 DAYS.
3. PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE.
R IVA S BUSINESS FOR M S. INC. • BATON R O U G E . LA  •  2 3 3 H 5  CAR P
O {
n i ~5
^   ̂ PR ES EN T LO UISIANA R EG ISTR ATIO N  CERTIFICATE NU M BER
’ L A -________________- ____________
DEPARTMENT OF W ILDLIFE & FISHERIES  
P.O. BOX 14796 BATON RO UGE. LA 70898
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
BOAT REGISTRATION 
APPLICATION
2 # LAST NAME
Address City i S la te
1  1
Zio
i  1  i 1
3  OATE O F BIRTH D nver s  License Num oer S late Area Code & Telephone Numoer 4 U S C ITIZEN
m o y  Day y  YEAR 1 1 I 1 ( )
J  YES
i  N O
C IS BOAT HOMEMADE
□  YES
_____________ □  NO
0 BOAT MANUFACTURER W not homemade) M odel Year I if unknow n jrve estimate)
7  H U LL  I.O. NUMBER 
(Located o n  outsioe ol 
transom  near m otor)
F irs t 12 C h a ra c te rs  R e q u ire d
II
HULL MATERIAL PROPULSION FUEL USE
□  1 Wood 0  4 Fiberglass
0 2  Aluminum 0  5 Inflatable
0 3  Steel 0  9 Other
O  1 inboard 
0  2 Outboard 
0  3 Inbrd/Outbrd 
0  4 Sail________
0  S Sail/IB 
0  6 Sail/OB 
0  9 Other
0  1 Gasoline 0  1 Pleasure _ 0  4 Commercial Fishing
□  « . n  o . ,o . 0 5  Commercial Passenger2 Diesel □  2 Livery/Rental *
0  6  Public
□  9 Other □  3 Oeaier n  „  «
□  9 Other
Q OATE YOU PURCHASED BOAT 
MO y  3AY ^  YEAR
N am e and Aggress o l Previous Owner. Dealer o r  Builder o l Boat
■JQ M O TO R  M AN UFACTURER iF o r Twin E ngines List Secono M otor) Senai Num oer o f M otor
M O TO R  MANUFACTURER Serial N um oer o t Motor
CHU 11 COM
00 □  iis a
03 □  S 5 K  
02  □  S 1 0 K
04 □  S 550
06  □  SIOCO
01 □  SS00C
07  □  S I5 H  
99  □  90000
Vew Aofcaton <AI own ix uv» rrpispM <.»>*onste» •rfvrtcaox.!uo*cjie Oecai ana Registrar* Cerwcaie wwn Zgacaie flegrstraton Cerwcate iOonw«wf aon
Renewal n  >»7w ro n  v w i  r w « " o i  »»>«*
Cea*et=<*njie if« «»cmi* n' fare rw>a.-o»c fleTsuaton






DO NOT SEND CASH
1 2 .  l iw tri Hectare unoer in *  penalties prescroed m m e Lom s^na statutes tr-at to the 
best oi m y  iour> knovtrteope and beiiet mat I iw e i ow n tne vessel oescnoeo nerem 
and mat tne descrip tion ana a i matters stated h e re *  are true ano correct Any 
m rsrepresentanon o 1 fa rs  sucptieo to o tf< e  to ' me ourpose o t oofa<^mg a 
ooat registration ce m h ca* writ suo te c rv? aoptcan ! to cnmmai cna*ges as pro- 
v d e a to rm R  S. 3 A S e o o n 9 5 t 34
Signature
Do you nave any formal training in Boating Safety Education 7 
if yes. please moicate:
81 Red Cross 0  2 Coast Guard Auxiliary3 Slate 0  4 U.S. Power Squadron0  8 None 0  9 Other (specify)' ----------------------
CALL (504) 755-2098 FOR ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT BOAT REGISTRATION. 
CALL (504) 765-2922 FOR FREE BOATING SAFETY CLASSES.
Safe ooatmg is the 'ewcns'C'i'iy o' 3■' scaters
The m o re  you  M o w  aoouf ooatm c  , - e  m ore  you *wil  e n o v  ‘ I
II is a violation cf Feaerat and State taw to Knowingly possess any vessel or motor tram which the Hull 
Identification or Serial Number has oeen removed or altered. Salvage, found, or vessels with no 
idennficaiion markings must be reooned immediately to the Oeoanment ot Wildlife & Fishenes. Such 
vessels will not as eligible tor registration until satisfactory proof of ownership has been supplied
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
G  P'OOt O' Own^rsniO ĤlNAItiCJvil
M  T.u Cerwcate 
M  StatementLj Checi _ . Dm 0 Gcosn
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: A LL  QUESTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED OR APPLICATIO N W ILL BE REJECTED!
’ Mew application leave olank-AN others fill m LA registration number.
2 Give com o'ete name ana adoress uf owner.
3 3 ive  date of oirtn. driver's license number and telephone number of owner 
Check aooropnate oox as to U.S. Citizenship. II alien, furnish name or country.
5 Homemade boats only • check aooroonate box.
5. Give comolete description of boat (make, length, etc.)
7. G ive  Hull I.D. num ber (se ria l num ber) located on transom . Should be at least 12 d ig its .
8. Check boxes that apply.
9. Give date boat purcnased. nam e and address of seller
10. G ive make, serial numoer and total horsepower of motor.
11 . Check box that applies.
t2  O wner or Owners must sign application.
13 Send check or money order -  DO NOT SENO CASH.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
(At Applicant must furnish satisfactory proof that all sales taxes required by law have been paid on any new boat or vessel purchased :n this State, 
and satisfactory proof must be furnished tnat all use taxes required by law have been pa-d on ar.y boat or vessel brought into this State, a 
certificate of ooat reg-strancn * i l l  not be issued until satisfactory oroof has been received. Sucn proof can ce obtained from the Louisiana 
Department ol Revenue
(8) ^ e  owner is reauireo oy law. within fifteen 0 5 )  days, to reDort changes of ownership cr address, loss or destruction ol certificate number, 
and destruction or aDanconment of boat.
<C.i v ou must report to tne Department of W ildlife and Fisheries any registered boat which nas oeen stoien within five (5i days of discovering the 
:neft.
iD i Boating Accidents: Reoort to the Department of W ildlife and Fisheries. Post O ffice Box 98000, Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70898 in duoiicate. 
"h e  operator ot anv ooat mvoivea in an accident must stop renoer assistance, ana offer 'certifica tion  A written 'eoort must be filed witnm <18 
nours 'I ff.e accident caused death: ii it injured any person so as to incapacitate for more than 72 hours, or r e  accident results r .  physical 
damage to orooerly m excess of S200.00. the report must be submitted within five (5) aays.
a :; :*c -s3c t'p rs  'euuir? a comotetea aociicatior 
Nev. -sp!ica::on
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
■f previously registered ou!-ol-$tnte. a copy c* me out-of-state regis:*ation must be provided






or manufacturer s 
cr beats brouoht in ‘*om cut of
=*oof of ownership «a copy cf bill of 
ah new boats purchased from 
=orm
Hom em ade boat must have Decortment of Wilohfe ano Fisheries
Must provide current registration numbers Prcof of cwne'shiD (a cccv of a bill ot sale s icp rc  oy the prior owner the onor 
c.vner s La Boat Registration Cert-hcate wun me 'ecssignm ent pi c-.vrprsmo c r  :ne revs'ss ?-ce completed ano signed 
cv m - onor cwper. c* a written statement from the onor owne- irans’emMc jwnersh<p *c . c .  ■
must have completed Tax Certification 
in application ,
cmj-oe tt-e cur?": reg'Cffn:icr' numppr a ccmp'tjed nor-fica:-:** * a ’» .s necessa'v
Must b ’hvee- me c j r ri , r t 'eg n h a i'cn  number a  ccm cietvc n o o v . a ; •: necer.f-vy os .ve ,» *;ignec p u rnm -rv  s a v ra  
:cb*j - - r p ^ - z  zr -t me decals are dam age ;re :«cai.: c*
‘.’ -s t p ro .id?  the c jire -*: reg is tra to r -um ber A com p'ctec aoplica: at! ;h .r  -  neccs:-.-.-
"  j  retain me same .’eoistrniion rumoers cn a co/.i v/nen “ is  r«nis;ro: c r  has exo-'-rd :n« 
• '"c 'Oh-s"*«t:nn ijl cu "-‘i,i!!y m ycu' ra rvo  .»•' .•toe-h.no'' ana :*!•; c -roe r fee -a an that 
•• else s name oroof of owne:>r.o is a.so •eoo.rac ise^ ’ ---nsfer aoevc.
* -mbers must be' re-'osratea . 
-ecessary ;f the regis::at>on :h
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Rev. 2/92
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Commercial Fishing License Application 
P.O. Box 98000 
Baton R ou q b , LA 70698-9000
COMPANY NAME
i 111 m :
NOT A VALID LICENSE
I I I I I I i.r
FO R OFFICE USE ONLY
License * _____________
F o rm *___________________
Emp.#___________
C K . M O . CASH
E l
OR INDIVIDUAL NAME: First
I ' l  I I  I T f T T T l
M l Lest
□  m
STREET AD DR ESS
~ T T
Social Secu rity Of Ictanlifiealion No
BAILING ADDRESS
C ITY OR TO W N
ffi
Z IP  CO DE
SIGNATURE O F  
APPLICANT
PHONE NUM BER  
Area Code Numbercm n n -
(C 0M PLE TE VESSEL INFO RM ATIO N O NLY IF  PURCHASING  A VESSEL  
LICENSE FO R CO M M ERC IA L FISHING IN SALTW ATER AREAS)
Vessel Number Vessel Name _ Length
DATE:
i r 11 j i r 11 i -i 111111 i m  cm
F E E  « ________
PAH « 1-°°
TOTAL S_____
P lu s #  no U  that vessel l lc tn w s  must be Issued In boat ow ner's n tm a .
• Please allow two to four weeks for processing.
• H mailing address It  a post office box number, the physical location of your place of residence or business must be 
provided.
•  Do not combine commercial license applications whh recreational or motorboat applications.
•  All licenses expire on December 31 st.
*S e e  reverse side for comma reial license requirements, class de script ions, resident certification andoyster licensee’s 
statement of responsibility.
C O M M E R C IA L  L IC E N S E S  
PLEASE INDICATE TH E TYPE AND NUM BER OF U C E N S E (S ) Y O U  W IS H  TO PURC HA SE
fin order 
reverse
C last 1440 
11/31 
16/18 
























CD Resident C  Non-Resident
to purchase resident licenses you m ust com ply w ith the residency requirem ents shown on the 
t id e . .
Resident 
Fees
_  Commercial Fisherman* Captain's............................  •  55.00
  Vessel License . , 1  15.00
Mullet Permit ................................................ - ...........................   •  100.00
Oyster Harvteier _
, O yiterTong-pertonQ........




25.00_  Shfim pTraw i-pertriw t   - ...................................- ...................................
  Butlerlly Net - per ne t  ........    •  25.00
Skimmer Net • per n e t.......................................................       •  25.00
_  Hoop Net • any legs! number  .... .................... — .........   •  25.00
Fuh Seine • any legal n u m b e r .  ......  ~TI.-------------- •  25.00
Tnmmet Net • any legal number .......—............ ,...............  I  25.00
Freshwater 01U Net • any tegaj n u m b e r  ................ . . ... .. ................  « •  25.00
  Saltwater Gilt Net -any legal number,.—......................................      t  250.00
___ Purse/Menhaden Seine-per eelne........................................................................—. I  505.00
_ _  Dip-Cast Net*  ...................................................................................................t  25.00
  Crab Trap* any legal number..................................................... - ..........................  I  25.00
  Crab Trap on Trot Line - per trap up to 25........................  t 1.00
_  S lit Trap-any legal number...................................................  •  25.00
_ Minnow Trap  .............................................................. - ......................................... •  25.00
  Eel P o t........................................    6 25-00
  Cans, Buckets, Pipes, Orums.Tirei.............................................................................•  25.00
  Set Lines > Trot, Bush, etc..............................................................     6 25.00
Flounder G ig ................................................................................................................S 25.00
  Frog G ig....................................................................................................................... S 25.00
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COM M ERCIAL LICENSE REQUIREM ENTS  
A commercial fisherman taking any seafood except crawfish, including bail species, from stale wafer or possessing 
fish in the stale must purchase a: 1) Commercial Fisherman's License, 2) Gear License, 3) Vessel License, H fishing 
In saltwaler, 4 ) Oyster Harvester License, H harvesting oysters, 5) Mullet Permit, H harvesting mullet.
NOTE: G ear License -  Each different type ol gear must be licensed. You can use any legal number of each net 
or frap except oyster tongs, oyster dredge, shrimp Irawts, butterfly nets, skimmer nets and purse/menhaden 
seines which are licensed per nel.
O yster License • Licensees must agree to the •Oyster Licensee's Statement of Responsibility' below. 
C om m ercial F iaherm an License (Captain) • Application for a oommenclal fisherman's license cannot be 
combined with any other license type. Please submit a separata application tor pear and vessel 
fcenses.
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Com m ercial F isherm an License (Captain License): A person, usually the captain, In charge of the operation ol a 
commercial fishing vessel, whether or not that person is Ihe owner, is required to purchase a commercial fisherman's 
(cense In his name. This license cannot be transferred to other individuals, nor can It be Issued in the name ol a 
business. The  commercial fisherman licensee must be present when this license Is In use. This license is also the 
commercial fisherman’s sales card which must be presented when selling his catch lo  a whole sale/retail dealer.
Vessel L icen se *: Vessel licenses are Issued In the name of Ihe owner ol Ihe vessel. You must have your am en t  
boal registration numbers when applying. (Required only if commercially fishing In saBwater area only.)
G ear Licenses: A  commercial fisherman must purchase a eommerclalgear license Indicating lhat the applicable gear 
lee has been paid.
Oyster Harvester License: All persons, except Louisiana residents 16 years ol age or under, and exceptlhe spouse 
ol a vessel’s owner while on lhat vessel, commercially harvesting or possessing oysters In state waters must purchase 
an oyster harvester license, in addition lo any and all licenses otherwise required. All persons on a vessel which 
contains oysters are deem ed to be in possession ol said oysters.
Mullet Perm it: The commercial fisherman (captain) Is required lo purchase a mullet permit lo commercially harvest 
mullet.
**  RESIDENT CERTIFICATION * *
Act 388 ol the 1986 Regular Session defined *Bona fide resident* and *Non-residenr as follows:
'Bona fide resident* means any person who has resided in this state continuously during the twelve months 
immediately prior to the dale on which he applies lor any license and who has manifested his inlent to remain In this 
slate by establishing Louisiana as his legal domicile, as demonstrated by compliance with all of the following, as 
applicable:
(a) II registered to vole, he Is registered to vole In Louisiana.
(b) II licensed lo drive s  motor vehicle, he is In possession ol a Louisiana driver's license.
(c) If owning a motor vehicle within Louisiana, he is in possession ol a Louisiana registration lor that vehicle.
(d) II e aming an income, he has filod a Louisiana state Income lax return and has complied wflh state income 
tax taws and regulations.
As to a corporation or other legal entity, a resident shall be any which Is incorporated or otherwise organued under 
and subject lo ihe laws ol Louisiana, and as to which the principal place ot business and more than fihy percent ol 
the officers, partners, or employees are domiciled in Louisiana.
•Non-resident* means any person who is nof a bona fide resident as that term Is defined above.
Where the prool shows that a license has been obtained by fraudor sublerfuge.lhe vessels and equipment usedunder 
the license shall be forfeited.
OYSTER LICENSEE'S STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBLITY
Anyone purchasing an oyster long, oyster dredge, and/or oyster harvester license, must accept the personal 
responsibility looblaina full understanding o llhe Department o lHeallhand Human Resources elassificalionsoloyster 
growing areas, posting site locations of pollution closure maps, snd Ihe penalties for harvesting oysters In a closed 
area as enforced by Ihe Department of Wildlite and Fisheries.
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SUMMARY DATA FOR LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND 
FISHERIES COMMERCIAL FISHING BOAT REGISTRATIONS, 1992
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La. Dept, of Wildlife and Fisheries Commercial Fishing Boat Registration, 1992
PARISH LENG TH 6 ' - 2 0 '  LEN G TH  2 1 3 0 '  LEN G TH  3 1 '+  AVG LGTH  
PARISH TOTAL NO. % NO . % NO. %
CA M ER O N 143 82 57.34 36 25 .17 25 17.48 22.5
IBERIA 162 109 67.28 46 28.4 7 4 .32 19.45
JE FFE R S O N 689 322 46.73 259 3 7 .59 108 15.67 22.73
LA FO U R C H E 421 219 52.02 144 3 4 .2 58 13.78 21.92
L IV IN G STO N 219 159 72.6 47 21 .46 13 5.94 19.33
O RLEANS 495 224 45 .25 176 3 5 .56 95 19.19 24.31
P LA Q U EM IN ES 551 269 48 .82 191 3 4 .66 91 16.52 23.21
ST. BER NARD 380 177 46 .58 158 41 .58 45 11.84 23.06
ST. C H A R LES 350 232 66 .29 101 28 .86 17 4.86 19.65
ST. JO H N 109 54 49 .54 4 9 44 .95 6 5.5 20.7
ST. LANDRY 87 76 87.36 8 9.2 3 3.45 16.98
ST. M ARTIN 280 264 94.29 12 4 .2 9 4 1.43 16.75
ST. M ARY 447 355 79 .42 4 9 10.96 43 9.62 18.99
ST. TA M M A N Y 542 239 44.1 214 39 .48 89 16.42 23 .66
TA N G iPA H O A 542 449 82.84 71 13.1 22 4 .06 21.68
TE R R E B O N N E 671 391 58.27 197 2 9 .36 83 12.37 22.71
VER M ILIO N 138 83 60.14 37 26.81 18 13.04 21.64
TOTAL










NOTE: These totals reflect approxim ately 1 /3  of the total registered boats  
in these parishes; registration is renewed every third year
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APPENDIX M
COMMERCIAL FISHING BOAT LENGTHS AND LICENSE TYPES FOR
SAMPLE PARISHES, 1992
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Commercial Fishing Boat Lengths and License Types for Sample Parishes, 1992 
(From La. Dept, of Wildlife and Fisheries Computer Files)
PARISH TYPE LICENSE TOTAL
BOATS




LGTH 21' -3 0 ' 
NO. %




C A M ER O N BUTTERFLY NET 91 22 24.18 26 28.57 43 47.25 32.76
C A M ER O N CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C A M ER O N CAPTAIN (CO M . F ISHERM AN) 84 49 58.33 16 19.05 19 22.62 26.85
C A M ER O N CRAB TRAP 38 33 86.84 5 13.16 0 0 17.39
C A M ER O N CRAB TRAP O N  TR O T LINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C A M ER O N D IP /C A S T N ET 6 4 66.67 2 33.33 0 0 20
C A M ER O N FISH SEINE 7 6 85.71 1 14.29 0 0 18.43
C A M ER O N FLO UNDER GIG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C A M ER O N FRESHW ATER GILL N ET 13 9 69.23 3 23.08 1 7 .69 18.77
C A M ER O N H O O P NET 3 1 33.33 0 0 2 66.67 35.33
C A M ER O N M IN N O W  TRAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C A M ER O N M ULLET PERMIT 7 6 85.71 1 14.29 0 0 18
C A M ER O N O YSTER DREDG E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C A M ER O N O YSTER HARVESTER 78 58 74 .36 19 24.36 1 1.28 19.26
C AM ERO N O YSTER TO N G 83 61 73 .49 20 24.1 2 2.41 19.61
C AM ERO N PU R SE/M EN H A D EN  S E IN E 10 0 0 0 0 10 100 162.3
C AM ERO N SALTW ATER GILL N ET 23 18 78.26 4 17.39 1 4.35 19.17
C A M ER O N SH R IM P TRAWL 160 59 36 .88 31 19.38 70 43.75 32.95
C A M ER O N SKIM M ER NET 8 0 0 5 62.5 3 37.5 29.37
C A M ER O N SLAT TRAP 1 1 100 0 0 0 0 15
C A M ER O N TRAM M EL N ET 1 1 100 0 0 0 0 17
C A M ER O N TR O T (SET) LINES 4 1 25 1 25 2 50 33.75





























IBERIA B UTTERFLY NET 10 0 0
IBERIA CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0 0
IBERIA CAPTAIN (CO M . FISHERM AN) 204 115 56.37
IBERIA CRAB TRAP 72 32 44.44
IBERIA CRAB TRAP O N TRO T LINE 0 0 0
IBERIA D IP /C A S T N ET 0 0 0
IBERIA FISH SEINE 0 0 0
IBERIA FLO UNDER GIG 0 0 0
IBERIA FRESHW ATER GILL N E T 11 6 54.55
IBERIA H O O P N E T 9 8 88.89
IBERIA M IN N O W  TRAP 0 0 0
IBERIA M ULLET PERMIT 0 0 0
IBERIA OYSTER DREDG E 0 0 0
IBERIA O YSTER  HARVESTER 2 1 50
IBERIA O YS TE R  TO N G 0 0 0
IBERIA P U R SE/M EN H A D EN  SEINE 0 0 0
IBERIA SALTW ATER GILL NET 6 4 66.67
IBERIA SH R IM P TRAWL 359 202 56.27
IBERIA SKIM M ER N ET 9 0 0
IBERIA SLAT TRAP 0 0 0
IBERIA TR A M M EL NET 1 0 0
IBERIA TR O T (SET) LINES 6 4 66.67
IBERIA VESSEL LIC ENSE 557 304 54.58
LGTH 21' - 30’ LGTH 31' +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
3 30 7 70 41.3
0 0 0 0
78 38.24 11 5.39 21.97
37 51.39 3 4.17 22.1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
5 45.45 0 0 20.64
1 11.11 0 0 18.44
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 50 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 33.33 0 0 20.33
126 35.1 31 8.64 22 .6
6 66.67 3 33.33 30 .56
0 0 0 0
1 100 0 0
0 0 2 33.33 29.5



























JEFFERSON BUTTERFLY NET 324 93
JEFFERSON CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0
JEFFERSON CAPTAIN (COM. FISHERMAN) 735 349
JEFFERSON CRAB TRAP 247 123
JEFFERSON CRAB TRAP ON TROT LINE 1 1
JEFFERSON DIP/CAST NET 6 4
JEFFERSON FISH SEINE 1 1
JEFFERSON FLOUNDER GIG 0 0
JEFFERSON FRESHWATER GILL NET 18 10
JEFFERSON HOOP NET 17 13
JEFFERSON MINNOW TRAP 5 5
JEFFERSON MULLET PERMIT 10 6
JEFFERSON OYSTER DREDGE 21 2
JEFFERSON OYSTER HARVESTER 23 11
JEFFERSON OYSTER TONG 3 3
JEFFERSON PURSE/MENHADEN SEINE 0 0
JEFFERSON SALTWATER GILL NET 66 44
JEFFERSON SHRIMP TRAWL 1797 748
JEFFERSON SKIMMER NET 321 45
JEFFERSON SLAT TRAP 2 2
JEFFERSON TRAMMEL NET 3 2
JEFFERSON TROT (SET) LINES 69 36
JEFFERSON VESSEL LICENSE 2669 1213
- 20’ LGTH 21 ’ - 30' LGTH 31' +  AVG.
% NO. % NO. % LENGTH
28.7 138 42.59 93 28.7 28.13
0 0 0 0 0
47.48 273 37.14 113 15.37 24.62
49.8 93 37.65 31 12.55 23.34
100 0 0 0 0
66.67 2 33.33 0 0 18.5
100 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
55.56 7 38.89 1 5.56 20.89
76.47 4 23.53 0 0 17.76
100 0 0 0 0 16.2
60 3 30 1 10 22
9.52 4 19.05 15 71.43 41.76
47.83 5 21.74 7 30.43 27.04
100 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
66.67 12 18.18 10 15.15 21.3
41.62 621 34.56 428 23.82 27.27
14.02 167 52.02 109 33.96 28.79
100 0 0 0 0
66.67 1 33.33 0 0
52.17 13 18.84 20 28.99 27.27






















LAFOURCHE BUTTERFLY NET 230 102
LAFOURCHE CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 1 1
LAFOURCHE CAPTAIN (COM. FISHERMAN) 819 470
LAFOURCHE CRAB TRAP 202 134
LAFOURCHE DIP/CAST NET 8 5
LAFOURCHE FISH SEINE 8 5
LAFOURCHE FLOUNDER GIG 1 0
LAFOURCHE FRESHWATER GILL NET 15 7
LAFOURCHE HOOP NET 23 23
LAFOURCHE MULLET PERMIT 17 6
LAFOURCHE OYSTER DREDGE 31 6
LAFOURCHE OYSTER HARVESTER 24 12
LAFOURCHE OYSTER TONG 7 3
LAFOURCHE SALTWATER GILL NET 36 15
LAFOURCHE SHRIMP TRAWL 1356 681
LAFOURCHE SKIMMER NET 225 41
LAFOURCHE SLAT TRAP 3 3
LAFOURCHE TRAMMEL NET 8 1
LAFOURCHE TROT/SET LINES 29 14
LAFOURCHE VESSEL LICENSE 2099 1078
LIVINGSTON BUTTERFLY NET 6 0
LIVINGSTON CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0
- 20' LGTH 21 ’ - 30’ LGTH 31' +  AVG.




































































LIVINGSTON CAPTAIN (COM. FISHERMAN) 22 14 63.64
LIVINGSTON CRAB TRAP 14 10 71.43
LIVINGSTON CRAB TRAP ON TROT LINE 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON DIP/CAST NET 4 4 100
LIVINGSTON EEL TRAP 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON FISH SEINE 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON FLOUNDER GIG 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON FRESHWATER GILL NET 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON FROG GIG 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON HOOP NET 28 23 82.14
LIVINGSTON MINNOW TRAP 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON MULLET PERMIT 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON OYSTER DREDGE 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON OYSTER HARVESTER 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON OYSTER TONG 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON PURSE/MENHADEN SEINE 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON SALTWATER GILL NET 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON SHRIMP TRAWL 66 21 31.82
LIVINGSTON SKIMMER NET 1 0 0
LIVINGSTON SLAT TRAP 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON TRAMMEL NET 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON TROT (SET) LINES 0 0 0
LIVINGSTON VESSEL LICENSE 112 58 51.79
LGTH 21' - 30' LGTH 31' +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
7 31.82 1 4.55 21.27
4 28.57 0 0 19.71
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 15.5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
5 17.86 0 0 18.61
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
37 56.06 8 12.12 23.48
0 0 1 100
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0































ORLEANS BUTTERFLY NET 100 18 18 42 42 40 40 29.22
ORLEANS CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS CAPTAIN (COM. FISHERMAN) 164 87 53.05 49 29.88 28 17.07 24.72
ORLEANS CRAB TRAP 91 26 28.57 49 53.85 16 17.58 25.25
ORLEANS CRAB TRAP ON TROT LINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS DIP/CAST NET 1 1 100 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS FISH SEINE 2 0 1 50 1 50
ORLEANS FLOUNDER GIG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS FRESHWATER GILL NET 8 5 62.5 1 12.5 2 25 22.9
ORLEANS HOOP NET 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS MINNOW TRAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS MULLET PERMIT 4 2 50 2 50 0 20
ORLEANS OYSTER DREDGE 12 1 8.33 5 41.67 6 50 34.67
ORLEANS OYSTER HARVESTER 5 1 20 2 40 2 40 31.4
ORLEANS OYSTER TONG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS PURSE/MENHADEN SEINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS SALTWATER GILL NET 19 10 52.63 9 47.37 0 21.05
ORLEANS SHRIMP TRAWL 444 199 44.82 124 27.93 121 27.25 28.09
ORLEANS SKIMMER NET 24 4 16.67 12 50 8 33.33 27.33
ORLEANS SLAT TRAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS TRAMMEL NET 2 2 100 0 0 0 0
ORLEANS TROT (SET) LINES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  1 
N O .
P L A Q U E M I N E S B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 1 4 6 4 1
P L A Q U E M I N E S C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0
P L A Q U E M I N E S C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 2 2 1 9 4
P L A Q U E M I N E S C R A B  T R A P 5 9 4 2
P L A Q U E M I N E S C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0
P L A Q U E M I N E S D I P / C A S T  N E T 5 3
P L A Q U E M I N E S F I S H  S E I N E 2 1
P L A Q U E M I N E S F L O U N D E R  G I G 1 1
P L A Q U E M I N E S F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 7 1 3
P L A Q U E M I N E S H O O P  N E T 3 3
P L A Q U E M I N E S M I N N O W  T R A P 6 4
P L A Q U E M I N E S M U L L E T  P E R M I T 3 2 2 3
P L A Q U E M I N E S O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 1 9 7 4 0
P L A Q U E M I N E S O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 1 4 1 9 2
P L A Q U E M I N E S O Y S T E R  T O N G 1 3 9
P L A Q U E M I N E S P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 1 1 0
P L A Q U E M I N E S S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 1 1 8 5
P L A Q U E M I N E S S H R I M P  T R A W L 5 4 2 1 8 2
P L A Q U E M I N E S S K I M M E R  N E T 2 7 4 2 5
P L A Q U E M I N E S S L A T  T R A P 0 0
P L A Q U E M I N E S T R A M M E L  N E T 6 5
P L A Q U E M I N E S T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 3 7 1 6
P L A Q U E M I N E S V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 1 7 8 7 7 8 1
- 20’ LGTH 21 ’ - 30' LGTH 31' +  AVG.
% NO. % NO. % LENGTH
2 8 . 0 8 6 0 4 1 . 1 4 5 3 0 . 8 2 2 8 . 2 5
0 0 0 0 0
4 2 . 5 3 8 9 4 0 . 2 7 3 8 1 7 . 1 9 2 4 . 8 7
7 1 . 1 9 1 5 2 5 . 4 2 2 3 . 3 9 1 9 . 7 5
0 0 0 0 0
6 0 2 4 0 0 0 2 0 . 8
5 0 1 5 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 6 . 4 7 4 2 3 . 5 3 0 0 1 9 . 2 9
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 6 . 6 7 2 3 3 . 3 3 0 0 1 9 . 5
7 1 . 8 8 9 2 8 . 1 3 0 0 1 9 . 3 4
2 0 . 3 5 8 2 9 . 4 4 9 9 5 0 . 2 5 3 3 . 1 4
6 5 . 2 5 2 4 1 7 . 0 2 2 5 1 7 . 7 3 2 3 . 3 5
6 9 . 2 3 4 3 0 . 7 7 0 0 1 9 . 0 8
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 6 2 . 0 9
7 6 . 5 8 2 4 2 1 . 6 2 2 1 . 8 1 9 . 3 3
3 3 . 5 8 2 3 8 4 3 . 9 1 1 2 2 2 2 . 5 1 2 7 . 4 6
9 . 1 2 1 4 7 5 3 . 6 5 1 0 2 3 7 . 2 3 2 9 . 6 7
0 0 0 0 0
8 3 . 3 3 0 0 1 1 6 . 6 7 2 1 . 6 7
4 3 . 2 4 1 3 3 5 . 1 4 8 2 1 . 6 2 3 0 . 3

















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  ( 
N O .
S T .  B E R N A R D B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 2 4 5 9 2
S T .  B E R N A R D C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 3 2 8 1 8 1
S T .  B E R N A R D C R A B  T R A P 1 7 5 9 5
S T .  B E R N A R D C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D D I P / C A S T  N E T 3 3
S T .  B E R N A R D F I S H  S E I N E 5 3
S T .  B E R N A R D F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 1 3
S T .  B E R N A R D H O O P  N E T 1 0
S T .  B E R N A R D M I N N O W  T R A P 8 6
S T .  B E R N A R D M U L L E T  P E R M I T 3 6 2 3
S T .  B E R N A R D O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 9 2 2 0
S T .  B E R N A R D O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 5 8 1 4
S T .  B E R N A R D O Y S T E R  T O N G 2 1
S T .  B E R N A R D P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 6 0 3 4
S T .  B E R N A R D S H R I M P  T R A W L 6 1 0 3 1 5
S T .  B E R N A R D S K I M M E R  N E T 1 1 2 2 7
S T .  B E R N A R D S L A T  T R A P 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D T R A M M E L  N E T 6 2
S T .  B E R N A R D T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 0 0
S T .  B E R N A R D V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 1 2 9 9 6 3 7
- 2 0 '
%
L G T H  2 1 '  - 3 0 '  
N O .  %
L G T H  3 1 ’ +  
N O .  %
A V G .
L E N G T H
3 7 . 5 5 1 0 0 4 0 . 8 2 5 3 2 1 . 6 3 2 5 . 8 2
0 0 0 O 0
5 5 . 1 8 1 0 6 3 2 . 3 2 4 1 1 2 . 5 2 2 . 9 5
5 4 . 2 9 7 0 4 0 1 0 5 . 7 1 2 2 . 2 6
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 . 3 3
6 0 2 4 0 0 0 1 9 . 6
0 0 0 0 0
2 7 . 2 7 7 6 3 . 6 4 1 9 . 0 9 2 5 . 8 2
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
7 5 1 1 2 . 5 1 1 2 . 5 2 0 . 8 8
6 3 . 8 9 1 2 3 3 . 3 3 1 2 . 7 8 2 1 . 4 2
2 1 . 7 4 3 4 3 6 . 9 6 3 8 4 1 . 3 3 2 . 3 4
2 4 . 1 4 2 4 4 1 . 3 8 2 0 3 4 . 4 8 3 0 . 5
5 0 1 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
5 6 . 6 7 2 3 3 8 . 3 3 3 5 2 1 . 5 5
5 1 . 6 4 1 7 4 2 8 . 5 2 1 2 1 1 9 . 8 4 2 4 . 7 4
2 4 . 1 1 6 6 5 8 . 9 3 1 9 1 6 . 9 6 2 6 . 2 1
0 0 0 0 0
3 3 . 3 3 4 6 6 . 6 7 0 0 2 4 . 3 3
0 0 0 0 0

















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  ( 
N O .
S T .  C H A R L E S B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 3 4 1 2
S T .  C H A R L E S C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 1 1
S T .  C H A R L E S C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 1 1 7 6 1
S T .  C H A R L E S C R A B  T R A P 8 8 3 9
S T .  C H A R L E S C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 1 0
S T .  C H A R L E S D I P / C A S T  N E T 3 2
S T .  C H A R L E S E E L  T R A P 1 1
S T .  C H A R L E S F I S H  S E I N E 1 0
S T .  C H A R L E S F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 5 4
S T .  C H A R L E S F R O G  G I G 1 1
S T .  C H A R L E S H O O P  N E T 5 7 3 3
S T .  C H A R L E S M I N N O W  T R A P 1 1
S T .  C H A R L E S M U L L E T  P E R M I T 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 3 2
S T .  C H A R L E S O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 2 1
S T .  C H A R L E S S H R I M P  T R A W L 2 2 0 1 1 4
S T .  C H A R L E S S K I M M E R  N E T 1 1 2
S T .  C H A R L E S S L A T  T R A P 2 2
S T .  C H A R L E S T R A M M E L  N E T 0 0
S T .  C H A R L E S T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 0 0
- 2 0 ' L G T H  2 1 ' - 3 0 ' L G T H  3 1 '  + A V G .
% N O . % N O . % L E N G T H
3 5 . 2 9 1 3 3 8 . 2 4 9 2 6 . 4 7 2 5 . 8 5
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 . 1 4 4 4 3 7 . 6 1 1 2 1 0 . 2 6 2 3 . 5 2
4 4 . 3 2 4 1 4 6 . 5 9 8 9 . 0 9 2 2 . 2
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
6 6 . 6 7 1 3 3 . 3 3 0 0 2 0 . 6 7
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 8 . 2
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 7 . 8 9 2 0 3 5 . 0 9 4 7 . 0 2 2 0 . 5 3
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
6 6 . 6 7 1 3 3 . 3 3 0 0 1 8 . 6 7
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 5 0 0 0
5 1 . 8 2 7 4 3 3 . 6 4 3 2 1 4 . 5 5 2 4 . 7 7
1 8 . 1 8 7 6 3 . 6 4 2 1 8 . 1 8 2 5 . 4 5
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6 ’ 
N O .
- 2 0 '
%
S T .  C H A R L E S V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 3 9 6 2 2 1 5 5 . 8 1
S T .  J O H N  
S T .  J O H N
B U T T E R F L Y  N E T  
C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C .
1 4
0
8 5 7 . 1 4
0
S T .  J O H N C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 8 0 5 3 6 6 . 2 5
S T .  J O H N C R A B  T R A P 1 7 7 4 1 . 1 8
S T .  J O H N C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N D I P / C A S T  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N F I S H  S E I N E 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  J O H N H O O P  N E T 5 2 4 0
S T .  J O H N M I N N O W  T R A P 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N M U L L E T  P E R M I T 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N S H R I M P  T R A W L 1 7 8 1 0 6 5 9 . 5 5
S T .  J O H N S K I M M E R  N E T 8 1 1 2 . 5
S T .  J O H N S L A T  T R A P 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  J O H N T R A M M E L  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  J O H N T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 0 0 0
LGTH 21 ’ - 30' LGTH 31 ’ +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
1 3 5 3 4 . 0 9 4 0 1 0 . 1 2 2 . 8 9
4 2 8 . 5 7 2 1 4 . 2 9 2 1 . 8 6
0 0 0 0
2 6 3 2 . 5 1 1 . 2 5 1 9 . 6 9
6 3 5 . 2 9 4 2 3 . 5 3 2 3 . 2 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
3 6 0 0 0 2 1 . 6 7
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
6 2 3 4 . 8 3 1 0 5 . 6 2 2 1 . 3 7
4 5 0 3 3 7 . 5 2 6 . 8 8
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6' 
N O .
- 2 0 '
%
S T .  J O H N V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 2 2 6 1 4 0 6 1 . 9 5
S T .  L A N D R Y B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 3 1 2 0 6 4 . 5 2
S T .  L A N D R Y C R A B  T R A P 2 1 5 0
S T .  L A N D R Y D I P / C A S T  N E T 4 4 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y F I S H  S E I N E 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 8 8 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y H O O P  N E T 9 9 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y M U L L E T  P E R M I T 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 3 3 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y S H R I M P  T R A W L 4 1 1 8 4 3 . 9
S T .  L A N D R Y S K I M M E R  N E T 4 2 5 0
S T .  L A N D R Y S L A T  T R A P 0 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y T R A M M E L  N E T 5 5 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 3 3 1 0 0
S T .  L A N D R Y V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 8 9 6 6 7 4 . 1 6
S T .  M A R T I N B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 1 1 1 0 0
LGTH 21' - 30’ LGTH 31' +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
7 5 3 3 . 1 9 1 1 4 . 8 7 2 0 . 9 4
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
9 2 9 . 0 3 2 6 . 4 5 2 0 . 4 8
1 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 5 . 6 3
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 9 4 6 . 3 4 4 9 . 7 6 2 3 . 5 1
2 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 6
0 0 0 0
1 9 2 1 . 3 5 4 4 . 4 9 1 9 . 6 6


















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6' 
N O .
- 2 0 '
%
S T .  M A R T I N C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 3 6 2 3 6 3 . 8 9
S T .  M A R T I N C R A B  T R A P 1 9 9 4 7 . 3 7
S T .  M A R T I N C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N D I P / C A S T  N E T 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N F I S H  S E I N E 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 6 5 8 3 . 3 3
S T .  M A R T I N H O O P  N E T 1 2 1 0 8 3 . 3 3
S T .  M A R T I N M I N N O W  T R A P 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N M U L L E T  P E R M I T 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 1 1 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N S H R I M P  T R A W L 7 3 4 7 6 4 . 3 8
S T .  M A R T I N S K I M M E R  N E T 2 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N S L A T  T R A P 2 2 1 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N T R A M M E L  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  M A R T I N T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 6 4 6 6 . 6 7
S T .  M A R T I N V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 1 1 3 7 1 6 2 . 8 3
S T .  M A R Y B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 9 9 2 3 2 3 . 2 3
S T .  M A R Y C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0
LGTH 21' - 30’ LGTH 31 ’ +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
0 0 0 0
9 2 5 4 1 1 . 1 1 2 2 . 4 2
1 0 5 2 . 6 3 0 0 2 0 . 3 2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 6 . 6 7 0 0 1 8
2 1 6 . 6 7 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 9 2 6 . 0 3 7 9 . 5 9 2 2 . 3 4
1 5 0 1 5 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 2 3 3 . 3 3 3 0 . 3 3
3 2 2 8 . 3 2 1 0 8 . 8 5 2 2 . 2 2
2 4
n




5 2 . 5 3
n

















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6' 
N O .
- 2 0 '
%
L G T H  2 1 ’ - 3 0 ’ 
N O .  %
L G T H  3 1 '  +  
N O .  %
A V G .
L E N G T H
S T .  M A R Y C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 2 3 7 1 3 9 5 8 . 6 5 5 3 2 2 . 3 6 4 5 1 8 . 9 9 2 4 . 3 5
S T .  M A R Y C R A B  T R A P 1 2 8 9 8 7 6 . 5 6 2 0 1 5 . 6 3 1 0 7 . 8 1 2 0 . 1 6
S T .  M A R Y C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 5 4 8 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0
S T .  M A R Y D I P / C A S T  N E T 3 0 2 8 9 3 . 3 3 0 0 2 6 . 6 7 1 4 . 5 7
S T .  M A R Y F I S H  S E I N E 1 0 5 5 0 5 5 0 0 0 2 0 . 2
S T .  M A R Y F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S T .  M A R Y F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 6 1 1 6 8 . 7 5 4 2 5 1 6 . 2 5 2 0 . 2 9
S T .  M A R Y H O O P  N E T 5 2 4 5 8 6 . 5 4 7 1 3 . 4 6 0 0 1 8 . 0 2
S T .  M A R Y M I N N O W  T R A P 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
S T .  M A R Y M U L L E T  P E R M I T 4 3 7 5 1 2 5 0 0 1 9 . 5
S T .  M A R Y O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 5 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 4 3 . 8
S T .  M A R Y O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S T .  M A R Y O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S T .  M A R Y S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 2 1 1 6 7 6 . 1 9 5 2 3 . 8 1 0 0 1 9 . 1
S T .  M A R Y S H R I M P  T R A W L 4 1 7 2 0 9 5 0 . 1 2 1 0 6 2 5 . 4 2 1 0 2 2 4 . 4 6 2 7
S T .  M A R Y S K I M M E R  N E T 7 1 1 4 . 2 9 3 4 2 . 8 6 3 4 2 . 8 6 2 9
S T .  M A R Y S L A T  T R A P 1 0 8 8 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 . 8
S T .  M A R Y T R A M M E L  N E T 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 . 5
S T .  M A R Y T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 7 0 6 6 9 4 . 2 9 1 1 . 4 3 3 4 . 2 9 1 6 . 6 4
S T .  M A R Y V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 9 0 5 5 4 6 6 0 . 3 3 1 7 9 1 9 . 7 8 1 8 0 1 9 . 8 9 2 5 . 3 5
S T .  T A M M A N Y B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 6 3 9 1 4 . 2 9 2 7 4 2 . 8 6 2 7 4 2 . 8 6 3 0 . 3 2
S T .  T A M M A N Y C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





















































































P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6 ’ 
N O .
- 2 0 ’
%
S T .  T A M M A N Y C R A B  T R A P 1 2 0 4 8 4 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y D I P / C A S T  N E T 3 3 1 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y F I S H  S E I N E 3 2 6 6 . 6 7
S T .  T A M M A N Y F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 8 6 7 5
S T .  T A M M A N Y H O O P  N E T 1 3 1 1 8 4 . 6 2
S T .  T A M M A N Y M I N N O W  T R A P 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y M U L L E T  P E R M I T 1 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 6 1 1 6 . 6 7
S T .  T A M M A N Y O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 3 1 3 3 . 3 3
S T .  T A M M A N Y O Y S T E R  T O N G 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 6 6 3 7 . 5
S T .  T A M M A N Y S H R I M P  T R A W L 4 1 5 1 7 4 4 1 . 9 3
S T .  T A M M A N Y S K I M M E R  N E T 1 7 5 2 9 . 4 1
S T .  T A M M A N Y S L A T  T R A P 4 4 1 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y T R A M M E L  N E T 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 0 0 0
S T .  T A M M A N Y V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 5 9 0 2 5 1 4 2 . 5 4
T A N G I P A H O A B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 1 3 0 0
T A N G I P A H O A C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0
T A N G I P A H O A C A P T A I N  ( C O M .  F I S H E R M A N ) 5 5 1 9 3 4 . 5 5
LGTH 21 ’ - 30’ LGTH 31' +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
6 3 5 2 . 5 9 7 . 5 2 3 . 3 7
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 3 3 . 3 3 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 2 . 5 1 1 2 . 5 2 2 . 5
2 1 5 . 3 8 0 0 1 7 . 8 5
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 5 8 3 . 3 3 3 8 . 1 7
0 0 2 6 6 . 6 7 3 2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
8 5 0 2 1 2 . 5 2 3 . 3 8
1 7 1 4 1 . 2 7 0 1 6 . 8 7 2 4 . 0 7
3 1 7 . 6 5 9 5 2 . 9 4 2 8 . 2 9
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 4 0 4 0 . 6 8 9 9 1 6 . 7 8 2 4 . 0 3
5 3 8 . 4 6 8 6 1 . 5 4 3 3 . 4 6
0 0 0 0



























































































TA N G IPA H O A CRAB TRAP 48 20
TA N G IPA H O A CRAB TRAP O N  TR O T LINE 0 0
TA N G IPA H O A D IP /C A S T N ET 4 3
TA N G IPA H O A FIS H  SEINE 0 0
TAN G IPA H O A FLO UNDER GIG 0 0
TA N G IPA H O A FRESHW ATER GILL N ET 0 0
TAN G IPA H O A H O O P  N ET 16 8
TAN G IPA H O A M IN N O W  TRAP 0 0
TA N G IPA H O A M ULLET PERMIT 0 0
TA N G IPA H O A OYSTER DREDG E 2 0
TAN G IPA H O A OYSTER HARVESTER 1 0
TAN G IPA H O A OYSTER TO N G 0 0
TAN G IPA H O A PU R S E/M EN H A D EN  SEIN E 4 0
TAN G IPA H O A SALTW ATER GILL N ET 1 0
TAN G IPA H O A SH R IM P TRAWL 127 39
TAN G IPA H O A SKIM M ER N E T 2 0
TAN G IPA H O A SLAT TRAP 0 0
TA N G IPA H O A TRAM M EL NET 0 0
TAN G IPA H O A TR O T (SET) LINES 0 0
TAN G IPA H O A VESSEL LIC EN SE 213 75
TER R EB O N N E BUTTERFLY NET 311 142
TER R EB O N N E CANS, BUCKETS, ETC. 0 0
TER R EB O N N E CAPTAIN (C O M . FISHERM AN) 862 463
-2 0 '
%
LGTH 21 ’ -3 0 '  
NO . %
LGTH 31' +  
N O . %
AVG.
LENG TH
41.67 25 52.08 3 6.25 23.46
0 0 0 0 0
75 1 25 0 0 20
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
50 7 43 .75 1 6.25 22.5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 100
0 0 0 1 100
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 100
0 1 100 0 0
30.71 69 54.33 19 14.96 25.35
0 0 0 2 100
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
35.21 84 39 .44 54 25.35 31.7
45 .66 95 30 .55 74 23.79 25.08
0 0 0 0 0

















PARISH TYPE LICENSE TOTAL LGTH 6’ - 20' LGTH 21 '-3 0 ' LGTH 3 1 ' +  AVG.
BOATS NO. % NO. % NO. % LENGTH
T E R R E B O N N E C R A B  T R A P 2 9 4 1 9 2 6 5 . 3 1 6 9 2 3 . 4 7 3 3 1 1 . 2 2 2 1 . 3 9
T E R R E B O N N E C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T E R R E B O N N E D I P / C A S T  N E T 1 3 1 1 8 4 . 6 2 2 1 5 . 3 8 0 0 1 7 . 1 5
T E R R E B O N N E F I S H  S E I N E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T E R R E B O N N E F L O U N D E R  G I G 2 0 0 1 5 0 1 5 0
T E R R E B O N N E F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 4 3 7 5 0 0 1 2 5 2 0
T E R R E B O N N E H O O P  N E T 7 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 . 2 9
T E R R E B O N N E M I N N O W  T R A P 1 7 1 5 8 8 . 2 4 1 5 . 8 8 1 5 . 8 8 1 7 . 2 4
T E R R E B O N N E M U L L E T  P E R M I T 4 1 2 5 3 7 5 0 0 2 2 . 2 5
T E R R E B O N N E O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 1 1 5 3 3 2 8 . 7 4 8 4 1 . 7 4 3 4 2 9 . 5 7 2 7 . 2
T E R R E B O N N E O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 1 1 1 7 4 6 6 . 6 7 2 0 1 8 . 0 2 1 7 1 5 . 3 2 2 0 . 3 5
T E R R E B O N N E O Y S T E R  T O N G 2 9 2 1 7 2 . 4 1 2 6 . 9 6 2 0 . 6 9 2 1
T E R R E B O N N E P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 6 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 6 2 . 5
T E R R E B O N N E S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 2 8 1 3 4 6 . 4 3 1 0 3 5 . 7 1 5 1 7 . 8 6 2 3 . 7 1
T E R R E B O N N E S H R I M P  T R A W L 1 6 4 7 7 0 0 4 2 . 5 3 6 0 2 1 . 8 6 5 8 7 3 5 . 6 4 2 9 . 9 1
T E R R E B O N N E S K I M M E R  N E T 2 5 0 4 9 1 9 . 6 1 4 6 5 8 . 4 5 5 2 2 2 7 . 0 5
T E R R E B O N N E S L A T  T R A P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T E R R E B O N N E T R A M M E L  N E T 1 3 7 5 3 . 8 5 4 3 0 . 7 7 2 1 5 . 3 8 2 1 . 3 8
T E R R E B O N N E T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 2 6 1 2 4 6 . 1 5 2 7 . 6 9 1 2 4 6 . 1 5 4 1 . 8 1
T E R R E B O N N E V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 3 1 4 3 1 5 9 3 5 0 . 6 8 7 2 3 2 3 8 2 7 2 6 . 3 1 2 7
V E R M I L I O N B U T T E R F L Y  N E T 4 5 1 7 3 7 . 7 8 1 2 2 6 . 6 7 1 6 3 5 . 5 6 2 8 . 0 7
V E R M I L I O N C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  E T C . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


















P A R I S H T Y P E  L I C E N S E T O T A L
B O A T S
L G T H  6' 
N O .
- 2 0 '
%
V E R M I L I O N C R A B  T R A P 5 7 3 4 5 9 . 6 5
V E R M I L I O N C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E 0 0 0
V E R M I L I O N D I P / C A S T  N E T 1 0 0
V E R M I L I O N F I S H  S E I N E 3 1 3 3 . 3 3
V E R M I L I O N F L O U N D E R  G I G 0 0 0
V E R M I L I O N F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 2 0 1 5 7 5
V E R M I L I O N H O O P  N E T 1 2 1 2 1 0 0
V E R M I L I O N M I N N O W  T R A P 0 0 0
V E R M I L I O N M U L L E T  P E R M I T 2 0 0
V E R M I L I O N O Y S T E R  D R E D G E 1 0 0
V E R M I L I O N O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R 6 5 8 3 . 3 3
V E R M I L I O N O Y S T E R  T O N G 4 4 1 0 0
V E R M I L I O N P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E 8 0 0
V E R M I L I O N S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T 1 3 1 0 7 6 . 9 2
V E R M I L I O N S H R I M P  T R A W L 3 4 7 1 2 9 3 7 . 1 8
V E R M I L I O N S K I M M E R  N E T 2 1 5 0
V E R M I L I O N S L A T  T R A P 0 0 0
V E R M I L I O N T R A M M E L  N E T 0 0 0
V E R M I L I O N T R O T  ( S E T )  L I N E S 1 2 9 7 5
V E R M I L I O N V E S S E L  L I C E N S E 5 7 7 2 6 3 4 5 . 5 8
T O T A L  3 6 2 2 8  1 7 3 0 1
P E R C E N T  1 0 0  4 7 . 7 6
LGTH 21 ’ - 30’ LGTH 31' +  AVG.
NO. % NO. % LENGTH
2 1 3 6 . 8 4 2 3 . 5 1 2 0 . 5 6
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
2 6 6 . 6 7 0 0 2 3 . 3 3
0 0 0 0
5 2 5 0 0 1 7 . 7 5
0 0 0 0 1 7 . 2 5
0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 6 . 6 7 2 3 . 6 7
0 0 0 0 1 9 . 2 5
0 0 8 1 0 0 1 5 4 . 8 8
3 2 3 . 0 8 0 0 1 8
1 0 5 3 0 . 2 6 1 1 3 3 2 . 5 6 3 2 . 5 9
0 0 1 5 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
2 1 6 . 6 7 1 8 . 3 3 1 9 . 2 5
1 5 2 2 6 . 3 4 1 6 2 2 8 . 0 8 3 0 . 8 8
1 0 9 0 9  8 0 1 8
3 0 . 1 1  2 2 . 1 3 5
5
7
C O M M E R C I A L  L I C E N S E S :  D E P T .  O F  W I L D L I F E  &  F I S H E R I E S  
R E S I D E N T  N O N R E S I D E N T  T Y P E  
N O .  N O .  L I C E N S E
A 1 A 2 S K I M M E R  N E T
A 3 A 4 S A L T W A T E R  G I L L  N E T
3 4 2 O Y S T E R  T O N G
4 5 O Y S T E R  D R E D G E
1 1 3 1 C A P T I A N
1 2 1 6 H O O P  N E T
1 3 3 4 F I S H  S E I N E
1 4 1 7 T R A M M E L  N E T
1 5 4 5 F R E S H W A T E R  G I L L  N E T
1 8 1 9 V E S S E L  L I C E N S E
2 0 3 9 P U R S E / M E N H A D E N  S E I N E
2 5 2 6 S H R I M P  T R A W L
2 9 3 0 O Y S T E R  H A R V E S T E R
3 5 3 6 B U T T E R F L Y  N E T
3 7 3 8 S L A T  T R A P
4 0 4 1 F R O G  G I G
4 6 4 7 C R A B  T R A P
4 9 5 0 C R A B  T R A P  O N  T R O T  L I N E
5 7 5 8 E E L  P O T
5 9 9 0 M I N N O W  T R A P
8 5 8 6 M U L L E T
8 7 8 8 S P E A R  G U N
9 1 9 2 S E T  L I N E S  - T R O T ,  B U S H ,  E T C .
9 3 9 4 D I P / C A S T  N E T S
9 5 9 6 F L O U N D E R  G I G
9 7 9 8 C A N S ,  B U C K E T S ,  P I P E S ,  D R U M S ,  T I R E S
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5 6 0
Louisiana Coastal Boat Survey
Boat Hull Registration No. _____________________________  Date
Boat Name (if any)_____________________________________________
Owner's Name and Address _____________________________________
Home Port or Landing most commonly used  __________________________
Measurements: Tonnage (if known) Gross tons_________ Net tons _________
Length _______  Width   Depth of hull_______ Hull Draft empty _____
Hull Draft loaded_______  Loaded draft, including propeller depth ______
Hull construction: (_) aluminum (_) wood plank (_) fiberglass 
(_) steel (_) other_____________________
Boat type: (_) Lafitte skiff (_)skiff (_)flatboat (_)bateau 
(_)Biloxi lugger (_)lugger (_)Florida trawler (_)trawler
(_)steel hull offshore trawler (_)pirogue (_)________________________
Year built ______________ Place built
Builder's name _____________________________________________________________
List all types of commerce this boat is used for: (_)fishing
(_)shrimping (_)oysters (_)crabbing (_) crawfishing (_)hunting 
(_)fur trapping (_)frogging (_)alligators (_)_______________________
What do you consider the most important type of commerce this boat is 
used for? (_)fishing (_) shrimping (_)oysters (_)crabbing
(_)crawfishing (_)hunting (_)fur trapping (_)frogging
(” )alligators (_) _______________________________________
The largest commercial load (largest catch) this boat has carried was
___________ pounds of _________________. An "average" load for a typical
trip (a days catch) is ________________  pounds of ______________________ .
This boat is used for commercial purposes for _________ months a year
(pick from 0 to 12 months).
Comments ___________________________________________________________________
Please send to: George Castille, Dept, of Geography and Anthropology, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La. 70803
*** Note: information on this form will be used for boat navigation 
research by George Castille, PhD. candidate in geography at LSU.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Summary Data for St. Bernard Parish Boat Survey by George Castille
E N T R Y  H O M E  P O R T  G R O S S  N E T  L G T  
N O .  T O N S  T O N S
1 Y S C L O S K E Y 3 0  2 5  4 7
2 Y S C L O S K E Y 5 5
3 Y S C L O S K E Y 3 0
4 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 7





1 0 1 8
11 H O P E D A L E 3 0
1 2 H O P E D A L E 3 1
1 3 H O P E D A L E 1 9
1 4 6 0
1 5 1 8
1 6 Y S C L O S K E Y 4 2
1 7 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 2
1 8 R O S E D A L E 1 8
1 9 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 4
2 0 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 1
2 1 Y S C L O S K E Y 1 8
2 2 H O P E D A L E 2 1
2 3 H O P E D A L E 2 1
2 4 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 9
W D T H  H U L L  D R A F T  D R A F T  A V G  M O T O R  H U L L  C R A F T
D E P T E M P T Y L O A D E D D R A F T T Y P E C O N S T T Y P E
1 9 3 . 5 5 4 . 2 5 I N
2 0 3 . 5 6 4 . 7 5 I N S T E E L L U G G E R
1 2 2 3 . 5 2 . 7 5 I N A L U M B A R G E
1 0 1 . 5 2 . 5 2 I N A L U M F L A T B O A T
1 0 1 . 5 2 . 5 2 I N A L U M F L A T B O A T
1 3 3 5 4 I N A L U M L U G G E R
2 0 7 2 . 7 7 4 . 8 5 I N W O O D S K I F F
1 4 2 . 7 5 . 5 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
1 1 2 3 . 5 2 . 7 5 I N A L U M F L A T
7 0 . 5 1 0 . 7 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
1 2 4 2 3 2 . 5 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
1 2 2 3 2 . 5 I N L A F S K I F F
6 2 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T F I B E R F L A T
2 0 3 3 I N
6 . 5 3 . 5 0 . 5 2 1 . 2 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
1 6 2 . 5 3 . 5 3 I N W O O D T R A W L E R
8 0 . 5 1 0 . 7 5 A L U M F L A T
7 . 2 2 . 5 0 . 3 0 . 5 0 . 4 O U T A L U M F L A T
8 1 2 . 5 1 . 7 5 O U T F I B E R S I D E
8 2 . 5 0 . 5 2 1 . 2 5 O U T F I B E R M A N S K I F F
5 2 0 . 5 1 . 8 1 . 1 5 O U T F I B E R S K I F F
7 0 . 5 1 . 7 1 . 1 O U T F I B E R W E L L B O A T
8 2 1 1 . 7 1 . 3 5 O U T F I B E R W E L L B O A T


















E N T R Y  H O M E  P O R T  G R O S S  N E T  L G T  
N O .  T O N S  T O N S
2 5 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 2
2 6 H O P E D A L E 2 6
2 7 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 6
2 8 H O P E D A L E 2 5
2 9 H O P E D A L E 2 0
3 0 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 7 4 7
3 1 2 8
3 2 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 0 1 4  5 3
3 3 Y S C L O S K E Y 2 8
3 4 Y S C L O S K E Y 4 8
3 5 H O P E D A L E 3 2
3 6 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
3 7 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
3 8 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
3 9 S H E L L  B E A C H 4 8
4 0 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 4
4 1 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
4 2 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 4
4 3 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 3
4 4 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
4 5 S H E L L  B E A C H 1 6
4 6 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0
4 7 S H E L L  B E A C H 3 2
4 8 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 9
H U L L  D R A F T  D R A F T  A V G  M O T O R  H U L L  C R A F T  
D E P T  E M P T Y  L O A D E D  D R A F T  T Y P E  C O N S T  T Y P E
2 0 . 7 1 0 . 8 5 I N F I B E R W E L L B O A T
2 0 . 8 0 . 8 W O O D L A F S K I F F
2 . 8 2 . 1 3 . 3 2 . 7 I N A L U M F L A T
3 2 2 . 5 2 . 2 5 A L U M F L A T
2 0 . 8 1 . 5 1 . 1 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
7 3 . 5 6 4 . 7 5 I N S T E E L L U G G E R
2 . 5 4 3 . 2 5 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
3 . 5 5 4 . 2 5 I N W O O D L U G G E R
2 3 2 . 5 I N A L U M F L A T
3 4 3 . 5 I N S T E E L B A R G E
2 . 5 1 . 8 3 2 . 4 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
2 . 7 1 2 1 . 5 O U T F I B E R S I D E W I N D E
2 . 7 1 2 1 . 5 O U T F I B E R S I D E W I N D E
2 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
3 5 4 I N W O O D L U G G E R
1 . 5 3 2 . 2 5 O U T F I B E R W E L L B O A T
1 . 5 3 2 . 2 5 I N / O U T  F I B E R I N B O A R D / O
2 3 . 5 2 . 7 5 I N F I B E R S K I F F
2 . 7 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
2 . 7 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
2 0 . 8 1 . 5 1 . 1 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
3 . 5 1 . 5 3 2 . 2 5 O U T F I B E R S I D E W I N D E
3 2 . 5 3 . 3 2 . 9 I N W O O D L A F S K I F F
2 3 4 3 . 5 I N W O O D L A F S K I F F















































































































E N T R Y
N O .
H O M E  P O R T  G R O S S  N E T  
T O N S  T O N S
L G T W D T H  H U L L  
D E P T
D R A F T
E M P T Y
D R A F T
L O A D E D
A V G
D R A F T
M O T O R  H U L L  
T Y P E  C O N S T
C R A F T
T Y P E
4 9 S H E L L  B E A C H 2 0 8 . 2 2 . 2 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
5 0 S H E L L  B E A C H 3 1 1 2 2 . 2 3 2 . 6 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
5 1 6 0 1 8 3 . 5 5 . 5 4 . 5 I N W O O D L U G G E R
5 2 2 8 1 0 . 5 2 . 5 3 . 5 3 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
5 3 Y S C L O S K E Y 3 2 1 0 2 2 . 5 2 . 2 5 I N A L U M L A F S K I F F
5 4 S H E L L  B E A C H 3 3 1 3 1 1 . 5 1 . 2 5 I N F I B E R S K I F F
5 5 S H E L L  B E A C H 3 0 1 1 . 3 4 1 . 8 3 2 . 4 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
5 6 H O P E D A L E 2 3 8 2 . 3 0 . 5 2 1 . 2 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
5 7 H O P E D A L E 5 2 2 0 5 . 2 3 . 5 6 4 . 7 5 I N S T E E L F L A T B O A T
5 8 H O P E D A L E 5 3 0 1 4 3 2 4 3 I N F I B E R B A R G E
5 9 3 0 1 3 3 4 3 . 5 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
6 0 H O P E D A L E 6 0 2 0 3 . 5 6 . 5 5 I N S T E E L O Y S T E R B O
6 1 H O P E D A L E 5 0 2 0 3 6 . 5 4 . 7 5 I N S T E E L B A R G E
6 2 H O P E D A L E 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 . 5 I N F I B E R S K I F F
6 3 H O P E D A L E 1 8 7 . 3 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
6 4 H O P E D A L E 1 8 7 . 3 2 . 3 0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
6 5 C U T  O F F 5 8 1 8 2 . 5 6 4 . 2 5 I N W O O D L U G G E R
6 6 3 8 1 3 1 . 5 3 2 . 2 5 I N W O O D L U G G E R
6 7 P T A L A H A C H E 5 0 2 0 3 4 . 5 3 . 7 5 I N S T E E L L U G G E R
6 8 P T  A  L A  H A C H E 5 0 2 0 4 . 5 5 . 5 5 I N W O O D L U G G E R
6 9 H O P E D A L E 2 8 1 1 2 2 . 5 2 . 2 5 I N F I B E R L A F S K I F F
7 0 E M P I R E 6 0 2 0 2 . 5 4 . 5 3 . 5 I N A L U M O Y S T E R B O
7 1 1 7 6 . 2 0 . 8 1 . 2 1 O U T F I B E R S E M I  V




















E N T R Y  H O M E  P O R T  G R O S S  N E T  L G T  
N O .  T O N S  T O N S
7 3 1 0
7 4 1 0
7 5 P O R T  S U L P H U R 5 7
7 6 P O R T  S U L P H U R 4 2
7 7 Y S C L O S K E Y 4 0
7 8 Y S C L O S K E Y 1 9
7 8 Y S C L O S K E Y 1 9
7 9 H O P E D A L E 5 0
8 0 H O P E D A L E 5 0
8 1 H O P E D A L E 1 4
8 2 1 8
8 3 H O P E D A L E 5 5
8 4 H O P E D A L E 4 2
8 5 H O P E D A L E 1 8
8 6 A L L U V I A L  C I T Y 2 0
8 7 P O R T  S U L P H U R 3 6 5 9
8 8 P O R T  S U L P H U R 5 7
8 9 P O R T  S U L P H U 1 5  9 5 0
9 0 P O R T  S U L P H U R 4 5
9 1 P O R T  S U L P H U R 4 6
9 2 H O P E D A L E 3 9
9 3 H O P E D A L E 2 5
9 4 H O P E D A L E 2 4
9 5 H O P E D A L E 2 2
U L L D R A F T D R A F T A V G M O T O R  H U L L C R A F T
E P T E M P T Y L O A D E D D R A F T T Y P E C O N S T T Y P E
0 . 2 0 . 5 0 . 3 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
0 . 2 0 . 5 0 . 3 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
4 2 . 7 5 . 5 4 . 1 I N A L U M L U G G E R
3 . 5 1 . 5 3 2 . 2 5 I N A L U M B A R G E
3 4 3 . 5 I N S T E E L L U G G E R
1 . 5 2 . 5 2 O U T F I B E R S I D E W I N D E
1 . 5 2 . 5 2 O U T F I B E R S I D E W I N D E
4 5 4 . 5 I N A L U M L U G G E R
4 5 4 . 5 I N A L U M L U G G E R
O U T S K I F F
O U T A L U M F L A T
6 . 5 4 . 5 6 5 . 2 5 I N W O O D B I L O X I  L U G
2 . 3 3 2 . 6 5 I N W O O D F L A .  T R A W L
0 . 5 1 . 5 1 O U T A L U M F L A T
1 . 7 0 . 4 1 0 . 7 O U T A L U M F L A T
3 . 3 5 . 5 4 . 4 I N F I B E R S K I F F
3 . 1 5 . 5 4 . 3 I N F I B E R S K I F F
3 . 5 4 . 5 4 I N W O O D S K I F F
2 . 5 4 3 . 2 5 I N W O O D S K I F F
3 . 5 1 . 3 2 . 5 1 . 9 I N A L U M B A R G E
2 . 3 4 I N P L Y W O B A R G E
2 . 3 0 . 5 O U T A L U M F L A T
2 1 2 . 5 O U T F I B E R W E L L B O A T
0 . 8 3 I N / O U T F I B E R L A F S K I F F
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s I T R Y
0 .
F I S H  S H R I M P O Y S T E R C R A B M U L L E T  M A I N
C A R G O
M A X  T Y P E  
L O A D  C A R G O
A V G  T Y P E  M O N T H  
L O A D  C A R G O  I N  U S E
O Y S T E R
L E A S E
4 9 Y O Y S T E R S 3 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 2 0 0 0 O Y S T E R S
5 0 Y Y O Y S T E R S 1 5 0 0 0 F I S H 1 2
5 1 Y O Y S T E R S 2 5 4 5 4 ,  2 6 3 0 9
5 2 Y O Y S T E R S 2 8 9 3 5
5 3 Y Y Y Y S H R I M P / C R A B 8 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 3 0 0 0 O Y S T E R S 3 2 2 4 0
5 4 Y O Y S T E R S 2 8 7 1 0
5 5 Y Y Y Y S H R I M P 3 0 0 0 S H R I M P 4 0 0 S H R I M P 1 2
5 6 Y O Y S T E R S
5 7 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 2 9 0 0 9 ,  2 8 9 3 4
5 8 Y O Y S T E R S 7 5 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 2 9 0 0 9 ,  2 8 9 3 4
5 9 Y Y S H R I M P / O Y S T E R S 1 5 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 3 1 9 4 3
6 0 Y O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 8 4 5 , 2 9 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 7 2
6 1 Y O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 8 4 5 , 2 9 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 7 2
6 2 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 8 4 5 , 2 9 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 7 2
6 3 Y O Y S T E R S 3 5 0 0 O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 8 4 5 , 2 9 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 7 2
6 4 Y O Y S T E R S 3 5 0 0 O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 8 4 5 , 2 9 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 7 2
6 5 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 4 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 3 0 5 5 4
6 6 Y OYSTERS 2 5 0 0 0 O YSTER 4 0 0 0 OYSTER 3 3 0 7 3 4
6 7 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R S 1 2 2 5 4 3 6
6 8 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 2 5 4 3 6
6 9 Y Y S H R I M P / O Y S T 8 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 5 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 3 1 1 5 6
7 0 Y O Y S T E R S 1 0 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 8 0 0 0 0 O Y S T E R 6 . 5 2 9 4 1 4
7 1 Y O Y S T E R S 2 5 0 0 O Y S T E R 1 2 3 0 4 1 0























































































FISH SHR IM P OYSTER CRAB MULLET MAIN
CARGO
M AX TYPE  
LOAD CARGO
AVG TYPE  
LOAD CARG O




73 Y OYSTERS 700 OYSTER 12 30410
74 Y OYSTERS 700 OYSTER 12 30410
75 Y OYSTERS 160000 O YSTER 12 26888
76 Y O YSTERS 80000 O YSTER 6 26888
77 Y Y SH R IM P/O Y ST 40000 O YSTER 20000 O YSTER 12 30706
78 Y Y MULLET 7000 MULLET 1000 MULLET 3 30706
78 Y Y MULLET 7000 MULLET 1000 MULLET 3 30706
79 Y Y OYSTERS 102000 O YSTER 90000 O YSTER 10 32827, 32828 , 3282
80 Y OYSTERS 90000 OYSTERS 10 32827, 32828 , 3282
81 32827, 32828, 3282
82 Y 32350, 32671
83 Y Y OYSTERS 174000 OYSTER 90000 OYSTER 12 26796, 32556, 3255
84 Y Y S H R IM P/O Y ST 15000 O YSTER 10000 OYSTER 12 26796, 32556, 3255
85 Y Y OYSTERS 2500 O YSTERS 4 26796, 32556, 3255
86 Y Y OYSTERS 2500 OYSTER 1200 O YSTER 7 30409
87 Y OYSTERS 150000 OYSTER 20000 OYSTER 10 25835, 25837, 2584
88 Y OYSTERS 150000 OYSTER 20000 OYSTER 10 25835, 25837, 2584
89 Y OYSTERS 60000 OYSTER 15000 OYSTER 10 25835, 25837, 2584
90 Y OYSTERS 50000 OYSTER 15000 OYSTER 10 25835, 25837, 2584
91 Y OYSTERS 70000 OYSTER 10000 OYSTER 5 25835, 25837, 2584
92 Y Y OYSTERS 30000 OYSTER 10000 OYSTER 6 29017
93 Y OYSTERS
94 Y MULLET 4000 MULLET 1500 MULLET 1.5
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ENTRY COMMENTS REGARDING USE OF THIS BOAT
NO.
1 AVG LEASE DEPTH: 5-6  FT.
2 AVG DEPTH O N LEASES IS 5 FT.
3 AVG DEPTH O N  LEASES IS 5 FT.
4  OPERATES DO W N TO  18 IN. OF W ATER FOR OYSTERS; AVG LEASE DEPTH IS 5 FT.
5 OPERATES DO W N TO  18 IN. O F W ATER FOR OYSTERS; AVG LEASE DEPTH IS 5 FT.
6  LEASE DEPTH AVG. 7'; W ORKS AS SHALLOW  AS 3 ’
7 SHA LLO W EST DREDG IN G: 32" WATER; CAN LOAD O YSTERS UNTIL W ATER FLOW S O VER TH E DECK
8 SHA LLO W EST DREDGES: 32"
9  SHA LLO W EST D R E D G ED  W AS 18" WATER
10 SHA LLO W EST D R E D G E DEPTH: 8"-10" WATER; LEASE DEPTH IS 0-18' DEEP; S O M ETIM E S C O O N S  (BY HAND) FR O M  B




•IMES W O RKS IN 6" WATER; LEASE AVG. IS 3 .5 ' DEEP
17 HAS DREDGE; S O M E TIM E S  W O RKS IN 12" WATER; USES TO N G S  SO M ETIM E S IN LESS THAN 2 ’ W ATER
18 RUNS 100 CRAB TRAPS; TRAPS SET IN LAKE ATHANASIO  IN W H ITE 'S  O YSTER LEASE AREA (LEASE 31050)
19 USUALLY F ISH ES IN W ATER 6  TO  8' DEEP; SO M ETIM E S IN SHALLOW  W ATER
20 AT HEAD OF NAV.; M EASU RED AT HIS HO U SE
21 DREDG ES O YSTER S IN 2' TO  13’ WATER; HAS C A U G H T MULLET IN 18" WATER
22 OPERATES DO W N TO  10" WATER; USUALLY 2.5  TO  3' WATER, SO M ETIM E S DEEPER






















































































ENTRY COMMENTS REGARDING USE OF THIS BOAT
NO.
25 HAS TU N N EL HULL; W O RKS IN 1 TO  2 5 ’ DEEP W ATER; USUALLY IN 4 TO  8'; BO B B Y IS A FIREM AN AT YSCLO SKEY FIR
26  BO AT IN DRY DOCK; HULL O NLY
27  HAS D R ED G ED  IN 2' W ATER; N O W  O N PILINGS AT ABAND ON ED BOAT B U ILDERS’ YARD
28 LEASE IS AT FLAT BAY IN 2 TO 2.5' WATER; USES DREDG E
29
3 0  HAS TU N N EL HULL; M ET J. KIEFF ON BOAT
31 CRABS: 4  TO  12’ WATER; OYSTERS: 4  TO  12’; TR IES N O T TO  W ORK IN LESS THAN 4' WATER
32 HAULED TO  STEAM  FACTO RY
33 *  INFO  FRO M  D O M IN G O  RANO, FR. IN LAW; HAS U SE D  IN 2 ’ WATER; BUILT FOR SHA LLO W  BEDS; AVG DEPTH O F BED
3 4  *  INFO  FRO M  D O M IN G O  RANO; HAS OPERATED IN 3 ’ WATER (OYSTERS)
35  HAS TU N N EL HULL; LEASES IN B. LA LOUTRE; HAS W ORKED 2' W ATER W ITH DREDGE; LEASE D EPTH 3  TO  12’
3 6  HAS "CRUISER’’ O N SIDE O F BOAT; CA TC H ES M ULLET IN 18” TO 20" WATER; F IS H ES M O S T O FTEN IN W ATER 6  TO  10
37  C A TC H ES M ULLET D O W N  TO 18" WATER
3 8  HAS DREDG E M OUNTED; OYSTERS: SO M ETIM E S W O RKS IN 1 ’ WATER; O FTEN  IN 18" WATER; LEASES 0 TO  10’ DEEP;
3 9  TU N N E L HULL R EC ESS ED  15” (30” PROP)
40  C A TC H ES MULLET IN AS LITTLE AS 6" WATER; USUALLY FISHES IN 2 ’ W ATER
41 S O M E TIM E S  F IS H ES IN 12” WATER; USUALLY F IS H E S  IN 2 ’ WATER
42 SHA LLO W EST W ATER FISHES: 2 ’; USUALLY F IS H ES 8 ’ TO  12’ WATER
43 USUALLY W O RKS O YS TE R S 1.5 ’ TO  2 ’ DEPTH; HAS W ORKED OYSTERS IN 6” W ATER W H E N  BOAT EM PTY; INCLUDES
4 4  S O M E TIM E S  W ORKS BED S IN BLACK BAY AREA 6” DEEP, BUT USUALLY 1.5 TO  2 ’ DEEP; HAD D R E D G E M O U N TE D  O N
45 USUALLY SH R IM PS 8 ’ W ATER, CRABS 12' WATER; SO M ETIM ES CRABS IN 18“ W ATER W ITH TRAPS STICKING  O U T O F
4 6  OYSTERS: HAS OPERATED IN 10” IF S O FT BOTTOM ; MULLET: SO M ETIM ES F IS H ES IN 10"; OYSTER LEASE DEPTHS RA
47 RETIRED HULL IN DRY DOCK; HAS LARGE BOX FOR LIVE BAIT





















































































ENTRY COMMENTS REGARDING USE OF THIS BOAT
NO.
4 9  *  INT. UNCLE (KENNETH CAM PO); HAS DREDG E M O UNTED; BOAT PARKED AT BLACKIE C A M PO 'S MARINA AT SHELL
50 SHA LLO W EST O PERATES FOR OYSTERS: 26" DEPTH
51 SHA LLO W EST PART O F LEASE IS 3.5'; SO M E O YS TE R M E N  STILL W ADE
52
53 M IN. DEPTH D R ED G ES OYSTERS: 2.5' WATER; TU N N E L HULL; AVG. LEASE DEPTH 4-5'; HAS RADAR
54 *  INT. MRS. PENTNEY; LEASE 1-13'; OPERATES IN 1' WATER; TU N N EL HULL; 2 DREDG ES; W ORK WILD REEF AREA; D
55  TU N N EL HULL, 22" PROP; CAN TRAVEL IN 22" W ATER; IN A SMALLER BOAT HAS CRABB ED IN 1 ’ W ATER & HAS T O N G E
56 HAS DREDG E M O UNTED; 3 ’ PLATFORM O N REAR; FR O N T OF C LARENCE BARRIOS HOUSE; W ORKS BARRIOS' AND O
57  INVERTED V BOW; SHA LLO W EST WATER D R ED G ES IS 4'
58  HULL TU N N E L IS 10" DEEP; F IS H E S  OYSTERS IN AS LITTLE AS 2' W ATER
5 9  HAS V HULL; BAYOU LA LOUTRE LEASE
60 HAS TU N N EL HULL; D R ED G ES DO W N TO  3.5'
61 SHA LLO W EST D R E D G E DEPTH: 3 TO  3 .5 ’ WATER; HAS CRANE FOR LIFTING O YSTER  PALLETS; USE O N  LSU EXPERIM
62  TU N N EL HULL; SHA LLO W EST DREDG ES IS 2' W ATER
63 SHA LLO W EST D R E D G IN G  IS IN 2' WATER; D O CKED NEAR PIP'S M ARINNA AT HO PEDALE NEAR RAISED TRAILER 1 /4  M
64  SO M ETIM E S D R E D G ES IN O N LY  2' WATER; D O CKED NEAR PIP'S M ARINNA AT H O PEDALE NEAR RAISED TRAILER 1 /4
65 SHA LLO W EST D R E D G ES IS 2.5 ' WATER W ITH O N LY  1 DREDG E O PERATING
66 CYPRESS; SHA LLO W EST DREDG ED WAS 2.5' DEEP; H IT A PIPELINE AND SANK REC ENTLY
67 FLAT BOTTOM ; SHA LLO W EST WATER DREDG ES IS 5'
68 FLAT BOTTOM; SHA LLO W EST W ATER DREDG ES IS 5'
69  HAS DREDG ED IN 3' WATER; HAS SHRIM PED IN 3' WATER
70 HAS TU N N EL HULL; DREDG ES DOW N TO  2.5' WATER; LEASE 2.5 '-10 ' DEEP
71 HAS RAKED AND C O O N E D  IN 12" WATER; AVG DEPTH W ORKED IS 3 ’





















































































ENTRY COMMENTS REGARDING USE OF THIS BOAT
NO.
73 HAS RAKED AND C O O N E D  IN 8" WATER; AVG DEPTH W O RKED IS 3 ’
74  HAS RAKED AND C O O N E D  IN 8" WATER; AVG DEPTH O F O YSTER  AREA BEING W O RKED IS 3 ’
75  HAS 7" TUNNEL; SHA LLO W EST DREDGES: 32" W ATER W / B O W  W E IG H TED  U SING  1 DREDGE; AVG LEASE DEPTH: 4-6'
7 6  BO X TUNNEL; OPERATES IN 18" DREDG IN G; B O U G H T FRO M  TO M  & JO E  POPICH
77 UPD RAFT STERN; SHA LLO W EST D R ED G ES IS 3'; U SED FOR STEAM  OYSTERS; D O E S N 'T  D R E D G E M U C H  A N Y M O R E
78 S O M E TIM E S  F ISH ES MULLET 12"-18" W ATER, USUALLY 1.5-1 O’ DEEP; F ISHES CRABS IN 4-5 ' DEEP WATER
78 S O M E TIM E S  FISHES: 12"-18"; USUALLY F ISH ES M ULLET IN 18"-10' WATER; CRABS C A U G H T 4 '-5 \ SHA LLO W EST W AS 4
79  CAN D R E D G E IN A LITTLE LESS THAN 4' WATER; LEASE DEPTH VARIES 4-20'
80 CAN D R E D G E IN A LITTLE LESS THAN 4 ’ WATER; LEASE DEPTH VARIES 4-20 ’
81 USED TO  PATROL LEASES, N O T TO D R E D G E O R CAR R Y O YS TE R S
82  *  INFO  O B TAINED FRO M  CLO SE FRIEND
83 HAS C A U G H T OYSTERS & SH R IM P AT DEPTH O F 4.5'; D O CKED 1/4  Ml. N. O F D U D E N H EFFE R S
84  SH A LLO W EST DREDG ES AND TRAWLS: 28"; USES 2 5 ’ TRAW L IN SHALLOW  WATER; W ILL U SE SKIM M ERS TH IS  YEAR
85 SHA LLO W EST W ORKED OYSTERS: 6" DEEP; USES TO N G S  W ITH THIS BOAT; POLES BOAT A RO UND IN SHA LLO W  W AT
8 6  SH A LLO W EST D R ED G ED  W AS 2' DEEP; AT PRESENT SH A LLO W EST W O RKED BEDS ARE 4' DEEP; LEASE AVERAG ES 5
87 SH A LLO W EST DREDGES: 3.5'; LEASE DEPTHS RANGE: < 2 ’-20'; MAX. CARG O  DURING S E E D IN G  OPERATIO N
88 SH A LLO W EST DREDGES: 3.5'; LEASE DEPTHS RANGE: < 2 '-20 '; MAX. CARG O  DURING  S E ED IN G  O PERATION
89  SHA LLO W EST DREDGES: 3.5' WATER; LEASE DEPTHS RANGE: < 2 '-20 '
90  SH A LLO W EST DREDGES: 2.5' WATER; LEASE DEPTHS RANGE: < 2 '-2 0 ’
91 TU N N E L HULL; SHALLOW EST DREDGES: 1.5' W ATER; LEASE DEPTHS RANGE: < 2 '-2 0 ’; C O N STR U C TED  TO W O R K  SU
92 D R E D G ES DO W N TO  28" WATER; LEASE DEPTH: 2 .5 ’-7'; SO N  JAM ES HAS BOAT # 3 5
93 REAR PLATFORM  EXTENDS 3' B EY O N D  HULL; BUYS O YS TE R S FRO M  M ICHAEL TROSCLAIR; RUNS PEARSO NS SEAFO
94 C A TC H ES D O W N  TO 1 ’DEPTH; TYPICALLY OPERATES IN 2'-3'; HAS 7' TOW ER IN CEN TER O F BOAT; O UTBO ARD HAS


















ENTRY COMMENTS REGARDING USE OF THIS BOAT
NO.
96 DREDG E REM OVED, O NLY PLATFORM REM AINS; IN FR O N T O F ROBIN 'S R ESIDENCE, RT. 1 BO X 551, HOPEDALE
99 DREDG ES DO W N TO 4'; LEASE RANG ES 2 .5 '-7 ' DEEP
100 SHA LLO W EST OPERATED: 30"; TYPICALLY DEEPER
101 SHA LLO W EST WORKED: 6"; HAS HAND DREDGE; USUALLY W ORKS 1' FOR O YSTERS
576
APPENDIX P 
SUMMARY OF CASE DATA
577

















Summary of Case Data
GJC CASE 
CASE NAME
158 Ingram v. St. Tammany
133 Ramsey River Road Property Owners v. Reeves 
69 Begnaud v. Grubb and Hawkins
34 Amite Gravel & Sand Co., Ltd. v. Roseland Gravel Co., Ltd. 
132 State v. Two O ’Clock Bayou Land Co.
44 State v. Sweet Lake Land & Oil Co., et al. 
52 State v. Jefferson Island Salt Mining Co.
WATERBODY WIDTH AVG DEPTH

















lake 1 -3 mi 0-10

























64 State v. Aucoin
48 State v. Erwin
167 Doiron v. O ’Bryan
54 Miami Corp. v. State
91 State v. Cockrell
160 State v. Placid
13 Chauvin et al. v. Louisiana Oyster Comm, et al.
75 California Company v. Price, et al.
130 Gulf Oil Corp. v. State Mineral Board
5 White v. Leovy et al.
4 State v. Buck
162 Davis Oil Co. v. Citrus Land Co.
203 Milne v. Girodeau
WATERBODY WIDTH AVG DEPTH AVG






































137 Zeller v. So. Yacht Club 
11 State ex rel. Turner v. Blanchard 
164 Bruning v. City of New Orleans 
144 State v. Orleans Levee Board 
10 Burns v. Crescent Gun and Rod Club
3 Morgan v. Negodich et al.
127 Louisiana Land & Fisheries v. Gasquet
WATERBODY WIDTH AVG DEPTH AVG
















































189 Orleans Navigation Co. v. Mayor of N.O.
190 Orleans Navigation Co. v. Mayor of N.O. 
185 Orleans Navigation Co. v. Schooner Amelia 
188 State v. The Orleans Navigation Co.
186 Ligon v. Orleans Navigation Co.
187 Ligon v. Orleans Navigation Co.
191 State v. Orleans Navigation Co.
136 Carondelet Canal and Navigation Co. v. Parker









bayou & canal 
bayou & canal 
bayou & canal 






bayou & canal 1-9






































































CASE TYPE TYPE CRAFT CRAFT CRAFT CASE
NAME WATERCRAFT COMMERCE LENGTH WIDTH DRAFT DATE
Ingram steamboat bricks 90 14 ?-4 1868
flatboat bricks 25-30 4-5 < 2
log raft logs 10-12 1.5
schooner
Ramsey steamboat bricks 90 14 ?-4 1981
Begnaud none 1946
Amite Gra. dredge gravel dredging 82-84 26 3 1921




14 14 1 1978
log cribs logging 10-16 4
putt-putt logging
skiff fishing 4.5-5











flatboat transporting wood 20 10
oysterboat oysters 26 9
drilling barge oil drilling 60 40 5
wooden barge drilling equip 30 20
gas launch drilling crew 12
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NAME WATERWAYS TO STATE
Ingram Bogue Falia River yes
Ramsey Bogue Falia River yes
Begnaud Bayou Sale no
Amite Gra. Tangipahoa River no
Two O ’Clock Two O'clock Bayou, Adams Bayou, Mary Case yes
Sweet L. Sweet Lake no




















NAME WATERWAYS TO STATE
Aucoin Lake Long, Company Canal yes
Erwin Calcasieu Lake no
Doiron Calcasieu Lake no
Miami Co. Mermentau River, Grand Lake yes
Cockrell Six Mile Lake yes/no
Placid Six Mile Lake, Grand Lake yes
Chauvin Bayou Petit Caillou, Bay Crocodile, coastal mar no
Cal./Price Grand Bay no
Gulf Oil Grand Bay yes
White West Bay yes
Buck West Bay yes
Davis Oil Shell Island Pass yes



















NAME WATERWAYS TO STATE
Zeller Lake Pontchartrain yes
Turner Lake Pontchartrain yes
Bruning Lake Pontchartrain yes
Orleans Lev. Lake Pontchartrain yes
Burns Irish Bayou, Little Irish Bayou, Second Branch yes/no
Morgan Bayou Cook no






















Orleans 1 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Orleans 2 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Amelia Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Orleans 3 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Ligon 1 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Ligon 2 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Orleans 4 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal
Caron. 1 Bayou St. John, Carondelet Canal






























NAME WATERWAYS TO STATE
Bendich Bayou LaChute yes
Boykin Bayou Black yes
D'Albora borrow pit canal yes
Note:
* water depth was not clear from court documentation 
** low water depth
*** same as in State v. Orleans Navigation Co. (1822) 
**** waterway made navigable only through improvements 592
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